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Chapter One 

INTRODUCTION 

-LIFE AND CULTURE IN THE MEIJI PERIOD- 

THE title we have given this book. Life in the Meiji Period, 

might well be taken to include practically everything covered 

in the several volumes of this series, and we must therefore at 

the outset define the limits of our study. In general, we have 

chosen to concentrate on the history of material culture as 

revealed in everduy life in the Meiji period. In other words, 

we shall examine the tangible things—-the clothing, the food, 

the housing, the means of transport—that served as the physical 

bases for living. For the most part we shall be dealing with 

perfectly ordinary objects that we see around us every day. 

rather than with exotic or unusual articles. At the same time, 

since our purpose is to show how Japanese life changed under 

the impel us of Westemharitiir, our emphasis will be on items 

introduced from the West, 

No matter how common most of these Items are today, there 

was a time when the)- were new and astonishing to Japanese 

eves- What interests us here is ihc process whereby new 

amides from a different cultural sphere came to be regarded as 

necessities in ordinary Japanese fife. Broadly speaking, we shall 

be concerned with the shift from reliance on foreign products 

to domestic production thereof, for this is an index io the 

spread and acceptance of the new 11 necessities/ At the same 

Lime, we shall neither confine ourselves to a chronological 

account of the introduction and spread of various items, which 

t 
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of itself would have little meaning, nor concentrate entirely oti 

the growth of new industries, for though the latter indicates 

the degree to which new items were adopted, it does not reveal 

the manner in which they were received. Our purpose is to 

show as heat we can from the comparatively limited sources 

available the attitude with which the Japanese accepted Western 

material culture and the way in which St entered the Japanese 

home, village, town and city. 

The term "material cultureh+ is susceptible to misEinderstand¬ 

ing, since in some circles it is the custom to speak of the 

culture of the West as “material*’ and that of the East as 

"spiritual.** We intend nothing of the sort. By and large we 

believe that she basic Japanese attitude toward the acceptance 

of spiritual culture is the same as toward die acceptance of 

mate rial culture* And yet it is undeniable that spiritual culture 

is far more difficult to accept than material culture. 

The dichotomy between spiritual and material in this respect, 

however, ls not necessarily valid, and we employ it only 

for the sake of convenience. The fact is* after all, that material 

objects can be separated from the culture that produced them 

and adopted into a different culture with comparative ease, 

whereas this b hy no means the case with ideas and beliefs* To 

be sure, the use to which a material object is put and the 

value attached to it are determined by the culture itself, and 

when the object is transferred from the culture of its origin 

to a new culture* it may very well acquire a very different 

significance. The kerosene bmp, for instance, was already ex¬ 

ceedingly common in the West when it was introduced to 

Japan, but in the early Meiji period it was a treasure available 

only to welbio-do houses and commercial institutions* and Japa¬ 

nese generally associated it in their minds with upper-class life. 

The lamp then occupied a different place in Meijs culture from 

the one it had occupied in Western Culture, but nevertheless it 

was a concrete object that could be picked up and moved from 

the West to Japan, regardless of its significance to its users. 
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Out pom I is not that material culture can be transferred 

whereas spiritual culture cannot. Far from it. Our ultimate 

purpose, in fact, is to show how completely inseparable the two 

are. Granted that the people of one culture can accept a 

physical object from another culture without understanding that 

culture, still the object itself almost invariably stirs up an in¬ 

terest in the culture that produced it. The intensity with which 

this interest is pursued varies from time to time and from place 

to place, but In certain conditions, the simple material object 

may be the seemingly innocuous fust that sets oif a tremendous 

explosion, There is no denying, for example, that the cultural 

transformation of Japan in the Nora period began with a respect 

for Chinese material culture. 
There ware Japanese in the [ate Tokugawa and early Mciji 

periods who proposed to adopt the material culture of the West 

but retain the traditional spiritual culture of Japan. As long 

as one accepts the idea that material culture and spiritual 

culture are separate utilities, this sounds reasonable enough, hut 

subsequent events more than amply demonstrated the nuireete 

of this type of thinking. To adopt the physical articles produced 

in the West it was necessary not only to import them, but to 

learn to make them, and this was no simple matter. It was 

immediately discovered that modern machines and implements 

could not be produced or run without a knowledge of the 

techniques and scientific principles on which they were based. 

Schools were therefore eosiablisned to teach W esrern science, 

but Western science proved to be intimately connected not only 

with Western thought in the larger sense, hut wish ‘Western 

economy and Western social systems. Merely to begin learning 

the principles behind Western material culture Involved estab¬ 

lishing a new theory of government and a new type of economy. 

No one could argue that the government and the economy that 

eventually emerged were “Western” but they were a fai cry 

from what the late Tokugawa and early Metjl leaders had in 

mind when they spoke of retaining the traditional spiritual 

J 
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cuttme of Japan. It alt started with the appearance of a few 

material objects lifted out of Western culture and carried bodily 

to Japan, but one thing led to another, and eventual! there 

occurred something that can only be described as a spiritual 
revolution. 

The Japanese culture that emerged from the Meiji period 

was not Western, nor was It purely Japanese. It was instead 

an hitgnal part of a vast international complex that was and is 

continually changing. For that matter, there exists no purely 

national culture—every culture is the result of 3 long history' 

of interchanges among peoples. This is not to say, of course, that 

Individual peoples or nations do not display certain special 

cultural traits and tendencies. The Meiji period itself was a 

spectacular case of cultural transplantation and at the same time 

a unique Japanese contribution to world history. We propose 

to study in the following pages the material framework that 

made Meiji culture possible. We make no apologies for con- 

centrating on ordinary, run-of-the-mill objects, for after all they 
are involved in every phase of life. 

■* 



Chapter Two 

clothing 

i. INTRODUCTION 

FROM early rimes the Japanese, or at Least those of the upper 

daises, had a rich variety of wearing appareL Silts date back 

to pro-historic times* and in the Asuka sod Nara periods, 

methods for productlng elaborate brocades and twill* were 

imported from China and Korea^ along with garments of con¬ 

tinental style. In the Heian period, clothing, if not the material 

from which it was made, was modified in design to the extent 

that it became quite distinct from that of the continent. Then 

in the Ashikaga and Muiomachi periods* it was enriched by 

the importsion of Chinese satins and damask*, as well as new 

types of silver and gold brocade The first coming of the 

Portuguese and Spanish led to the adoption of certain Western 

styles by some of the dominant military class* but this innova¬ 

tion exercised only a temporary influence owing to the policy 

of isolation adopted by the Tokugawa government in the seven¬ 

teenth century. 

The coming of Perry, the opening of the country, and the 

sudden influx of things Western set off a tremendous change 

in clothing habits. En particular* traditional military clothing, 

which had for so long been designed primarily for ceremonial 

lute, was suddenly abandoned in favor of the Western uniform* 

and as the Meiji government proceeded apace with its program 

of Westernisation* the principle involved in the design of uni' 

forms was applied to work and school do tiling. Gradually 

I 
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Western suits and dresses became a pact of Japanese life. 

At the same time, however, the change was not universal, 

nor could it have been, for the household life of the ordinary 

Japanese resisted Westernization, Most people continued to 

live in houses with matted floors and no chairs, and in such 

surroundings traditional Japanese wear was more suitable and 

comfortable than imported fashions. People developed the habit 

of wearing Western clothing to work and Japanese clothing at 

home so that life in this respect was divided into two distinct 

spheres. This situation persists today, and it is the cause of a 

number of practical problems, not the least of which ts the 

matter of the household budges. 

In the Meip period people were free for the first time to 

choose as they pleased from a great variety of clothing, both 

old and new. and as a consequence the changing fashions of 

the period were exceedingly complex. The situation was made 

even more so, of course, by the fact that traditional types of 

work and old-style working places were in many cases preserved 

alongside the new. 

a. MaterUJ tar CLuthing 

During the past court nobles and members of ibe military 

class were privileged to select their clothing material from a 

long and laxurious variety of figured silks, satins, and elaborate 

brocades, not to speak of cotton and hemp. In the Tokugawa 

period, the, wealthier townspeople, too. though theoretically 

belonging to the lower desses, proved no less extravagant than 

the warriors in their quest for fine silk crepes and damasks. 

But though a few commoners in Edo. Osaka, Kyoto, and the 

provincial castle towns were able to afford such finery, the great 

majority of the populace wore cotton or hemp, particularly the 

latter in summer. In 1643 the government issued a proclama¬ 

tion concerning farmers1 clothing which limited local squires to 

silk pongee, hemp, and cotton, and ordinary farmers to hemp 
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and cation. in addition, ail were forbidden to use fancy cashes 

or trimmings. lit 1683, farmers along with townspeople were 

granted the privilege of wearing silks, though not those of the 

finer varieties, and it appears that the regulations were in other 

ways relaxed to a certain extent, but there are many records 

indicating that no change was in fact allowed in rural com- 

muni ties. Even if there had been a change in the regulations, 

the average farmer living under feudal control and constantly 

harried by the nee cess tty of supplying his daily needs, would 

have been unable economically to take advantage of n. 

The farmers, who constituted the majority of the population, 

wore hemp or cotton except on great occasions, such as wed- 

dings or funerals, when they sometimes managed cheap silk. In 

the northeast and other cold areas, where cotton could not be 

produced, people even wore tough fabrics made from wistena 

or ri/m japonic* or treebark taken from nearby forests. In 

this respect we might observe that the widespread mountam 

areas of Japan, with their bountiful forests, have served as a 

source not only of clothing but of many other daily needs for 

much of the Japanese populace. 
With the opening of the country, foreign trade as well as 

internal transport developed by leaps and bound, and cotton 

clothing became common even in areas where cotton was not 

produced. Cheap cotton goods from foreign count™* spread 

to every nook and cranny of the nation. At the same the 

limitations on clothing instituted under the feuda system to 

preserve distinction of status were completely abolished, and 

even the lowest bom was theoretically allowed to choose his 

own clothing. The appearance of soft new cotton and wool 

fabrics aroused m farmers who had hitherto been supplymg 

their own needs with hemp or even rougher fabrics an apprec¬ 

iation for warmth and comfort they had not hitherto been 

privileged to know. This in itself was a tremendous change, 

and it led to many others. 

7 
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fa. Plant Fabric? 

There has never been a pastoral age in Japanese bistory, and 

the Japanese have consequently relied mostly on plant fibers 

for their clothes. From the earliest times, hemp cloth was the 

most important fabric, and it remained so until the Tokugewa 

period, when it began to be replaced hy cotton. In addition, 

the Japanese have also employed reeds and rushes, as well as 

fibers from wisteria, willow, and other plants for clothing 

material, and rice straw has served as the material lor various 

types of footgear. 
(1) Hemp. It is clear from early historical sources that 

hemp was cultivated throughout Japan as early as the eighth 

or ninth century, and until the early Tokugawa period ir was 

the principal material used for clothing among the cotrtmou 

people. Even in the MeijS period hemp was grown for clothing 

in the northeast and in mountainous areas in other parts of the 

country, and it is said that in 1907 in Shimohei County, Iwate 

Prefecture, the farmers grew so much hemp that it was taxed 

—that is co say, the planters not only produced their own 

needs, but enough extra to sell for a taxable profit. The fol¬ 

lowing statistics show the amount of land devoted to hemp 

at five-year intervals in the Meiji period and the yield therefrom, 

CULTIVATION OF HEMP 

Y«r Area planted Yi*U 

1887 14, 840.4 chi 2.386, 656 kin 

18. 372, S # 2.743,602 t 

\m 32,344.7 f 3,539,139 * 

1902 (8.891-1 ' 2.687,594 * 

1907 13,714.1 * 2,599.927 ' 

l r^o-9917.335 ■$. meter*-'!- 45 ocmi* 

1 l«n^3.75 kilogram* 

a 
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Aa can be seen from these figures, production of hemp did 

not materially decrease* This is because while hemp cloth gave 

way to cotton there was a growing need for hemp to be used 

in nets for the growing fishing industry, is ropes for the 

shipping industry, and in various miscellaneous supplies such as 

mosquito nets and thread for sewing floor mats. In general, 

hemp for industrial use come to be produced in special areas 

only, and the ordinary farmer ceased growing it. The Report 

on Life in the Meiji Period {Meiji Seikatsu Cftasa Hokoku) 

says that hemp for home use was grown until 1877 in Yarn a- 

gata County, Hiroshima Prefecture, and until 18S2 or 18S3 in 

Shirtishi-Tnaehi, Sftga Prefecture; Kagamino-machi, Okayama 

Prefecture. Oisu* Shiga Prefecture; Kamikitamura. Niigata Pre¬ 

fecture, and Tsuhata machi. Ishikawa Prefecture* During the 

third decade of Meiji, however, the manufacture of hemp cloth 

ing fell out of practice all over the country simply because it 

required from four to eight times aa much labor to weave a 

given amount of cloth from hemp as from cotton, and cotton 

could now be imported so cheaply that hemp became obsolete. 

By 1878, we might note the price of imported cotton was as 

little as half that of Japanese cotton. 
(3) Cotton. Cotton, first imported in the Ashikaga period 

(1333-1573), spread from the cities to the remotest rural com¬ 

munities in the Tokugawa period (1600-1863), The chief centers 

of production were the provinces of Kawachi (Osaka Prefecture), 

Yamato (Nara Prefecture), and Settsu (Hyogo Prefecture). 

Generally speaking, it could not be grown successfully north 

of the thirty-fifth parallel, and the northeast was dependent for 

its supply on Osaka merchants, who transported the cotton in 

boats by way of the Sea of Japan. The people of the northeast 

as well as other mountainous areas where cotton could not be 

grown wove fabrics for the merchants and took their pay in 

raw cotton, which was known as ' exchange coiron." In the 

mid-nineteenth century, the cotton trade spread throughout the 

nation, and cotton garments were commonly worn by merchants 
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and farmers alike. By the beginning of Meiji, there were Few 

remaining bcolities where col ton cloth had not displaced other 
fabrics, 

After the opening of the country, cotton was imported from 

foreign nations* and around the beginning of Meiji the amount 

imported virtually equaled the amount produced domestic ally. 

Foreign cotton was much the cheaper-in 1878 the price was a 

little more than half rhm of the home product, and its increased 

availability led to the development of textile mills. In 1867 the 

Kagoshima Spinning Factory was established in the Shimazu 

fief in Kyushu, and in the succeeding few years several similar 

enterprises* both publicly and privately owned, were established. 

By 1807 there were L9 textile mills throughout the country* 

and this figure increased to 74 in 1397 and IIS in 1907. Until 

around 1893 Chino was the chief supplier of cotton, but later 

it was imported from India, Egypt, and the United States. 

Thanks to the influx of foreign cotton, local production fell 

off. Whereas in 1883, the area planted in Cotton amounted to 

99,889.6 cho* by 1890 it had shrunk to 80,1511 cho and by 

1897 to 44,444 c/to. Many areas ceased altogether to produce 

cotton In the Meiji twenties, some turning instead to silk, which 

was more profitable. The development of textile factories and 

the appearance of cheap ready-made cotton goods put an end 

to the average farmer's need for self-sufficiency on ihis score. 

Still* since handmade fabrics were stronger than the new manu¬ 

factured goods, some farm wives continued Co weave cotton 

cloth for working apparel even in the Taisho period, 

(3) Other fabrics. Japan being a very mountainous country, 

plants and trees growing wild in mountain forests have long 

supplied many of ihe needs of Japanese fanners. In particular, 

such plants as the iiiia japonic^, wisteria* hybticus $yriacus% 

and sedge, along with ru&hes and reeds, have been used to 

produce clothing of one sort or another. Abo, in areas where 

rice does not grow well, it was nevertheless often planted for 

its straw, w hich was used to m ake a variety of foot wear, Reeds 
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and rushes served as the stuffing for keeping mats in Eke days 
when cotton was scarce* and the bark of the tilia japonic^ 
which absorbs moisture was often used for outer garment* by 
members of the military class as well as farmers. Wisteria 
fiber was employed to make clothing over an area comprising 
most of Japan, The fabrics produced was extremely tough, but 
was vulnerable to water, and pains were taken to see that it 
did not get wet. Despite the importance of these various fibers 
in pre-modem times, they were almost entirely replaced by more 
modem materials in the Meiji period. 

MATERIALS FROM ANIMALS 

(1) Sericulture. Sericulture spread in Japan in ancient time?, 
but most of the higher-grade silks were imported from China 
and used to make clothing for the aristocracy. In the Tokuga- 
wa period the principal centers for silkworm raising were 
Yonezawa in Uzen, Yangawa in Iwashiro, and L?edu in Shina* 
no, and the best silk yarn was made in the provinces of Mulsu, 
Kozuke, Kai, SbiuanQ, Miuo, and Omi. Clothes made from silk 
were worn by all classes, but Tokugawa shogun ate forbade all 
members of the farming class except village headmen and 
women to wear them. 

Silk production expanded tremendously after the opening of 
the country in the ISoO's, and the merchants of Kozuke were 
quick to begin selling to foreign traders. By i860* however, 
they had profiteered 50 on the foreign taste for fine thread that 
their products began to acquire a bad reputation. At the 
beginning of the Meiji period the government encouraged 
manufacture by machine, and in 1870 a man named Hay ami 
Kenso set Up a silk mill in the district of Maehashi This was 
followed the early 1870's by several similar factories iu silk- 
producing regions. During this period, the relaxation of Toku- 
gawa clothing regulations caused an increase in the domestic 
demand for silk even in (he pro vincas* and many farmers, who 
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used it primarily for ceremonial kimonos, began raising silkworms 

to meet their own needs. 

In the MeijI twenties the consumption of silk for clothing 

surpassed that of cotton and hemp, largely because imported 

cotton goods were so cheap that many farmers ceased planting 

cotton and began keeping silkworms instead, Farmers them¬ 

selves, however, for the most part required heavier fabrics for 

clothing, and as a rule they produced silk for the market rather 

than for themselves. Sericulture did not then contribute to 

the farmer^ self-sirfficiency, but rather drew him more closely 

into commercial economy. 

(2) Animal skins. Japanese have used the skins or hides of 

deers, horses, boars, monkeys, dogs, and bears for clothing since 

early times. As a rule, such materials ’went primarily into 

footgear at artnor trappings. After the beginning of Meijb 

most articles of their sort passed out of existence, but at the 

same time leather shoes were introduced from abroad, and shoe 

factories began to appear here and there. Wool was introduced 

by European in the Ashikaga period and subsequently used by 

some in make outer garments, cloaks, purses, tobacco pouches, 

and other articles, but it had little connection with ordinary 

everyday life until after it was adopted by the military services 

for uniforms in the Meiji period. 

Cm Chemical Fabrics 

Rayon was first introduced to Japan in 1890, and in Kyoto 

in 1897 a man named Fuji Hikoshird auccedeed in manufactur¬ 

ing rayon ribbons and cords. This first effort was well received, 

and the demond gradually increased. Around 1905 rayon 

imports rose greatly and this sthnuktod domestic manufacture. 

At the Nbhiqin weaving district in Kyoto, rayon was first used 

in making obis in 1900, and at Fukui in 1916 or 1917 it was 

woven into ailk goods intended for export, but the domestic 

market for rayon remained small during the Mdji period, and 
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the material did not spread to rural areas. 

d. Second-hand Clothes 

In she cities second-hand clothes were bought primarily for 

occasional ceremonial use* but in the hrral areas they 

constituted un import am pan of the everyday wardrobe. As a 

general rule, the clothing wns purchased from traveling 

peddlery although some farmers swapped rice dr lentils for it 

at pawnshops and rag markets (in Sakai and Ichinomiya), 

In most instanced, the do tiling was either worn just as it 

was or converted into work clothing or diapers. Sometimes 

it was cut up and pieced into qtults, aprons, sashes, and so on. 

Work clothing patched together like rag rugs was common in 

winter in various sections* particularly the Northeast, where 

cotton was not grown. In the second decade of the Meiji 

period old clothes accounted for ten per cent of all imports 

from other provinces into the sis north easternmost provinces. 

In many areas patchwork clothing landed to be abandoned after 

around 191)0, bm occasionally it was retained more or less m 

a handicraft. 

2. DYE GOODS 

In ancient times most high-quality fabrics were imported from 

China, but after around the end of the Ashikuga period, ex¬ 

cellent materials began to be produced in various provincial 

districts. Naturally* they were woven and dyed by hand* and 

the dyes were natural ones obtained from plants and trees. 

The most important dye by far was indigo, and in the Edo 

period each castle town as well as many smaller communities 

had dyers known as blueing shopshr from the color of indigo. 

According to An Investigation of Dyeing in Villages {Kyodo 

Semhoku nf Kxn-tUTu Chosa^ 1935)W the chief natural dyeing 

materials in the various provinces were as follows; 
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Japanese indigo was largely replaced after 1885 by indigo of 

a superior quality imported- from India. In 1900 the quantity 

of the latter imported reached a peak of 1.800,000 kin. or ap¬ 

proximately 1200 tons. Both Japanese and Indian indigo were 

soon discarded in favor of chemical dyea, and by the end of 

Meiji only approximately a tenth as much Japanese land was 

planted in indigo as in 1903. Natural dyes from sappanwood 

and safflowtr were also replaced by artificial dyes in the Meiji 

thirties- 
After around 1S9G most people ceased to dye their own doih 

and began taking it to professional dyers instead. By the 

succeeding decade virtually everyone was using pre-dyed fabrics 

produced by machine. 
The adoption of chemical dyes was not as simple as it might 

sound form the above. Aniline dyea ware first used as early 

as the late Tokugawn period in Kyoto and Kiryii, but apparently 

the methods for employed them were too easy—there resulted a 

Hood of goods that faded or streaked. Presently the government 

sent specialists abroad to leant impoved methods, and the ronyor 

of Kyoto set up a Chemical Dye Bureau with a German as a 

technical adviser. The use of artificial dyes, however, proved 

abortive in various textile centers during the Meiji tens, and it 

was not until the succeeding decade that there was a material 

improvement. After 1890, however, dyeing circles began to 

enjoy a wave of prosperity. In 1B&1, Ikuta MosuO launched a 

project to produce chemical dyea in Japan rather than import 

them from Europe as had hitherto been the practice, and by 

the end of the Meiji period the chemical dye industry was a 

going concern. 

b Loom) 

Looms in use in the late Tokugawa period were still fairly 

primitive, but around 1873 the Jacquard and Rattan looms were 

introduced from abroad, and these served as the bases for 
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iargescale textile production. Thereafter home weaving was 

gradually abandoned, and even the farming class began to rely 

on ready-made goods. To be sure, many farmers’ wives con¬ 

tinued to weave cloth for their families until the Taisho period, 

but the overwhelming trend was toward the adoption of manu¬ 

factured goods. 
fn 1877 a man named Araki Shohei succeeded in making a 

workable imitation of the Jacquard loom, and after the 1 oby 

loom was introduced in 1883, an imitation was produced by 

Kondd Tokutaro. 
Foreign high-out looms were pat into operation in various 

textile centers during the years between iBi 5 and 1385* Then 

in 1895 or 1898, Toyota Sakiehi devised a new loom, named 

for himself, and this was patented and put into trial operation 

in 1898. 
In sum, home weaving remained common dtiting early Mciji, 

and to some extent it constituted a seconday occupation for 

farming families throughout the period, but as farmer* ceased 

to produce their own clothing, looms fell Otn of use, and the 

women who had been weaving at them begun going outside 

(heir villages to find work. 

c. Sew Textiles 

In addition to the development of many old weaves, the Meiji 

period witnessed the appearance of several new ones, notably 

flannel, calico, muslin, and woolens. 
Japanese cotton flannel was fitst produced in the district of 

Kii in 1871. It was immediately successful on the market, and 

production was not even slowed by a depress) oc in the textile 

field in 1884 and 1885. Production was also begun in Ehime, 

Yamaguchi. Osaka, and Kyoto Prefectures during this interval, 

and fo 1888 the industry was bolstered by the beginning of ex¬ 

ports of the material to China. Flannel was widely adopted in 

Japan fof use in undershirts* 
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Calico was imported in the early Meiji, and despite its low 

quality, it was widely adopted lor use in summer underwear. 

Imports in Yokohama reached a peak in 1832 but then fell oS 

sharply because Japanese textile makers had begun buying foreign 

thread and bleaching it. Thanks to technical improvements and 

to increased importation of bleach, the cost of bleaching a h 

feet length of material fell from 16 sen in 1879 and 1880 to - 

jcji in 1883 and 1884. Purchases of calico are often recorded 

in household account books kept by families in rural districts 

in this period. 
Muslin was imported in the late Tokugawa and quickly found 

favor in the cities because of its fresh colors and softness. By 

188f) the total amount cost of muslin imported amounted t© 

between two and three hundred thousand yen. Attempts were 

made as early as 1877 to imitate printed muslin, but without 

success. By around iSSS, however, printed muslins were being 

produced in the Osaka in sufficient quantity to drive out im¬ 

ported goods almost completely. 

8, CLOTHING STYLES 

a* CtofluDg kegutarSons 

In general, clothing styles were regulated by the Tokugawa 

government in such a way as to make hji individual's social 

status evident from his apparel. Early in the Meiji period, the 

various regulations were abandoned, but in so far as clothing 

was related to everyday work, it was not quick to change. In 

the other hand, ceremonial clothing began to show the influence 

of the new age almost immediately. 

The earliest type of traditions! weaving apparel to give way 

was that of the warrior class, which is exactly what one would 

expect since this class was the first actually to lose its former 

status, To a large degree, the clothing of warriors had been 

designed For ceremonial use and with an eye toward preserving 

the dignity of the wearers' status, and it was not necessarily 
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suitable for practical use in the first place. Many of the poorer 

samurai must have worn very ordinary clothing n»03t of the 

time and experienced considerable difficulty in maintaining the 

requited dress on ceremonial occasions. In 1063, the shogun ate 

simplified the requirements for formal dress, and this no doubt 

indicates that it had already become impossible to enforce the 

regulations. 

It is recorded that as early as 1861 a few persons were 

Secretly weaving West errs-style clothes* despite regulations 

forbidding it, and in 1866 warriors in training, who had been 

issued what were called “Wes tern-style tubular sleeves and camp 

breeches”—». e, jackets and trousers—were allowed to wear 

these even when not in training. In the eleventh month ot the 

same year. Western outfits with haori were authorized throughout 

the army and navy. By this time a few court nobles in Kyoto 

were appearing in Western suits, and at the time of the shogun- 

at«*s collapse official clothing was in a state of confusion. 

In the sixth month of 1868, the Meiji government acting in 

the name of the emperor solicited opinions concerning proper 

clothing for courtiers and officials, and in the seme year forma! 

outfits based on old Chinese style were abandoned in favor of 

simpler Japanese styles. This however, was only the beginning. 

In the eighth month of 1871. the houses of Yamashina and 

Tabakura* which had traditionally had charge of the imperial 

wardrobe, were dismissed from palace service and on the 

twelfth day of the eleventh month of 1872. Westenmtyk dress 

was ordained for both ordinary end special ceremonial occasions, 

though those who had not yet obtained the new apparel were 

permitted to continue wearing Japanese-style clothing for a time. 

The above applies, we should add. only to men’s clothing, 

hut women's ceremonial dress though not given up for Western 

styles, was also simplified in this period. By 1884 or 1885, 

when it was the fashion among the upper classes to give dance 

parties, charity balls, masquerade?, and other types of parti 

es imitated from the West, society women began wearing 
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Occidental dresses. In January, IB87, the empress published a 

Witten opinion on women's clothing, which ran in pars as follows; 

The modem Western outfit ior women consists of an 

upper and a lower garment and is therefore in accordance 

with the ancient Japanese system of dress. Furthermore, 

it is suitable for ceremonial use and is convenient in that 

it allows freedom of movement. It is therefore most proper 

that the Western method of sewing is being imitated. In 

improving our dress, however, we should be careful to use 

materials made in our own country. If we make good use 

of Japanese products* we shall assist In the improvement 

of manufacture, aid in tlie advancement of art and beauty, 

and add to the profits of commerce. The benefits will not 

in other words be confined to the field of clothing. 

In changing from the old to the new. the great problem 

is that of avoiding unnecessary expense, and everyone should 

he cartful to do Ins part in maintaining simplicity and 

guarding against cosily luxuries__ 

(Ckoya Newspaper,, January 19,1837) 

The empress based her arguments against the old style on 

the fact that tong one-piece kimonos were inconvenient and 

that the wide women's obi was nnsuited to the human body. 

Though she was careful to direct an economic warning at 

the fine ladles who had begun to wear expensive Westem-atyle 

evening dresses and the like, her championing of Occidental 

clothing no doubt contributed much to iis adoption by Japanese 

women. 

(2) New Uniforms, The swords and the peculiar hair-do 

that had distinguished the samurai class in the Tofettgnwa period 

were abolished early in Meip, and though one may be certain 

that the old deference to status was preserved in one form or 

another, the fact that status could no longer he determined at 

a glance and that it could be ignored with impunity even when 

recognized represented a revolutionary change. At the same 

time, many classes of people, such as military men. policemen. 
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railway employees, and postnmnt began to wear Western-style 

uniforms which, if they did nos distinguish sodal rank* at least 

indicated, employment or function. When some what later 

schools adopted uniform*, there ceased to be many people who 

did not at one time or the other have the experience of wearing 

Western dresa indicating their status. 

Uniform* for the military services, on which rank and organ¬ 

ization were indicated, were adopted in I87G* at around the 

time when the uniform dress of chancellors was fixed. Policemen 

and postmen were put in uniform in the following year, and 

railway employees in 1872. The dress for legal officials was 

regulated in 1875r and that for lawyers in 1393* bui since such 

uniform* were worn only in court, they were unfamiliar to the 

average individual. In any event, all these form of uniform 

dress indicated the rank and station of the wearers and in one 

sense served as badges of identification. Very likely they 

made human relations smoother in this period of mcreased in- 

tercourse among people of ail sorts. The value placed on 

clothing a* an indication of social status Is indicated by the 

fact that quite a large number of merchants clothed themselves 

in uniforms resembling those of military or civil officials in 

order to establish confidence in themselves among their pros¬ 

pective customers. Certainly uniforma fostered the development 

of a new type of class consciousness* and to this extent con¬ 

tributed to the desire of individuals to better their status. With 

ihe spread of government enterprises, uniforms became more 

and more common* and they were often adopted even in 

private business¬ 

women did not as a rule wear uniforms to the extent that 

men did. but girl students, employees of textile mills* and nurses 

generally were required to wear them. As early as LS73 women 

employed in a textile factory in Kofu were issued uniform 

dress* and the practice was later adopted by other similar 

businesses. Girls who worked in such places usually came 

straight from their homes and intended to quit work as soon 
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as they married, and companies found ii expedient to issue them 

uniform work clothes. 
Wes tern's fyle uniforms were noi as yet employed by girls* 

schools, and the usual practice was to have the studend* wear 

hakdma of the same color occasionally trimmed with the school 

colors. In general, school uniforms evidenced an attempt lo 

render the ordinary womens dress more suitable for move¬ 

ment, but there was no hasty move toward adopting Western 

dresses, 

Qno HatiUj who was born in Tokyo in 1872^ says that when 

she attended primary school in Nihombashi, both boys and girls 

were still dressed in ordinary kimonos with wide sleeves, and 

boys still wore a distinctive traditional hair-do that their mothers 

had to prepare for them each morning. It was not Long, 

however, before the boys began appearing with cropped hairf 

and wide sleeves were soon exchanged all over the country for 

narrow ones. 

When Pno Harm went co work as a school teacher in 

Fukushima Prefecture it: 1830, she was not allowed lo wear a 

h&kama, bui in the Meiji twenties women teachers and students 

alike adopted the hahutta for school wear. The advantage of 

the kakama was that it relieve women of the necessity of 

wearing an uncomfortable wide obi. 

Uniforms for women were usually adopted for the purpose 

of making their work easier and, it should! not be forgotten, 

to keep them from trying to outdress each other. Since* 

however, most women horj no intention of pursuing careers for 

any length of time, these uniforms had little connection with 

changes in ordinary clothing for women. 

The various school and work uniforms increased the indi¬ 

vidual^ sense of belong to a group and therefore constituted a 

restraint on individual freedom of conduct. The widespread 

adoption of uniforms no doubt had art important influence on 

Japanese life as a whole. 
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b. Traditional and Western Clotting 

As mentioned above, the officials of the central government 

were the first people to take up Western clothing. They were 

followed by provincial officials, school teachers, policemen, 

doctors, and oilier members of new professions, not to speak 

of members of the armed sendees. Generally speaking, people 

working in new factories were abo relatively quick to take tip 

Western styles, because of their suitability for work, Those 

engaged in traditional occupations, on the other hand, tended 

to cling to traditional dress. 

In speaking of traditional dress, however, it is necessary to 

distinguish between the dress of various classes. Members of 

the upper class, merchants, and townspeople for the larger part 

were accustomed to wearing kimonos of one sort or another. 

Though Insurious materials were banned from time to time by 

[lie Tokugawa shogunate, residents of the dries, even commoners, 

often managed to clothe themselves in silk. At the same time, 

kimonos were by no means as colorful in the late Tokugawa 

and early Meijj periods as they later became. The real emanci¬ 

pation from the Tokugawa restrictions became evident around 

1900. when fine new silks and bright colors became the rage. It 

should not be forgotten, however, that they were the rage only 

among a fairly limited group of people with means. The average 

townsman was permitted by law to wear any sort of finery, 

but in fact he could not usually afford to. The freedom of the 

new period, then, in one sense simply emphasized the difference 

between the rich and the poor. 
The agricultural populace, for its part, had never been accu¬ 

stomed to wearing what is generally thought of as traditional 

Japanese clothing in the first place. To he sure, farmers dressed 

in kimonos sometimes—even silk kimonos on special occasions 

_and wore similar, though much simpler, garments when not 

at work, but for the most part they clothed themselves in work 
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clothes consisting principally of a jecket and Trousers, This two- 

piece outfit presented an almost infinite number of local varia¬ 

tions, but in oitct form or another it was employed throughout 

the country. It was slow to give way to new styles, simply 

because it was suited to farm work. but at the same time it 

had many features in common wkh Western-style work clothes, 

and for this reason the latter gradually spread in rural areas. 

Men returning to farm life from the army or navy often con¬ 

tinued to wear Western sweat shirts or articles of that sort- 

Western-Style underwear for men* Incidentally, was adopted 

at a relatively early data. Undershirts and drawers made of 

muslin and flannel were in wide use in the cities by 1873 or 

]&7-i- In the country, however, men tended to retain the 

traditional loincloth instead of adopting underpants. Women, 

for their part, did not begin :o wear bloomers until the Kokumel- 

kan period, that b to say the mid-eighties, and they were not 

extremely common until the l92G*s. 

It should be kept in mind that when we say Western clothing 

was adopted, we do not mean that people suddenly began 

wearing the latest Parisian fashions. For many years curious, 

and often comical, combinations of Western and Japanese dress 

were rather the rule. An advertisement for a tailor in Kayaba- 

cho* Tokyo, in the early Meifi read as follows: 

What funny Western outfits people wear! Men with 

Prussian caps, French shoes, English naval jiecketa, and 

American military dress trousers—a Hitle from this country 

arid a hide from that. 

It was not at all uncommon, for instance, for men to wear 

shoes with kimonos or geta with Western suits, and men occa¬ 

sionally wore their traditional swords with Western dress. In 

the 1890's however* a general reaction against over^Westemka* 

tion led to a sort of purist approach to Japanese clothing* and 

when people dressed m kimonos they tended to wear or carry 

Japanese accessories. 

Women’s fashions were constantly changing, and there were 
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too many modifications in traditional kimono styles to enumerate 

here. We might observe two important developments, however. 

One was the fact that whereas matrons had formerly tied their 

obis in the front, this practice was abandoned, and by the end 

of Meiji obis were almost invariably tied in the bark, even in 

rural districts. The other change was that the old practice of 

throwing the collar of the kimono back, so as to leave the back 

of the neck exposed and protect the kimono from greasy Japa* 

nesc-style hair-dos, was to a great extent abandoned. In genera), 

women’s kimonos and the prevailing manner of wearing them 

tended to become simpler and more suited to action than in 

the previous period. 

c, New Methods of Sewing 

In the Meiji period virtually every Javanese woman could 

still sew her own kimonos, whether or not she was an expert 

seamstress, Young girls usually began to learn sewing from 

theii mothers and sisters between the ages of six and twelve, 

and often they later studied under sewing teachers. Sewing 

schools were first established in the Meiji twenties or thirties. 

The fust sewing machine to appear in Japan appears to have 

been brought from the United States in 1S60 by the interpreter 

Manjiro, who accompanied a Japanese diplomatic mission to that 

country, The use of the sewing machine, however, was not 

mastered until somewhat later. The following appeared in the 

Chugai Htwspaper in 186S- 
Though a most ingenious Western machine for sewing 

was introduced some time ago, until recently no one has 

been trained to use it. Consequently, in accordance with 

art official command, 1 have received training front a for¬ 

eigner in Yokohama and have begun to give lessons in the 

use of the machine. I hope that those who are interested 

will call at my establishment. While giving lessons, I will 

make any son of clothing on order at a low price,..,.. 
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In 1871 a sewing machine was exhibited in Asakusa* in Tokyo,, 

and the hall was filled wish spectators, During the same year 

the Hokkaido Development Bureau solicited applicants to study 

the use of the sewing machine and made arrangements to send 

graduates of the course lo Hokkaido. Around the same time 

the Keid School (now Keio University) $et up a tailor's office 

to make school uniforms for its students at especial]y low rates, 

la the Tokyo Nichinichi Newspaper for the ninth day of the 

tenth month of 1872; a foreign woman Jiving in the settlement 

in Tsukiji advertised an offer of lessons in Western sewing at 

two yen per month, three hours per day. Ono Harm relates 

that after 1878, when her father died* her mother worked for 

a while in a printing factory, but then bought a Fuji Sewing 

Machine and began sewing umbrella covers, geta strap coverings* 

and othes items to support her family. It appears that quite a 

few families in Tokyo were engaged in such work. 

Western-style tailors wore kimonos and presented very much 

the same physical appearance as those specializing in Japanese 

style. Among them, however, there were occasional imposters 

who put together outlandish costumes- By 1882 the Ginza 

boasted several large clothing stores, including on* or two with 

foreign employees* The spread of the school system led to the 

adoption of Western suiis by teachers, and Western styles 

also became more and more popular in other professions. In 

1873 the naval academy set up a sewing shop to make ail 

uniforms for its students. During the Meijt twenties Western- 

style clothing stores appeared in most of die smaller cities. 

They dealt, we might note, almost exclusively in men's wear. 

Western dresses became popular among women students 

around 1885, just after the estalishment of the Ladies’ Society 

for Western Hair dressing. In 18B6r on the occasion of the 

celebration of the emperor’s birthday at the Roktunei-kan, all 

women present, even those belonging to the imperial family, wore 
Western clothing. 
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The following mmouncamsnt was published by the Shirokiy a 

Cbdiing Store in the Tokyo Nkhinicki for November 7,18SS; 

Not many days have passed since our store opened, but 

sve have been favored by the special devotion of great and 

honorable people. We have respectfully received continual 

orders imm the imperial family End prominent gentlemen. 

We are so busy that despite our supervising and encourag¬ 

ing our workers day and night, we must apologize for not 

having so far been able to do all the things we wish to 

do. We consider ibis moat regrettable. 

At this time we wish to announce that we have employed 

Mrs, Vaughn Curtiss* who is famous in England as an 

expert in the sewing of women's dresses, along with several 

other foreigners, and we shall henceforth accept orders not 

only for dress clot lies and dancing dresses* but ior all sorts 

of women's apparel, which we will tailor without the 

slightest mistake* 

In 1887 the empresses Mictum on Western dot bin g was issued* 

and women's dresses become more popular overnight* Sewing 

schools were opened in several districts in Osaka, and else Mitsui 

Clothing Store (now Mitsuhoshi) engaged a French couturier. 

In the third decade of Meijl, women's Western style dresses 

were so common that they were to be seen hanging in second¬ 

hand clothing shops. After 1897, however, there was a notice¬ 

able reaction against the extreme Westernization of the previous 

years. 

Sewing machines were not employed to any extent in school 

sewing classes during Meiju hue a few special professional 

schoots used them. In particular* we might note the establish¬ 

ment SSnger Sewing School in September* 1907, just &ix years 

after the Singer Sewing Machine was first imported. Sewing 

machines, though introduced in Mejjj, did not spread on a large 

scale until after World War 

(c) Knitting. Certain types of knitting were known in Japan 

in early times and still practiced to some extent in the Meiji 
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period, but the usual modem methods of knitting yam were 

introduced in the modem age. In 1071, an American lady 

living in the foreign settlement in Yokohama opened a school 

for girls in which she taught language, knitting, crocheting, 

and embroidering, and the lady mentioned above, who was 

leaching sewing in Tsukiji in 1872, also taught knitting and 

crocheting In 1073. an advertisement for r Japanese-ope rated 

sewing and knitting company in Tsukiji appeared in the Niehi- 

ntchi Newspaper. 
Woolen yarn was first produced in Japan in 1879 by the 

government-owned weaving mill in Senju. end in 1680 hv a 

private finned called Goto Woolens. By 1806 knitted goods 

were enjoying a great boom in the cities. In the following 

year Lhe Tokyo Woolen Spinning Company, which imported 

its raw materials directly from Australia, was established by 

Kawasaki Haehixoemon, and in the following year a similar 

concern was founded in Osaka. To judge from the Report oh 

Life in the Meiji Period, knitting or knitted goods were intro¬ 

duced to a few rural cress es early as 1878 or 1879, but not 

widely used in most provinces until the Meiji twenties. 

In IS86 Sasaki Toshiko organized a women's knitting club in 

a Christian church in Nibombashi. and similar societies soon 

sprang up in other cities. Most women learned knitting or 

crocheting cither at school or from missionaries, but others were 

taught by ladies of the upper class, preriets' wives, or friends. 

The usual articles produced were gloves, shawls, caps, socks, 

stomach: wrappers, and such like. 

4. HEADGEAR AMD FOOTGEAR 

A. Huts 

Hats were first introduced to Japan by the early European 

traders, and for a time they became fashionable among the 

warrior class, but alter the closing of the country they were 
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soon forgotten. A Japanese btKik on Western ways published 

in 1867 listed three types of hats, high Hats, bowlers* and 

caps, and pointed out that high hats were for persons of 

high ranks, while bowlers were for less important person** and 

caps for ordinary people. In the early Meiji period a demand 

for hats was created by the new practice of cutting the Imir 

short, and when the topknots of the previous period were 

actually forbidden, there was such a rush on hats that the price 

in various areas increased by leaps and bounds, Matsumoto 

Shigetard, relates in his autobiography how* on a trip to Kobe 

he got wind of the fact that the aniriapknot order was about 

to be carried out in Kyoto and went all the way to Nagasaki 

to buy up hats, which he later presumably sold at a great profit 

in Kyoto. Caps became part of the uniform soldiers, sailors, 

policemen, railway employees, and mail carriers, not to speak 

of persons employed in miscellaneous other occupations. The 

silk hat, however* was suited only to formal Western clothing and 

was rarely seen. Bowlers and Horn bergs were favored by 

ordinary people, and by the mlddSSCTs they ware in use all 

over the country, primarily, among officials, teachers, doctors, 

and members of the upper class. Hunting caps were adopted 

by many merchants in the Meiji twenties* 

A Yokohama official named Kawadaya Goros who lived in 

the village Omori. Ebara County. Tokyo, designed and began 

producing straw hats, no doubt based on hats he had seen 

foreigners wearing in Yokohama, In 1879 he improved his 

methods of bleaching the straw and in 1384 and 1885 New 

York buyers purchased Japanese straw hats in quantity. Domestic 

demand was so great that hats were even made out of the 

cheapest types of straw. Around the summer of 1883 straw hats 

for children and young people came into common use among 

students and the children of the upper classes* 

The Napoleon hat wns popular for a time among officials, 

but around J 902. when postmen began to wear itr it fell out of 

ordinary use. Summer hst$* particularly the Panama, were in 
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style after the early L£9Q*&* 

Western-style hats in general came into wide use around IS-'7 

in the cities and 1903 in the provinces. Traditional hats, 

notably the large straw “umbrella-hat," continued to be used in 

rural areas, but £dl out of favor in the cities largely because 

they were inconvenient tn crowds. 

b~ Fool gear 

(1) Traditional footgear. At the end of the Tokugawa period 

the principal footgear was the straw sandal (coni) in one of a 

wide variety of forms. Raised wooden clogs (geta) were also 

in ordinary use, but were not so common as today. A number 

of districts specialized in the manufacture of both zori and 

geta, but farmers usually produced their own until the late 

Meiji period or even later. 

Both s5fi and geta consist of a sole to which are attached 

thongs. The latter arc V-shaped, with the point between the 

great and second toe. Socks ftabi) designed fo wear with them 

are divided at the same place, so that the great toe is separate 

from the other toes. Customs with respect to tabi varied from 

place to P^ce in the Meiji period. In some areas they were 

worn most of the time, while in others they were rarely used 

except in winter or on special occasions. Until the first part 

of Meiji tabi were usually tied in the back, but afterwards they 

were furnished with tnelul cBtchts. 

In some areas, notably the northeast, a type of tabi with 

thick cotton sole* was devised for wear without geta or zbri. 

Such tabi, which were in many ways similar to shoes, were 

adopted in the Meiji twenties and thirties by many workmen 

and coolies- The cotton soles were replaced for a lime by 

leather, and then around 1906 by rubber, which rapidly became 

standard, Rubber-aoled tabi are still extremely common among 

day-laborers today. 

(2> Shoes. In pre-modem Japan, shoes or boots were never 
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wom by anyone but the upper classes and a few tradespeople, 

notably fishmongers. Western shoes were first adopted when 

the traditional military methods gave way to those of the W est, 

After 1866, when Western coats and trousers were authorized 

for the shagtmate’s new military personnel, shoes and leat iter 

goods were actively imported from abroad. What with a 

steadily increasing demand, the need for domestic shoe manu¬ 

facture was felt, and in 1870 a man named Nishimura Katsmto 

erected a shoe factory in Tsukiji and hired a Chinese named 

Fan Kao from Yokohama to teach shot making to his employees. 

In 1672 the most advanced pupils were singled out and sent to 

branch shops in Sakura and Kawagoe to make shoes for the 

armed forces. In 1871 a man named Dan Naoki. with assitance 

from a few high officials, set up a shoe factory in Wakayama, 

and began turning out more than 10,000 pairs of shoes per 

month. Westerners complained, however, that although Japanese 

shoes looked like shoes, they did not feel like them, and in 

fact it appears that the shoes produced wet* prone to give way 

at the heels. Chinese shoemakers in Yokohama and Tokyo 

enjoyed a better reputation than their Japanese competitors. In 

any event mound 1872 palanquin-bearers in Western dress and 

swords in their sashes and women with shoneropped hair and 

large black umbrellas lost their place as emblems of the en¬ 

lightenment to people dressed in kimonos and shoes. 

The spread of shoes was due primarily to the growth of the 

armed sendees, and most people from remote farming or fishing 

villages first wore the new footgear when they were conscripted 

into the army. Accordingly, the Satsuma Rebellion and the 

Sino-Japan use war greatly promoted the adoption of shoes, and 

by the late 1890's they were in quite general use. They fust 

spread to provincial areas in the early 1880‘s when like so 

many other Western articles they were adopted by teachers, 

officials, policemen, doctors, and army veterans, and in the 

Meiji twenties they began to find a place in ordinary households. 

Even in the Meiji thirties, however, there were relatively iew 
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shoe ahopa outside the large cities. arid country people had not 

only to obtain their shoes from the latter but to send them 

back when they needed repair, unless an itinerant cobbler 

happened to wander through their village. It was so difficult 

to have shoes repaired that many country people cared for 

them as though they were sensitive plants and never wore them 

except on very special occasions* 

Rubber shoes and boots were imported and imitated, and by 

the [ate Meiji period manufactures producing them had filled 

the Japanese demand and begun exporting to foreign countries. 

Shoes were fine for people working in Western-style buildings 

where they did not have to be removed upon entering, but for 

people who worked in Japanese-style buildings, they were too 

much trouble to serve as ordinary footgear. Furthermore, in 

the days before paved roads and sidewalks, people hesitated to 

wear such expensive footgear, since it would soon be ruined 

by exposure to water and mud. Country people bought shoes, 

but did not use them as the basic footgear, and even what we 

might call the shoe-wearing classes kept g&ta or tori on hand 

for use when needed. 

S. COSMETICS AND COIFFURE 

a. Attitudes 1 a ward Cosmetics 

Yamahawa Kikuc in her Womm of the Warrior Class, (Bake 

no Jost'i) mentioned that her mother, who belonged to a Mho 

samurai family, never allowed a single hair on her head to be 

out of place. "She looked/’ wrote Madame Yamakawa, ”almost 

as though she were wearing a wig—her coiffure appeared to have 

been licked smooth—and until her dying day she never appeared 

without Hprouge and thick powder/' 

Such were the rigid customs of the samurai class. The 

warrior^ wile, no less than her husband, took the tenseness of 

the battlefield as her standard for everyday living; she never 
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relaxed, certainly not to the extent of allowing Herself to appear 

untidy in the slightest. After two hundred and sixty year* of 

strict feudal regulations, the members of the warrior class were 

able to appear so emotionless that their faces seemed like masks 

to the foreigners who came into contact with them in the late 

Tokugawn period. To some extent this was a technique of 

•^preservation. and the stiff, uncomfortable makeup was an 

integral part of the device. 
Madame Yamakawa makes H clear that men of thts class 

were no less fastidious about their coiffure than women. Accor * 

ing to her description, the hair of their topknot was pulled so 

tight and plastered so firmly with grease that it could not be 

undone without considerable difficulty, As a group, the samurai 

and their women trained themselves to be prepared to meet any 

eventuality without revealing the slightest sign of anger, bate, 

pity, or joy, and personal adornment was part of the pose. 

The strict make-up of the upper class no doubt had a certain 

influence on the customs of the people as a whole, but it is 

interesting to note that in the late Tokugawa period there we* a 

tendency among townspeople to value more natural types o 

make-up. Slightly unkempt hair and thinly applied powder 

became rather fashionable among commoners in Edo and Osaka 

This was a portent of things to come, for in the Meiji period 

the old forma of make-up were virtually oil either abandoned or 

drastically modified. The old feminine practices of blackening 

the teeth and shaving off the eyebrows were both frowned “J®" 

by the Me ip government in its early years, and in 1Si3, the 

empress herself appeared in public with white teeth and eye- 

bjtow&. The empemr, for his pari had his hair cm in t e 

Western style during the same year. Gradually, t ie ea\y 

lead-baaed powder that women had formerly daubed on all 

visible portions of their akin gave way to a light W estern sty e 

powder, and thick hair grease to pomade or light hair oils. 

Soap and toilet water took the place of the various materials 

that hud gone into the making of the mask, and emphasis came 
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to be placed on the beauty of health rather than that of artifice, 

h. Men's Hair Styles 

Prior to the Meiji period the most common male coiffure was 
the Htmda-mage. usually called chom'msgif, This was made by 
shaving most of the top of the head, pulling all the hair toge¬ 
ther and tyeing it at the back of the head, and folding the 
resulting queue forward over the shaven crown. The heir was 
stiffened and anchored with heavy pomade. The principal 
nuisance was that the crown and forehead had to be shaven 
clean every two or three days, and this was enough to make 
a fair member of people willing to give up the fashion of their 
own accord in the early Meiji, but when the government came 
out against the chom'mage, the old style suddenly found its 
champions. In Kumamoto, 8 group of dieherds referred to at 
the time as kamikaze actually revolted because of the govern¬ 
ment's attempts to promote haircuts, but tins disturbance 
could have had little to do with the relative merits of the 
chom'mage as a coiffure, since it had so few. The objections 
all in all were of a political nature, and after it became dear 
that the Meiji government's policy of Westernization was here 
to stay, most men quieted down and accepted one or another 
of several Wastern-inspired hair styles. The feeling against the 
Western modes, however, was no joking matter while it lasted, 
When Ilo Hirobumi decided to board a foreign ship going to 
England he first cut off his chom'mage and then persuaded the 
Captain to let him aboard on the grounds ihm if he stayed in 
Japan with his hair cut he would be assassinated by anti-foreign 
samurai. The captain had little choice, since Ito threatened to 
commit suicide on the spot rather than return and be murdered. 

Nevertheless, in 1868 troops in the new armies of Sotsuma 
and Chdshu were deprived of their chom'mage, and by 1870 
there were Westernstyle barber shops a!J over Tokyo. By 1871 
even women were beginning to crop their Imir, hut this aroused 
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so much criticism tliSLt the government prohibited it* 

The government official position, stated in 1871, was that 

men's hair might be dressed according 10 individual tastes, but 

this meant in effect that the government intended to do a way 

with the hitherto ordained chom'mage, In the cities, Western 

haircuts were almost immediately accepied, but it is said that a 

rush for fiats in this year was caused primarily by a general 

desire to hide them. At any rate, in 1872 there were 3.000 

barber shops in Tokyo* and it was estimated that almost all of 

the men m the city of Kyoto and Aichi Prefectures, as well as 

eighty or ninety per cent of those in Shiga Prefecture^ find cut 

I heir chom mage off. fn this and the succeeding few years a 

number of prefecturai governments actually ordered the adoption 

of new hair styles. Even in districts where such drastic measures 

were not taken, local officials outdid themselves promoting new 

hair styles. In Nagasaki Prefecture, it was argued that haircuts 

protected the brain, and in Iwaki Prefecture people were urged 

to cui their hair so as not to be laughed at by foreigners, 

Wakamatsu Prefecture simply pul a tax of 50 sen annually on 

anyone who dressed his hair in I he old style. In Osaka and 

Yamanashi Prefectures, on the other hand, new-style barber 

shops were exempted from local taxes whereas the old-style 
ones were not. 

Stiil there are stories of village mothers who were ashamed 

to face the neighbors when their sous came back from the cities 

wsch no chom'magt* and prospeclive bridegrooms are reported 

to have been refused because they cut their hair. Even in 

Tokyo the new styles were not universally accepted for more 

than ten years, and one may be sure that they were slower to 

find acceptance in the provinces. In any event, however* 

military men, officials, teachers, and policemen in a|] districts 

were ^uick lo cut their hair. 
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c. Women'* Hair Styles 

Ai some fairly early date, long hair came to be considered 

beautiful, and as can be seen from Meian period picture scrolls 

women of the upper classes let their hair hang virtually to the 

Ground. In the Kamakura and Ashikaga periods* however* the 

hair was pinned up on the lop of the head, and this custom 

persisted in the Tokugawa period* At the beginning of the 

latter there were only about ten li_\ed hair styles, but by late 

Tokugawa rimes there were some 270* though of course most 

of them were to be seen only in the great cities. 

The common features of these hair styles were that ibey were 

held together with heavy grease, and ihai they involved a good 

deal of trouble and discomfort. In the early Meiji, as we have 

seen, a number of women Cut their hair short after the new 

fashion for men, only to be told by the government that this 

waa going too far. In the 1830rBt however* a movement to 

relieve women of the burden of old hair styles gained consider* 

able support, and in the summer of 1S&5, the Ladies Society 

for Foreign Hair Styles was formed. Is published the following 

statement: 

The purpose of founding this society is to promote the 

health, wealth* and convenience of Japanese womanhood* 

The Shimad^, marttm&ge, and other traditional hair styles 

involve the use of many pins and ornaments, and they are 

unhealthy because they often cause dizxy spells and the 

rushing of blood to tbs head. This society wishes to do 

away with these evil styles of the past. Women who 

support this movement will contribute not only to the 

renovation of custom but to the economic and medical 

welbeing of Japanese womanhood *. . * Even at present the 

wives of great gentlemen, the daughters of wealthy families, 

and the famous beauties of the geisha districts have in 

many cases adopted the new styles. This is to theif own 
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benefit and is in keeping with the advance of enlightenment 

and the increase of wisdom in the present age. Still there 

remain old-fashioned people who call us tomboys or hussies. 

Let no one be deterred by them, for they are simply envious 

of our new styles and manners. 

The society publicised Western hair styles that it considered 

compatible with Japanese customs and urged women to adopt 

the good features of both Western and Japanese traditions. 

New hair styles were soon popular among young women and 

school teachers, and eventually they spread among entertainers, 

waitresses, and prostitutes. After 1890. a wave of reaction 

against Westernization set m, and old hair styles came back 

into fashion for a time, hut after 1897 the trend even m 

the provinces was toward pompadours and other Western 

coiffures- Still, traditional hair styles were retained by some, 

and womanly commonly employ them today during the New 

Year season and on festive occasions, though most old-style 

coiffures one sees nowadays are wigs. 

The huge assortment of tombs, pins, and bodkins used by 

Tokugawa period women to ornament their coiffures tended to 

give way to ribbons and artificial flowers, and the heavy, expen¬ 

sive materials from which the old ornaments were made were 

often replaced by celluloid. After 1900, the ribbon was at all odds 

the principal hair ornament* even with traditional coiffures. 

6. ACCESSORIES 

a, Glpve* 

Gloves were introduced to japan by Europeans in the six¬ 

teenth century. In the Tensho period {1573-1591), when the 

Christian daimyos of Kyushu, Arana, Omura, and Oiomo sent 

three youths on an embassy to the Pope, the boys were given 

gloves as presents at the University of Ankara* By the early 

eighteenth century gloves were among the famous produce of 
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Nagasaki They wire used only by a limited number of people 

even in the cities, but in the late Tokugawa they were adopted 

by i he mea practicing and training with cannons to keep the 

latter from rusting when touched, and a number of lower-class 

samurai families began to make them as a means of picking 

up a little extra money. The gloves were sold to dry goods 

mere ban is in Edo, from whom they were purchased by the 

aforesaid cannoneers and a handful of students of Dutch medi¬ 

cine. but by barely anyone else 

In 1871 Nishimuru Skoz6„ who established the first shoe 

factory in Japan, also decided to make gloves* and no this end 

he imported machinery from America and set up a shop in 

one part of his shoe factory. The gloves produced were worn 

by officials and others who made a practice of dressing in the 

Western style, Edward Morse recalled, for example, having 

seen an official m a high hat that would have come down over 

hte eyes had it not been stuffed with paper and Japanese cotton 

gloves that were several sizes too big. Gloves spread to the 

countryside together with Western dress and were worn princi¬ 

pally by teacher;, village officials, police men, doctors, and rich 

people. 

The first women's gloves appeared during the Rokumei-kan 

period^ when they were considered an indispensible accessory 

for well-dress ladies of the upper class. In 1904 and 1905 long 

gloves with glass beads on the backs of the hands were In 

fashion- They were generally the products of aide labor, and 

the producers received about fi sen fur the dozen or so they 

produced a day. In the Meiji thirties and forties fingerless 

gloves, also trimmed with gloss beads, came into fashion, Mori 

Ogni, in his "Wild Goose.'* mentions buying a pair for his 

maid to keep her hands warm* only to find that she would not 

wear them because they were too much trouble to take on and 

off while at work. En general, gloves were more popular among 

young women than among the older ones. Knitted gloves for 

children usually had no fingers. 
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Hand-knitted gloves spread to rural areas around the end of 

the Mdji period and virtually replaced the old-style t*Jfa?, which 

covered only the hacks of the hands* The latter were intended 

to protect the hands from insects and scratches while working, 

whereas gloves were inteded either to protect them from cold 

or simply to adorn them, and some people used both teko and 

gloves* dependent upon the occasion. Work gloves were not 

widely used until after the end of Meiji, 

b* Pocket Watches 

Western timepieces were not unknown in the Tokugawa 

period* but the pocket watch was first ini rod need as a gift from 

Commodore Perry to the shogun. An article on Yokohama* 

written in 1862, mentions that Westerners were always Con¬ 

sulting little round silver timepiecesf which sold for around 5 

ryd apiece. After around 1869, the traditional system of 

counting the hours began to give way to the Western system, 

and a fair number of Japanese began to use Western waichea, 

Kansgoki Roburfs Aguranahe contains a passage about a man 

infatuated with Western styles who managed to raise the money 

to buy a cheap Western pocket watch and thenceforth contrived 

to show it around to people at a restaurant. After 1872 cheap 

pocket watches were fairly common among students. 

A note in the Shimhun Zasshi {Newspaper Journal) for the 

twelfth month of 1871 states that while no one in Kara was 

yet wearing Western suits* two officials owned pocket watches* 

and it appears therefore that watches were already spreading 

to the provinces. In 1874 the Ntchimthi Newspaper noted that 

pocket watches were the rage among officials in Gifu Prefecture. 

AH watches were still imported from the West, the number 

imported being 33tlf>9. in 1886 and 530.000 in 1898. Around 

1902 a switch from pocket watches to wrist watches began* and 

by the end of Meip virtually every man who wore Western 

suits also wore a wrist watch. 
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& Umbrella* And Ha in coats 

Traditional Japanese umbrellas are made of bamboo and 

covered with oil paper. The cloth-covered model to enter the 

country was apparently brought by someone in Commodore 

Perry's fleet. Before the end of the Tokugawa period Western- 

style umbrellas, almost invariably black in color* were in relatively 

common use, although it is said shat members of the samurai 

class were afraid to carry them lest they be assassinated by 

members of the anti-foreign. faction. In LB71 a sum of no less 

than If 410*000 was paid for imported umbrellas. The price of 

a good umbrella was probably a little more than a yen at 

that time* 

Among Western items umbrellas were particularly quick to 

spread, partly because they were more convenient than the bulky 

paper umbrellas of earlier times and partly because they served 

as a conspicuous sign of “enlightemnertt^* 

In the Rokumei-kan period ladies began carrying tong-stem¬ 

med* narrow-topped parasols that were practically worthless in 

a shower, and in the Meip. thirties a variety of fancy parasols 

were fashionable at one time or another among the female 

population. 

The traditional raincoat was a thick strew cape called a mino 

and worn since ancient times all over the country. The mino, 

which shed water well and allowed much freedom of movement* 

is still sometimes used by farmers, fishermen, and railway 

maintenance men but it is entirely too bulky for modern urban 

use. Instead people switched to an all-purpose coat called a 

ktfppd. The k&ftpa had first been introduced from the West 

by Europeans during tlte sixteenth century. In its earliest form 

it was simply a cloth cape, but in the Tokugawa period it was 

fitted with sleeves so that h came to resemble a modem over¬ 

coat It was wora as a protection from cold as well as raim 

A special form* called a iambi, which was more or less a woolen 
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version of a mmot plus sleeves, began to be very popular 

around 1870 among both men and women, The £omM though 

modified in form from time to time remained in common use 

throughout Mdji. In the closing years of the period Western- 

style overcoats were added to many wardrobes, 

di Rings 

In Sdtd Ryokuu+s memoirs there b a passage which states; 

"A certain store advertisement says, * Rings are the price 

labels of people.' Truly rings are price labels; they are the 

price labels of men.'* Thus it appears that the glint of a gold 

ring carried a good deal of weight in ihe Meiji period, in 

Gzaki Koyob very popular novel Tluf Gvld Demon, published 

in 1897, considerable prominence is given to a diamond ring, 

and the success of the book led to a great vogue for rings 
in genera]. 

Rings are said to have been introduced from China in the 

first half of the Tckugawa period. As early as 1373 the Shimbun 

Zasshi reported that gold and silver rings were remarkably 

numerous in Tokyo, and it appears that many of them belonged 

to men. 

e- Walking Canes 

Prior to Meijb walking sticks were used only by old or infirm 

people and those whose business often carried them to the 

mountains. If a young man appeared with one, people generally 

thought he was sick* In woodblock prints of the early Meiji 

period, however, one sees not only foreigners but many young 

and able-bodied men with sticks, Apparently they had come 

to be regarded as a mark of enlightenmenth and very likely 

they were unconsciously carried as a substitute for the tra¬ 

ditional sword. 

During the heyday of the popular rights movement, many 
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political thugs carried canes La which were concealed swards ar 

daggers, imd to judge from Mori Ogaips Vita Sexualis, even 

students, o: at least those in the Tokyo School of English* all 

carried canes. In the Meiji thirties c slugs were fairly common 

even in Lhe provinces, particularly among officials* Leaches and 

other members of the intellectual class. 

Ip Furies And Bags 

In the Tokugawa period people carried bags principally to 

hold money, tobacco, Or paper. Such pouches were most often 

made of wool* velvet* or leather and came in a variety of shapes 

and sizes. Purses, Or more accurately money bags* were ordi¬ 

narily home-made cloth pouches tied with a string at the top- 

In a number of local ions it was the practice to put a few coins 

in one of these and use it for a New Year's present. This 

custom was perhaps not very old, but it was fairly widespread 

by the Meiji period. 

The metal-lipped coin purse was introduced from lhe West 

in the early Meiji period* after which it became very popular 

in the province as well as in the city. Around the time of the 

Russo-Japanese war, billfolds inside which there was a picture 

of Admiral T5gS, the great hero of the war. enjoyed a tre¬ 

mendous vague. 

Around 1889. when all sorts of important events were going 

on—the opening of the diet* the election of diet members* the 

establishment on the new system of local government, the com¬ 

pletion oi the rail line from Tokyo to Osaka* and so on—there 

was a great increase in the number of people carrying brief 

eases and folders. These later became indispenslble to anyone 

who had the remotes* claim to importance. Until 1892 brief 

cases and the metal fittings for coin purses were both imported 

from abroad, but in that year a man named Morita Rjhei 

opened a factory in Osaka to produce such hems* after which 

they became into even wider use. Abo in 1892 articles m&A* 
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from alligator skin were first imported from Amedeo. 

g. Spectacles 

In the Meijt period there was a huge acw demand lor eye¬ 

glasses on the pan of officials,, students, and teachers who spent 

much of their lime poring over books, and the demand was 

further increased by other* who wished to appear as though 

they spent much of their time poring over books. The fad for 

glasses among those whose eyes were perfectly good was 

apparently quite widespread for a time. 

The Record of Enlighten uiein ond Prosperity in Tokyo 

(Tokyo Kaika Han jo-ski) speaks sarcastically of people wearing 

spectacles to keep dust out of their eyes* and a policeman in 

Gifu is recorded to have asked the head of the prefecture 

hospital whether the practice among intellectuals of growing 

long hair was not an affection 11 like the practice among healthy 

people of wearing glasses/' 

Spectacles must have grown fairly common during the period* 

but people over seventy remember that a person wearing glasses 

was often described as looking like an official. Actually, it is 

likely that n relatively high proportion of the people who actual' 

ly needed glasses were indeed officials, and it is therefore not 

surprising ihai in this age of reverence for anything go vet omental 

many persons adopted glasses for show, 

7h THE CARE OF clothlng 

Soap was introduced to Japan from the West in the sixteenth 

century, hut used only by Christian converts and a limited 

number of warrior class families. The vast majority of the popu¬ 

lation employed other detergents until modern times- The 

Report on Life in the Mtiji Period mentions the following 

materials, along with the districts where they were used: 

45 
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DETERGENTS USED IN MEXJI 

Nant* of Material Name of Prefectures Where Used 

Lye Iwate, Yamagata, Fukushima, Niigata, 

Gumma, Tokyo, Kanagawa, Mie, Osaka, 

Hyogo, Hiroshima, MiyagL Saga, 

Shimane, Kumamoto* Akita, Ibaragi, 
Yatnanashi, Tokushima, Nara, Tot tori* 

Okayama, YamaguchL Kagawa, Ehixne. 

Kagoshima, T&chlgi, Ishikawn, Kyoto. 

Fukuoka, Shizuoka. 

Water in which rice 

has been washed. Fukuahima, Kanazawa, YamanaahL 

Nagano, Shiga, Shimane, Yamagata* 

IbaragL Ighikawa, Tokushima^ Nara, 

Wakayama, Okayama, Yamagtichi, 

Hyogo, Mie* Kochi, Kyoto, Gumma, 

Fukuoka, Toyama. 

Soapberry 

Honeydoctist plant 

Fruit of the Japanese 

Cypress 

Powdered Lentils 

Water in which 

nermkdli has been 

boiled 

Mte, ToehigL Kyoto, Kumamoto. 

Iwete, Fukuahima. 

Tochigi. 

Ishikawa, Kochi, Fukuoka. 

Tokyo, Kfigawa, MiyagL Kagoshima, 

Kyoto, 

Bath water 

Clay 

Gloiopeliis fureal a 

Soda 

Saga. 

Ib&ragi, Yamanashi, ToehigL 

Shi mane. 

Iwate* Y&mauaahi, Mie, Hyogo, Him- 

shlma, Saga, AiehiT Kyoto. 

All of the alxwe, lye in particular, continued lo be used 

alongside soap until the Taisho period or thereafter* Soap was 

again imported in the late Toktigawa period and was apparently 
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adapted fairly quickly in Edo and its vicinity. In 1872 soap 

factories were built in both Tokyo and Osaka, and by around 

1905 domestic soap was being sold throughout the country. 

Prior to the Mciji period, wool clothing was scarcely known 

in japan, and as a consequence* people concerned themselves 

very little over passible damage to clothing by insects. On the 

other hand, since the climate is humid* a good deal of precau¬ 

tion was exercised against mold. Clothes were invariably put 

out to air twice a year, once after the end of the early-summer 

rainy season and again around the time far the change from 

summer to autumn clothing, This proedee persisted throughout 

the country in the Meiji period and has only recently begun 

to die out. 

B. CLOTHING AND UEIJI LIFE 

The changes in clothing styles in the Meiji were so numerous 

and complicated that it would be misleading to represent them 

as forming a single great current. The manner in which people 

accepted near styles varied with the location in which they 

lived, their social status, their position* and indeed their in¬ 

dividual personalities* so that the history of clothing in this 

period presents not one, but dozens of interwoven historical 

patterns. Still, in closing this chapter we should Like to call 

attention to three broad phenomena that emerge from our studies. 

The first is the development of a double standard in everyday 

dress , that is to sayr a standard for the office or the factory 

and a standard for the home- After Western styles of clothing 

were introduced they were found to be eminently suited 

to action and movement and therefore to work. They were 

therefore adopted with relative speed by the military forces, by 

studenis, by laborers in new factories, and by those who used 

the rapid new transportation facilities* To be sure* they were 

also adopted by many who were simply following the styles 

of the times* hut basically their spread was due not to idle 

+7 
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fashion, but to the development of buildings, facilities, and 

methods of work with which they were compatible and with, 

which traditional forms of dress were uncompatible. 

On the other hand, Western styles were not suited to the 

houses in which Japanese lived, or more particularly to the 

modes of living that had developed inside these houses. 

To state the matter very plainly. Western clothing was simply 

not designed for sitting or kneeling on the floor, whereas 

Japanese house were designed precisely for that. In order to 

adopt Western clothing into domestic life, it would have been 

nccessgry to alter the traditional forms of residential architec¬ 

ture completely, and this of course would have been out of the 

question for most people, even If they had desired it- Nor is 

there any sign that many of them did, for even in Tokyo, 

where Western-style clothing is more common than anywhere 

else, the vast majority of residences are still basically Japanese 

jit Style, although both the earthquake of 1923 and the air 

raids of World War II presented the populace with oppor¬ 

tunities to rebuild in the Western manner. Evidently, the 

average Japanese is not seriously indisposed by the custom of 

wearing one type of clothing at work and another at home. 

The second important point about Meiji dress is that women’s 

traditional dress, though in almost every way less convenient 

than men's proved for more resistant to change. The empress 

supported Western clothing, and the ladies who frequented the 

Rokumd-kan wore it; women teachers and students were in¬ 

clined to adopt it, and the Ladies' Society for Foreign Hair 

Styles was in favor of it. But all this was In the second decade 

of Meiji when reform was keynote of the times. With everyone 

talking of reforming life, reforming the theater, reforming the 

navel, reforming races, reforming the sewage system, and so 

on, it would have been strange indeed if no one had tried to 

reform women and women's clothing. When U the Meiji 

thirties the reaction set in, however, women’s styles were among 

the first things to be re-reformed. This is not to say that pre* 
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Meiji fashions were revived in toso. On the contrary, as 

pointed our above, women's clothing and make-up were lighter, 

simpler, and more suited to movement than before. Still, it 

cannot be said that Western-style clothing for women was 

accepted by ordinary Japanese in the Meiji period. The reason 

no doubt was that the womans place was slid in the home—in 

the house where one sat and worked on the floor. Work 

clothes were adopted by women working in offices and factories, 

but career women were still looked down upon, and their 

clothing had little influence on women's fashions as a whole. 

So long as women were tied down to the duties of maintaining 

a Japanese household, they continued to wear Japanese dres$. 

The final important point concerns the expense of clothing 

during the Meiji period. The basic economic fact is that 

whereas to a great extent people had supplied their own clothing 

in the previous period, they now bought it. or at least the 

goods needed to make it. Moreover* the expense was increased 

by the instability of clothing styles. The old styles of formal 

■dress used on great occasions; were virtually adandfined, but 

nothing was found that could adequately take their place. A 

multitude of new fashions were adopted, often quite oj-rtenUtmus- 

ly, by the rich, and the poor developed the habit of following 

along as best they could, whether they were really financially 
able or not. 

Clothing entered a state of transition from which it itas not 

yet emerged. The strict clotliing regulation of the Tokugawa 

period and the stoic masks of the warrior class gave way to 

freer styles that laid more emphasis on natural healthy. Certain- 

ly people must have experienced a healthy exhilaration at being 

able to pick and choose from so many new and attractive styles h 

hut it did not come without a price. 

4P 





Chapter Three 

FOOD AND DRINK 

1. THE TRADITIONAL DIET 

Production and CoQsmMpdoo of ibe Principal Foods 

Ai the End of the Tokagawa Period 

( i } Types of principal foods 
The leading Egriculiural products prior to the Meiji period 

were rice, barley, soybeans, millet, sugar, cane, buckwheat, and 

Deccan grass {hie). In 1878, only a few years after the Resto¬ 

ration, the areas under cultivation by crop were as follows: 

Crop 
Area i Unit 1000 ch$r or opproxinuitlT 

1000 hectares;* 

Rice 
Ryc 
Wfttflt 
Barley 
So^beins 
Gemum j'let 

Potaloe* 
BuckvhfiE 

DeeCin eTC<s 

Lentils 

luLiait Millet 

PoiatdeE 

2535,4 
m. a 
359-0 

441.6 
256.3 
153.4 

155,9 
103.5 

44,5 

£5+9 
95 

Totil: 5,532,7 
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As this list shows, rice was the most important crop, but the 

area devoted to it was less than half the total area- The sise 

of the harvest did not necessarily correspond exactly to these 

figures, but it Is clear that miscellaneous grains were produced 

in almost as large quantities as rice and were used to supple- 

meat the rice supply. 

Rice was by no means available to ah the people in equal 

quantities. Under the feudal system 55^ of the total crop had 

to be submitted to the district rulers in tribute, but for one 

reason or another, much of this amount wns returned to the 

people* and the ruler retained less than one-third of the original 

amount. This was allotted to samurai in Edop Kyoto, Osaka 

and the local castle towns, and much of it was sold to ordinary 

townspeople. The cities and towns* accordingly, lived on a rice 

diet, but farmers as a rule had to mix other grains with their 

rice. Since farm communities aimed at self-sufficiency and avoid* 

ed buying food from without the diet in rural districts depended 

on what could he grown in them. 

The annual report for 1S77 the Ministry of Education cited 

the results of an official survey of rice consumption in towns 

and cities. The figures were as follows: 

Number of houses 1.0*1.272 

ConaumpE ion el rice per ar-cum 3.610,671 Jbiz 

Avenge coasuinpEicn per bouse 5.3882 

0 0 f perm 1.28 

As lor the consumption of rice in rural areasJ in 1879 the 

Bureau of National Indentures published ihe following figures; 

In other words, the amount of rice per person was .4567 koku 

less in the rural areas than in the towns and cities. ParodoxU 

caUyT then, the farmers, a large majority of whom where rice 

producers were usually forced to eat other grains. 

It should be noted in ibis connection that the types of sup¬ 

plementary grains produced varied considerably with ihe region. 

S3 
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Number of bo-usee etm*m 

Farming famsUes 

FamUle* engaged in vthii 
lhaQ farming 

Conaumprion of rice pet annum 22,560,316 koku 

Aterage per family 3.6244 ^ 

# # potion 0.7613 - 

According to data submitted by traveling representatives of the 

Finance Ministry to the Bureau for Land Tax Rivtsion in 1878, 

the grains eaten in the various prefectures were as follows: 

From Nosonshi (History of Village Life) by Ono Takeo 

Prefecture -Vame of Grain 

Aomori, Iwate, Rice, wheat, or barley. German 
millet, bam-yard millet, buck¬ 

wheat, horsecbestnuts, chestnuts 

Akita 
Yamagata (Shonai; 

Miyagi 

Fukcshima (Iwafihiro) 

(twain) 

radishes. 
Rice, except in Kakaku County. 

Generally rice, and rarely wheat, 

barley, or millet. Diet neither 

coarse nor extravagant. 

Rke, wheat, barley, millet, barn¬ 

yard millet, buckwheat. 

Rice, wheat, when possible, but 

ordinarily mixed with wheat, bar¬ 

ley. millet, barn-yard millet, and 

radish (dried or fresh). 

Rke, wheat, barley, millet, buck- 

wheat. 

Ibaraki Half rice, half other grains. Rice 
mixed with barley, millet or 

ham-yard, millet, (generally, pro¬ 

portion of rice targe in the wes¬ 

tern area, small in the eastern 

area). Also wheat and buck- 

53 
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Saitama 

Chiba, Kanagawa, 

Yamanashi 

Shizuoka (Isn) 

(Suruga) 

(Totonri) 

Mie 

Shiga 

Nsra 

Osaka 

wheat. 

Afcitttf 0/ Grain 

Rice, wheat, barleyp millet, ham- 

yard millet, 

Nagano Rice, wheat, barley, millet, bam- 

yard millet* buckwheat. 

Ricer wheat, barley, com, millet, 

barn-yard millet. 

Rice 70,5ft, wheat, barley, barn¬ 

yard millet, millet 

Rice 29%f wheat or barley 37 %t 

barn-yard millet I2jft, millet 125ft, 

and sweet potato* radish, pumpkin, 

beans, etc., 10^. 

Upper class (30pft of population)* 

rice, Middle class (305ft of po¬ 

pulation), half rice and half wheat 

or barley. Upper lower class of 

(205ft of population) rice 30jft 

and wheat or barley 705ft- Low¬ 

est class (205ft of papulation) rice 

20 ft and other grain* 805ft. 

Half rice and half wheat or bai¬ 

ley. In remote districts of Ise 

and Shim a potatoes or sweet 

potatoes* In Iga district barn¬ 

yard millet or vegetables mixed 

with wheat or barley was often 

usual diet. 

Rice TGjft, wheat, barley, or buck¬ 

wheat 30jft. 

Rke, barley, millet, soybean, vege¬ 

table etc;* 

Rice, barley, radish, buckwheat. 
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Wakayama 

Hyogo 

Tot tori 

Wheat, sweet potato. Millet. 

Usually barley. In Mountain vil¬ 

lagers, where could grain were 

unavailable potato as. ordinarily 

mixed with nuts or grass buds. 

Rice 70#, barley 30.#* 

Rice 60#* wheat or barley 40%, 

sometimes millet, Deccan grassfc 

sweet potatoes and potatoes; in 

the mountain districts horse chest' 

nuts, 

Shimane (Oki) Rice 30#; wheat, barley, potatoes 

millet, or buckwheat 70#. 

Okayama (Mimasaka) Generally wheat or barley- 

Hiroshima (Northern Part) Rice, 70#; wheat* barley, millet 
or buckwheat 30#* 

(Southern part) Rice, 70#; wheat, barley* or 

sweet potatoes 30#. 

Tokushima 

Kochi 

Kagawa 

Ehime 

Rice 25#; wheat or barley 

50#; other grains 25?£. 

Rice 28#; Wheat or barley 

27#; sweet potatoes 24#; Dec- 

can grass 4#; Millet 2#; Pota¬ 

toes 2#; Buckwheat l%- 

Wheat Of barley 70#, rice 30#; 

most poor *kc inhabi¬ 

tants of $omc islands ate wheat p 

or barley, sweet potatoes, and 

small fish; mountain villagers usu¬ 

ally ate com, supplemented by 

sweet potatoes. Deccan grass, 

millet, or the fruits of trees. 

Most villager Rice, wheat or bar¬ 

ley in most villages; barley, sweet 

potato, or small fish in the coastal 

55 
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Oitfl 

Miyazaki 

Nagasaki 

(Iki) 

(Tsushima) 

regions; corn, sweet potato, barn¬ 

yard millet, millet and the fruits 

of trees in the mountain villages. 

Wheat, barley* millet, Deccan 

grass, coast aline district in only 

southeast had only sweet potatoes. 

Rine, wheat* or barley. 

Rice 25%; wheat or barley 35%; 

sweet potatoes 40%. 

Rice 10% remainder wheat* bar¬ 

ley,, potatoes. 

Wheat, barley, potatoes. 

The above shows that in southwest Japan sweet potatoes and 

barley were common, whereas millet, buckwheat, and Deccan 

grass were more frequent in the east. In the mountain chest¬ 

nuts and horse-chesinuts constituted an important item in the 

diet Only in Akita, Yflmagata, Niigata, Toyama, and frhikawa 

Prefectures, which alt lie in *he rich plain along ihe Sea of 

Japan was rice the principal everyday food. Furthermore* this 

was 10 years after the end of feudal government, and the rice 

diet had already become more widespread than before. A con¬ 

temporary source says: 

In the past one could count on one's fingers the days m 

tise year when farming families of the middle class or even 

above ate rice, but in recent years many fanners have found 

themselves in a position to afford a daily rice diet. Con¬ 

sequently, though last year's crop could hardly be called a 

poor one, there has been a shortage of rice this year. 

—From the answer to a questionnaire 

concerning the rivision of customs 

duties, 187^. 

This to the contrary notwithstanding, however, the ratio of 
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rice to other foods consumed does not appear to have changed 

drastically. Statistics given in A History of Farming Villages 

(Nosonshi) bear this out: 

F^rfitntigt of TotaJ Grain CoTtmfflptifln 

Year Rtet 
tVtaat er 

Bnriey 
Other 
G rut ?ti 

Sweet 
P&xlae: 

?disctl * 
lamma 

im 47 as 19 3 3 

im 50 27 17 3 3 

1379 53 27 14 5 1 

tm 51 28 13 5 3 

The only definite trend this shows is a gradual decrease in 

the proportion of grains other than rice anti barley* and even 

this Wffft a gentle decline- As a matter of iact „ such changes as 

took place spread slowly from the cities to the outlying regions* 

and at this point the customary diet iit the biter was still 

about the same as it had been. 
The locaJ differences in diet are largely accounted for by the 

economic regionalism that had prevailed during the feudal age. 

Prior to the Restoration* when a district suffered a poor rice 

crop* it could hope for no assistance from otner areas, since 

the rulers of the latter, fearing price rises in their own domains, 

banned movements of the grain. The blighted region was left 

to face famine as best it could. To avoid such a fate, each 

feudal district had to maintain a self-sufficient economy* and the 

responsibility for doing so devolved on the farmers themselves- 

In effect, each farmer tmd to provide his own food* no matter 

how Frugal it might be. This, however, was not the case in 

the towns. Moriguchj Tari in his Toptn-DwkII&ts {Afachi no 

Afinzoku) said: 

In the old days poor families did not mix inferior grains 

with their rice. When rice was scarce, they simply made 

gruel of it to increase the quantity. On the other hand 

ft 
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relatively rich families as a rule mixed their rice with 

other things because there were too mnny months to fill 

with rice alone. Usually the rice was supplemented with 

radishes, millet, or barley. 

In the towns, then, even poor people ate rice, and in Osaka, 

st least there was a common expression implying that even rice 

needed something good to go with it. 

( 2 ) Measures Against Famine 

During the period between 1637 and 1853 not only was Japan 

closed to foreign countries other than Holland, but even the 

individual fief a were targe !y isolated from One another. People 

were not free to travel or live where they pleased, nor was 

there free exchange of goods among them. Each district had 

to solve Its own problems, and when a local ruler was unable 

to settle questions arising in his jurisdiction he was either mov¬ 

ed to another or relieved of his officc. 

During the Tokugawa period, Japan suffered there great fami¬ 

nes, occurring in the Kyoho, TemmeiT and Tempo eras. There 

were other lean years, of course, but the damage wn§ largely 

confined to particular localities. The Kyoho famine resulted 

from aitacks of locusts in western Japan, the Temmei famine, 

from unseasonable cold in the northeast- and the Tempo 

famineP from an excess of rain throughout the country. Each 

famine caused a nmltittide of deaths. For example, the town 

of Kuga* in what is now Yamaguchi Prefecture* lost one thou¬ 

sand persons* or one-filth of its population, in the Kyoho period 

and again in the Temmei period. In the community of Hirae, 

which lay somewhat to the cose of Kuga and which contained 

only a few hundred families, two hundred persons starved m 

titer Kydho period. This, it will be observed, was in an area 

where there were two annua! rice crops. In the northeast areas, 

where there was only one, the losses were even greater. 

In 1782 the fief of Tsugaru suffered an estimated loss of 

121,780 k<?ku (apr. 603,800 bushels) of rice, and in the second 

month 17&4 there were 64000 deaths, A survey in the ninth 
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reveled 8if700 persons dead, along with 13,917 hectares of rice 

fields and G(93l hectares of garden plots laid waste. 

The Ai&aka section of the village of Fujisaka* Aomori Pre¬ 

fecture , known for having produced a new cold-resistant rice 

(Fujisaka No 5} after World War lh had 66 families in the 

An*el era, but during the Temmei it was reduced to 30 villages. 

Also, Takas Kimbsu section of the 13 families who inhabited the 

same village in 1795, only one* that of a man named Yaernon, 

remained after the Temmei famine* In 1784 the village of Ora, 

I wale Prefecture* fttffered 10 times as many deaths as in a 

normal year. The destruction in the 6 northeastern prefectures 

was thus tremendous nor the effects limited to this area. The 

population of Japan increased steadily after the beginning of the 

Tokupwa period* end in 1732 it was more than 33^000,000* 

but after the famine of the following year it fell below the 

30,000,000 mark, and what with the famines of the Temmei 

and Tempo periods* it did not again reach ihe 1*732 level until 

after the opening of [he country* 

Although research on the effects of bad crops is still incom¬ 

plete, it is dear from folk songs still sung in various regions 

that famine was a perennial threat. 

Unfortunately* the measures taken to combat famine were 

inadequate indeed. Limits were placed On the amount of rice 

devoted to making sake, surveys of rice supplies were made* 

the rich dolled out food supplies, and the government issued 

relief to a certain degree, but that was about all (History of 

Nishimtirayama County). The establishment of village store 

houses was the only permanent measure, and it was inadequate. 

In the northeast region, particularly in the mountains of north 

Iwate Prefecture, crop failure was frequeuti and the residents 

of many sections often tned to maintain a store inferior grain, 

which was usually kept in the store-house of the leading mem¬ 

ber of the community. Similar practices were common in the 

Kan to region. In western Japan, wheat was often stored in 

the community storehouses. 
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Storehouses, though encouraged by the feudal rulers p were 

not made compulsory, and they did not exist in all villages* 

As a rule they were frequent in mountain village? and relatively 

rare near the seacoast. In Sendai, Tokushima, Toyama, Mitor 

and Yamaguchi. for example, they were actively supported by 

the rulers, but more often they were created voluntarily by the 

people. They were distributed somewhat unevenly, and in Kyu¬ 

shu they were particularly scarce, partly because famines were 

rare there, and partly because the inhabitants living for the 

most part near the sea, kept extra supplies of seaweed in the 

at licks of their houses in case of need. As a rule, food stored 

up against hard times was of inferior quality- 

In the Meiji period the feudal districts were abolished, but in 

the early years transportation was still difficult, and the feeling 

of local isolation remained strong. Some prefectures, therefore, 

preserved the village storehouses for a time, but the institution 

had by and large outlived its usefulness. The breaking down 

of the feudal barriers went a long way toward stabilizing the 

average farmers food supply. 

What really saved the country from famines, however, was 

the opening of the country to foreign trade. In ISG7, when 

the price of rice in Edo was extremely high due iq a poor crop, 

the government actively encouraged ihe purchase of foreign rice, 

and this policy was followed in later years as well. The amounts 

imported annually in the early years of Meijs were as follow?. 

im £2B709Jbi* 

t m *43*285 # 

1870 

1871 163tS32 * 

The rice crop in 1869 amounted to only 37,5% of the ave¬ 

rage, and in 1870 it rose to only 54S£. Thanks largely to 

imported rice* however, famines such as those of the Tempo 

era were averted. 

Go 
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( 3 ) Race transport anti consumption of rice in the cities 

The main centers of rice consumption were Edo, Osaka* 

Kyoto* and the various castle towns and highway stations* in 

1862 a population of 700.000 consumed 1,000*000 koku. Moat 

of this was tribute From the 47 feudal districts under the direct 

rule of the Tokugnwa ettoguttatc. From western Japan it was 

sent in large ships which sailed up the Bay of Edo to deliver 

it. From the east it was sent in somewhat smaller vessels so 

Choghi, transhipped to river boars* and taken up the Tone River 

to Edo. In one year from 40,000 to 190.000 koku were shipped 

from Mutsu in the northeast, and several times that amount 

from western Japan, All the rice was delivered to warehouses in 

Asakusa. Theoretically it thence went to the vassals of the 

Tukugawa family as their enilimcnt, but in fact most of it went 

to spedal agems of the vassals, called fudusashi, who sold it to 

wholesale merchants. There were 109 of these agents, and 

they received a fixed commission for their services- 

2. THE INFLUENCE OF THE OPENING OF THE COUNTRY 

ON RATING HABITS 

New Fuods 

(1) The Importing and Exporting of Rice 

The most important direct effect of the opening of the country 

on the nation's diet was that the importation of foreign rice 

virtually put an end to serious famines. In the spring of 1669, 

for instance, the price of rice rose to 1,2 ryo per koku in Hjgo 

and Chikuzen, but ihanks to imports from Annan and Saigon, 

h fell to 8 ryo by August. Ii happened that in this year there 

was a bountiful rice crop in French IndoChina, and 3,130,000 

&vku (according: to another source 648,285 koku) were imported 

into japan by foreign merchants. 

On the other hand, even after the abolition of the fiefs rice 

from the coast of the Japan Sea continued to pour into Osaka, 
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and a considerable surplus accumulated there. In 1873 the gov¬ 

ernment authorized the export of rice from nearby Kobe* and 

soon rice-laden ships from the north country also began to ga¬ 

ther in this region. The amount of rice exported from Kobe 

during the first twenty years of Meiji was as follows: 

THE RECORD OF RICE EXPORTED 

year Qa4Hiitjf fVjVr 

1673 65. 60S tei* 533,431 y*n 

IB74 55,542 r 316.126 * 

1873 2.173 * 15,059 * 

1876 167.801 r 810.235 / 

1877 416.884 r 2.269.091 * 

187B 70S, 159 r 4,643,772 * 

1879 54,389 ' 416.819 * 

I860 27,280 r 210,652 * 

1881 42,634 * 361.737 

1682 260,271 * l. tl 5 * 

1S83 174,162 ^ 1,001. goo & 

1985 ss&m * 

1687 Km 739 * 

ti toto = 4.9^kisVh) 

The amount increased greatly until 1878 because of a famine 

in China but fell ofi after th*u year due to a rise in domestic 

prices. Conversely, Imports were small between 1873 and 1S78* 

but substantially larger in the subsequent three years. 

THE RECORD OF RICE IMPORTED 

IWr Qualify Price 

im 9 k>ki 99 frm 

m9 44.994 ^ 248, 271 ^ 

I860 7* 321 * 434* 3 IS * 

1681 2I.6G7 * 131*638 # 

1883 2,SoS * 2£U34 * 

tl to** -4,9529 bnstieb) 
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The exporting of rice was at first limited to Kobe* but m 

188SP Shimonosckh Mojir and Kuchinotsu were designated as 

special rice export ports. Still ninety per cent of the rice was 

skipped our of Kobe. Incidentally* rice was not imported into 

Kobe until 1882. Until that time rice imports usually entered 

the country at Yokohama or Nagasaki. Rice was at this time 

the chief Japanese export. 

In 1891 a famine in China caused another riset in exports 

from Kobe. The value of Annual exports in subsequent years 

was as fallows: 

Year Value vt fie* exported 

1890 ¥1,232.986 

18K 3,638.811 

1893 3,623,+01 

1894 4.60S. 280 

1893 6.202.530 

im 6.730.610 

The importing and exporting of rice stabilised the price of 

the grain and made production of it a profitable enterprise. As 

a result those who had capital bought up rice lands, while poor 

farmers, now faced with the necessity o| paying their tuxes in 

cash, often sold their land and became tenants* 

After 1873, rice from the northeast tended to flow- into Kobe, 

and as a resulth rice shortages occurred in Osaka. Rice mer¬ 

chants in the latter city therefore began buying large quantities 

of Chinese rice- At that time, however, not even the poorest 

people in Osaka would eat Chinese or Korean rice, whatever 

ebe they atet and the foreign rice could not at first be sold. 

The merchants soon hit upon the idea of mixing seven parts 

Japanese rice with three parts foreign rice* but when the rich 

people of the city heard about this, they began sending to Hy<b 

go for pure Japanese rice, and eventually it was prohibited to 

mix in the foreign product. Subsequently, bowser, the average 
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people of Oaakf. gradually grew accustomed to rice from ah road 

and after around L89Q rice imported in fairly targe quail titles. 

In that very year the price of rice went up so that the poor- 

cr residents of the cities were severely pressed. In the metro¬ 

politan district of Tokyo between July 1 and July 20, rice 

retainers went to count 512 times to sue for payments from 

their customers, and many the latter lower-class officials in the 

government, the police force, and the umy were numerous 

(Tokyo Nictii-nUhi Newspaper, July 28, 1890). People who or¬ 

dinarily ate second-class rice were reduced to fifth-class rice, 

and the lowest classes switched to bread, baked potatoes, gruel, 

wheat dour, and the like. Some persons did a heavy business 

selling left-overs from army mess halls {Tokyo JVrchi-rtichi 

Newspaper, Jima 16, 1689), Under the circumstances there was 

a rush lev import foreign rice, and since it had the advantage 

not only of being cheap and better than rice substitutes, but of 

increasing about forty per ccm in bulk when cooked, it sold very 

well (Nichi-nichi March 7, 1869). On the other hand, with 

nee being imported in quantities, in May, 1892. so much do¬ 

mestic rice had accumulated in Tokyo and Osaka warehouses 

that the price that year plummeted. 

In the Meiji period the non-agricullural population grew* by 

leaps and bounds tn the cities, where these people accumulated, 

rice was found to be the easiest food, whether for the factory 

lunch room, the lunch box. the eating and drinking establish¬ 

ments, or the home. Consequently, though the national popu¬ 

larity increased from 33.000.000 to 50.000,000 during the period, 

the per capita consumption of rice also increased. The average 

Interval 
A^cTiHt annual cn^hixmpLion 

of rite p«r person. 

itKts-i«w 7.(1 to i =npp. 3.5 bushels) 

1B80-1BBT 3.0 «- ( 4.0 ) 

3688-1895 9.3 * ( 4.6 ) 

18M-19I4 10.2 r l 5.1 > 
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yearly cron sumption w&s as mentioned above: 

Rice became, in short, the principal daily food of most Japa¬ 

nese - During this time the area devoted Lo rice production was 

as follows: 

Years 
Average area 

denoted (o rite 
Average 
harvest 

AfKQunS of Rii-r 
pef tan 

1373-I6S2 

1903.1912 

2, *47. »1.0 el* 

2,957.278.0 * 

29.611.636 to** 

SO. 537,840 * 

1.17 kfiku 

1.71 ' 

Despite increased production, however, the demand could UOt 

be met internally, rice bad: to be imported. Imports were very 

large around the time of the Russo-Japanese war* bm even 

after thai they did not fall below two or three million koku an¬ 

nually. From about thi* time, Korea and Formosa became 

important sources of rice, 

(2 } Mea t 

In the Tokugawa period, people in western Japan ate hoars, 

and people in Ehe east ate deers and bears, but domesticated 

animals were not eaten publicly. There was a general feeling 

throughout the country that the meat of horses, oxen, and cows 
was unclean- To be sure, it is recorded that meat-eating was 

adopted by some in the early Tokugawa period, when it was 

introduced by Christian missionaries, and it is known that some 

farmers ate meat for medicinal purposes* m a general rule meat 

was not considered proper iood. 

In Hachijejuna in 1SB9, for example 10 persons were bani¬ 

shed, 10 others fired, and 3 others scolded for the crime of 

killing and earing jup gep and it is very likely that such punish¬ 

ments had long been in practice In various rural areas, since 

an unclean crime of this sort was thought to invite misfortune 

upon the whole community. Furthermore people who hod cows 

or oxen regarded them virtually aj* members of the family. 

Kamyoma Sen wrote the following in his autobiography: 
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I was born in a farm house* and 1 worked as a farmer. 

The family ox was absolutely necessary for plowing, and 

we loved him as one of ourselves. I followed behind him 

working, and 1 made money on his labor. I had so many 

memories of the animal that I would never have wanted to 
eat meat. 

Farmers were often affected by $uzh humane feelings* but 

people in the cities, who neither raised nor depended on booines 

had no prejudice about eating beef. The government en¬ 

couraged its consumption to the extent of establishing in 1669 

the Tsukiji Beef Company* and meat spread among the urban 

population with little resistance. 

The earliest meat market is supposed to have been the To- 

kumatsu in Osaka, which reputedly went into business in 1651, 

2 years before the arrival of Commodore Perry* but one is 

inclined to doubt that this concern actually went into operation 

at that rime, at least openly. In 1667 a meat store called 

N'akagawa-ya was opened near the pier of the English House, 

which was located in the Takanawa district of Edo* and the 

proprietor made the following announcement: 

Meat is good for the health. It gives energy, strength* 

and vitality to those who ore weak or sick, well as to 

those who are recuperating from an illness. We are selling 

choice meats as cheaply as possible* and we hope that 

everyone will buy some. Furthermore, we will show you 

diagrams of the cuts of beef* teach you the delicious parts* 

End explain which to use for roasting for bailing* or for 

stewing. 

Added to this is a list of cuts and suggested ways of cooking 

them, which the proprietor presumably learned from a foreign 

customer. The cooking Jestons, however; fell On deaf ears, for 

while the people of Tokyo began to buy bed they apparently 

bought it for itself rather than for the exotic foreign dishes 
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that could be cnade with U: 
In Kanagaki Robua's Aguninube. published in 1871, there 

are pictures of people of various classes eating beef, and without 

exception the dinners are seated around a brazier on which ju- 

kiyaki is being prepared. Presumably those who introduced 

beef tried to western cuisine, but they were largely unsuccess¬ 

ful. , 
In any event, what had been spoken of clandestively as 

“mountain whale'’ was now sold in public. Flags with the 

word "Beef” written large on them were hung above the stores, 

and above those flags were others reading “Government Ap¬ 

proved*" Butchers hung legs of beef in full view and brandish¬ 

ed their knives in a fashion hitherto unheard of. 
By 1873 or 1874 Yokohama and Yokosuka were killing 90 

cows a day, the meat from more than half of which was sent 

to Tokyo, Even in-Tokyo 14 or 15 heads were slaughtered 

daily. Cattle from Hydgo were the most highly valued, steers 

costing from ¥34 or ¥35 to ¥30 a head, and cov>s about 

¥10 less. Aizu, Kurihara, Tsugaru, NLida, in bsumo, and several 

other places produced cattle that brought from i 25 to ¥ 40 

per head. Animals from Izu were cheap since they weie made 

to do heavy labor before they were sold for slaughter. 

Since sukiyaii could be bought for 3 se/t and a skewer of 

cooked meat for only 2 cash, one supposes that ordinary 

people were able to eat meat. The methods of cooking were, 

as we have said, essentially Japanese, and the dishe? prepared 

were designed to go well with Japanese meals, but it took a 

good deal of time for them actually to be adopted for house¬ 

hold use. Most people ate at when they wanted meat, and this 

added to the charm. 
Meat-earing centered around Tokyo, Yokohama. Osan-a. and 

Nagoya. It was comparatively late to reach Kyoto, but that 

was only to be expected since Kyoto was slow to take up 

Western customs in general. In the provinces, the government 

encouraged meat-eating. A statement to the following effect 
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was issued by the Tsuruga Prefect oral Office in 1872: 

Meat is a nourishing food that helps keep people in 

good spirits and strengthens the bloodt but some people, 

bound by conservatism, not only refuse to eat it themselves 

but over that it is unclean, and that people who eat it can¬ 

not appear before the gods-This is sheer bigotory. If 

there are such people in the vicinity, the officials of the 

town should go and explain the value of meat to them, 

This was apparently issued largely on behalf of a butcher 

who had opened shop in Tsuruga hm was losing money because 

of rumors spread by those opposed to meat. In any event, 

pronouncements of this sort could not have changed long-stand¬ 
ing customs overnight, 

Edward Morse, in hb Days in Japan, remarked that in 1877 

there were still few meat stores. He recalled seeing one with 

a great slab of beef cut in front and a woman sitting beside it 

charing away flies with a fan. Morse may very well not have 

known of the sukiyaki houses, but his description of meat 

stores as a great curiosity suggests that they were not in fact 

enjoying the height of prosperity. On the other hand he men¬ 

tions having seen a man who had walked three steers and three 

cows all the way from Kyoto to Tokyo to have them slaugh¬ 

tered for the meat-eating foreigners. Foreigners were not. of 

course, the only meat eaters, but the man from Kyoto may 
very well have thought they were. 

The largest slaughtering district was the metropolitan prefec¬ 

ture of Osaka. In 1879, 350 heads were slaughtered in the 

village of Vasili, 110 in the village of Soji-ji. 120 in the village 

of jikumatsu, and 1,862 in the village of Saruike. or 2,442 in 

all. By 1885, there were 18 slaughtering areas and 84 compa¬ 

nies engaged in the slaughtering business. The number of cat- 

lie slaughtered in this district that year was 12,676. as compared 

lo 15,419 for the whole country. Cfliile-rairing thrived in the 
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Kansai region, and since transportation facilities were still un¬ 

developed, a good proportion of the meat must have been eaten 

there. We might note in this connection that a report on eat¬ 

ing hah its in 1378 lists beef as one of the important foods La 

TflWchi County, Nara Prefecture. So many heads of cattle 

were being slaughtered that some people considered the killing 

of animals formerly used for plowing to the one of the main 

courses for a drop in food production that occurred around 

1880, In Tokyo a newspaper reported in 1881 that contrary 

to previous experience, the meat and chicken stores were even 

prospering in the summer-time, and that fewer customers were 

being seen in the shops selling tempura and sushi, both tradi¬ 

tional foods. There were not enough cattle in the eastern 

cities to meet the demand, however, and. although as we have 

seen* people sometimes drove them all the way from Kyoto, 

the spread of meat-eating was still on the whole limited by 

meager transportation facilities. 

(3 J Milk 
Milk was adopted at the same time as meat, but since Japa¬ 

nese cows did not give milk in sufficient quantities, foreign cows 

Had Id be Importedand government promotion waa even more 

necessary than in ihe ca<£ of meat. In 1869 the Bureau of 

Trade set up a "horse and cow company" in the Tstikiji dist¬ 

rict of Tokyo* bought Western cows and milking equipment 

from an Englishman in Yokohama, and began producing milk. 

This was not the first such effort, however, for the shogunate 

had long before bred bolls imported from Portugal. Holland, 

and India with cows in the province of Awa (Chiba Peninsula) 

and succeeded in producing milk and butter lor medicinal uses. 

After 1870 the Chiba strain was improved by breeding the cows 

with bulls from England and Holland, and in 1876 the govern¬ 

ment leased grazing land to people In the territory. The Chiba 

area contributed much to the development of Western strains 

in Japan. The principal milk cows were Hobteins, 

Milk from Japanese cows was also sold, but only about a 

*S> 
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tenth as much milk could be got from them as from foreign 

cows. They sold* we might add, for only about a tenth as 

much money. All in all, though milking and purifying tech¬ 

niques In this period left much to be desired, a fair quantity of 

milk vt£3 produced, and the consumption as well as that of hut¬ 

ter* cheese, and other milk product was encouraged by the 

government and private leaders alike. A number of milk com* 

panics sprang up. 

In the early 1870's foreign -strains of tattle were purchased 

in Atago* Gumma, Fukui, Chiba, and Kyoto Prefectures. As 

this fact indicates, the consumption milk was noE limited to 

the cities like that of meat. The health-giving qualities 01 milk 

were widely recognized, partially, we should note, because of 

the knowledge of Dutch medicine gained in the Tokugawa 

period. The ministry of Education, for Its part, published books 

showing that meat and milk, far from being unclean, had been 

eaten and drunk in ancient times m Japan, which of course 

made them all right. 

In Osaka, milk production began in 1371, and by 1881 there 

were 7 dairies, using either Western cows or improved Japanese 

strains. At the time actually there was already a surplus of 

milk in the city* and a man named Maeda Matsunosuke began 

producing butter as walk Apparently the milk business was 

reasonably profitable in the cities hot a story to the effect that 

a man in Fukui Prefecture kept on producing milk despite 

financial losses suggests that the business was none too good in 

the country. 

Cow's milk was used as a substitute for mother* milk, and 

baby bottles with rubber nipples were introduced. The Sanoya* 

a company in Fujimi-cho+ Tokyo, sold nipples under the name 

Uba Irazu, which literally mean +*nd need for a nurse to 

suckle,M and advertised that in the West even if a mother could 

give milk herself, she put her babies on bottles when they 

were 3 months old- 
Bo tried milk was not common, and the milk sold was often 
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not very dean. Too, the cowsheds were unsanitary, and the 

milk spoiled quickly. The government issued regulations to 

combat these conditions* and in 1881 milk deliveries to the 

home were instituted in Tokyo so tliai the people who needed 

milk could obtain ji while it was still fresh. To avoid loss by 

spoilage, one tioshino Fumi began manufacturing butter and 

powdered milk, and gradually bottled nulk came more nud more 

into use. In 1881 a bottle shortage led to the manufacture of 

canned powdered milks In these early stages milk wag still 

regarded as a drink for babies and sick people exclusively, but 

0^ time went on more and more people drank it for their 

health. In 1888 there were 165 persons engaged in milking 

cows in Tokyo and 157 selling the milk. The price of 1 go— 

(0.3 pt.) of milk was 3(1/2) sen, or 2(1/2) sen to those who 

took 4 go or more per day, 

( 4 ) Meat other than beef 

Pork has long been eaten :n the Ryukyus, Am*mi Oshinta, 

&nd Kagoshima, The pigs raised in these places were of a Ja¬ 

panese breed, black In color and generally similar to boars. In 

Edo pigs were first raised in the middle 1860*5, and by 1869 or 

1870 they were being bred in large numbers. Most of them 

were Berkshlrea. in Osaka around 1670 city and country people 

alike suddenly lo&k to raising pigs as pets, but this far! soon 

ended* as might have been predicted. Pork was not eaten to 

any considerable degree in Tokyo until 1862 or 1833* but after 

that I he demand increased, and farmers in nearby areas began 

to raise pigs for sale- It was often removed I hat the meal was 

bad, however, and to make matters worse pigs multiply 

rapidly* so that the price of pork and the number of animals 

bred varied greatly from year to year. In 1883, 1,989 pig5 ware 

slaughtered, but in 1885 the number fell to 774- 

In ihe early Meiji people also began eating horse meat, the 

fet recorded instance having occurred in Matsumoco, Nagano 

Prefecture, in 1862, The practice became fairly common in 

Nagano and points cast, but waa virtually unknown in the west, 

n 
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in 16S7, the first year for which figures are available, 1,229 

horses were slaughtered for their meat. This was only about 6 

per cent of the number of cows and steers killed (19*736). 

In January* 13SS, a man named Ono Nao of Asakusa applied 

to the metropolitan government of Tokyo for permission to ope¬ 

rate a wholesale horse-meat business and to form a union of 

retailers* By tills time there were 85 dealers handling the meat 

in Tokyo. As it became more popular* unscrupulous butchers 

took to mbdng it with beef, and the metropolitan police even¬ 

tually undertook an inspection aimed ui preventing this practice. 

The eating of horse meat did not, of course, come from the 

Occident, but rather resulted from the fashion of eating beef. 

Horse meat r however, was cheaper than beef. Nomura Kodo 

has related the following of Ins school-days, in Morioka around 

1897; 

In an age when rice sold at 10 sen, a sho, to pay 30 or 

40 sen for a pound or so of beef was more spendthrift 

than buying turkey today* We hope at the school there¬ 

fore got up some money and sent 2 or 3 good soldiers 

out to an illegal horse-meat dealer's establishment outside 

the city for some meat. For 10 sen they bought 7 or 3 

pounds of meat so fresh that the blood was still running 

cm* We had a real feast. .We just cut up the meat and 

without washing or precooking it put it in to boil with 

sugar, soy sauce, onions, and bean curd * - *. We did this 

many times when we tired of horse meat, we bought cheap 

pork or beef. 

Chicken was taken up so quickly that it was already old hat 

by the time meal became popular among the avant goods, and 

the Latter regarded chicken-eaters as little better than fish-eaters. 

Eggs were consumed on an even Larger scale, particularly in 

western Japan, where the practice of eating them seems to liave 

been introduced by Europeans in ihe sixteenth or seventeenth 

7* 
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century. 

Indigenous chickens were small, m were their eggs, and after 

187? attempts to improve the breed were begun In 1880 the 

first incubator was put into operation in Mita, and chicken 

breeding became much simpler* bat incubators were not widely 

used until after 1888, when a cheap model appeared. In 1886 

and 1888 vaHous American breeds of chicken were imported, 

and thereafter Japanese strains grew much better- Chicken 

breeding spread particularly in Chiba, Shizuoka, and Aiebi Pre¬ 

fectures, bin the budding industry was threatened after 1892 by 

the appearance of cheap Chinese eggs on the market, and chic¬ 

ken farming did not develop as a full fledged business until 

around 1907* 

{ 5 ) New Farm Products 

The Mita Plant Nursery in Tokyo took the leadership in in¬ 

troducing new farm products and improving old ones. Among 

the foreign plants it tested and distributed about the country 

in seed form were the asparagus, the cabbage, the onion, the 

cauliflower, and the iomatod all of which have since become a 

part of the Japanese diet. The Nursery also distributed many 

publications calculated to improve Japanese food production. 

The new Western plants were first grown in the vicinity of 

Yokohama and Kobe to meet the needs of resident foreigners. 

The vegetables rarely produced appeared on Japanese tables at 

first, nor were they compatible with current Japanese eating 

habits. The Japanese were* as Morse noted, accustomed only 

to a 3mall number of relating poor vegetables, and these they 

merely cooked in soysaucc* put into soup, Or mixed with vine¬ 

gar or been paste. The new vegetables therefore tasted strange* 

and they were not immediately accepted. 
Even the potato, which was introduced from Java by the 

Dutch in the sixteenth century and subsequently produced in 

some quantity in central and eastern Honshu* was not grown 

all over the country until after 1885* when the Mita Nursery 

cut a pamphlet on the subject. New varieties of potatoes 

71 
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required a long time to ceteh on. They were planted in Chiba 

Prefecture, near Tokyo, as early as 1887, but in 1902 the total 

produce in that area was only 1S70 pounds. 

Unlike vegetables, new fruits were adopted rather quickly, pro¬ 

bably because they were eaten now and did not necessarily have 

to harmonize in flavor with the other food on the table. Cher¬ 

ries were introduced to Hokkaido in 1868 by a German resident 

in Hakodate, and in 1872 at the suggestion of an American, 

the Hokkaido Development Bureau tried growing them. The 

experiment was successful, and *eeds were distributed about the 

country, but the trees failed except in Hokkaido, Yonezawa,, 

and Yamagala, At first the fruit was consumed in the area 

where it wias produced, but in 1588 a shipment of it was sept 

from Yamagaca to Sendai, and in 1891* when the Tohoku Rail¬ 

way Line was opened, shipments were sent to Tokyo, where 

they were sold at a great profit. Subsequently* cherry trees 

were successfully grown in Fukushima, Aomori, Akita, Nagano, 

Niigaia, Tot tori, ShimaiLe, Wakayama, Hiroshima, and Okayama 

Prefectures. 

The apple was introduced by an American school teacher, 

who planted a sapling he had obtained from abroad. fn 1875 

she Home Ministry imported Ih30G young apple trees, which it 

distributed about the country. They grew well in Hokkaido 

and the northeast, but at first the fruit spoiled easily and could 

not be kepi more than 2 or 3 months. After the Hokkaido 

Development Bureau succeeded in preserving them, they were 

a great success. Apples from the northeast were shipped to 

Tokyo, where they sold so well that apple-growers were to be 

seen dressed in fine Western clothes riding in rickshas io and 

from high-ebss restaurants. Later the trees were struck by a 

blight T and for a time no apples were produced at all. 

A Japanese type of pear, larger* rounder and finer than 

Western pears, was grown in many places, particularly the pro¬ 

vince of Echigo (Niigata Prefecture)* prior to the Meiji period. 

Echigo pears were shipped to the Eida district in Shbmoo 

7* 
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OiagwQ Prefecture) for sale, bur in 1869 or 1870, a merchant 

named Mamyama Sankichl* who had been engaged in this 

trade* opened an orchard in a village near lida and attempted 

to take over the business. At first his tenant fees took mo$t 

of his profits but after I88G, when he moved to a patch of 

mountain land north of lida, he began to net s tremendous 

□mount. In no time fit all 200 other persons were engaged in 

the pear business in this area. Unfortunately for them, how* 

ever, the lack of sufficient transportaiiun facilities caused a large 

surplus of pears in the district, and so much of the fruit spoil¬ 

ed that the business failed. Essentially the same thing happened 

in the province of Yanmto (Nara Prefecture) with a slightly 

different species of pear. In effect, during the early Meiji, a 

number of people having heard that a large profit could be 

made on fruit, immediately started planting one kind nr another 

without any very definite plans. Before long they had over¬ 

produced, and their trees had been attacked by blight of one 

sort or another. Behind most of the failures was the lack of 

facilities for transporting the fruit from the place where it was 

grown io adequate markets. 

Peaches 1871 from Tientsin were Introduced in and subsequ¬ 

ently grown in Okayama. Other fruits and nuts introduced 

around this time were almonds, walnuts and grapes. Pears, 

peaches, tangerines, and grapes were gradually improved, and 

production of them grew to be a large business. At first Fruits 

were spoken o? a ^ water cookies'1 and regarded more or less as 

a type of confection. As both confections and fruits became 

more plentiful! the two were more accurately distinguished, and 

though at first the sale of fruit seems to have cut into that of 

cakes, by the Taisho period, this was no longer the case. 

( 6 ) Cakes and bread 

Before the Meiji period Japan bad a variety of confections 

made- from the past of rice* bean;, wheat-gluten* and the like, 

plus one or two foreign types of cake introduced in the six* 

tee nth or seventeenth century by Europeans, Aside from the 

?$ 
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latter, there was nothing that could be closed as a pastry* and 

when modem Western cookies and cakes were introduced, they 

met with a cool reception. Generally speaking* the trouble was 

that they were not sweet enough to be regarded as sweets, and 

not substantia] enough to serve as a principal food. 

With granulated sugar, on the other handp was looked upon 

as a veritable treasure, in 1867, 500 catties of it axe said to 

have been sold at a price of $12 the catty. This price, of 

course, soon dropped to a more reasonable level, but for a long 

time afterward white sugar remained so rare that it waa sold 

in medicine stores and indeed used by some as a sort of medi¬ 

cine, though with what effect one cannot say. In household 

cooking, white sugar was rarely used except on great occasions, 

such as the New Yearis celebration* annual festivals, or wedding 

ceremonies. 

Alter ISSG the government took active measures to improve 

the local product- An organization of producers was founded, 

and atempts made to produce white sugar from the black sugar 

then produced in the Ryukyu Island and Gshjma. Foreign 

standards could not, however, be met at foreign prices, and 

she local sugar industry wes for a long time a failure* with the 

result that the use of sugar did not spread rapidly outside the 

cities and trading ports. 

After Id?9 attempts were made to manufacture sugar from 

beets in Hokkaido, but after struggle of 20 years the industry 

ultimately succumbed because of technical deficiencies, later 

problems* lack of adequate transportation* marketing difficulties* 

and bad management. 

In 1875 a well-known Japanese confectioner began to manu¬ 

facture Western-style sweet biscuits, and later maccaroons, wu- 

fersi and other foreign cookies were added to the repertoire* 

but few people outside the fashionable upper classes ete them. 

One difficulty was that most Western cakes and cookies w^e 

made with butler* which most ordinary Japanese of this age 

regarded with loathing. Another difficulty was that whereas 
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japanese-style cakes wero made by hand and painstakingly de- 

signed to be as pretty as possible* the Western cookies were 

menu!actured and were decidedly plain in appearance. All in 

adr Western pastries were much less successfnll than Western 

fruit, 

Almosi every Japanese locality prided itself in one sort of 

special confer: uon or another, and with the coming of sightsee¬ 

ing on a large scale, these various Local products often found 

nationwide acceptance. When Japanese go on trip-E they almosi 

always bring back gifts for the people at home, and often the 

gifts are food- The production of local confections nourished 

because of this practice but unfortunately* local manufacturers 

began to depend solely on out-of-town customers who would 

huy <mca hut perhaps never be seen again. Confections were 

dyed bright colors to catch the eye of travelers, and often the 

dyes were harmful or even poisonous. In 1371, 1675* and I£77 

the government issued severe restrictions On the coloring of 

foods, and the situation improved to some extent, hut offences 

of this sort did not cease altogether. 

(2) Manufactured foods 
The- principal Japanese manufactured foods in the early Meiji 

were udon (a type of macaroni made from wheat flour), so men 

(a typo of noodle also made from wheal dour but with soda 

added), tofu (bean curd.l, and kanlen {a gelatinous substance 

the geliduun tirnoiidi). 

Udon <md s&men were both first produced in large quantities 

in the late Tokugawa period- So men was made mostly in what 

is now Hyogo Prefecture- Farmers there took up the manuflec¬ 

ture of it in the 1660's as a secondary occupation. In 1863rs 

only about 10 houses were producing it, but by IS78 this num¬ 

ber had risen to SCO, and yearly production was valued fit 

¥ 150,000, So men was popular in the summer* pan icularly dur¬ 

ing the bon season. 

Udon on the other hand was popular in the winter. It was 

produced in the country by methods similar to those for making 

77 
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so men, but certain varieties were also produced in the cities It 

was and is sold in large quantities in cheap bunch rooms, drink* 

ing establishments, and street stall- 

Kmten was first made at Fushimi in the early Tokugawa 

period, but later the province of Settsu became the center of 

production. It was used in making various types of jellied 

candies. At the end of the Tokugawa manufacturers in the 

Suwa district, (Nagano Prefecture) began turning it out in qu¬ 

antity, and after 1835, it was imported as jelling agent. Subse¬ 

quently exports increased more rapidly than domestic consumption. 

Bean curd, or more properly chilled bean curd (the chilled 

variety is so completely superior that it seems like a different 

food], was widely used in the late Tokngawa period as part of 

the meatless diet eaten by devout Buddhists. It was produced 

chilly in areas near great monasteries. After 1895, manufacture 

was stimulated by the large-scale importation of soybeans from 

Manchuria. Like tlie other products named above* it is widely 

consumed throughout the country at present. 

Canning is thought to have been introduced around 1870 by 

an American school teacher who canned fruit for his own use, 

A man named Yamada Kinosuke of Chiba Prefecture is credited 

with being the first Japanese to imitate him successfully. This 

was in 1874. Later the head of the Bureau of Industry in the 

Home Ministry* Ofuji Shogoro, who had traveled in America, 

promoted experiments with canning, but Live cans being used at 

the timt were hand-made and very crude. 

In Nagasaki as early as 1871 sardines had been canned in 

oil, and In 1877 the Hokkaido Development Bureau began 

manufacturing canned goods and teaching the process to those 

persons interested. The techniques employed in Nagasaki and 

Hokkaido were learned from Frenchmen and Americans. At 

fir si only sardines, salmon, and sal mamt rout were canned, but 

later abalone and giant crabs were added to the list. During 

the Siito-Japanese war. meat wTas canned for military use, and 

after the annexation of Formosa canned pineapples from that 

7s 
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area became fairly common. 

In Tokyo a company called the Kono-sha^ which canned fish, 

meat, fruits, and vegetables, showed a net profit of 30 per cent 

in 1879, but in areas other than Tokyo and Hokkaido very 

little other than fish and seafood was canned. 

The main consumers of canned goods were the army and 

navy, and ihe expansion of the canning industry occurred pri¬ 

marily during limes of war. In 1879 a company m Hiroshima 

called the bfakushin-sha* which had been advised by a French 

missionary to take up canning, did so despite the face that only 

it limited market existed as the rime* and when some years 

later the Si no-Japanese war broke outf the company was amply 

rewarded for its enterprise with large orders for canned meat. 

The North China Affair and the Russo-Japanese war also pro¬ 

ved boons to the industry, and since the productive capacity 

developed during periods of conflict was devoted to domestic 

market in times of peace, canned goods became available sold 

in every nook and cranny of the country. 

In Hokkaido whale meat was canned and marketed by the 

Iwatani Trading Company, distributors of Tengu cigarettes, 

which advertised that the meat was especially good for those 

suffering from lung diseases. In addition, the Marine Products 

Laboratory promoted the canning of fish and the Agricultural 

Products Laboratory, that of vegetables and condensed milk. 

At I he end of the Mdji period canned salmon and salmon-trout 

weTe the most important canned products. 

3. BEVERAGES AND LUXURIES 

(U Beer 
Beer was first imported from England in 1868 and from Ger¬ 

many in 1871, In only one month 20.000 dozen hot lies of 

German beer were sold, but quite a few of the purchases seem 

to have been attracted more by the fine bottles than by what 

was inside them* In 1375, an ice store named she Shinkanaya 

7U 
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in Shimhafthi was setting the beverage at ¥2.15 the dozen, and 

it b moat unlikely that anyone would have paid this price if 

glass bottles had not been at a premium, for at the same time 

Tice wa* selling for only 10 seti a ska. Partially due to the 

fluctuations in the demand for bottles, Lhe volume of beer sales 

per year was very irregular. The figures for Osaka between 

1872 and 1887 are as follows; 

YV+jr Amv^rtt yf htrr mid 

1S72 240 klu (Wm=39,7 gallons' 

1875 380 * 

1BB3 1.312 * 

1801 S2.763 * 

LSSS 183 * 

im 957 ' 

1889 1.567 * 

Despite these curious sales figures, domestic breweries gra¬ 

dually developed. The first Japanese beer was made by Nogu¬ 

chi Masaaki of Kofu in 1873. In 1876 the Sapporo Beet 

Company was established, in Hokkaido, where barley and hops 

me plentiful, and in 1880 this firm shipped 850 koha of beer to 

Tokvo- The company was sold in 1886 to Okura Kihachiro, 

and in 1888 it was incorporated, one of the leading stockholders 

being Shihusawa Ei’ichi- In 1893 the company sold 2,500 koku 

and in 1895, 34,050 dozen bottles of beer. In 1887, however, 

three or four hundred thousand yen's worth of beer was still 

being imported, and there was plenty of room for more pro¬ 

ducers. 
The Sakurada Beer Company in the Mita district of Tokyo, 

the japan Beer Company in the Meguro district of the same 

city, and the Osaka Beer Company were all established before 

or during 18S7. The last-named, which hired a German tech¬ 

nician to supervise its factory, seems to have been motivated 

not only by the desire for profit, but by the lofty desire to 

So 
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give the country a more economics! drink than rice wine* to 

keep opt foreign products, and to raise the nation to the cub 

rural level of Europe, 4*A strong, straight tree free from 

foreign imports,” its advertising ran,—"this is the real way to 

make Japan rich/' 

Japanese beer was entered in foreign contests, and in 1339 

one Japanese brand was given a medal of praise at the French 

International Ex Jubilation- 

Officials and military men in brief the people who ase Western 

food were the largest consumers of beer- In 1892, when army 

maneuvers were held in Utsunomiya* the Meijiya* a beer firm 

in Yokohama, rushed to the spot with its wear* and reputedly 

made a killing. The majority of the people, did not care for 

the beverage, which they found bitter, and it did not really be¬ 

come popular until around 1909, when the first beer halls were 

established Still* among foreign food products beer was one 

of the first to become the basis of a large industry- This was 

largely because the local product was not materially inferior to 

the original Outdared industrial methods prevented the Japa¬ 

nese from producing beet sugar that did not smell and wine 

that was not sour, but Japanese beer was a success, and it led 

to the development of a strong new business, 

( 2 ) Wine 
Whereas from the beginning beer was produced in factories 

with the support of large capital, wine was first made on a 

small scale and mostly without the aid of machines- The main 

reason was that grapes* unlike the grains used to make beer, 

were new to japan and, to make matters worse* were compara¬ 

tively troublesome to grow. They required fertilizing and prun- 

ning by methods to which Japanese farmers were unaccustomed; 

they had to be protected from insects; and they spoiled easily. 

The first wine was produced in 1870 in Yatnansshi Prefec¬ 

ture, an area already known for its grapes. The makers, when 

leader was a man named Yam ad a Hironori* sold their product 

in the Kyoto Os^ika area. In 1376 Of up Matsugoro returned 

It 
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from America and commissioned Mr, Yamada of Kofu to make 

10,000 bottles of wine by what were supposed to be proper 

foreign methods, but the experiment ended in failure. In the 

same year the government imported 36,000 grape wine sprouts 

from America rnd 20,000 from France, and these were distrb 

by ted all over the country. In Yaimmaehi Prefecture b wine 

factory headed by Mr. Ofuji was established in 1877 as a pre- 

fcctural project, and in subsequent years wine manufacture was 

attempted in other localities as well, but often without success. 

Wine was advertised as a good substitute for sake, on the 

grounds that wine did not involve the use of valuable rice. 

The people who look to the beverage usually did so on the 

theory that it helped the digestion or "made up for blood de¬ 

ficiencies.” In 1873 a man named Kawakami Zemhet invented a 

sweet weak wine that suited Japanese Castes, and this is still 

produced today. 

The production o! grapes has gradually increased, but it is 

still carried cn largely by small enterpreneurs, 

(3 ) Other alcoholic beverages 

The Japanese have long distilled from the dregs of sake a 

liquor called skochu^ which is cheap, relatively flavorless, and 

very intoxicating. It is drunk by the lower classes* who are 

not often able to buy sake., to Kagoshima girid other places 

where potatoes are plentiful, a similar liquor is made from them- 

In premodem times it was not drunk east of the islands off 
Xftii 

W catena distilled liquors were taken tip by some members of 

the upper close in the Meiji period, but as a rule these liquors 

wrere regarded as medicine and were actually first produced by 
druggists. 

In Nagano around 1880 a fad for Western whisky spread 

among the middle and upper class* and for a time anyone who 

served sake to his friends was regarded as an unenlightened 

boar* but such phenomena were temporarj\ 
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(4) Ice 
Edward Morse mentiops eating shaved ice flavored with sugar 

and tea in the summer time and points out in this connection 

that ice sold for as much as 16-ren per catty {= 1—1/3 lbs.)* 

A cup of shaved ice was $old for one The high cost re- 

suited, of course, from the difficulties involved in preserving and 

transporting natural ice. Tokyo wag largely dependent on the 

mountainous areas of Akagi and Mamma in Gumma Prefecture 

for its ice supply, and it was only with difficulty that 20.000 

catties per day were delivered to the metropolis. 

The idea of keeping food fresh with ice was introduced in 

the early Meijis and the Nakagawa-ya* which it will be re¬ 

called was ihe first meat market in Tokyo, began operating an 

ice house. The selling price pet catty was 4 ren, or only one- 

fourth Lhat mentioned by Morse, but this reduction did not 

move many people to srart keeping iceboxes. 

Osaka received natural ice from the mountains of Kawaehi 

and Setutip hut by 1877 the supply proved insufficient, and on 

ice factory was established, in 1888 this factory is aaid to have 

housed A total of 2,ll6 tons of ice. Tins figure suggests that 

ice was still not widely used except to make cool drinks in the 

summer* 
As the demand increased, ice made in factories often turned 

out to be unsanitary, and the government often had to warn 

manufactures, In Tokyo more ihan 50 of the latter formed an 

association dedicated to keeping the ice pure* 

The summer of 1888 was very' hot, and by May 50 or 60 

shops selling shaved ice and iced water had opened. In Toky& 

the available supply of natural ice was $Oon sold, and the city 

had to rely on in an-made i00, On August 13, 191,467 entries 

of the latter were sold ai a total of ¥ 1,914- In 1890, on the 

other hand, there was an epidemic of cholera, and nobody 

bought ice. This, incidentally, is testimony to a new concern 

for sanitation on the part of city dwellers. 

Alter ice factories appeared, the price of ice fell. The cup 
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of Ice for which. Morse paid one sen now sold Half that much. 

Accordingly sales of ice increased. On July 25, 1893* alone 

256,500 (approximately gfi tons) catties of ice were sold in 

Tokyo. 

In the Meiji thirties, the practice of shipping fish packed in 

ice developed. This was a boon both to fishermen, whose mar^ 

ket was thereby increased, and to the people in the inland re¬ 

gions. to whom *Jfish" had hitherto meant '"dried salted fish.'* 

Kefriterators first appeared in 1903 at the Filth National Indu¬ 

strial Exposition. Soon afterward the Tokyo fish market install¬ 

ed cold storage rooms, and presently the Tokyo Refrigerator 

Corporation was formed to manage them* 

In 188S the Fugetsudo, one of the pioneer makers of Western 

pastries began selling Ice cream and ice candy in a member of 

Savors. Cold bottled drinks also appeared on the market as 

early as 1868 a bottled (beverage) called rumum (from 'fc lemo¬ 

nade*') was entered in Tokyo, and though U was at first drunk 

only by foreigners, after 1383 or 188-1, Japanese also began 

drinking it. As time went on, Gingerale. a soda pop, called 

** cider/* and selzer water were put on sale, with varying suc¬ 

cess. After 1900, ramutte, +l cider/* and bottled orangeade 

grew quite popular, particularly among officials, soldiers, and 

other persons engaged in modem occupations. 

We might observe here that the manufacture of bottled 

drink, including beer, stimulated the production ol glass. Glass 

had been introduced by the Portuguese centuries before* and a 

small amount had been produced in the Tokugawa period, but 

the traditional methods were too crude to meet rhe new de- 

mand for glass container* and. we might add, oil lamp shades. 

In 1976 the Department of Industry hired English advisers and 

set up a glass factory in Shinagawa, and In subsequent years 
many more factories sprang up. 

Statistics indicating the expansion of glass manufacture in Q- 

saka during the early Meiji are given below r 
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GLASS MANUFACTURE IN OSAKA 

Year 
Number 

of Houses 
Engaged 

Number 
of 

Technician* 

Nvffi brr crf 
Pieces Matiu* 

faclurtd 

Reremtt 
Therefrom 

1879 e 131 830,335 Y3Q.W 

1880 s 127 1,857,865 67 L 561 

1832 10 171 1,471,745 78.900 

1881 4 193 1*125,950 223,805 

lees M 386 lfrSo,933 363,855 

1890 in 1,316 2,639,277 1,. 327,221 

A? first gia^ wns made mostly by hand, and when manufac¬ 

turers switched over to a factory ay stem the industry was 

threatened for a time by overproduction- After LS90P however, 

demand increased, partially as a result of the opening of the 

Gsaka-Tokyo railway line, which created new markets. After 

1397, sake and soysauce manufacturer began to switch from 

wooden or ceramic containers to glass bottles. 

IS) Ways of Eating 

Certain Western foods that harmonized with traditional Japa¬ 

nese mealsp as well as others which were eaten separately from 

meahF were accepted by the Japanese, but neither Western cui¬ 

sine as a whole nor the Western method of eating was adopted 

into Japanese households. Even in cities, the usual practice 

was to serve one or two Western dishes* but to retain the or¬ 

dinary Japanese setting. A few of the more " enlightened M 

classp particularly those associated with foreigners, learned to 

sit in chairs around tables and eat full-course Western dinners* 

but the genuine tin diluted article remained none. 

The first Western-style restaurant was the Kdyo-tei, which 

was opened in 1870 or 1871, and which catered to foreigners* 

In 1873 the now famous SeiydJten opened near the foreign 

settlements in Tsukiji. Tokyo, and in I876p the $ame house 

began operating a branch in Ueno Park, The only Japanese 

customers, it is said, were high government officials and wealthy 
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society people. In Ifl7S and 1S79 10 more Western restaurants 

were opened in Tokyo, and siill others appeared in the lesser 

cities. In Morioka the prefectural government sponsored the 

establishment of one, and the same was probably three in other 

prefectures as well. But neither the “Italian House" in Niiga¬ 

ta, nor the “Brother" in Sendai, nor any other of these places 

was frequented by the ordinary Japanese masses. 

Books on Western cooking appeared, the first being Kanagaki 

Robun's Seiyo Ryori-tiH u-1 complete Knowledge of Western 

Cuisine), a translation of a notebook kept by a Japanese who 

worked for an Englishman in Yokohama. This work contained 

sections on soups, fish, entrees, boiling and frying, vegetables, 

cakes and cookies, and so on. 

1 he average Japanese did not begin to eat in places that 

served Western-style food until they began serving one dish at 

a time without all the Western trimmings. The following ap¬ 

peared in a serial emit led “Japanese Customs,” which ran in 
the Jiji Ski mp3 Newspaper in 1900: 

The most usual types of eating establishments are noodle 

shops, eel shops, tempura shops, shiruko shops, serving 

chicken or beef, small sake shops, and full-fledged restau¬ 

rants. In addition, everywhere in Japan.,there are “tea 

houses" where a customer can rest and eat cakes or, in 

the summer, ice with Lemonade poured over it. In general 

the eating places aim at one of three things—to fill the 

customer's stomach, to serve him strong drink, or to enter¬ 

tain him- The people who go into a place merely to eat 

Or drink are usually from the middle or lower class. They 

frequent the noodle shops, the chicken or beef shops, and 

the tempura shops- The people who go to the small sake 

shops and cheep restaurants are often of the lowest class— 

ricksha men, grooms, and the like. Middle and upper-class 

gentlemen eat and drink in the full-fledged restaurants. 

Nowadays many people are too busy to wait while the 
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cooks in such places prepare an exquisite Japanese meal* 

and the managers have taken to the expedient of sertdug 

Western dishes which can be prepared in a hurry. 

The following list indicates the distribution of various types 

of restaurants in Tokyo: 

iViijW af 
Station 

Number 

Japanese 
style Jbs' 
ianrantt 

Mutrihrr 
of 

Wtfterw 
style Rts- 
laurattfs 

Ntimber 
0f th&pi 
Srr-ping 
Chi£&n 
or Bit/ 

e/ 
C^JiejE 

Rei* 
fahr&nt 

Kvjimzzhi 7 2 — 

Kindi U T \t — 

Nihomb^hi zb 6 f a 

Kytilmzhi n a 9 — 

Sbifea TO 2 4 — 

Aziha 3 4 2 — 

Akii±ik& 4 5 — a 

Yotauya B 2 4 — 

t_j 6 — 2 — 

Kolttukiwa l 1 I — 

3 1 « — 

SMtiy* IS 1 5 — 

Asekusi 36 — S — 

Hem jo 12 — $ — 

Foklgiwl ll 1 2 '— 

EUiTi County 7 — — — 

Toyotinii J" 3 i — — 

Kiitroshimi * 3 ! — — 

Mmsmt AJjmtu * 2 — — — 

Mmam i Katsuahskn J a — — 

Toni 207 42 T3 2 

This indicates that virtually all Western-Style resiatirants were 

in the business district or lhe fashionable residential area. In 

Asakusa* known as the section of the masses* there was not a 

sy 
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single one. When we say Western foods were adopted by or¬ 

dinary people, then, we mean only some of ihe ordinary people. 

In 1894 a magazine called KdnS Z&f$hi began running a 

monthly series of articles on Western food. In the succeeding 

months recipes were givers for boiled pork and pumpkin, tomato 

pickles, stewed beef and onions, pork soup, cooked apples, com, 

asparagus, stewed potatoes* omelets, ice cream, salad, bread,, 

strawberry jam* and grape jelly. Few of these things, however, 

appeared on Japanese tables during this period, 

{ 2 ) Parties and Eating Out 

!n the past ordinary Japanese rarely gathered together to eat 

except during festivals or celebrations. The nobles and warriors 

for their part feasted together more often, but usually on cere¬ 

monial occasions when a great deal o£ formality was preserved. 

People almost never just got together and ate or drank for the 

sheer fun of it. In the Xltip period, however, everyone was 

constantly being thrown together with new people, and there 

were all sorts of new sslactions thai called for parties where 

everyone could become acquainted with one another. In offi¬ 

cial bureaus* business offices, schools, military organizations-- 

ever™here new people were arriving, old friends were leaving, 

ibis person graduating, that person getting married. There 

local assemblies, alumni associations, sports meets, and sc ho lor v 

societies. The occasions for parties suddenly seemed virtually 
limitless. 

M There lias never been such an age for parties,11—said one 

account of the age, “The prime minister is having a reception 

here, and the foreign minister is having an evening party there. 

There is singing at the official residence of the governor of 

Tokyo in the morning and music at the mansion of the war 

minister in the evening/1 In L883 the Rakumei-kan, a re stay, 

rant and ballroom for the idle rich, was established in Hibiya, 

and the next year saw the opening of the Tokyo dub. In 

April, 1&87, I to Hirobumi sponsored a grand masquerade ball, 

ond in iSSfS Foreign Minister Okuma invited more than a 
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thousand people to the Rokumei-kan to celebrate the emperor’s 

birthday. On the following January 21. Hoka University held 

a huge party to welcome new teachers and send of: those who 

were leaving, and a week later the representatives and employe¬ 

es of the Hongo Ward Assembly had a get-together with 

landlords in the district. And so on ad infinitum. What 

government o&eials did the people imitated, end what Tokyo 

did the provinces tried to do. It is said that the city of Taka¬ 

matsu parties attended by several hundreds persons were by no 

means rare in this period. A tremendous amount of work 

must have gone into the preparations, not to speak of the 

money that went for food and drink..., .For at almost ail those 

parries there was drink, and usually a good deal of It. The 

ancient drinking bout came into its own in this new age, and 

everywhere there was much exchanging of sake cups. 

Many of the parries were held in restaurants, and in general 

more and more people ate out as rime went on. One particu¬ 

lar form of eating out requires special mention, namely eating 

out a lunch box at the noon hour. Lunch boxes became ex¬ 

ceedingly common among workers and laborers all over the 

country, and Lhey led to several important changes in earing 

habits. The standard contents of the lunch box consisted 

largely of 2 or 5 large balls of rice, often wrapped in dried 

seaweed (nor 0, end usually accompanied by pickles or a- piece 

of fish. 
Rice prepared for the gruel that in many places constituted 

breakfast was too wet for the lunch box. and housewives were 

now forced with preparing a separate boiler of rice every morn¬ 

ing. The result was that in most places gruel was abandoned 

in favor of ordinary rice at the morning meal. After about 

1887 vender!ng about the street* of Tokyo with beans baked in 

soysauee or other dishes suitable to go with the Eunch~box rice. 

The box itself, if indeed it was a box and not s basket, was 

at torst made of wood, lacquered wood, or porcelain. As time 

went on, however, aluminum replaced the other materials. 

99 
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*. THE CITY AND MODERNIZATION OF EATING HABITS 

{ O Aspects of Modernization 

As we have stated before, the culture of the West was first 

imported in the Tokyo*Yokohama and Osaka-Kyoto regions and 

later transmitted to other districts. TIie latter step, of course, 

was no simple matter, since farmers in the outlying villages 

clung to their old customs, even to the extern of retaining the 

old lunar calendar and its festivals. However, though in 1873 

the farm population was 25.000,000. or 80 per cent of the total 

population, by 1910, it accounted for only 60,3 per cent, The 

fact is that while the total population rose from 33,000,000 to 

more than 50,000,000 m this period, the farm population did 

not change materially. In other words, there was an increase 

of 17,000,000 in the number of Japanese who were not corrected 

with agriculture. Naturally, a good majority of these were 

people who left the farm and went to the cities. In effect, the 

new government bureaus, industrial plants, and schools, along 

with the army and navy, absorbed the entire natural population 

increase from the fanning villages. 

The cities, formerly populated mostly by samurai, merchants, 

and artisans, were now full of newcomers from the forms, many 

of them wide-eyed youngsters living in dormitories or rooming 

houses. The immigrants in many cases ate all their meals out, 

and everywhere eating establishments sprang up to feed them. 

With all these new people, everyone found new friends with 

whom they went to restaurants, had parties, or exchanged gifts. 

As people from every part of Japan crowded in Tokyo, and 

Osaka they were followed by the special foods common to the 

districts they had left. The importation of all sorts of local 

cuisine to the cities was spread on bv the fact that officials, 

army personnel, and business men were constantly traveling to 

and from various sections of the country and acquiring a taste 

for the cooking there. Thanks to the new transportation 
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facilities moreover, flew types of cuisine were spreading to the 

provincial areas. In the areas around the cities farmers were 

beginning to plant new vegetables to suit new urban s tastes- 

A great stimulus to the spread of new eating habits came 

from the laying of railway lines- Practically no resident of 

Maisumoio, Nagano Prefecture, had ever seen a fresh fish until 

1903, whan a railway connecting the city with the coast was 

opened, but afterward fish was available every day. In 18S8 

the Tohpku Line was opened, and subsequently in the summer 

a carload of watermelons was shipped every day to Fukushima 

and Sendai, where watermelons could not be grown. The same 

railway line made it possible for people in the ares mentioned 

to ship pigs to Tokyo, and farmers began overnight co raise 

more pigs. After Shizuoka was connected with the port of 

Tsuruga on the Japan Sea, Shizuoka cucumbers were shipped to 

Vlodivostok, and the production of cucumbers increased corres¬ 

pondingly. 

The new modes of eating and the new foods were closely 

connected with city life, and their spread is testimony to 

the influence of the cities on the provinces, but this influence 

would have had little practical effect if railroads had not been 

there to carry the product** of the new civilization to the hinter¬ 

lands. In a very real sense, then, the development of railways 

affected the eating habit* of Japanese all over the country. 

S« THE SPREAD OF NEW FOODS AND EATING 

HABITS TO THE PROVINCES 

a* Geaera! Trends 

Farmers read about the new culture in newspapers and hook?, 

but reading is not the same as experiencing, and the new eat¬ 

ing and drinking practices did not really penetrate taco the 

rural areas until country people actually tried them. 

In thi§ respect, the experience gained by young people in city 
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schools and in the new conscripted army was most important. 

During the Sino-Jspanese war, Japanese soldiers in Korea ate 

meat for the noon and evening meats almost every day and 

consumed incidentally a good deal more fat ann proteine than 

the ordinary Japanese. In the Home for Disabled Soldiers in 

1909. the weekly menu called for eggs 8 times, beef 3 Limes* 

pork once, omelet once, pork cutlet once* and fish 8 times. In 

addition rice and vegetables were liberally served* Some criti¬ 

cized this -diet as too plentiful* even though it was intended 

for the men who had fought Ln the Russo-Japanese war, and 

indeed it was better than the average Japanese diet. At the 

same time the menu for one dormitory in the Japan Women*s 

University regularly included such items as bread, soup, oatmeal, 

creamed onions* toast, sweet potatoesp and cocoa for breakfast, 

Japanese food for lunch, and bread, omelet., salad* boiled pork* 

dear soup, and sushi for dinner. This would indicate that the 

young ladies were eating even better than the disabled veterans* 

but this was largely due to the fact that girls in the university 

st that Lime were mostly from upper-class urban families 

The question that concerns us here, however, is to what ex¬ 

tent the new diet had spread to the rural areas- In the village 

of Kurohone, Gumma Prefecture, the average amount spent per 

person for living expenses in 1910 was itemized as follows'1': 

Tim village was engaged in sericulture and the manufacture 

of thread and was therefore connected to money economy at a 

fairly early date, but os the following figures show, the only items 

in the diet that were probably new in the Meiji period were 

egga. milk, and sugar, Furthermore the average amount spent 

on these was very small and no doubt represents only a FmaJI 

number of upper-class members of the community. 

In the Mitsui district of Fukuoka in 1902 the total number 

of families was 600. of which 341 were engaged in farming, 

124 in commerce, 70 in industry, and 65 in other work, The 

number of faimtiefi consuming various types of food was as 
follows**3: 
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Clothing ¥2 63 

Clothing accessories ,73 

Residence .. 02 

Rice or graii] 16-IS 

Fnlit JO 

Bern paiie 1.37 

Sugar .32 

Fink .46 

Eggs .43 

Cake^ and Other Cflafectma* 
Milk 

Tea ,£0 

Vegetables 3-35 

Salt .36 

Sayiauoft M3 

Snkt 1.45 

Tobacco .53 

Pieces .43 

Other food ,13 

Total: 33.10 

Egg* 660 famiEiea 

RuTmins 400 * 

300 # 

Dudt 200 m 

Beer 40 # 

Milk 15 

Wine ID # 

Grapea 10 #■ 

Patetou 10 

This indicates that ejjgs, Rimwnt, and meat were fairly com¬ 

mon, hut that other items were consumed only by a small 

proportion of the population* as in the case of Kuroltone. We 

shall take up the question oE just who the consumers were in 

a later section, but we should like to observe here that changes 
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in the such bosie focc-ts of life as the regular everyday diet 

involved changes in means of production and in the social or¬ 

ganization as welt In ibis connection, the distribution of various 

types of wort in the provinces is important. In lrnh% County* 

Chiba Prefecture, which is near Tokyo* of a population of 

114,604* those engaged in new occupations included 639 officials, 

260 education, 78 company employees, 313 ricksha men, 771 

wagon drivers, 837 handcart pullers, 7 bicycle salesman or re¬ 

pairmen, 7 watchmakers, 5 tinsmiths, 27 tailors, 4 holnmkers, 

15 shoemakers, 23 barbers, 3 printers* and 2 umbrella men. 

Almost all of these people lived in the relatively large towns 

of Sakura, Narks, and Shirai, find even in the old castle town 

of Iwateuki there were only 131 persons engaged in new occu¬ 

pation*. Wft must infer, then* that the small number of persona 

who consumed new foods and beverages in rural districts were 

precisely thos* who were working in new businesses and pro¬ 

fessions. The ground had been broken for the transplanting 

new eating habits, but ii U clear from the figures given that 

not many of the new soldier* or students had actually taken the 

ways of the city back to the farm. 

bn Specific Fuods And Beverage* 

In 1900 there were 1,396 slaughterhouses in the country, and 

a total of 233,335 steers or cows were slaughtered. The pre¬ 

fectures in which more than 5,000 were killed were Tokyo, 

Elyogo. Osaka, Hiroshima, ICanagawa, Fukuoka, Nagasaki. Kyoto, 

Kagoshima, Yamaguchi, Kumamoto, Ehime and Okayama. Most 

of them contained a large city, but there is a sprinkling of 

western prefectures in which this was not the case. One 

reason for this was no doubt that a majority of the nation's 

cattle were raised in the western regions, but even if the num¬ 

ber of horses slaughtered be added, the total for the west is 

higher, though horses were more common in the east. It 

therefore appears that meat-eating was simply more widely 
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accepted in the west* According 10 the Report on Life in the 

Metji Period, the only people interviewed who con Id remember 

eating meat prior to 1877 were from the towns in Kagoshima, 

Miyazaki* and Kumamoto Prefectures or from Ay a be and Kana* 

zawa. 

in the decade between 1677 and 1887 p the practice of eating 

meat spread to many other area*. In the city of Kara is ti beef 

was first served around I885r and in the village of Futaiwa, 

Ehsme Prefecture, members of the Eta class began to sell meat 

in 1887. In the same year meat was adopted by residents of 

In6 Village, Kochi Prefecture, but old people refused to eat it 

on religious grounds. In the town of Oahima, Yamaguchi. in 

1886 there was a great hue and cry when it became known 

that a doctor had fed beef to an old woman next door to him 

On the pretense that it was chicken. Evidently it will be ob¬ 

served* in this area chicken had already been accepted. An old 

diary preserved in the same district mentions an expenditure of 

4,2 sen for meat on January 2D, 1889. An old woman in the 

village of Hirai* *dso in Yamaguchi* recalled having eaten meat 

in 1881. In the Tamba district meat was eaten in 1877, but 

only outdoors, where the door would not contaminate the house. 

Chicken had bean accepted into the diet earlier. 

By 1897 beef was eaten in Kyoto and nearly all areas west 

of Kyoto except places in which the Buddhist Shin Sect was 

strong- In Kantd, on the other hand, beef was not generally 

accepted until after around 1902P and in some places where the 

Shin Sect was popular much later. Horse meat usually came 

later than beef. 

Most people began eating meat nor in the home bur in com¬ 

mercial eating places^ Where restaurants did not exist, how* 

ever* beef some limes met with surprisingly quick acceptance 

into I he home. In the west, where cattle were fairly numerous 

the government^ recommendation was enough to more many 

people to adopt beef, whether or not they had been exposed io 

urban Life. It is probably safe eo conclude that the consumption 

?5 



of beef spread in general from west to east. 

Milk was somewhat slower than beef to find acceptance, but 

tbmks to promotion by doctors, when it was adopted, it was 

adopted uniformly all over the country- Still, it was consumed 

primarily by babies and sick people. In some places it was 

bottled and delivered by the dairy, but in the majority of rural 

areas* this was not the case until the Taisho period. 

In many districts eg^s were eaten prior to the Meiji period, 

but in many others they were not. Those where they were 

not extended all over the country and included Qseko {Iwate 

Prefecture), Wedrimoto (Akita), Takasaki, Gy5da> Namerigawi 

(Toyama), Horyo (tshikawa), Otsu, Ysgi (Kyoto Prefecture), 

Ayabe, Miyake (Osaka). Narnia CTakushimaX Hama (Kumamoto), 

and Iriki (Kagoshima), Almost invariably the reason for not 

eating eggs was a religious taboo. After the Rest ora item egge 

became a part of the gene raj diet, and as early as 1S77 3>copie 

in the vicinity of Osaka began raising chickens for the express 

purpose of marketing egg$. 

The national demand for fruits of various sorts began to in¬ 

crease conspicuously around 1897, no doubt stimulated by the 

development of railroads, which made it possible to ship fresh 

fruit over Song distances. The importance of the railway in 

this respect is illustrated, for example, by the fact that apples 

and bananas were first eaten in the Tamba region in 1901-2* 

just at Lbe time when the Osaka-Maizuru railroad was opened, 

while tangerines, which are produced in western japan, first 

entered the north-eastern prefecture of Toyama in 1907, not 

long after the opening of the Hoktmku Line of the national 
railway system. 

The adoption of bread in the provinces was tmimaidy eon- 

fleeted with the spread of schools. In Tokyo around 1SS6 pri¬ 

mary auidcnta on occasion carried bread in stead of rice in their 

lunch boxes, and bread was served to student# at the Ysuuagata 

Normal School after 1889. In the First Women’s High School 

in Kyoto bread was used as a substitute for rice at the noon- 
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day meal after 1890. Similarly, schools in Gumma* Kagawa, 

and Manuka began germing bread in the years between 1892 

and 1897+ Schools aside, it is reported that in die town of 

Kitsuregawa* Tochigi Prefecture* an American missionary served 

bread and biscuits to his flock, but theory touched oS an ami- 

Chrfrtian movement among the people of the vicinity. 

The construction of a military camp in any district usually 

led to the appearance of bread in the local stores. In a num¬ 

ber of instances soldiers on the move were recorded to have 

been issued bread to carry along for lunch* 

Often people began eating bread for their health In Shiro- 

yama muraT Tochigi Prefecture* it was recommended for sick 

people and women in child-birth, while in Kyoto it was eaten 

as a cure lor beriberi. In Sara-murat Strinume Prefecture* 

when a case of typhoid fever appeared, bread was obtained in 

Maraue for the patient, In Fukuchiyama during the laEe Metjt 

a few wealthy people habitually had bread and coffee for break¬ 

fast, and well-to-do residents of the city of Kuwana are recorded 

to have spread butter on their bread. 

The adoption of bread was more rapid after the invention of 

the amfiant a bun stuffed with a sweet jam made from lentils. 

The amfian quickly became popular in many provincial districts* 

usually as a sweet rather than a staple. It was put on sale in 

railway stations in 1905, and this contributed to ha further 

spread. The kasulcra, a type of cake introduced in Nagasaki 

by early European visitors, became popular all over the country 

after 1897, and the English biscuit was widely adopted as a 

food for children around the same time. 

Candy drops were first Imported from England in 1893, and 

they seem to have spread immediately to places along the rail¬ 

way lines* An account written by 3 resident of Mizusawa-machh 

iwfite Prefecture* celts o! the writer' shaving been bent to a 

store to buy them in the Mdji thirties. Like many other items* 

they reached the northeast relatively early* since that area was 

connected with Tokyo by rail. Drops were not introduced to 
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western J a pail until the Trisho and Showa periods. 

Canned goo da ware used in ihe rural areas after 1887, Often 

they were first introduced in army units and then taken up fay 

local officials. As a rule, people regarded them as good to take 

as presents, to feed to rick people, and to serve to guests, but 

did not eat them at ordinary meals. Canned goods are known 

to have been eaten in the cities of Takasaki and Kochi in 1890, 

in Uchigd-mura, Kanagawa Prefecture, in Toyosato*mtira, Na¬ 

gano Prefecture, at the Kyoto First High School for Women, 

and in Oahima, Yamagucht Prefecture* in 1894 or 1895* In 

Yauagii, on die opposite shore from the city last named, a fac¬ 

tory was set up with workmen from Osaka to can meat and 

fish* Canned meat was produced in soma quantity during and 

after the Si no-Japanese war of 1894-5, and in the Meiji thirties 

it was consumed in areas throughout the country. In 1899* 

when the principal of the Kanagqwu Prefecture! Normal School 

made an inspection of the primary' school in Tsukui-gun. he 

took dong an empty can and explained it to die students. 

This son of thing must have contributed a good deal to the 

spread of conned foods. 

At first people opene-l canned goods with kitchen knives, but 

later can openers were introduced. By the end of Meiji, in 

addition to fish and mear, shell fish and pineapples were being 

canned and were to be found in many food stores, but canned 

foods were still not used as everyday staples, nor were they to 

be found in the houses of most ordinary people. 

The spread of beer came after 1S87, It jg said to have been 

drunk in Oseko-machh Iwate Prefecture, much earlier, but 

this was only because a tobacco merchant in the vicinity bought 

a small quantity from a foreigner in Yokohama. In Iwayndo- 

machi in the same prefecture, beer was served ai a parly for 

officials in 1887, and in Iriki-tnachi, Kagoshima Prefecture, it 

was served in restaurants around 1890 to business men who 
gathered (here for a conference. In 1897 it was also served 

by reel aura nts in Hama-machi, Kumamoto Prefecture, Himejinm, 
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Oita Prefecture, and YokoSMiiachi, Tokushima Prefecture. In 

1893 it was drunk at a farewell party for army recruits in 

Horyu-madii* Ishikawi Prefecture, and in 1897 in Tjbeno-mura. 

Totiori Prefecture* when an array regiment was establi¬ 

shed there. It is recorded to have been used at festivals in 

Tsuhata-machi, Ishikawa Prefecture In 1889. in Inabti-mtira, Ko¬ 

chi Prefecture in 1897, and in the city of Ichinomiya, Aichi 

Prefecture in 1893. In Ichinomiya a religious lecturer who 

liked beer Iwught two holtlea, drank oneT and gave the other 

to people at his lecture, but they did not like it because it was 

bitter In other districts beer as a rule became popular alter 

1905 among rich people and those who liked to try new things, 

notable officials and young people. It was also often served to 

special guests. By 1905 in Os him a beer was considered a pro¬ 

per gift to take when going on a visit. 

Wine was introduced in the provinces around the sjrat? time 

as beer* but consumed in comparatively small quantities. Often 

it was used primarily ns a stimulant for sick people and sold 

in drugstores* 

Cigarettes generally were adopted after 1887, but they are 

reported as early as 1877 in the city of Naruto* Tokushima 

Prefecture* end in Omama-maclih Gumma Prefecture, lit the 

latter case they are said to have come packed in glass boxes 

three by seven centimeters in size and to have been sold in a 

store dealing in Western goods. No doubt these were imported 

cigarettes. 
in the Meiji twenties cigarettes are reported to have been 

used by rich men, tobacconists, rataurantetirs, *ad innkeepers 

in Oseko, Iwato Prefecture; by doctors, salaried men cant* 

Factors, and geisha m Iwayado-machL Iwate Prefecture; by 

studentir and geisha in Yachbmachi, Yamagata Prefecture; by 

working men and waitresses in Kitsuregawa-machi* Tochigi 

Prefecture; and by people in general in the city of Kanazawa. 

In some instances it is recorded that people smoked when they 

went oui to visit or to have a good time, but not on ordinary 
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occasions. Many examples indicate that rich people were the 

first to take up cigarettes. 

Several brands of cigarettes were put on the market by Ja¬ 

panese companies prior to 1904, but in that year production 

was monopolized by the government. By the end of Metji, 

cigarettes were in use all over the country. They were not, 

however, popular among old people or women (except enter¬ 

tainers and waitresses), who as a rule preferred cut tobacco 

in old-fashioned pipes. Cigars were hardly known outside of 

Tokyo, 

c. Western Cuisine 

Western-style restaurants were slow to appear in rural areas, 

since there was little demand for Western food. Nevertheless, 

one was opened as early as 1881 in the city of Morioka under 

the auspices of the prefectoral government anti patronized largely 

by officials. Western restaurants appeared in Kanazawa and 

KoFu in 1887. In several places, such as Kokura and Maizuru, 

such restaurants resulted from the opening of a military base 

nearby, whereas in others, such as Utsunomiya, they followed 

the opening of railway lines. In Nikko, they were built as a 

result of the increased Sow of sightseers from Tokyo, They 

were to be found in the capitals of several prefectures after 

1897 and in many provincial cities by 1905. In many of the 

smaliei cities in western Japan, however, they did not appear 

until the Taishd period, and in general they were most common 

in areas near Tokyo, We should also observe that many of 

the local restaurants were described as Western primarily be¬ 

cause they were not Japan, A few had proper Western cuisine, 

but most others could manage only a few Western dishes of 
varying quality. 

Most country people first tasted Western food in one of 

these provincial Western-style restaurants. Nomura Kodo re¬ 

members that ai a middle-school graduation party for Kindakhi 
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Kyosuke, given by the latter's sister at the restaurant in Mori- 

oka, he (Nomura) had his first taste of curried rice. The 

dish is now perhaps the most common of all foreign-inspired 

foods* but Nomura regards this event as one of the most un¬ 

forgettable in his life. Most recorded instances of Turd people 

eating Western food in this period mention such dishes as pork 

cutlets, hash and rice* beef-steak, omelettes, and fried eggs. 

Western food was served at some school darmhories. An 

old! woman in the town of Sonobe* for example! remembers 

having eaten omelettes, fried food, and stew when she attended 

the Kyoto First High School for Women, and a man in Ayabe 

says he ate curried rice and omelettes ai the Kat sura School 

of Forestry. 

Western cuisine was adopted into a small number of private 

homes at u. very early date, A Tokyo man living in Maebashl, 

for example, had his wife prepare omelettes, cutlets* and cro¬ 

quets for guesis in the Metji twenties, and a resident of Vac hi- 

machi, Yamagatn Prefecturef recalls that in 1S94 he ate Western 

food prepared by a friend who had learned to moke it in Sendai. 

In Karats^ a few women learned how to make bread, biscuits, 

and cake from a missionary's wife in 1901 or 1902, and one of 

them, at least, served bread instead of rice to her family once 

a day for several years afterward. 

On the other hand, Western dishes were rarely incorporated 

into ordinary everyday meals* and in general they were very 

slow to be accepted into ordinary Japanese households. During 

end after World War I they became somewhat more common* 

thanks largely to the efforts of schools and lecturers, but even 

So only the dishes that happened to go well with Japanese 

food were adopted on a wide scale. 

d. Conclusion 

Food became more abundant In the Meiji period, both quali¬ 

tative ]y and quantitatively, and there was an accompanying 
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increase in the us* of cooking oils and various types ot' spices. 

There was in genera] more room to pick and choose among 

various foods, and appetites became more varied. At first the 

differences in climate and consequently in capacity for food 

production between northeastern end western areas were evi¬ 

dent in the accounts of types of food consumed, but the expan¬ 

sion of the army, as well as the spread of schools and industrial 

installations, gradually decreased these variations. Railways 

increased movement from place to place on the part of the 

general public and consequently played an important part in 

this connection. In the large cities, by the end of the Meiji 

period foods from all over the country, as well as Chinese and 

Western dishes, were almost superabundant. One could eat 

practically anything, provided one had the money to pay for it. 

There is no doubt but that eating became more pleasant and 
interesting for many people during tins age. 

Throughout the period, however, rice continued to be regarded 

as the ideal principal food, and the new foods introduced were 

looked upon as auxiliary to the main diet. Even bread did not 

find favor until It was altered to the form of the ttmpan, which 

tasted something like Japanese cakes. In other words, the new- 

foods were by and large thought of as items thal could be done 

without if one did not have the money to buy them, and people 

of no more than average means served them primarily during 

the bon and Mew Year seasons and when important guests 
called. 

In rural comm uni ties many new foods, though in a sense 

available, were beyond the economic reach of all but a very 

few farmers. Futhertnore. though in the cities living standards 

were generally, better, there were many families who afforded 

new or luxurious foods only on very special occasions, notably 

when they were forced to do so to maintain face, as for exam¬ 

ple during weddings or funerals. Many men developed the 

habit of eating well when qut with friends or business associat¬ 
ed, but -conemiring on everyday household food. 

roi 
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There were more partied and feasts, and there was much 

more exchanging of presents the latter as a rule consisting of 

food of one sort or another. New opportunities to eat oui 

were constantly presenting themselves. Outside the home, then, 

eating habits no doubt grew more luxurious than before. It is 

likely, however, than this very fact meant thai the money for 

everyday food at home was limhed, and one suspects that or¬ 

dinary eating habits changed far less than it would appear on 

the surface. 





Chapter Four 

HOUSES AND BUILDINGS 

I. THE BEGINNING OF WESTERNIZATION 

DR Okuma Yoshikuni, an eminent student of Japanese archi¬ 

tectural history, ha_% remarked that Mtiji was a period of public 

architecture, and this is indeed quite True, since the principal 

new structures were all government buildings, schools, iactories, 

and office buddings. Needless to say, the principal innovation 

was the introduction of ^ extern modes, and residential 

architecture proved more resistant to these than the large 

buildings housing activities associated with the mndemiAA* 

tiers movement. Actually, most of the principal edifices were 

built or sponsored by the government, which was deUbelaiely 

trying to give the country a modem Western look, and anyway 

even without direct government sponsorshipH Western structutes 

of gla^$T brick* and cement were necessary if Japan wus to build 

a Western-style defense system and a Western-style economy. 

Moreover* a further motive was present in the form of a strong 

desire to revise the unequal treaties with foreign countries. The 

Europe and America of the nineteenth century would never 

have relented on this score if Japan had not at least shown 

sign$ of accepting what Europeans and Americans considered 

to be modem buildings with modern facilities and modem 

sanitation. At the same time, the average Japanese apparently 

felt little urge to sit on chairs instead of or to exchange 

sliding doors for swinging ones, and escept for the installation 

of what were described as ^foreign-ityk1' rooms in the houses 
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of the well-to-do, residential architecture did not change materi¬ 
ally in the Meiji period. 

Tne first attempt to construct a Western-style building seems 

to have occurred in 1861. when the siiogurmte decided to build 

two iron foundries to produce metal for armaments. Thirty-two 

technicians and workers were hired from France to take charge 

of the construction. The sbogunate collapsed before the found¬ 

ries were put into operation, but the Prenchmen continued on 

the job under the new government. It is very likely that many 

Japanese learned something of Western construction methods 

from them. The first minister and ambassadors lived in Buddhist 

temples, but the English soon began constructing a Western- 

style embassy in the Goten-yama section of Edo. A two-story 

wooden structure with tile roof, when completed in 1862, it was 

probably the first building of its kind in Japan. Unfortunately 

it was burned down by ami-foreigners before it could be put 
to use. 

Construction work was particularly heavy in the ports opened 

to foreign trade, portly because of the trade itself and partly 

because of the presence of a relatively large number of foreign- 

era, In Yokohama an Englishman named Keffick built a two 

story frame budding in the area designated for foreign settlers, 

and soon afterward a large hall was erected nejet door for 

American residents in the district. The demand for land increased 

almost daily, and a whole group of farmers were moved to 

make room for what was to become the bust Motonmchi district. 

More and more foreigners were arriving, and among them were 

several architects who came to build shops and houses for the 

others. Japanese architects, carpenters, and house-fitters began 

to imitate them and then to compete with them and with each 

other for the new orders flooding in A number of disputes 

arose among the Japanese contractors, however, and eventually 

the government charged 3 tew of them with handling all con¬ 

struction for foreigners and forbade the other from accepting 
such work. 
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One of the leading Japanese construction concerns was the 

Shimizu Construction Company, whose second president, Shimizu 

Yoshisute, built a three-story building for the firm id 1866. 

The structure was the wonder of its district and was referred 

to by the local populace as the heteru, a Japanese prononneia- 

tion of the English "hotel.11 In 1667, Shimizu who had presum¬ 

ably learned his methods from foreign architects* wa$ commis¬ 

sioned by the shogumste to build a real Western-style hotel for 

foreigners in the foreign settlement in Tokyo. The shogunate 

did not live to see tins project completed, but Shimizu finished 

the building on ins own. 

The Meiji government, pressed for funds, tried at first to 

Operate its offices in the did mansions of daimy5s* but: this 

soon proved impracticable* and Western-style government build¬ 

ings were begun on a large scale. Special bureaus were estab¬ 

lished to supervise the work, and foreign experts were invited 

to japan to act as technical advisers. Departments of architec¬ 

ture were established in the government's Industrial College 

and later in the College of Art. 

The first Important government building in the Western-style 

was a new mint begun in 1S6S in connection with u proposed 

change to a new currency - Foreign architects were employed 

and foreign coining equipment was purchased almost new from 

Hong Kong* where a mint had been established a short time 

before, but soon abolishedP Unfortimatdy, the building burned 

once before it was completed, and was not actually opened 

until 187 L 

In that year, the Mitsui Group appointed by the government 

to handle the changeover to the new money* contributed to the 

changing scenery to Tokyo by constructing a five-story wooden 

budding in which they proposed to house a bank. As it turned 

out* however, the government, having sent Ito Hirohumi and 

others to America to study the banking system there decided 

to establish a national hanking system, and the Mitsui were 

not permitted at this time to open a private bank. In their 
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stead therefore the first National Bant occupied the new build' 

xng. which had already become one of the sights of Tokyo, 

The Mitsui in turn built for themselves a new three-story 

building with porches on the first two floors and a balcony on 

the third. This structure was also famous In its days. 

The new customs houses were all made in the Western 

fashion, and when the first railway was constructed in 1872, 

Western-style terminals were erected at Shimbashi and Yoko¬ 

hama. Constructed by an English architect the buildings were 

identical. They had a stone exterior, hut the basic structure 

was of wood. This type of structure, incidentally, was popular 

for a time, but frame buildings, and later bhck buildings, were 
more common. 

Almost all of the important buildings were designed by and 

built under the supervision of foreign architects. The latter 

came principally from Germany. England, France, the United 

States, and Italy, and as a rule they employed and taught the 

styles prevailing at the time in their individual countries. As a 

result, the important new buildingg of the period, though all 

“Occidental," represented a wide variety of styles. The common 

feature of them was that they were designed without reference 

to special fen tines of Japanese topography and climate, and 

therefore had little or no connection with their surroundings. 

Generally speaking, if the buildings harmonized with iheir setting 

or even with each other, it has a happy accident. 

The more Important structures designed by foreign architects 

included the Foreign Ministry, the Ueno Museum, the officio! 

residences of the War and Navy Ministers, die Rokumei-kan, 

the Law and Literature Sections of the Tokyo Imperial Univer¬ 

sity, the Headquarters of the Army General Staff, the Mitsubishi 

Warehouse, the German and British Embassies, and mansions 

belonging to Princes Arisuga and Kitashirakawa. 

The government created a Ministry of Works in 1870, and a 

Department of Construction in the Finance Ministry in 1874. 

The Bureau of Budding and Repairs, established in 1875 planned 
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and built a number of outstanding foreign-style edifices between 

that time and 1884, when it was reduced to a supervisory status. 

Thanks to the building practices of the Meiji period, Japanese 

grew accustomed to working in Western-style buddings while 

living in Japanese style houses. Life became that much more 

complicated, but the general public seems to have been satisfied 

with the situation, Wes tarn architecture has still not replaced 

translation residential styles—on the contrary Japanese styles 

have in recent years attracted the attention of Western architects 

—but partially as a result of a public building projects in the 

Mejjl period, certain features of Western coastiuction gradually 

worked their way into Japanese homes. 

2. RESIDENTIAL ARCHITECTURE IN THE MEIJI PERIOD 

ReorflMiMtion of City Wards and tbr Construction of Shops 

On the twenty-sixth day of the second month of 1872, a fire 

that broke out at the Wadakura Gate to the Imperial Palace, 

spread toward Tokyo Bay and destroyed an area stretching as 

far as Kyobashi and Tsukiji. The mansions of a number of 

daimyos, os well as the hotel for foreigners in Tsukiji burned to 

the ground. The government took this opportunity to promote 

the construction of modem fireproof buildings by the people, 

and on the seventh and thirteenth days of the third month 

specific insLruetiacLS caneerniiig the widening oF struts and the 

construction of brick buildings in the urea were issued. By June 

10, 1873, there was a broad street lined with brick structures 

from KyObashi to Shimbashi. The Chronology of Edo, Conti¬ 

nued {Buko Nempyo, Zokuhen) recounts this development as 

follows I 
In order that houses in the capital might vvidistand fire* 

the government ordered the people to build with bricks 

according to detailed instructions furnished by the English- 

man. Waters. The construction began along the wide street 

T&9 
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tkaE passes Ginza Owarbchd and Takegawa-mflchh In that 

year the street itself was broadened to a width of 90 feet. 

The middle was reserved for horse* and vehicles, and the 

2 sides far pedestrinns. Trees were planted between the 

central lane and the sidewalks. 

The Record of Nrw Prosperity in the Eastern Capital (Toro 

Shirttmnjo-ki) said* J| Lines of two-storied bu i Ids reached up to 

the sky on both sides/1 Before long the interval between 

KyobashL and Shimbashi came to be known as the “brick 

district/* 

When the order for this cons traction work wa= first issued 

people complained that it would min business to make the 

streets so wide* that the whole city would be turned into 

streets But all in all the brick buildings were built an the 

new street with relative dispatch* anti in 1-877 gas streetlights 

were set up along the wav. 

Insides the alleys and byways it was s different story, simply 

because people did not do enough business in such places to 

pay the construction costs. The government agreed to advance 

loans lor 10 years, but still many families cleared out, house, 

godowti* and all, 1 here was a good deal of confusion* and the 

government eventually had to release a plol of its own land 

for those who bad been displaced, It also paid for the building 

of new streets, wells, and sewage facilities for these people. 

Despite the government’s resolve, the ' brick district" was 

not o success. The buildings were not suited to the climate, 

and to make matters worse, they had been thrown up in too 

much of hurry. In no time at all most of them were vacant, 

Ogihara Yusenshi, who was obout 13 at this time, later remi¬ 
niscenced as follows: 

1 first came from Shizuoka to Tokyo in 1873.... By 

that time Ginza Street had been almost completely rebuilt, 

but the buildings were shabby,... They looked like so 

many storehouses, No one lived in the ones facing the 

street,,., and since the street was empty, it was occupied 

Jla 
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L THE NUMBER OF WOODEN HOUSES IN TOKYO 

Dutricupo 18S5 im 1895 1970 tm liio 1915 

KOjinLactu 10.407 7,820 8,702 9r193 9,433 11,203 1,376 

Kasida 14,773 iK-fOO 17t563 17.900 13. 726 13,126 1&.233 

NifaomhisM 83.765 63,660 31,697 3L72I 31,881 27.334 I8J43 

Kyflbaihi > te.132 is.sae 1691S 17,892 lSt331 20.877 20*333 

Shaba 8,333 i.349 10,193 19,333 20,470 23*416 27.538 

Aiabu 10.300 6,033 7,391 0.395 9,702 12.870 13*557 

Akasaha 1.935 5.4S2 5,392 6.738 7,555 10+724 11,407 

Yoisuye 5. 524 5,081 6.198 6.8B0 8*243 9*632 9,260 

Uthlgcmt 7,7X1 10.515 10*3«4 13.888 17,325 16.784 18.912 

KoL&hifcjma 5.662 7.756 9,314 9.620 12,324 17,338 20.023 

Ho ego 4.005 14.123 11.538 ' 12.330 18+004 15.845 m*m 

Sbsuaya 10,006 =3,073 17.508 15,592 I7+S4t 26.562 23,451 

AjubuEi 16,045 ai* 0P 472 22,139 23*187 29.798 3L517 

Henjo S3, 998 17,406 18,945 39,238 Si.650 26, m 80.270 

Fukagiswa 9,374 10,023 12,954 13*7% 15.723 21.232 23,142 

Total: 225.179 252,837 sos, am 3&.506 244,29$ 569, m S05.T27 

Italic igurea stn>w minimum numbers &nd 
Gothic hgur-ca ihnw maximum numbers 

before long by entertainers—who had wrest ling bears* a 
woman who walked over fin* and so on. Second and third- 
rate houses were turned into private schools by English 
teacher. + * * My teacher lived in one empty trick house* 
There at a great table, we learned English history or studied 
on our own. * * A number of such schools were done 
virtually holding up the bricks, and there was no business 
at dl except dang the main street.**. The Ginza was 
about like that until the 5im> Japanese warT but then 
everything changed. 
On August 5P 1875* the government* in the person of the 

Home Minister, relented and permitted ihe coels true tic ns of 
old-style buildings. The expetiraem bad ended in failure, but 
perhaps not completely so, since brick buildings did gradually 
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2. THE NUMBER OF PLASTERED HOUSES 

DiFtriuion im 1890 1S95 | 1900 1095 iaio 1915 

Kfljimfldii T9S 679 590 742 732 7«I 865 

Kantla 3.091 2,970 3,340 3.633 3.735 3*7&T 3.640 

NthomhajM 10,930 11*017 11,681 1.673 t*633 689 6,875 

Eyfibahi 3,554 36S5 3,69! 4,723 n,m 3,m 2,930 

Shilu 535 1,111 1,337 1.413 1,335 1.377 1,342 

Aubu 248 601 685 591 553 335 524 

Akaiaim 307 131 373 376 377 353 327 

VeEsyya 459 53* 561 576 523 m 500 

L-shtgome £3o 458 537 573 612 DM 676 

Konkikiwa *56 477 453 474 470 502 &G7 

196 1*701 929 89ft 957 QQd if:EJ 950 

Shttaya m | 681 959 962 1,009 1.208 944 

Aaakusi 1,893 1083 2,229 2,292 2*321 2.S2S 2 *252 ! 

HortjG 75* 1,092 1, els 1,007 1,619 1.070 1,027 

714 M27 1*424 1,476 1,533 t.tn 1.264 

Total: 25.231 40. 7SS 30, OU 19,878 10,023 24.762 

Italic figum the# EflinifllSim □umkn sznd 

Gothic figure* ihaw m n k. i mu m numbers* 

begin iq appear in other sections than the Ginza area, Never¬ 

theless. as the accompanying statistics show, wooden buildings 

Or plaster godowns continued io constitute a large majority of 

the buildings. 

We have not given a table showing the totals, in Tokyo but 

it is clear from the other tables that the total number of build¬ 

ings Increased continually between 1895 and 1915* 

In general, these figures reflect the increasing influx, of people 

into Tokyo, The wards showing the largest rise were Koji- 

maehL 3htbap Azabti, Akasaks, Ushigome, Koishikawa, Bongo. 

Asakusa. Hon jo. and Fukagawe, In Kyobashi, Yotsuya. and 

Shitaya, the number reduced after 1910* and in Kanda and 

Nihombashi the peak was passed even earlier. This is probably 

because these areas changed commercial districts and no longer 

in 
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3, THE NUMBER OF STONE HOUSES 

District ion i m 1890 IB95 1900 1905 1910 1915 

Kfljrrtutthi 12 tl m 40 43 47 78 

Ktfdl 4€ m 176 210 240 m lit 

Ntborabaabi 642 £64 706 S7S 631 540 214 

KyjJhashi $06 3ZS 331 656 312 424 410 

Shiba 139 44 n 128 145 m 163 

Arabia 3 S 14 IB 20 40 43 

Alusoka 4 13 13 20 20 24 31 

Yotaujrj 5 10 17 29 45 53 U 

Uihig^ffic 2 23 12 24 26 27 11 

KaitbiluwA 3 7 t4 26 29 35 44 

Hopga 1 5 3S 44 57 37 U 

Shlt^ja 5 n 27 57 70 123 73 

Aaainiw 27 S3 72 31 U 37 ISO 

6 11 29 63 77 32 140 

F kikngnwa 3 JO 33 45 49 so 73 

Total: Ir2G4 1.274 1.590 2,133 1*911 2.222 1 h 767 

I^llc figure thov minimum nlifflbeil and 

GcuKls figures them mSxixftttca numbers. 

had room for small dwellings. In the same areas, it will be 

observed, the torn! number of frame buildings decreased after a 

certain point, while the number of brick and scone buddings 

increased. 

The decline and subsequent rise in the number of plaster 

buildings reflect the fact that whereas shops and residences 10 

be built of plaster, after 1915 there was an increasing number 

of plaster storehouses. The decline in the number of stone 

buildings, on the other bund, probably that stone was being 

replaced by concrete. 

There is no way of knowing the extent to which Tokyo stores 

and shops weie Westernized, but it must have been considerable. 

It is likely also that as in case of government buildings, purely 

Western styles were adopted just as they were, with no thought 
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4. THE NUMBER OF BRICK HOUSES 

IlaKc figure iby w mf-nirnum number* a ad 
Gothic figurci *haw tn^ximum number*. 

of their suitability to local conditions or the lack thereof. As a 

matter of fact, old styles were still very much in evidence. An 

actual shop, thaL of the bhimisu Construction Gang’, as it a opeared 

in 1894, w described in the following: 

There are not many records concerning lire old plaster- 

covered shop in Hongoku-cho, but a description by A°-ii 

Chojiro. who entered the company in 1.894, gives some idea 

of its appearance just before it burned down. 

The shop had much of flavor of the Edo period. The 

Shimizu Company had obtained it in 1875 form s sugar 

wholesaler.,, ,!t looked very much like the Echigo Shop in 

front of Mitsukoahi in Kiyochika'a print —'the one with 

the curtains hanging in front of the door and the store's 

impressive crest dyed on them .... The second floor had 
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windows and was therefore safe from without. The ground 

floor was open, but in case of a fire in the neighborhood 

ihere were copper-covered wooden shutters that the employ¬ 

ees could put in place. On the second floor there was a 

place for the employees and apprentices to sleep. It was 

an oldstyle room with no ceiling. The beams were made 

ol zetkova wood and were so big and broad that the 

apprentices could ctawl shout and play on them. 

The following describes a store operated by the Hokuriku- 

kanh a publishing firm: 

The store was moved to a building at No.14 Kuraya- 

tnachh Kydbashi (now No* 14, 4-cfaftme, Ginza) on April 

It 1894. The rent at that time was ¥ 8.50. The 

house seemed much larger than the old one at Minami- 

kon+y™tachir Downstairs there was an S-mai room (one 

mat equals approximately 18 square feet), 2 six-mat 

rooms, a room with a wooden floor. amT behind that, 

a kitchen and a toilet. Upstairs there were two fl-mai 

roomsp one 6-mai room and u storage atttc. It was a 

plastered. 

In 1894. when Fujiwara Ginjiro took charge of the Fuka- 

gawra branch of the Mitsui Bank, the ensuing changes were 

described as follows 

T3ie building in Fukagawu was appaJingly old-fashioned. 

There was a little lattice enclosure (with tat ami) where 

hank person pel dealt with customers. Mr. Fujiwara himself 

at first dressed in a kimono with a stiff formal obi, but 

later he took exception to the old styles and had chairs 

and tables installed. He also began to wear a suit to work. 

The customers in Hon jo and Fukagawa must have been 

quite surprised. 

New Prosperity in the Eastern Capital had the following to 

say of Tokyo stores: 

Merchants of Ni bombas hi still work in dimly lit plaster 

buddings, and they even preserve old styles and old ideas 
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in their business -*. Thus Nthombashb with its rows of 

oldstyle plastered houses and its blackish, dull-colored build¬ 

ings, retains the color and nostalgia of old Edo. 

Actually,, many plaster-covered buildings dating from the 

Tokugawa were still standing until 1923* when die great earth- 

quake and fire wiped them out of existence. 

Fires were numerous in the Meiji period, and it is very likely 

that most of Edo-period buildings were destroyed even before 

1923. but fires are sudden things, and only in the case of the 

huge disasters of Id72 and 1923 did the government find itself 

wtlh an opportunity to rezone and restyle the dry. Even today 

the plan of the city retains some features of the Tokugawa 

period. The rapid extension of streetcar lines did much to 

broaden the streets, however, and in many instances lanes for¬ 

merly so narrow that two handcarts had trouble passing each 

other on them were widened into thoroughfares 100 feet wide 

or more. According to Qgawa Tetsttnosuke* an aged book dealer 

who has yinee 1900 lived in Jlrnbo-cho, Kanda, when the street- 

car line between Ogawa-machi and Kudnn was opened, just prior 

to the Russo-Japanese war, the houses and shops on one side 

of the street were pushed hack fiO feet to make the street IDS 

feet wide. After the war* says Mr. Ogawa* the street was 

widened to 132 feet and separate Lanes marked off fur vehicles 

and pedestrians* Up until that time the main thoroughfare in 

the area had been Snruran-ddri* which is now only a back 

street, and the larger book shops—for the area is famous for 

its book shops—had all Opened on this. Most of these stores, 

incident ally* had ti frontage of about twelve feet and a depLh of 

about thirty* hut a few of the larger establishments had as much 

as thirty-six feet of frontage. 

The book store's of those days haH no glass window# in 

front nor bookshelves inside. The books were simply laid out 

on the floor mats of a japaneee-style room or placed on benches 

out under the eaves. At night they were taken inside the 

section of die building where the proprietor resided* and wooden 
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shutters were placed over the front opening. In the daytime a 

white doth weighed with stones was hung from the front eaves 

to keep out the sun. Behind the shop was the proprietor's living 

room, and behind that the kitchen. There was a second floor, 

but no garden. Stores of this type, which faced on the main 

street, were usually rented. If one went into the little alleys 

and byways behind them, one found fine houses occupied by 

prosperous pawnbrokers or people of the leisured class. 

Water mains were first laid in this Kami a bookstore area in 

1902. Until that time there had been about one well for every 

five tenants, and between the well and the drainage ditch there 

had usually beer a great wooden sink where the wives ot the 

neighborhood did their washing. In the expansion that accom¬ 

panied the RusaoTapanese war, the wells in the vicinity, most 

of which were only about six feet deep, were filled, and houses 

built over them, but later it was often said that the people who 

lived in these houses were always getting skk. When the 

water system was installed there was only one outlet for each 

five or six houses, and each kitchen continued to be furnished 

with water buckets and dippers. In fact, the general appearance 

of kitchens was altered little by Lhe change, though the gradual 

Spread of running water facilities did much to promote the re- 

zoning of the city. Simultaneously* we might add* the spread 

of electric tights eliminated some of the architectcal limitations 

caused by the need for light, but the unfortunaie result was 

that houses were crowded together even more than before. 

Small clothing merchants often displayed their handful of 

goods m the front of their tiny shops, hut the larger dealers 

rarely pul out any display, Instead they relied on the customer 

to come into a dirt-floor section at the front of the shop and 

give his order to a storekeeper, who was usually ensconced on 

a raised section covered with floor matting. The storekeeper 

would then bellow for an apprentice snd have the desired 

article brought out for showing, Each season the storekeeper 

went around to the best customers with samples of the new 
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wares, but otherwise merchants employed the passive sales 

method described. In 1904, however, the firms of Mitsukoshi 

and Shirokiya both changed over to the department-store 

method, and their success had a great effect on sales practices 

m general, but the storekeeper-call-apprentice system did not 

fade away overnight, and you still had to take off your footgear 

to go inside Miisukoshi. The larger stores had to provide a 

great deal of space for the customers1 shoes and gets, and 

custom was not the only reason. The streets were not yet 

paved, and even the new Western-style buildings would have 

soon become unbearably dirty on rainy days, when the city was 

virtually converted into a quagmire. The nuisance of storing 

shoes and various other practical difficulties in running stores 

were not overcome until public projects such as street paving, 

the installation of water pipes and sewage, the development of 

transportation facilities, and so on had been carried out to an 

adequate degree. In fact, such public works were fairly slow 

in coming, and the development of modem shops and shopping 

districts was correspondingly retarded. As a result the Meijj 

period saw only a very partial acceptance of Western styles by 
city merchants. 

3. N'EW STYLE HOUSES tN THE LIVES OF OFFICLALS 

AND SALARIED MEN 

After the battle of 'lobe and Fushinu in the first month of 

1S6£. there followed an expedition to the east by the imperial 

forces. There were even plans for a general attack on Edo on 

the fifteenth day of the third month, but thanks to the loyal 

submission of the shogun, Tokugawa Keiki, the gates of Edo 

castle were opened without haute on the eleventh day of the 

fourth month. The Tokugawa family was more or less consigned 

to oblivion, bui a few of the northern clans continued to resist 

the new government until the fifth month of the Mowing year, 

butties extending as far north as Hokkaido, During this period 
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Edo virtually sank into decay. Though spared actual intrict, 

the shdgun*s capita] was deserted by its former upper crust, the 

daimyd and their retainers. Conditions in the city have been 

described by Fujisawa Eihiko as follows: 

Even the residents of Daimyo Lane'*—Lord Matsydaira 

of Buzen, Lord Maisudaira of the Treasury, Lord Matsu- 

daira of Mlkaws, Lord Matsudaira of Tosaf Lord Maistidaira 

of Awa* and Lord Matsixdaira of Sa garni—left: with I heir 

wives, daughters, old retainers, employees, elderly women, 

and concubines. So also went Lord Doi, Master of the 

Kitchen, and Lord Hayashi of the University both from the 

farther bank of the Yaesu, and Lord Hosokawa of Etchu 

from Gofuku Bridge. The mansions that had housed the=e 

great nobles and their thousands of kinsmen and retain era 

were left vacant. So indeed were the Office for Relaying 

Reports to the Shogun, the Supreme High Court, the Const¬ 

abulary ac Kitnraacbi, and the other official mansions in 

what is now the Martinouchi District* Later these were 

occupied by the Meiji Government's Bureau ol the Currency, 

Ministry of Justice, Censorate, and Ministry of WarT along 

with important personages like Kujd, Saionji* Fokudaiji* 

and Iwakurn, but lor a time shey wore simply left to the 

wind and the rain. Their eaves virtually collapsed for want 

of repair, and they were buried in weeds. In “Daimyo 

Lane*1 there was just enough of a path for a person to 

get through, and in the daytime one occasionally saw 

people.. * (doing so}, but in the evening no one was to be 

found there- 

Direct retainers of the Tokugawa family were deprived of 

their old emoluments as well as their udmnustralive jurisdictions 

and were left with the choice of moving away like the Toku- 

gawa or staying and trying to set up some sort oi business. 

It is said that 6,572 beads of houses among the Tokugawa 

retainers moved to the old provinces of Suruga, Totdmi, and 

Mikawa, and that they were accompanied by some 35,000 

up 
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kinsmen or retainers. The feudatories dismissed their lesser re¬ 

tainers and tried to sell their houses, but thanks to the troubled 

conditions of the times, there were few purchasers. 

Yamashita Shigetami has written the following account of the 
situation; 

The retainers’ houses were a pitiful sight. Some, who for 

lack of anything better to do were living on in them, cut 

down the hedges in front and opened odd teahouses. While 

their wives and daughters went elegantly through the tea 

ceremony they urged customers to buy a cup. Others set 

up makeshift shops and sold their family heirlooms at ridi¬ 

culous prices. Sometimes even the head of the house made 

the sales. Still others quickly built a furnace, hung out a 

sign, and commenced selling roasted sweet potatoes in an 

effort just to keep themselves alive. The fine houses of 

the warrior class were suddenly converted into shops. The 

trees sacred to the god of agriculture as well 3s the bamboo 

groves in back of the houses were cut down, and nothing 

was left of them but old stumps. 

In the fifth month of 1868 & military station was established 

in Edo and martial Jaw enforced- Then on the seventeenth 

day of the seventh month civil law was restored, and the city 

was renamed Tokyo. On the thirteenth of the tenth month, 

the emperor moved to the city, and it thenceforward became 

the capital of the nation. By the nest year the various organs 

of government had gathered there, and in the following year 

the nobility as well as members of the military class were given 

permission to reside there. In 1871 the distinction between 

warrior-class districts, and merchant districts which had been 

maintained in Edo, was abolished, and people were free in 
principle to reside wherever they pleased. 

The new government was largely in the hands of anti-Toku- 

gawa men from the districts of Satsuma, Nagato, Tosa, Hire a, 

Aki, Owuri. and Echigo. These people arrived in Tokyo just 

as the powers that had been were leaving, and they proceeded 

I an 
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to take over the now vacant bouses and mansions-, not only for 

residences but for government offices as well. Some of the 

more important officials made the old houses over to suit the 

new times- The Record of Enlightenment and Prosperity in 

Tokyo (Tokyo Kaihi Hanj&shih for example contains the fol¬ 

lowing passage: 

The highest officials appointed directly by the emperor 

or with his approval live in the bouaes of the daimyos or 

of other high shogunate officials, They have added orna¬ 

ments and new stories to the buildings in imitation of the 

English or French style. The construction work is magni¬ 

ficent and the buildings now reach up into the heavens 

and touch the sky. The occupants go forth in four horse 

carriages Hanked by their favorite concubines,, preceded by 

drivers end grooms, and followed by serving girls running 

hither and thither. At home there are fine chairs, good 

food, tapestried cushions, vases fuH of flowers of all seasons, 

bright lamps, sliding glass doors winter and summer, stoves 

—all sorts of wonderful and curious things. These gentle¬ 

men wear beautiful and expensive clothing, eat beef and 

lamb, speak English and French, wear their Iiasr long, and 

cry to be white. What we would like to know is does the 

enlightenment really enlighten f 

Nevertheless, though some of she new officials remodeled the 

old houses or built new ones alongside them* most of them 

left the buildings the way they were. This is not to say, how¬ 

ever, that they did not spread rugs in the front room and install 

chairs* desks, stoves„ glass windows, and dozens of other Western 

objects. 

Indeed, they even followed the trends of the time to the 

extent of replacing the lowly servants who had formerly attended 

the front entrances of their houses with worthy young students 

who had come to the capital to seek their fortune. With □ 
few exceptions, however* the officials in the new government 

so little need to make drastic changes In the old bouses of the 
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warrior class, and this is understandable, since most of the new 

officials were from the warrior class themselves. 

In 1871, when the old feudal districts were abolished and 

prefectures established, the government was faced with the 

necessity of building many new offices and residences for local 

officials Some effort was made to arrive at a more or Ie&3 

uniform pattern, but with only questionable success. In any 

event, it was established as policy that the awe of an official’s 

residence would be proportionate to his rank. 

The government also found itself in possession of a large and 

mostly assortment of houses, official buildings, and storehouses 

that had belonged to the local feudal governments. In 1872 it 

began making a registry of these, but only shortly afterward it 

decided to sell all of them except the nagaya. These, dong 

with such new residential huildings as had to be built were 

rented to the occupants, The buildings sold, which were for 

the most part former residences of members of the warrior 

class, were made available to local officials on cheap and com* 

parauvely easy terms. Thus for the larger part local officials, 

like their urban confreres, took up residence in the old-style 
houses of the Tokugawa-period samurai. 

it is interesting to note that the domestic life of the new 

officials was also dose in spirit to that of the samurai. The 

following was written about townspeople, but we may rest as¬ 

sured that It applied equally well, if not even better, to 
offidab: 

No matter how gmatl the house in those days, every 

person’s room was strictly fixed, just as in a great daimyo’s 

mansion. When the lady of the house went into her hus¬ 

band's room, she conducted herself with the samu formality 

as if she were calling at another house, and the same was 

true of children, in foci, tf children were not summoned 

by their father, they did not go into his room. When they 

were summoned, of course, it was usually to be scolded, 

and often after they were grown they aril I dreaded to be 

LZ1 
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called to their father's room for fear that they would just 

be regaled with acme complaint or another. 

One important diSerence between the officials of the Meiji 

period and the warriors of the Tokugawu period was that the 

former were constantly moving from post to post and conse¬ 

quently lived usually in official residences, or rented houses. 

No doubt many of them would have preferred to buy a home 

for their families, but they never know when they would have 

to pick up and move. In the official residences, the emphasis 

was often largely on the rooms designed for entertaining guests, 

and die real living quarters were more or less cached on as an 

afterthought. Few occupants thought of them m real homes, 

and they were usually poorly arranged and difficult to fix up 

attractively. 

Furthermore, official residences or company residences were 

available to only a few of the many officials and company 

employees traveling around the country! und as a result rented 

houses began to ploy an important role. Since the really decent 

houses were soon filled with the more important personnel* the 

minor lights usually had to content themselves with something 

on the seamier side of the warrior-class tradition. 

The official and company residences were ordinarily equipped 

with Western style rooms and furniture so that guests could be 

entertained in the modern fashion* but this was not $□ in the 

case of rented houses. Families who moved from place to 

place couldP of course, buy their own Western chairs and tables* 

bui there was never any guarantee ilrnl there would be any 

place to put them in the next house they moved to- 

According to Ono Hans, until around 1385 there were many 

naguya'Style houses for rent in Tokyo. Each compartment had 

a kitchen and front entrance side by side, and it was the general 

practice not to furnish tatami. People who moved from a larger 

house to a smaller one simply piled up the extra talatni some¬ 

where and kept them for possible future use. Around 1891 

advertisements for M fully equipped11 houses to let were often 
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posted here and there* hut +l fully equipped ** meant the sliding 

paper doors between roams, find unless the sign said both 

“ ™pjiJJ and J'fully equipped** the house had no tatamL After 

around that time, however, h gradually became the usual practice 

to furnish them, and people who moved ficun place to place 

naturally avoided houses that did not have them. The increasing 

tendency to rent rather than buy, incidentdk% rendered it vir¬ 

tually impossible for the government to fix the size of an 

official's house in accordance with his rank. 

People who were not always transferring from place to place 

began to require Western-style rooms and furnishings in their 

homes, whether the latter were rented or owned, li became a 

common practice to add a Western room somewhere near the 

entrance of the cheaper v/amor-scyle houses* and some people 

even went so far as io build separate Western-style houses off 

to the side. When a Western room was added io a Japanese 

house, it was generally referred to as the k* reception room/' 

and indeed it was usually little more than that,. Perhaps it 

was only natural that the room used lor entertaining guests 

from without was the first to take on the style that now pre¬ 

vailed in government bureaus, company olEces, and other public 

buildings* In any events such rooms were convenient for 

receiving people who came on business or those who happened 

to be wearing Western clothes. Some families found the Wes¬ 

tern style suitable for libraries and studies as well, but most 

houses the only Western room was the " reception room/1 

On the other hand, the "reception room" was usually not 

equipped for the eating and drinking Lhat form an essential pail 

of traditional Japanese modes of entertainment, and it was con¬ 

sidered rude to dispose of a really honored guest there, without 

inviting lum into the Japanese-style parlor to be properly wined 

and dined* Fashion demanded the Western style, but custom 

demanded the Japanese style, and people who were able began 

to equip themselves with both, despite the added expense involved 

in owning two types of furnishings, decorations, and incidentals- 
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This trend was strongest among the people whose work kept 

them m Western-style offices during the day. 

The LSSD*g saw the flowering of Lhe students who had attended 

classes under the Western architects of the early Meiji period, 

and in this decade a few members of the upper class built real 

Western brick or stucco houses, replete with cornices, glass 

windows, and shudders, more or less in the Renaissance style. 

Representative was the mansion of Shibusawa Eiichl, which was 

planned by and built under the supervision of Dr. Tatsuno 

Kin go. This was described as follows in the Tokyo Nickinichi 

Neivspaper for June 24, 18B8: 

The budding, which is located at Knbutoch5> Mihqmbashi, 

was began in January, and the finishing touches have 

recently been added to the interior. In four or five days 

the arbor and garden will be completed, and Mr. Shibusawa 

will move in around the first of next month. 

The whole house inride and out was planned by Dr. 
Taisuno Kingo and built by Shimizu Man'nosuke the archi¬ 

tecture is in the style of Venice (Italy) and is most suitable 

to the location by the bay. The main building covers 140 

tmho and is the part to which Dr. Tatsuno devoted Ids 

chief efforts. There are two stories, with an underground 

storehouse for wine and meat. The fourteen rooms include 

two reception rooms* a ballroom, and a banquet hall uphol¬ 

stered with Japanese damask. The fireplaces are trimmed 

with imported marble,, and the ceilings are decolated with 

famous Japanese printings and plaster ornaments. The floor 

is made of wood. There- are many other decorations, and 

the stairway, in particular, is adorned with skillfully executed 

sculpture. The floor of the front entrance is made of 

alabaster. 

The wainscoting in the toilet is made of colored of 

pictured tiles, and above the ceiling m this room there is 

a tank of water so that the toilet con be flushed clean after 

each use. 
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There is an auxiliary building covering 90 zsttbo. in which 

the architect lavished his attention primarily on, the bath. 

The wainscoting is made of tiles covered with Japanese 

pictures, and the ceiling has diagonal crossbeams of cedar. 

There is a hot bath in the next room. The water is kept 

in tank above the ceiling and piped down as needed. All 

in all, this is a sample of the perfect architecture, combining 

the best features of Japanese and Western buildings. 

Other well-known Western-style residences of this period 

were the Hozumi house designed by Dr. Nakamura Tstsutoro, 

the residence of the Minister of Conuuimlcatton designed hv 

Dr. Niinomi Takamasa, and the NabcshinM house designed by- 

Mr. Sakamoto Matatsune. Such building 3 were erected only 

by a few of the upper class, but at any rate Western residential 

architecture became a factor in Japanese life, and it was adopted 

rather quickly by doctors, lawyers, and other professional men 

who had their offices at home. On the other hand, it was 

usually modified In one way or another. Western rooms, for 

example, were sometimes fitted with tatami, and quite often 

the place where business was carried on was Western, but the 

living quarters Japanese. Only people in ex Ira ordinary circum¬ 

stances of one aor: or anottier were willing to pan with tatami 

and the various domestic practices associated with them. In 

general, the Japanese house with Western "reception room0 was 

accepted by officials and the people engaged in new business 

and professions, but few* persons compromised with the West 
to any fuller extent. 

The Spread of Sew Building Material* to the Province* 

Ordinary people in the country were by no means quick to 

rebuild their houses by the new methods introduced in the Meiji 

period. In general, houses gradually improved, but in the majo¬ 

rity of cases rebuilding was not undertaken until it was made neces¬ 

sary by deterioration or disaster, usually fire. There are numbers 
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of specific records to the effect and so-and-so m such-and-such 

a district, having suffered a fire, rebuilt his house in such a 

way a$ to make it more comreiuezu or comfortable than before. 

Rebuilding alter fires* however, usually involved haste and lack 

of planning* and it is by no means certain that all of ihe houses 

that resulted were belter than their predecessors. Still, it is 

certain that bit by bit houses in the country were made more 

livable. In the following section, we shall examine a few of the 

general changes, 

(1) The spread of tile and galvanised roofs * The most 

conspicuous feature of the pre-modem Japanese farm house, and 

at the same time the most easily, damaged, was the roof. To 

the Japanese fanner* a shabby, leaky roof was not only a nui¬ 

sance to itself; it was a sure sign of wearing fortunes. During 

the Tokugawa period, the inhabitants of small farm communities 

usually maintained a communal field of nnscuntkus for thatching 

and periodically helped each other change roofing. This coope¬ 

rative method remained in practice after the beginning of the 

Meiji period* but it was gradually rendered obsolete, first by e 

general switch from thatch to mart durable materials and 

second, by the appearance in rural areas of non-farming families 

who could not very well participate in the organization. With 

the construction of one or two tile roofs in a village, the 

roofing association usually began to collapse. 

Material traditionally used for roofs in Japan included mh- 

e a a thus, straw, shingles, boards, bamboo sections, cedar bark, 

and tiles. In the Meiji period toofs thatched with mbcanthus 

were to be found oil over the country, but except in the north¬ 

east region and Kyushu* straw roofs were even more common. 

In Kanagawa. Kyoto* and Miyazaki Prefectures a mixture of 

miscanthus and straw was common, and in Kyoto barley busks 

were sometimes added to these, while in Ishikawa Prefecture 

barky husks were often mixed with the straw of some other 

grain. These various combinations were devised to moke up 

for a lack of nuscanthua, and they were in large measure new 
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to the Mdji period,, when production of that ptent fell. 

Often people placed turf along the ridge of a thatched roof 

or covered it with tiles. Auxiliary eaves were frequently covered 

with cedar bark or singles* Roofs of cedar bark were common 

in Akiia, I wale, and Kyoto Prefectures, and in Iwate at least it 

wag the practice to anchor the bark with pieces of wood 

and atones. In Niigata and lahikawa shingle roofs were com¬ 

mon, and in Gumma, Toyama, and Ishikawa board roofs were 

used to some extent. In all these latter instances the roofs 

were anchored with stones and were commonly spoken of as 

‘‘stone roofs.M Bamboo section* were used only in Kumamoto 

and Miyazaki prefectures, while tiles were common in Tokyo* 

Mie, Kyoto, Narah Hyogo* Shirtume, Yamaguchtp and Tokushima 

—that is to say. in the central regions and the area around 

Kyoto. The use of tiles on ordinary bouse roofs was largely a 

development of the Edo period. 

In the Mdji period, thatch roofs were replaced with dle$ in 

the vast majority of cases. In some instances, however, straw 

was merely replaced with tnisermthus, Tliis development occurred 

in Ishikawa Prefecture during fhe Mdji thirties, in Okayama 

Prefeciure toward the end of the Taishd period, and in Tot tori 

Prefecture around 1931! or 1933. In Iwatc, Yamogata, Tocbigi, 

Kanagawa,, Niigata, Yamnnashi Akhi. Kyoto, and Miyazaki 

Prefectures straw' or mlscaiuhus gave way in many cases to 

galvanized iron usually during the latter half of the Melp period. 

In the vicinity of lehinomiya, Aichi Prefecture, it was the 

fashion in late Mdji simply to cover straw roofs with zinc 

roofing, but gradually people switched to tiles, which are now 

to be seen on some 30 per cent of the houses. 

In general, the dope of tile roofs must be more gentle than 

that of thatch roofs, and to change from thatch to the involves 

rebuilding the entire roof structure, Tixb difficulty was avoided 

in many places by using zinc rooting instead of tiles. Never¬ 

theless, the general trend was toward the hitter. Broadly 

speaking, the change to tiles occurred during the first decade 
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of Meiji in Yamaguchi. Ehime. Oita, and Miyazaki Prefectures, 

during the second decade in Ibzuraki, Mie* and Kagoshima Pre¬ 

fectures* during the third decade in Kyoto. S humane. and 

Tokushima Prefectures, and during the fourth decade in Bahama, 

Osaka, and Okayama Prefectures. In Fukushima, Gummah 

ToyamaT Ishikawa, and Wakayama Prefectures the change was 

often as late as the Tai$ho period, and in Iskikawa Prefecture 

it was carried out by prefecturaJ order in 1919 and 1920. 

The change in the slope of the roof varied to some extent in 

different parts of the country, in Tottori and Shimane, for 

example, there were cases in which a thatch roof with a slope 

of 45 degrees gave way to □ tile roof with a slope of only 30 

degrees In areas subject to heavy snowfall, however, the change 

was not ordinarily go drastic. 

(2) Glass and lighting; Although one reads occasionally of 

districts in which houses were sufficiently well lighted to war- 

rant no changes in the Meiji period, farm houses in general 

were very dark. In some areas, people even hesitated to replace 
the gloomy wooden partitions between rooms with tramslucent 

paper ones because of the expense involved. The need for 

well-lighted houses was not regarded as a social problem until 

after World War I* hut after around 1880 many individuals 

began to take steps to make their bouses brighter and more 

cheerful. 

As a rule, people began by putting mare windows in the 

kitchen, which had been about the darkest place in the house. 

Then came the partitions between rooms, the entrance, the 

outride hallways* the bathroom, the toilet, and the attic. In 

the town of Sonobe, Kyoto Prefecture* in 1906 Tanaka Hidekg, 

having decided that bar room? were too dark and her kitchen 

too cold, had a number of windows cut and paper^zovered shSji 

put in them, after which she was delighted to find tier house 

light and warm* In the town of Oharams, Iwate Prefecture, on 

the other hand, Sugawara Ryutaro complained that when it 

rained it was too dark in his house to work* and in 1892 he 
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knocked out a wall and replaced it with windows. Similar 

instances are recorded in Ichinomiya. Aichi Prefecture (1905), 

Lnabu-muxa, Kochi Prefecture (1907), and Futaiwa-murn, Ehirae 

Prefecture (1911). At first the windows were fitted with wooden 

shudders, but later these, along with the wooden doors between 

rooms gave way to paper-covered doors, and ultimately glass. 

The use of glass in doors and windows in rural ureas has 

been reported in Toyama Prefecture In l3B7t in tbaraki Prefec¬ 
ture in 1890* in Aichi Prefecture in 1897* in Ishikawa and 

Yamaguchi Prefectures in 1899. in Kanagawa and Kyoto Pre¬ 

fect utcs in 1901* in Shi mane Prefect ure in 1903, in Niigata, 

Nara, and Kanagav/a Prefectures in 1907, in Fukuoka Prefecture 

in 1909, in Fukushima Prefecture m 1910, and in Wakayama, 

Mie, Okayama, and Kumamoto Prefectures in the early years 

of the Tai$h5 period. In general, the development appears to 

have occurred in the colder partes of the country first, Tabala 

Matsu, of Ayabo, recalls that tflas& became fashionable in her 

JOwn in 1901 or 1902* and that many people began to use it 

on the wea: side of their houses. 

Any number of specific examples* however, indicate that glass 

was used only sparingly at first* often only in one smnl] panel 

of a papercovered door. Even the upper-class members of farm 

communities did noi use it on all their outsidr do or 3 and windows 

until the 1930s, At the same time* tn most areasr glass doors 

and windows were installed in all the new public schools,, gov¬ 

ernment offices, hospitals, barber shops, hotels, restaurants, 

and stores, whence they gradually made their way into ordinary 

homes. In the Report on Lift in the Afeiji Period, they are 

recorded as early as 1873 in Iwale Prefecture, but in some 

places in Kagoshima Prefecture they were not used in bouses 
until 1926. 

(3) Cement. Until cement was introduced from the West, 

the Japanese used granite, dnikoku-seki, or hard plaster for 

paving, insofar as they used anything at ail. In ordinary farm 

houses, there was a large dirt-door room used as a kitchen and 
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workroom, and this was sometimes paved with the materials 

mentioned. Also* paving was used by some in entrance halls, 

sinks, and toilets. The materials, however, presented difficulties 

—stone was difficult and expensive to haul, and plaster was 

vulnerable to water—and in ihe usual farmhouse the entrance, 

as well as the kitchen and workroom, was left unpaved. 

The firs* use of cement in ordinary farmhouses it reported 

to have occurred in Osaka Prefecture in lBS7t in Yamagata and 

Ale hi Prefectures in 1897, in Toyama Prefecture in 1900, in 

Kyoto Prefecture in L902, in I wale and Tokyo Prefectures in 

1902 ar 1903, Mie Prefecture in 1904 or 1905* m Kanagawa, 

Sauema* Ishikawa, Nara. Yemaguehi, Kagawa, and Fukuoka 

Prefectures in 1907* in Shimane Prefecture in 1908, in Toku¬ 

shima Prefecture in 1909, in Gumma and Yamanashi Prefectures 

in 1912, and in Niigata and Okayama Prefectures at the end 

of Meijt. In many villages cement was not used until the tare 

Taisho or early Shows periods* 
Cement was first used in entrance halls, kitchens, laundry 

rooms, and toilets* but it was found so simple, durable, and 

clean that it was soon introduced to bathrooms, the former 

dirt-floor rooms furnaces, storehouses, manure vats, stables* and 

so on* Many people began to employ it in house foundations* 

On the other hand, despite countless examples of the use of 

cement En rural areas in the Meiji and Taisho periods, the 

average farmer did not employ it to any large extent until afier 

World War EL 

(4) Water Pump&. The use of water pumps in ordinary 

houses is recorded in Toyama Prefecture as early as 1880, when 

a woman named Takatori attached one to her welL Sugawara 

Ryutaro* of Oharama, Iwate Prefecture, saw a pump when he 

was on a trip to Mori oka and Hannmaki in the early 

years of Taisho, and later replaced his well-sweep with one. 

ixnaicumi Koto of Nihom1 runtsu, tukuahiinn Prefecture, installed 

* pump on her well, bui relied an the town's water system in 

her kitchen. Ednmura Zensaburo of the village of Shiroyama, 
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Toclugi Prefecture, planned in 1918 or 1919 to remodel his 

kitchen, but was prevented by the older members of his family 

and had to wait until the end of the Tajsho period to install 

a pump and water tank. Gmori Kame of the Village of Oshino 

V a man a? hi Prefecture, suffered the loss of her well in the great 

earthquake of 1923 and installed a new pump when she repaired 
it. 

Several other examples could be given, but suffice it to say 

here that pumps were not common until the end of the Meijl 

period or Later, On the other hand, a surprising number of 

small cities, acting in the interests of sanitation, installed simple 

water works, and by the end of the Meiji period running water 

was fairly common in the larger cities. 

(5) Western furniture. Western chairs, desks, and tables 

entered the provinces at a comparatively early date, largely 

because they were used in the new schools and government 

offices. They are known to have been installed, for example, 

in Toyosato-muxa, Nagano Prefecture, in 1873; in Irikiraachi' 

Kagoshima Prefecture, in 1880; and in Tnkaehiho-maehi. Miyazaki 

Prefecture, in 18S2, in each of these instances they were used 

only in public buildings, and it is not until somewhat 

later that we hear of them in private nomes in the country. 

After 1887. however, their use in private residences is recorded 

in a number of different places. In 1890. for example, Sugawara 

Ryu taro, of Oharama, Ivmte prefecture, enclosed the space under 

a set of auxiliary eaves, put a wooden floor in it, installed a 

chair and desk, and began to use the new room as a study. 

Hasegawa Ichiro of the village of Uchigo, Kanagawa Prefecture, 

also used a chair and a desk in hi? study room around the 

same period, Shima Fujieraon. of the city of Maiaurn, on the 

other hand, installed chairs in his shop for the comfort of his 

customers. When Saga Dan of the village of Futalwa, Ehima Pre¬ 

fecture, bought a sewing machine in 1900, he also bought a table 

to put it on and a chair to sit in while using it. Around 1907, 

Honda Kunji, a doctor in Hama-machi. Kumamoto Prefecture, 
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bought a ddc and chairs for his consultation room. As 

these examples hint, Western furniture was first adopted by 

merchant*, doctors, or those well off enough to send their 

children to higher schools. By and large, country people used 

the new chairs, tables, and desks primarily in study rooms and 

to some extent ip reception rooms or offices. Although such 

furniture waa fairly widely distributed over the country, it was 

ordinarily confined to the houses of the upper class and those 

of merchants whose offices or shops were attached to their 

residences. Few ordinary' farmers bad so much as a chair, and 

there are still many farm houses with no Western furniture 

today, but at the same time such furniture was beginning to 

make inroads in rural district* thoughout the country. 

In sum, cement. and glass met with considerable favor in the 

rural areas, because they could be introduced info houses with¬ 

out drastic changes in the usual ways of life. At the same 

time, they were not used on what could he called a large scale, 

since they were not yet available in large quantities at low cost. 

At any rate, however, they were introduced, and there is no 

doubt but that they gradually led to improvements in Ordinary 
housing. 

Western furniture, on the other band, did not fit in with the 

customary practices of daily life, such as, for example, that 

of sitting or kneeling on the floor, and h was therefore not 

so readily accepted Still, it was adopted by those who could 

afford it for use in shops, and more important, jn children's study 

rooms. They were probably very few young people who, like 

those of today, could nol long remain seated on tatami in the 

stiff traditional manner, but there were many who were growing 

accustomed to setting and working ia chairs. 
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4. THE DEVELOPMENT OF NEW ^fETHGDS OF LIGHTING 

s. Lijjhltftg in ibe Cities 

(1) Kerosene Lamps, Petroleum t called by the name kusozu 

C41 smelly water") waa used in the Tokugawa period, and in 1323 

a irum named Nakagaws Giemon applied to the Lord of Takada 

for permission to refine and sell petroleum found in Echigo 

Province (present-day Niigata Prefecture), For some reason his 

project was not carried oqtT bat somewhat later a family named 

Nighimura was gelling crude oil throughout Echigo under the 

trademark JIOya KurazoV In 1371 Ishiaaka Shuzd founded 

the Nagano Oil Refining Company and began refining on an 

organized basis. This undertaking was discussed in the Shimbun 

Zasshi (Vol- 3t 1871) as follows: 

In Eehigo a type of oil called 41 kusSzu r‘ has been Rowing 

out of the ground since ancient rimes,,*- Recently a 

method for refining this sort of oil, removing the odor, and 

converting it into a product of high quality has been dis¬ 

covered in the United States..,. This product is the oil 

that is now imported and prized so by Japanese, Now in 

our own country several rich men and companies of Eehigo 

and Yokohama have experimented with means of refining 

oil and put up a sum of Tf -10,000 to send someone to 

America to buy machines. The first machines is one for 

refining oil. The second is a drill designed to make the 

oil come up from out of the earth (this is said to have 

been invented in France and to be capable of boring 1200 

feet into the ground. The third is a lead room in which 

great quantities of sulfuric acid can be refined at once, , *. 

Also we hear that in foreign countries gold and silver are 

melted with sulfuric arid rather than with fire. All these 

methods should be introduced to our country, and these 

men who are working to introduce them are performing a 
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truly patriotic service to the nation. 

This first refining company, however, did not succeed. In 

1873 it opened a branch in Nagaoka and began refining oil in 

the Western fashion* 

Around ihc same time Nambu Nobnchika. a minor official in 

Kashi wazaki Prefecture, visited Tokyo and saw an oil lamp. He 

recognized the Suid tit it to be the same as the kusozu of 

Bchigo andh having purchased one of the lamps, he took it to 

the village of Kanda in Echigo and succeeded in lighting it 

with the local oil. Thereupon Nambu and his friend Abe Shin- 

saemon began marketing Ecliigo oil in Tokyo, bui their method 

of refining was very imperfect, and when burning the oil smelled 

temble, Many attempts were made to improve the refining 

process. In this connection, the following, which is tram the 

Yubin Hochi Newspaper for March 30. 1874, is of interest: 

Coal oil serves as the fuel for nearly all the oil lamps 

in use today. The oil found in Akita and Niigata Frcfeo 

lures is as efficacious as coal oil, but some argue that its 

odor is harmful to human life, and, as everyone knows, it 

smells too bad to be burned at the dinner table.* * A few 

years ago a Professor Walanabe of Sat sums invented a 

means for refining pine-root oik and this method wa* put 

into practice m several villages of Akita Prefecture,, but 

possibly because of some fault in the process, the oil is 

liable to raise a great deal of smoke. Thus neither pine 

oil nor coal oil will do. When the two are mixed, however, 

the odor of the pine oil overcomes that of the coaJ oiL and 

the gentle flame of the coal oil repressed the smoke of the 

pine oiL Furthermore, the light produced is greater than 

when the oils are used separately. This method is being 

used today even in the most remote villages. It should he 

encouraged as a mean of decreasing the nation's expenditures 

for foreign oil and reducing harm to people using lamps. 

The above appeared in a letter to the editor by Manabu Eiio 

of the port of Tsuchirahi, Akita Prefecture. Before the process 
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for refining Japanese oil had developed to an adequate level* 

however, the japan Petroleum Company, which refined foreign 

oil on a large scale, had gone into operation. 

In former rimes the people of Ethigo pur crude oil in dishes 

or jars, added wicks made out of old cloth, and thus made 

usable, though primitive, lamps. Because of the odor, however, 

these could not be used inside houses. The Miahimura family„ 

mentioned above, made lamps by fitting porcelain dishes with 

brass wick holders and wicks made of 10 or so cotton 

thready. These contraptions they sold primarily in the area 

around Kashiwaiaki. 

It is not clear when or how the foreign kerosene lamp was 

imported, but it is recorded that in 1059 Suzuki Tetsuzo, a man 

from Nagaoka in the province of Echigo, purchased such a 

foreigner named Snell in Yokohama, and this is said to have 

been the first kerosene lamp used in Echigo. Very likely the 

lamps were introduced from several conn tries at once some 

time during the 1858* sT when Japan was opened for foreign 

trade, In the early Meiji period such lamps as were in use 

were high priced imported articles, but soon afterward Japanese 

imitations appeared on the market- In tliia connection, the 

Yubin Hdthi Newspaper (January 6, 1874) commented, “In 

recent years the paper-covered Japanese lamp (andoit) has rapidly 

been losing ground to kerosene lamps. Though the latter are 

being produced in Japan, most Japanese prefer foreign products, 

for the simple reason that Japanese glass chimney break too 

easily/1 On August 4, 1874, the same newspaper said, “Be¬ 

tween the 21st and 27th of last month, when the festival of the 

Gion Shrine was celebrated in Yamaguchi Prefecture.... the 

merchants burned kerosene lamps in their shops, and it was as 

bright and clear as day/' This suggests that lamps were in 

wide use in rural districts. 

In Tokyo on December 18 of the same year* a brand new 

development occurred with the lighting of gas streetkmps on 

the Ginza between Kanasugi and Kyobashi It being no simple 
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matter to install gaslights everywhere needed, however oil lamps 

had already been, hung qd a street between HongokU’Cho and 

the Bakuro-chd on the previous September 1, and children was 

singing a little song that went roughly: 

The gas, the gas: Whets tmil it go on ? 

The oil lamps showed up later. 

But they lit the streets up earlier, 

(Yuhirt Ho chi Newspaper* September 14. 1074) 

Oil lamps thus drew much praise, and in 1877 a group of 

public spirited men applied for permission to install them oti the 

main thoroughfare and new streets of I he Nishi-Kwbotomoe 

district in Shiba at their own expense. 

A number of newspaper advertisement a concerning lamps and 

oil appeared in the Tokyo and Osaka press: 

LARGE SALE OF FIRE-RETAINING COAL OIL 

This fire retaining cod oil is a technical 

marvcL It can be used in regular lamps with perfect 

safety. No danger ol fires. Try some and buy some. 

It can be used in the same way as ordinary kerosene* 

Retail price: I go 2.5 sen 

Wholesale Price 

for one box or more 

(one box containing £ to): 

4. 25 yen 

Tsujs Eledbei 

18-2 Jtmho^hd. Tokyo 

GAS LAMPS 

Of course our oikgas lamps are clear and bright. 

Use one in your parlor, and you need fear no fire. 

Convenient eo use and aatoundingly cheap. We await 

your order. 
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Respectfully, 

hoi Genzaburo 

4 Waizumi-cho, Nalcahaslii 

We have discovered a method of substituting cam¬ 

phor oU for kerosene, ... 

Nsgaoka Sasuke, Apothecary 

il Fusliimi-cho, Mth Small Ward, 

1st Large Ward, Osaka 

Apparently the fire hazard was such that any number at 

substitutes for kerosene were tried. On August 2, 1876, the 

Yvbin Hodtt reported that it had been planned to use oil lamps 

in the lanterns at a forthcoming ceremony at the Asakusa Kan- 

non Temple; hut that because of the danger of fire and the 

opposition of merchants selling candles or Japanese oil, a 

movement to forbid the use of the lamps had gained some 

ground. On February 24, 1877, the Imperial Household Ministry 

announced that it would soon replace all its kerosene lamps 
with gaslights 

Despite the fact that gaslights were in operation soon after 

the kerosene lamp began io gain currency in the Tokyo-Yoko¬ 

hama region, gaslights were not adopted in many Japanese 

homes, partially because the gas was expensive, and partially 

because the light from gas lamps was too strong far the average 

Japanese house. Despite the danger of fire and the subsequent 

appearance of electric lights, roost houses in this area were 

lighted by kerosene throughout the Mdp period, and oil lamps 

were made in all conceivable shapes, sizes, and forms. As a 

rule, only very small lamps were used in sleeping rooms and 

bathrooms, where a little light was considered necessary. In 

kitchens and family sitting rooms, larger lumps hung from the 

ceiling were common, while in the rooms where guests were 
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entertained stand lamps were usual A variety of wicks, wick- 

holders, end lamp chimneys appeared, and mote and more 

people ETiiut have found lamp models to suit their castes, for 

the consumption of kerosene increased steadily. The shades of 

hanging lamps were made first of paper and later of glass. The 

earliest hanging lamps were imported from'abroad and had glass 

oil containerst Inn these latter proved to be fire hazards, and 

later tm or nickel containers were substituted for them. This 

latEcr development was apparently slow in coming, for in 1911 

an order had to be issued to the metropolitan police stations in 

Tokyo lo switch to metal eon tamers. One difficulty was that 

when metal containers were attached, the space directly under 

the lamp was shaded. Eventually hanging lamp in which the 

container was above the wick appeared, very likely as the lamp 

manufacturers* answer to the electric light* 

The brands oil used in lamps were for the most part made 

in America and England. Foreign kerosene waa so popular 

that project to develop Japanese oil for lighting were virtually 

forgotten: 

(2) Gaslights, 

In dm seventh month of 1871, the German consul in Yoko¬ 

hama applied to the Kanagewa Frefectural Government for per¬ 

mission to establish a gas company, but the prefect, Xreki 

Moriyoahi, not wishing to see ibis promising enterprise fail 

into foreign hands, conferred with Takas him a Kaemon and, with 

his permission, set up the company himself. Planned and super* 

vised by a French technician, the firm began in the ninth month 

of 1872 to furnish gas for lighting to the foreign settlement in 

Yokohama. In 1875, its gas pipes had a total length of 79,308 

feet and a maxi mum diameter of 8 inches. To run iliis large 

a system in those days was no mean task, and the company 

had many maintenance difficulties 

In the second month of 1871 the governor of Tokyo. Yuri 

Ki mi tad a. proposed a trial installation of gaslight? in the NTew 

Yoshiwara district and had Tokushima Kaemon of Yokohama 
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procure ihe lamps from London. They arrived in the following 

year, but the project was not carried out, since the metropolitan 

officials and the metropolUan assembly became embroiled in a 

debate over whether to install gaslights, oil lamps, or genkato 

on the city streets. Finally on December 18, 1874, the first 

gas streetlights were lit, not in New Yoshiwara, but along the 

Gins a. By May 25, 1876* 350 gaslights were in operation on 

I he city streets. 

Gaslights still had ani been installed in buildings, and even 

in December, 1877, they were m use in only nineteen, the main 

ones being the Industrial University and the Bureau of Com- 

miiriicarions. lire enterprise, however* was soon expanded and 

prices lowered, and by 1879 there were 1192 gaslights insi ailed 

in 88 buddings, tn 1881 the number of gas streetlights was 

increased by 44, and the number of buildings using gaslights 

increased to 222. Then in October. 188St the Tokyo Gas Com¬ 

pany, Incorporated, was formed with Shibusawa Eiichi, who 

had been a supporter or gas develop mem from ihe first, as its 

president. This firm took over the ownership and management 

of nil city gas lines. The subsequent spread of gas facilities is 

indicated in the following chart; 

THE SPREAD OF GASLIGHTS IN TOKYO 

VffJT Number of 
SlrccS lights 

Number of 
Buildings 

UfllDg CaaTigbt 

Number of 
Light) 

Avenge 
Number of 
Ltmpo per 
Building 

1 SBC m 343 6f U7B 19.47 
!S9n 5JS l* IG5 U.ftDl 1963 

IH>s 645 2,209 2ft,312 3.96 

L900 1,139 1^989 182 4.73 

1905 27,9S£ 113,122 4.45 

191(3 a, 219 14-319 maai 3. S3 

The spread of gas facilities tv other regions than Tokyo and 

Yokohama did not come until around l&OO, largely because gas 
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wi$ being used exclusively far lighting and therefore vras in 

competition with electricity and kerosene. The first gas company 

to be founded after Tokyo Gas wbS the Kobe Gas Company* 

which began operations in January, 19CHX Afterward came the 

Osaka Gas Company in October, 1905. the Hakata Gas Company 

in February* 1906, the Toehigi Gas Company in February. I&Q7, 

and the Nagoya Gas Company in October, 1907. Gas companies 

were founded in Toyobashi and 12 other cities in 1909, and in 

Okaaaki and 24 other cities in 1911. The secret behind the 

sudden appearance of so many firms was that after 1899 gas 

was used for heating and power as well as light. The develop¬ 

ment of gas consumption was as follows; 

THE USE OF GAS FIXTURES IN JAPAN 

FOR LIGHTING FOR HEATING FOR POWER 

Yraf 

Number of 
Outlets in 

Private 
Routt* 

Total 
Number 

of 
Outlets 

HotiAe Us* 
Lnitalmeiit 

House Us* 
ImlfilmctU 

Street 
Eight* 

im 275 3.034 — — — — 1 755 

1BS5 504 10.734 — — —- 738 

1833 1.340 17.273 — — — — 907 

1035 28.274 — — — — 1*007 

im 13.767 73.462 m 5.173 289 304 UW7 

1905 37. 57B 163.282 2,1W 15.915 m 795 2h5T3 

19lG ui.eis 404.367 43.100 204.713 m 1+573 4*65-3 

At first gaslights were burned as open flames* but after 1891 

incandescent mantles were introduced* and the result was stronger 

and more even lighting. After 1903 mantles which faced 

downward were introduced, again with incre^cd. lighting power 

as a result. 
The gradual fail m the number of outlets per building indicates 

that gaslights were bring used increasingly in private houses as 

well as government buildings and office buildings- At the end 

of Medjkt however, gaslights were still confined largely lo the 

houses of the upper class, and they were often used alongside 
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electric lights end kerosene lamps. We might addF incident ally 

that gas was installed fairly early in the downtown Asakusa 

region of Tokyo, but did not spread to the upper-class residential 

district of Yamanote until the Meiji thirties. 

(3) Electric lights. 

Electric lights were not introduced until long after gaslights. 

In 1677, at the celebration of the opening of the Central Tele¬ 

graph Bureau* students from the Industrial University startled 

the honored guests by lighting up the assembly hall with arc 

lights powered by battery, but electric lights were not immedi¬ 

ately pui into practical use. In 1882 Yariiima SakuroF Bar a 

Rokuro, Okurfl Kihachiro, Minomura Toahisuke, and Kashiwa- 

mum Shin applied to the Tokyo Metropolitan Government for 

permission to install electric lights (apparently arc lights) in the 

city* bur this project was strongly opposed on the grounds that 

the time was not yet ripe. About that time, however, an Ameri¬ 

can firm imported an electric generator, along with a technician 

to run it, and an office for a proposed electric power plant was 

set up in the Gkura Construction Company. Subsequently* 

electric lights were tasted in various places. On October 24. 

1882, for example* [he Tokyo Nichinichi Newspaper carried an 

article that read in part as follows: 

Today an electric light will be lasted in Yokosuka and 

.. * r if it proves satisfactory the electric light at No, 2 

Ginza wilt be put into operation on the 28th. Night before 

last, a light invented by Assistant Professor Fujioka Ichisuke 

of the Industrial University was tasted at the house of 

Tsnuka Okie hi at Sbimbashb h gave forth a bright study 

light and proved to be superior even to the lights mode in 

France by M Celine, 

The electric light al No. 2 Ginza was a 2,000 candlepower 

arc light Installed by the then nascent Tokyo Electric light 

Company ns a publicity slunL According io the Tokyo Xichi^ 

rdthi for November 4. it was hung on a light pole 50 feet high 

wad run by a 5 horsepower si cam-operated generator. The 
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paper estimated the light given off to be equal to that of 4,000 

wax candles. Norawa Sadakichi, who wrote the newspaper 

report added the following explanation ro e woodblock print 
showing the light; 

The electric light is a new invention by an American. 

It is powered by an electric machine and uses no fire. Its 

light can be seen for several thousand yards and is as bright 

as high noon. 

Assistant Professor Fujioka also continued his experiments 

with incandescent lamps and apparently contributed considerable 

propaganda. According to the Tokyo Nicfumchi for December 

2D, 1562. he conducted lectures on the new lights at both the 

imperial palace and the mansion of Prince Kila&hirakawa. 

On February, 14, 1833, the Tokyo Electric Light Company 

received final permission set up its plant, and electric lights 

entered the practical phase. Aside from this company’s activi¬ 

ties we might mention that the Yokohama shipbuilding Company, 

the Tanaka Trading Company at SJumbnshi, the Senju Weaving 

Company, and the Murata Gun factory in Koishikawa all inst¬ 

alled arc lights. In the following year they were adopted by 

various theaters in Tokyo, Kyoto and Osaka. 

Incandesced lamps were also put to practical use. In 1885, 

for example. Dr. Fujioka installed 40 of them in the assembly 

ball of the Bank of Tokyo. On July 5, 1886, the Tokyo Elect¬ 

ric Light Company began operations with the beginning of a 

power plant in Mryoshi employing a Japanese-made generator. 

The Company's first installations were probably limited to a few 

arc lamps here and there, but in the following year it began 

manufacturing light bulbs. Dr, Fujioka was made chief tech¬ 

nician. and on October 29. 1887, the fu-in began delivering 

electricity by overhead power lines from a generator in South 

Kayaba-cho, Nihombashi. to the Edobashi Post Office, the Ima- 

mura Bank, and ten street lamps in the area. When the new 

imperial palace was being built, the company set up a plant 

nearby and was ultimately rewarded with orders not only for the 
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palace but for the mans [on of Prince Kitaahirakawa, In the 

next few years whenever there was a large order for electricity 

a special plant was set up nearby, and long-distance deliveries 

were avoided, but there was a constantly increasing demand for 

electric Lights among people living in the vicinity of large con- 

sumerg^ and the company's operations gradually expanded over 

a sizable area. According to the Tokyo Nkhinuhi for May 24 

iSBSp '"the Kojimacbi electric plant has installed wires for 16 

users and is working on installations for IS more, More 

requests are coming in everyday, and it look® m though before 

long gaslights will have disappeared from this area.1' The elec¬ 

tric lights in the imperial palace probably served as an ex¬ 

cellent advertisement. Commenting on them, the Nichinichi 

for November I, 1888, said that the palace at night was every 

bit as pretty as a pictureH 

The Tokyo Electric Light Company proved to be & powerful 

rival to the Tokyo Gas Comp any „ and since business was 

generally good at the time, electric light companies began to 

spring up everywhere. The Kobe Electric Light Company 

began operations in September* 1888* and was followed in the 

next year by similar concerns in Osaka, Kyoto, and Nagoya, 

In 1890 companies were formed in Sbinagawa, Yokohama* and 

Fukugawa, and in 1891 the Kumamoto, Hokkaido* and Imperial 

(Tokyo) Electric Light Companies appeared. 

By and bya m January, 1891, the recently completed Provisional 

National Diet Building burned down because of a leakage of 

electricity, and the Tokyo Oil Improvement Company ran a 

targe advertisement in the Jiji Shimpo Newspaper saying 

" Electric Lights Burned the Diet Building” but the advance 

of electricity was not to be impeded by incidents of this sort. 

The spread of electric lights, in Tokyo is indicated in the 

following table (Seg p, 145): 

Even in 1905 the number of buildings using electric lights 

was far toss than the number using gaslights, hut the total 

number of electric light outlets was much closer to that of 

>44 
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THE SPREAD OF ELECTRIC LIGHTS IN TOKYO 

Yttr Number of 
Street lunpa 

Number of 
Buildiogj 

Using EJficirb 
Lights 

Total Number 
of Outlet? 

Averse 
Number of 

Outlets per 
Building 

I SOT 109 303 6,440 ir, 7* 

1690 95 1,025 11,043 10,79 

i m m 4,I7E 3C.S53 7.87 

1990 295 S. 372 65,231 7.91 

1905 260 14,959 115,293 7,70 

gaslight outlets. As in the case of gaslights* the number of 

outlets per budding decreased, indicating increased use by or¬ 
dinary householders. 

(4) Comparison of the Three Types of Lights, 

The number of ga$, electric* and kerosene streetlights In 

Tokyo in the latter half of Mejji was as follows: 

THE NUMBER OF STREET LIGHTS IN TOKYO 

Veer G» Lights ELKtric Lights Kerosene Lamps 

L900 1*187 251 56T391 

1902 L399 1S5 65,737 
190* L, 763 m 79.643 
1906 1.927 m @7,974 

1906 2.509 315 92 >607 

1910 3>325 3$6 106,353 
1912 4,6*5 643 92.136 

To judge from this, despite the increase in gas and electric 

lights, kerosene lamps remained by far more numerous. Only 

in the last years of Meiji did the number of oil streetlamps 

began to show signs of falling. The figure? in the second 

chart include goi^emnienc buildings, factories, and so on, so 

that they furnish no basis for appraising the situation in 

MS 
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ordinary houses* but it is probably safe to conclude that kerosene 

bmps were overwhelmingly more numerous than the other 

types. The population of Tokyo was increasing rapidly during 

this period, and it is likejy that the installation of electric wires 

and gas pipes could not keep pace with its growth. 

Comparative figures for indoor lighting are as follows; 

THE NUMBER OF INDOOR GASLIGHTS IN 

COMPARISON WITH ELECTRIC LIGHTS IN TOKYO 

Number of Snililinfls Number of Lampi 

Yw Ga* Electricity Gfts Electricity 

1900 12.483 6,845 m. 052 57,934 

1902 17,036 16.051 77. GDI 71.171 

1994 24.434 13.855 103.733 106,977 

1906 39,134 34.406 143.701 191,444 

1906 67.870 79,252 201*629 344.571 

1910 66,533 113.812 £*7,3S4 490,341 

1912 267.560 366.152 687,701 1*177.448 

On ihe other hand, the development from arc lights to short- 

distance generators powered by heat and then to long-distance 

generators powered by water was progressing apace, and in 

December, 1907, Tokyo Electric Light completed a large new 

power plant at Komabashi that enabled it to deliver electricity 

over a large area rather than merely within the city of Tokyo, 

The company was now being called upon to furnish power for 

streetcars and factories and was taking on the aspects of a 

full-fledged modem power supplier. At the same time, we 

might note, gas companies were pushing developments in the 

field of heating and power supply* 

As fot the kerosene lamp, the following newspaper article 

indicates that it was far from obsolete: 

An investigation of boarding houses in the city has 

resulted in their being placed under the jurisdiction of the 

metropolitan police,,.. It is feared that if some improvement 
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is qpt made in the kerosene lamps in daily use there 

is danger of their causing fires. The use of metal lamp 

bowls has been encouraged, but some people have failed 

to adopt them* The police are now firmly advising every¬ 

one to replace the easily breakable glass bowls with metal 

ones and to be sure (hat lamp buses are heavy enough to 

keep the kmps from falling over easily. Landlords in 

boarding houses have been asked to explain this to tenants 

and to sell them new lamps for from 35 to 45 sra, or in 

the event that tenants are unable to pay that, to lend them 

the lamps at 10 sen or so per month. *, , The police are 

calling at all boarding houses in the Kanda district and 

urging these changes. 

After the Russo Japanese war the population of Tokyo in¬ 

creased about 100, OOQ a year* and there was a natural demand 

for new fuel. Gas companies stepped up their advertising 

compaign and succeeded in greatly increasing domestic con¬ 

sumption of gas. 

THE CONSUMPTION OF GAS FOR HEATING 

EN TOKYO 

\w Number of House 
Number of Gat 

Outlet! 

Average Number of 
Gbs Outlets per 

House 

1900 4BS S,17B 10.81 

1903 1.983 15.313 7.71 

1906 3.33S 20, sad 6,20 

1907 5,519 a4 are 5.50 

1908 14*408 52.589 3.05 

1909 25,539 si.m 3.17 

1910 38,673 115,451 2-99 

1911 — 224 29S — 

(912 — 354538 — 

Oil ubo began around this time eo be used for heating. The 

following advertisement appeared in the Niroku Neu?$pqper§ 
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October 13, 1909; 

The King of Oil Stoves 

Registered Trade Mark; Gejo Irazu 

(No need for a maid) 

The 1909 Cultural Stove 

No smoke, no smell.... Good for cooking 

ricep boiling water, stewing fish or meal, 

wannig milk- 

Can be used on the table. 

Time and labor are money. This stove will make your 

days more convenient and profitable. 

The new means of heating succeeded not only because they 

had become virtually as cheap as firewood, but because there 

was a general urge toward a simpler and easier domestic life. . * 

a life in which there was *‘uO need for a maid." as the adver¬ 

tisement puL it. 

Aside fr^m gas* the gas companies also pm coke on sale 

with considerable success. After around 1910 the smoke that 

had formerly risen from Tokyo kitchens virtually disappeared* 

but though kitchens themselves were much improved* they 

were not basically remodeled until a later age. 

b. Lighting in Rural Areas 

(1) Oil Lamps. Prior to the Meiji period a variety of fuels 

was used in rural districts. Of them the most important were 

vegetable oils and pine oil. The latter was often burned simply 

in the form of pine roots* The most typical form of lighting 

device was the ondon^ a paper^overed lamp in which Os a rule 

vegetable oil was burned. Was candles were used to some 

extent, but were usually reserved lor festivals or other great 

occasions. 
According to the Report on Life in the Meiji Period ke¬ 

rosene lamps were in use in rural areas in Yamagata. Niigata, 

and Osaka Prefectures in 1368* in Kumamoto Prefecture in 1869, 
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in Fukui and Tokushima Prefectures in 1872, in Miyagi and 

IshikawB Prefectures in 1873, in Kochi Prefecture in 1874, in 

Kagoshima Prefecture in 1875, and in Ibaraki, Sait am a, Gifu, 

Shiga, Wakayama. Kyoto, Hiroshima, and Miyazaki Prefectures 

in 1877. The came source, of course, also lists many places 

where lamps were unknown until the latter part oi Meiji, bur 

it is dear at any rate that they were used to some extent in 

areas throughout the country as early as the first decade of 

the period. Their introduction to various districts was often 

recorded. It is reported, for instance, that in the town of 

Yachi, Ynmagata Prefecture, when Tamiya Goro, the town’s onty 

dealer in Western goods, bought several lamps in 1863 and lit 

one of them in his store, a great crowd of townspeople gathered 

around to watch. Later, it is said, the new device was adopted 

by severe! rich people and restaur auteurs. When a rich man in 

Gyoda, Saitama Prefecture, brought a lamp hack from a trip 

in Tokyo, the people of the area were astounded at it, but its 

cost was so high, we are told, that poor people could not hope 

to buy snvthing like it. Later, however, a local store began 

selling lamps at prices that anyone could pay. In 1882, a ship 

captain named Yakuma* who lived in Hltoyoahi, Kumamoto 

Prefecture, took two shiploads of hemp to market in Nagasaki 

and on his return brought back a lamp and 2sh6 of oil. People 

in the vicinity of the Yakuma house, it is said, came to see 

the lamp tvery day. It was the first in this district, but soon 

lamps were on sale in a local store. The father of Nagai 

Shukichi, of the town of Kitsuregawa. Tochigi Prefecture, 

bought a lamp and one sh$ of coal oil in Yokohama, and the 

family used the lamp for a time, but later ran out of fuel and 

were unable to use it any longer. 

Many other examples could be cited, but it is sufficient here 

to note that lamps were as u rule introduced by traders Of 

other travelers who went to the cities or trading pom and saw 

them in use. After they had been adopted by a few families, 

normally the better-ofl ones, they began to appear in local stores 
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or among the wares of traveling peddlers. Peddlers, incidentally, 

played a large pan during in the Meiji twenties in carrying the 

lamp to out-of-the-way villages. 

A crude oil lamp known as a hintera (eh Portuguese candela* 

Dutch Kandelaar) was used in many parts of japan prior to 

the Meip period. Made entirely of metal and usually filled 

with oil from the Niigata region, this device mast often preceded 

the coming of the kerosene lamp to the various provinces by 

4 or 5 years. It thus accustomed people to Lhe use of coal oil 

and prepared the way for the foreign lamp, but proved no equal 

to the latter. When people first saw the kerosene lamps with 

its glass chimney and steady Same, they were often amazed. 

Many commented that its light was " as light as day," or *H like 

the bright dawn after nigh!." One man in Kiryu avowed that 

by the light of a kerosene lamp one could count the strands 

in the tatami at night 

One deterrent to the spread of the kerosene lamp was the 

smell of the burning fuel, an odor entirely new to Japanese 

houses Old people in particular disliked the lamps and in 

many a house prevented their families from using them even 

after that, had been purchased. It was widely rumored that 

the odor was bad for silkworms, that it ruined foodT and even 

that it was poisonous to the human system, Marty believed 

that to hum a lamp before the gods and Buddhas was to 

invite divine retribution* and for many years after the spread of 

the oil lamp and the electric light, vegetable oil or candles 

continued to be burned before Buddhist or Shinto altars 

Old people distrusted the new lamps not only because they 

smelled bnd^ hut because they appeared hazardous. They caught 

fire quickly* and the fire bid not go out when doused with 

water. In fact, a number of conflagrations were caused by the 

upsetting of oil lamps, and many families using the lamps played 

sale at night by using only an dan in the sleeping rooms. 

Nevertheless, the new Lamps were much brighter than older 

methods of lighting, and they made life so much more convenient 

ijo 
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that they were bound eventually to be accepted By their 

fight, women could now sew or weave at nights shopkeepers 

cotild keep their stores open lasers the tending of silkworms 

and other household chores could be performed more easily; 

the children could study; dinner could be served later; there 

was more time to reod magazines and newspapers. Fmthetmore, 

it was no longer necessary to plant rape and make one s own 

oil* though now one had to work harder to pay for kerosene. 

Most people held the lamp to be a boon since it enabled people 

io work later, but a few went to bed earlier to keep from 

using fuel. 

During the boom that followed the Russo Japanese war, the 

lamp was adopted virtually everywhere. There were still many* 

however, who did not usve it as the ordinary source of light. 

In the towns lamps ordinary use in government offices, large 

stores, doctors' office^ and the houses of landlords by 1897, 

but most conimos] farmers did not own them until 19 lb Of* 191 

and even then a number of farmers used them only during 

holidays or on great occasions, relying at other times on 

kaniem or pine roots* Electric lights were installed in this 

area m 1918, but though people thereafter ceased using pine 

root for lighting many si ill used kontera or kerosene lamps, 

since as a rule there was only one electric light to each house 

and that in the kitchen. 

By and large, kerosene lamps were in use throughout the 

country prior to 1900* but were still too expensive for many 

poor people. Gradually they became more densely dismbtiiedp 

and in the prosperous period after World W ar I the people 

who did not yet own them bought them, but by this Lime 

elcctnc lights were rapidly being installed everywhere, and 

for many families the period of the kerosene lamp was a very 

brief one* 

{2) Electric lights. Toward die end of Meiji electric lights 

appeared in small cities such as Hachmoe in Aomori Prefecture* 

Yajif Tsunioka, Sakata, and Shtnjo in Yamagau Prefecture, 
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Nakamura and Sukagawa in Fukusjiima Prefecture. Italic in 

Gumma Prefecture! Gyoda in Saitama Prefecture, Odawara in 

Kmagawa Prefecture, and Takaysma and Ota in Gifu Prefecture. 

Also* electric lighting became available at a comparatively early 

date in smaller communities lying near electric generators or 

along the lines carrying electricity to Tokyo and other large 

cities. Suchj for example, was the case in the village of Obuchi, 

Fuji County* Shkuoka Prefecture, where lights were apparently 

Installed in the Meiji thirties. 

The spread of electric lights followed a different process from 

that witnessed in the case of kerosene lamps, for* despite 

certain exceptions, it was usually impossible For p few privileged 

people m a community !o have electricity until it was available 

to everyone. The installation of facilities was usually a group 

project. Small communities were frequently unable to obtain 

electricity unless they happened to be located in a place that 

suited the power company's convenience, bm in many instances 

a village or a neighborhood overcame this difficulty by con¬ 

tributing poles for wires, by raising the necessary funds them¬ 

selves. or by furnishing labor for the project. Sometimes when 

there were too few houses the necessary conditions were met 

by increasing the number of streetlights. By contributing a 

special sum of money, wealthy people were occasionally able to 

secure more outlets than other residents* bur such instances 

appear to have occurred mostly in the Taishd period. 

In most rural districts* each house was at first limited to 

from one 10 three outlets* To judge from the Report <?j# Life 

in the Meiji Period, when a family had only one lamp il was 

installed either in the kitchen or the adjacent hearth room ( L 

e. the usual living room), in either of which cases it could 

very well serve for both rooms, particularly if a long cord was 

attached. In the case of two lights* there was usually one in 

the kitchen or hearth room and one cither in thE room used 

for entertaining guests or in a shop or workroom. In the 

case of thiec outlets almost half the examples available indicate 
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that one each was Stalled in the kitchen, the hearthroom. 

and the room for entertaining guests. Otherwise either the 

tight in the hearth room or that m the guest room wan 

ordinarily placed in a workroom a shop, or in the dirt-floor 

room instead. 
Electric lights spread, of course, from areas when they were 

in general use to neighboring districts* They w«* usually 

known and understood by the time they became available, and 

their introduction seems to have met with no sppr ension 

reliance. 





Chapter Five 

TRANSPORTATION AND COMMUNICATION 

t, TRAVEL CONDITIONS PRIOR TO THE MEIJI PERIOD 

DURING the Tokugawa period the shogunate maintained a 

network of highways linking the key areas of the nation, and 

at least one of these, the Tokaido, or Eastern Sea Route, esc* 

tending from Edo to Kyoto, was praised by foreign travelers 

prior to the Meip period. It would be a great mistake, however, 

to take the term highway as used here in anything hke Us 

modem sense, since these roads were never more than eighteen 

feet wide and were full of treacherous mountain pusses and 

other similar hazards. Furthermore, aside from these arterial 

mutes, the main purpose of which was to assure the tenda 

lords of a way to travel to and from Edo on their turns of 

duty at the shogun’s court, there were virtually no roads worthy 

of the name, , 
Needless to say, there were not many travelers either, and 

those who did venture forth generally went on foot, on horse- 

dack, or in palanquins, for there were literally no wheeled 

conveyances. As for cargo, the rice paid in tax to the shogunate 

at Edo was nearly all sent by ship, and such items as were trans¬ 

ported by land were carried on the backs of men and animals. 

On the government highways there were way stations whose 

inhabitants were assigned carrier duty by corvee, and t is con 

stituted a terrible burden on those involved. _ ( 
The principal travelers were the retinues of daimyos. a limited 

number of traveling merchants and persons engaged in the 
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transport business, and religious pilgrims. In an age of feudal 

provincialism, this is about all that could be expected, but it 

speaks for the tightness with which the government and the 

feudal lords restrained movements on the part of the general 

populace even in the late days of the shogunate. 

As if the lack of toads were not sufficient hindrance to travel, 

the shogunate maintained a series of road barriers and a 

system of travel permits. On the whole, it seems remarkable 

that there was any travel at all beyond those arising from the 
needs of government. 

All this changed almost overnight in the Meiji period. The 

government not only ceased to hinder travel, but actively 

encouraged it with a program of road and railroad construction. 

Almost out of nowhere appeared rickshas, carts, wagons and 

the like, and before the end of Meiji people thought nothing 

of journeys that would have defied the imagination of their 

parents and grandparents. Since the development of transport a- 

lion facilities was one of the major achievements of the Meiji 

period and a very necessary element in Japan*a modernization, 

we shall describe it in some detail in the succeeding pages, 

2, THE DEVELOPMENT OF ROADS 

a. People on the Streets in the Early Meiji 

Edward Morse in his Japan Day by Day made tome interest¬ 

ing notes on the Japanese manner of walking in the early Meiji 

period At the time, be remarked, there were no sidewalks, 

and everyone walked in the middle of the street After the 

appearance of ricksha, old people failed to understand why they 

should get out of the way of the new vehicles. Neither men> 

women, nor children kept step with each other when they 

walked together, and this surprised Morse since in American 

even schoolchildren kept in step. There was apparently no 

rhythm whatever to the Japanese gait, and though no Japanese 
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would have noticed this, it immediately impressed foreigner* 

like Morse. His comments indicate what a great change lias 

taken place during the past few decades in Japanese attitude 

toward streets and toward walking itself, 

Morse first set foot on Japanese sod in 1377 In the Tokyo 

of that day horse-drawn buses and rickshas were to be seen 

everywhere* and there was a railway line extending 23 far as 

Yokohama. A few bridges and the principal roads were divided 

into Unes for vehicles and pedestrians* and the people were 

visibly trying hard to cope with the new traffic conditions* but 

it could not have been very simple for them xo get used to 

walking in an orderly fashion and one imagines that they muse 

have looked very much like a straggling group of pre-school 

children walking along each at his own irregular pace. People 

did not begin to walk in an orderly way until they bad been 

exposed to long years of group training in school and in the 

military service. The Japanese whom Morse saw in Tokyo had 

not learned to walk in modem traffic, and they must seemed 

exceedingly careless and nonchalant to him. 

People who came to the capita] from the country were sur¬ 

prised at the appearance of toe sireeis- In 1874 the following 

letter appeared in the 1fubtH Flfothi (November 28th) 

l am from the country, and for the first time in a long 

t »m£ 1 have recently come to Tokyo on business, 1 found 

wide streets like the one at Nihombaski divided into three* 

and brics spread along the division^ The middle section 

was wide, and the sections on the side narrow* 1 asked 

someone in the neighborhood of Nihombashi why the people 

there had spread brie in the street* and he told me they 
were to mark the separation between the lane for horsecarts 

and frhg ones for people. He said that the raised section 

in the center was lor horsecarts and rickshas* while the 

narrow sections on the sides were for people to walk on. 

Tfae whole thing* he told me, was planned by the govern¬ 

ment. On hearing this I understood at once. 
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It is doubtful that this was really will ten by a person from 

the country, but in. any event there were many who regarded 

the new street system with wonder and suspicion. 

In 1371 the government, in an attempt to avoid collisions on 

the bustling streets ordered that mads be rebuilt in such a way 

os to allow twenty or twenty-five foet in the middle for horse- 

drawn vehicles and a space on each side for pedestrians. In 

the ne:;t year, which saw the opening of the railway to Yoko¬ 

hama and the establishment the new postal system* the 

bridge at Nihomhag-hi was rebuilt Lu the American fashion, with 

railing* to separate the lanes* O^aka was particularly troubled 

by narrow streets, and in this same year traffic there was order¬ 

ed to move on the right hand side. At some point, the general 

rule came to be for the Traffic to move on the Jefth but the 

police in such busy Tokyo areas as Xihombash] and Hon jo did 

not begin to enforce this practice until after the city streets 

had improved considerably, This was probably around 1910, 

Imsizumi Yusaku leh the following interesting observation on 

Tokyo sireets in hia memoirs. 

The period just before Meiji must have been the most 

mixed up of all. Men walked about the streets almost 

naked. Clothed in nothing hut a loincloths they would 

sometimes carry large amounts of money in their waist 

bands and swagger about like lords* People who saw them 

would gaze in admiration and say> ** My, how rich they 

are! 'p Nakedness was not prohibited until the third or 

fourth year of Meiji. There are few women to be seen in 

a proper obi, in this respect our own age is truly luxuri¬ 

ous, The woman ol those times were only narrow sashes* 

and thought nothing of going about in summer clad only 

in loincloths and skirt. Only women of some means could 

afford obis. The alley in the Matsushima district of Nihom- 

ba&hi was only three feet wide and few of the people on 

it wore gets. 

Walking about naked or barefoot was not exclusively a practice 
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of the late Tokugawa age and its confusion. In 1871, for 

instance, the government of Tokyo issued the following order 

forbidding nakedness outdoors: 

The common people of the city, instead of wearing 

clothes, go out to work or to Lhe bath virtually naked. 

This is a general custom, and Japanese are not inclined to 

critic i2e it* but in foreign countries it is looked down upon. 

Westerners consider it shameful to reveal their bodies, and 

they do not do it. Recently we have come into much 

closer contact with other countries, and many foreigners 

have come to Japan. If this ugly practice is left as it fe* 

it will bring shame upon our nation. Henceforward no one, 

not even the poorest people, all go naked... _ 

Nakedness then amounted to little in Japanese eyes, but had 

to be banned for fear that it would be bring shame upon the 

country among foreigners* Even before this, in 1868 a govern¬ 

ment memorandum in Yokohama had forbidden urinaring on 

the public streets, again out of deference to foreign ideas. In 

other words, concern for the opinion of Foreigners led the 

government to publish a number of new orders concerning 

conduct on the streets, or at least the government gave this out as 

its motive. These commands, however, were no= suited to jiving 

conditions among the people, and even though the government 

attempted to enforce them* the old practices continued for a long 

time in 1900H a Japanese pretending to be a foreigner wrote 

a series on Japanese customs *f as seen by a Westerner* in the 

Jiji Shimpo. it said in part; 

The thing b that this nakedness is absolute nakedness* 

There are many people who go about their work without 

covering those private parts that even the most barbarous 

savages always cover. Although this is a practice that goes 

against the god-given nature of all who know shame, al¬ 

most any Japanese fisherman one sees on the ocean is 

unclothed in his fashion- 

The next astonishing thing is the fact the Japanese women 

*19 
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urinate on fche streets. With the exception of Tokyo and 

the Kan to area, this practice persists in all parts of the 

country, including Kyoto and Osaka. Although the sight is 

mo revolting to describe, even Japanese ladies of middle 

cite* or better consider it no shame whatever, and one fcs 

likely to see a gentleman in fine clothing doing something 

quite distressing at a busy intersection. 

Obviously people were not terribly disturbed by the govern¬ 

ment s prohibitions* but when it became necessary for most 

people to ride to work on buses, nakedness became on the 

whole inconvenient, and the ever in creasing number of people 

on the streets made it necessary to build public toilets, so that 

nakedness and urinating in public became less common. 

b. The Management of Hood* end Popular 

Attitudes Toward Theta 

The first step in the Meiji government's toad development 

program was taken In the first month of 1869, when the barrier 

post maintained by the Tokugswa government along the nation's 

thoroughfares were abolished. There was very' little objection 

to this, and it appears to have been carried out very quickly* 

bnt as indicated in the Toiya Nichtnuhi Newspaper for February 

25, 1872, though land traffic wss relieved of the old restrictions, 

water traffic was still subject to them. It also appears that 

certain old local customs concerning the import or export of 

commodities continued to be observed, and even in Tokyo ench 

district {c/id) appears to have had charge of its own roads- 

Hasegawa Nyorekan wrote as follows in his M Confessions of 
One Man's Heart11: 

In the age of the temple school (ttrukqya) there was a 

practice as known as chonai-oknri, or delivering children 

from district to district. Between each district there was 

a wooden gate> and in order to go to the temple school, 
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a chile often had to pass several of these, in such cases 
his family delivered him to the gate of their district and 
then entrusted him to someone in the next district in order 
to be sure that he did not run off and play hookey- When 
I was a boy I often saw school children giving the maid 
or houseboy who had been sent along with them a hard 
time. Some of them would lie down by the way-side and 
refuse to go further. My own younger brother a painter 
who used the name Ono Shirokaia and who died before 
the war* was sent to school in this fashion. 

To judge from this, the barriers erected between districts in 
the Edo period had not completely disappeared even after the 
beginning of Meiji, A record of the district assembly in the 
seventh district of 5hiba-TamadiiiT Tokyo, dated 1377* states 
that children abandoned within the area would he rescued and 
sem io the country 10 be brought up. The district allowed a 
certain amount of money each month to cover the living and 
medical expenses of such foundlings. At the same time the 
assembly also set aside an amount of money for disposing of 
dead dogs found in district. It appears therefore* that in this 
respect, at least* supervision, of roads within the districts was 
fairly thorough. 

In the castle town of Fukuoka^ Iwate Prefectures, it is said* 
when a corpse was found on the road it was taken into custody 
by the nearest house* which then delivered it to the bouse next 
door, and so on up to the head of the community. The im¬ 
plication of this is that even within the district each household 
had charge of the road in front of its property* Very likely 
this custom persisted in many places until the roads widened. 

Morse wrote that in Tokyo one often saw laborers repairing 
roads, but that they worked only on the middle section, leaving 
the sidewalk for the residents along the way to keep in condi¬ 
tion. He also recorded that families of all classes considered 
it part of the daily house-cleaning to sweep and sprinkle water 
on the road bo front of their houses. In Tokyo in 1869 
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there wsrt district proclamations against neglecting the cleaning 

of roads, and in 1872 the following order was issued to the 
nation as a whole: 

Recently the cleaning of the roads has been neglected 

to the extent that it can no longer be tolerated. This 

should be called the attention of local officials, and until 

the road system had been completed, the following cleaning 

regulations should be observed not only on those roads the 

cleaning of which has been assigned previously, but on all 

others, the task being allotted fairly to the nearest district 
or village, 

1. Despite rain or other inclement weather, all roads 

should he cleaned once even,' three months_ 

2. After a rain each road should be cleaned and water 

puddles drained into ditches on the right and left aides of 
road. 

3. In case trees lining the road are broken down by wind 

or snow, appropriate steps would be taken by the authorities 

in charge, but in any event the road should be cleared of 
such obstacles immediately. 

4. In the event that there is no ditch on the side of the 

road, the edges of the road are to be deepened so that 
water can flow off the middle. 

5. Signs indicating who is in charge of each road segment 

have often been allowed to fall into neglect. It should be 

indicated exactly what country, village, and district has 

charge of each segment and the distance to north, south, 
east, and west should be made dear. 

6. In many places road beds have been cut so close to 

the surrounding field that trees by the side of the road 

have insufficient ground and are easily uprooted. This 

situation should not be permitted in the future. The above 

rules shall be strictly observed, and in case of neglect, 

inspecting officials shall take note and report. 

Also in the month before the above was issued the following 
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order was given in Osaka Prefecture. 

The transport of goods and the coming and going of 

horses and vehicles, which are necessary to the management 

of transactions between human beings, are dependent upon 

the condition of the highways. If highway facilities are 

good, they promote the advancement of enlightenment, but 

at present neither national thoroughfares nor the village 

byways are being properly cared for Persons cultivating 

Sand along them have on occasion planted or build houses 

on the roads, so that the width of a given road varies from 

place to place. In other instances the roads are so bumpy 

that transport along them lias become very inconvenient. 

From now on, the most diligent care must be taken in re¬ 

pairing highways. Regulations concerning roads and trees 

alongside them are given below* H PT 

On May 6P 1873, it was forbidden to cut trees along highways 

without permission. From all this* it is clear that the roads 

had been allowed to fall into a ivretched state. This was boubt- 

lessly due in part to the fact that the military class had been 

reduced by the Restoration to such straits that it could no 

longer afford the upkeep of the lands and roads in its position, 

but it was also due to the general confusion of the rimc-ctm- 

tWon reflected in such practices as building bouses or cultivat¬ 

ing crops on section of roads. 

To be sure, the custom of carrying fur the road before one's 

own house or in one's own little district remained in existence* 

but this in itself indicated that roads were not thought of as 

public facilities in a broad sense. In the Yuhin Hi)chi News- 

paper for November 28, 1874* a letter-writer complained that 

merchants piled their goods on streets in front of Lheix shops and 

thm even where this was not true, street venders monopolized 

the sidewalks to the extent that there was no place for people 

to passT In Osaka in 1879 merchants were forbidden to pile 

their goods on the street or otherwise lo interfere with traffic, 

and in 1871 a prohibition was issued againsL enlarging shops or 
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houses imo the streets. Still, people had a tendency to regard 

the segment of road in front of their house as pan of their 

property, and this view was perhaps strengthened by their habit 

of cleaning it. Regulations forbidding the private use of the 

streets appeared from time to time but the police had, and still 
have, trouble enforcing them. 

The old custom of exacting a fee front travelers who crossed 

one's property had probably disappeared by the Meiji period, 

but in certain villages passing wedding processions or the like 

were required to pay what was called fl wine money ,r to the 

residents, and when children were sent on errands to neighbor¬ 

hoods other than their own, they were often pelleted with stones 

or otherwise mistreated by the local urchins, as many persons 

over fifty who were brought up in the country well remember. 

The government barriers on the arterial highways had been 

abolished, and theoretically traffic was free, but if one wondered 

into rural byways one was likely to encounter private barriers, 

and when some incident took place in a locality, the resident 

■were likely to halt passers-by in the same way that the old 

barrier officials had. Offenses such as the one in the following 
quotation were aho prepared : 

When a woman of eligible age passes, students as well 

as ricksha men, grooms and apprentices purposely insult her 

with indecent language or obscene conduct In walking 

the streets of the city for two hours one evening I saw 

women taunted by men three times, suffer indecent actions 

one time be pestered by ricksha pollen six times. Once 

a woman was knocked out of the way by a student, and 

another was rubbed on the cheak by a man. Also I saw 

a group of live or six women stopped by a bunch of students 

fis they tried to pas?. When the women went to the right 

the bo}s into me right, and when the women went to the 

left the boys did too, so that the women were unable to 
pass. 

This sort of thing seems to have been most usual up 

164 
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imtiJ the middle of the Meiji period, and many older women 

today remember such incidents as those described, 

in Dispatch No. 60 of the chancellery, issued in 1876, the 

government designated most roads as public thoroughfares and 

classified them as nationkL prefecttiral, or village highways. 

Needless to sny( however, this did not immediately change the 

prevailing conception of roads. People's thinking in this respect 

was altered only gradually and in response not to s single 

government order, but to the progressive widening of highway?, 

the increase in traffic, the erecting of telegraph poles, the lay¬ 

ing of water, gas, and sewage pipes, and so on. 

In provincial area?, it is common even today for people to 

throw water on the streets in from of their houses, and thb Is 

no doubt all right as long as the water is sanitary* but as early 

as 1888t this practice became a serious problem in cities like 

Tokyo and Yokohama, largely because people threw so much 

water at one lime that traffic was hindered by mud and the 

roadbeds damaged. The government issued several orders 

directing the people to sprinkle only a little water si a time, 

but the streets of the cities were unpav&di and even a slight 

breeze, not to $peak of the many passing horses and vehicles 

was enough to stir up a lot of dust, So that the urge to dampen 

the [streets was strong—so strong, in fact, that they were con¬ 

stantly muddy. This problem was not solved until Lhe streets 

were paved, but paving was by no means a simple matter. The 

cities had to be resectioned and the road? widened, and this 

involved buying up property from the people bit by bit. In 

Tokyo as early as 1871 road damage caused by the tremendous 

increase tn traffic had become so serious that the government 

imposed a tax on vehicles to raise money for repairs. The 

various government orders against throwing quanlilies of water 

on the street? pointed up the need for improvement, btit the 

govemraenE was unable during the Meljj period to provide a 
system of paved streets. 

*«5 
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c- The Development of RoJtla 

/ji the Statistical Report on the Metropolitan District of 

Tokyo (Tokyofu Tokei-sho) for 1886 and 1392, figures on the 

principal streets of Tokyo are listed. The irregularity in width 

is surprising* Take the following for example : 

Maximum and Minimum Width of Principal $ Erects in Tokyo 

Name of 
Highway 

Tokaidd 

Kdshukaido 

AtsugikaEdo 

Omekaido 

Naka&endo 

Rikuzea-hama 
Kaidd 

(Unit=1 ken — about 6 ft.) 

Section Maximum 
Width 

1386 1392 

From Nihombashi 15 13 
to Shinagawa-juku 

From Shmsgjiwajuku 9 9 
to Kanagawa border 

From No. 1 Nihombaafai 11 il 
to Xaito Shinjuku 

From Naito Shinjuku 6 6 
to Kanagawa border 

From Nagatacho S 12 
to Kanagawa border 

From Naito Shinjuku 6 6 
to Kanagawa border 

From Nikomhasbi Itf |2 
to Shimo-lEabaBhbjuku 

Frmn Sbimodtabaahi-jukii 7 7 
to Saitama border 

From Senju-juku 4 4 
to Shiojuku-tzho 

From Shinjuku^ho 3 3 
to Chiba border 

Minimum 
Width 

1886 

4 

1892 

4 

3.5 

2.5 

Obviously, the road-construction program still had a long, 
long way io go* 

As for Osaka, in the tenth month of L872, the municipal 
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government decreed the following widths for the principal 

streets: 

Highway Interval Width 

Tokflido From Noda Village by way of 
Imatch; Village to Kawucbi 

Yamasaki Kaido From Yamazaki by way of 
Akutagswa to Pfiwinomiya 

Ibaraki Knido From Nagae-wata^hi by way of 
Ibaraki to Yamazaki 

Chugoktt Kaido From Kitano Village by way of 
jOsan-watashi to Nrakmoraiya 

Ike da Kaido From tkeda by way of Honp- 
watashi to Nose-Tamha 

Sumiyoahi Kaido By way of Sakai to Ki*i Province 

Kara Kaido By way of the Villager of 
Nakomichi and Fukai id Kawachi 

3 hell 

2 ~ 

2 *t 

2 " 

2 » 

3 " 

2 ** 

Key a Kaido By way of the plain in 3 " 
Ten'noji Village to Kawachi 

At the end of this list (here appeared the following notation : 

" In the event that the road should at present be wider than 

herein decreed, it shall nevertheless not be made narrower." 

Village Highways 

Total Length 

1,1501.618 ken 

1,806.826 " 

1,841.160 " 

Length in which width 

is 1 ken or more, 

398,694 ken 

458,992 " 

470,439 - 

The figures listed were probably those specified during the 

Takugnwa period. The government had not reached the stage 

of widening the roads. It was merely trying to keep them from 

becoming still narrower. 

The chancellery's order of 1876 specified that national high¬ 

ways should be 7 ken (about 42 feet) or more in width, of 

which 4 ken or more should be devoted to the roadbed and 3 

t6r 
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fe/i or more to drainage ditches and row? of trees. Prefect lira 1 

highways were to be between 4 and 5 km wide, and the width 

of village roads was left unfixed. The only means of carrying 

our this order was to rezone the areas in question and buy up 

the land designated for construction projects. To be sure, the 

cities of the Meiji period frequently suffered from great fires, 

bur, as Dr. Belts noted in 1876* bouses were rebuilt with 

astonishing speed, and ii appear that the government was un¬ 

able to take advantage of the destruction to widen the roads. 

The Statical Report on the Metropolitan District of Tokyo 

gives the following figures pertaining to road widening: 

Year National Length in Prefecture! Length in 
Highways which Width Highways which Width 

Total is 3 ken or Total is 2 ken or 
Length more Length more 

18S6 120,635 ken 17,210 ken 19,841 ken 4,125 ken 
1892 125,635 " 16,583 v 18,664 " 3,647 " 
1902 125,214 " IS>9Q4 » 41,929 » 3*647 " 

It is apparent thaL little progress was being made. The trou¬ 

ble whs simply that there was noi enough space to expand ima. 

In the cities, tbe government tried to force back the houses 

and building, but thereby aroused constant dissent, while in the 

country. where the road program cut into farm lands, there 

were vociferous complaints of unfairness. Often to avoid de¬ 

priving farms of their [and the government those crooked 

round about routes for its highways. Sometimes it was virtually 

forced to do So by influential provincial landowners. 

During 1906* when a prefecture! road in the area of Yokose, 

Katsura County. Tokushima Prefecture, was to be widened and 

unproved* a group of porters who had been engaged in iraas- 

porting forest products by foot opposed the project for fear 

that the coming of vehicles would throw them out of worL 

After the road was widened, however most of them seem to 

have found work m the forests farther inland where vehicles 

were still unusable. 
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One of the great problems in this mountainous country was 

to avoid grades too steep lor vehicles. The work was often 

perilous. In 1879. for example several men were killed or 

wounded while working on a prefecture! road in Wakimoto 

Village, Nbhi-Akits County. Akita Prefecture. Still, much work 

of this son was accomplished during the Meiji period. For 

instance, a tunnel begun, under the famous Ttsunomiya Pass 

on the Tokaido in 1873 was completed m 1874P and the Kuriko 

Tunnel joining Yon ere wa and Fukushima was opened in IS80. 

Roads in mountainous areas also entailed the construction of 

many new bridges. 

The question arises as to who actually did the work on the 

new highways. In 1874, when the metropolitan government of 

Osaka undertook a road-construction program, it appears to have 

employed a form of corvee to bay workers, but the most usual 

system in the cities was probably that described by Yokoyima 

Gen'nojukt in his Lm’cr Oktsj Society in Japtiti (Nihon rid 

Karo Shakai) as follows: 

There was no end of construction work. In the city of 

Tokyo several tens of thousands of day^laborers were being 

employed- Most of them were destitute people working 

as coolies on the building and repair of roads and bridges. 

Three construction gangs* called the Dobdku \otatsu- 

gumh the Arima-gumh and ihe Nagai Company, were given 

special privileges by the Tokyo Metropolitan Government. 

They took change of projects, acted as construction bosses, 

hired coolies* and brought the various tasks to completion. 

The coolies of Samekawa-bashi, Mannen-chof and such 

districts were for the large part employed by these con¬ 

tractors. 

In the country the old tradition had been for each village on 

neighborhood to bnild or repair its roads by cooperative effort* 

and the government seems to have made use of this custom in 

various districts. For instance, in 1BS5% when a national highway 

wait constructed from Yasaku by way of the Hostmku-ji to 
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KuroiSc, each huiut in the vicinity contributed (he equivalent of 

tJifce nnd artc-half men for the work, without remuneration. 

Tfie highway program po»cd many problems and aroused much 

opposition, but the newspaper «f (he time carried article* that 

indicated cons idem hie popular support for it as well. For ex- 

ample, the following opitcarcd in the YSbim Ifcthi AVu-(paper 
in the eighth month of 1572: 

On the border lk’twer:i (he province* of Etchu and Echigo 

(here was a dangerous irpot called Oyeahiratu Konug^ihi, 

Situated on the side of m cliff overlooking the ocean, it 

wai perhaps one u( ihr most treacherous slrrlrltt* of road 

in Japan. In ikr fall and winter traffic wus always cut off 

lor a number of day* by high waves. and occasionally a 

trovelif w» washed into the wt and drowned. Everyone 

rocognwed the danger, and ut the end of the Tokugawa 

period the feudal district* using the road discussed the idea 

of building a new one. However, tome people argued, 

after the fashion of the stoic, old militaristic era, that 
treacherous roads made good Hrongholds. and the water 

■Wpcd Then the era of progress and enlightenment 
came, and people realised not only that human life a too 

oacrod to be thrown away so lightly M m the old days, 

hot aUti that (he stoppage of the mails for several days 

wai detrimental to both private and public good. Con¬ 

sequently, the prefecture petitioned the Ministry of Finance, 
and the latter granted a huge turn of money for building 

■ new rood. The work waa begun, and (he people were 

overjoyed at the government'a generosity... In a short 
while we shall be able to report the completion of the 
pro^ct. 

Tbere were no doubt many other treat in which the climate 

of opinkm favored breaking dawn the tradition* of the feudal 

part anil constructing a good highway ayitem. Needles* 10 ray, 

horse and-carnage company, and the like supported the program. 

Other problem* arose, however. For example, in January, 
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1873, the Y£hin Hficht fJrvpxp&per reported ll:. foltmv;* 

Along the roods in Yamagata Prefecture there were stones 

inscribed to the deity of Ml. Yudono. along with sculptured 

images of other gods or Buddhas and miniature pagodas. 

Last month the prefectur-t: authonties issued strict orders 

for all of these to he removed 

It is uncertain how many of tile images were actually re¬ 

moved, hut orders «f this type appear to have been carried 

out lo some extent in many localities Some nf thc*e stones 

and statues were associated with popular beliefs, and others 

were memorials of one aort or another, Often they were locat¬ 

ed at crossroads at the edge of a village, at the summit of a 

mountain pass, or at a spot where someone Had met with 

disaster. and many of them were regarded protector of com¬ 
munity life. When an epidemic was spreading, for imiiftiiec, 

villagers besought the god* of the road to prevent it from 

entering their community Regulations such as thiwte twued by 

Yamagatii Prefecture represented an attack nn popular religion, 

bin at the same time they muse also have helped to break 
down the old-fash toned isolationism of provincial com Eiiuni tics— 

ihat is to say, the idea that if the village were cut off from 

the outside world by a deity* it could live in pence. 
Tokiitomi Kenjtrd reminiscenced as follows in hii Record of 

My Memories (Omoidt no Kt) 
It had been nineteen year* to the day since I had left 

my native village, 
,+ The road* are much better, aren't they* Shin-win ?PH 1 

asked the driver, 

My mother, fining in the front of the carriage with 1 

child in her arms, turned around and laughed. 

Actually when Shin-san had carried ui up that road on 

bin hone nineteen yearn before, the poor animal rould 
hardly make it over the rocky* bumpy path. How it was 

i prefer turn! highway, fine and smooth os glan. 

Much progress then was mode in fb* Meija period. Where 
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rain had once prevented children from going to school, horses, 

wagons, and bicycles now moved in all climes, Villages that 

had once been isolated tn bad wheather were gradually joined 
together by roads worthy of the name. 

3. THE RISE AND FALL OF MAN-POWERED VEHICLES 

The Spread of Baggage Cars and Rickshas 

During the Tokugawa period man-powered vehicles such as 

the daihachi-guruma in Edo and the heka-gurutna in Osaka 

were employed, but all of them were very' primitive affairs. 

The bekagartt/na for example was ponderous and had solid 

wooden wheels, while the wheels of the daikachi-gurum,a, 

though spoked, ware so heavy that the vehicle could not easily 

be pulled by one man unless someone pushed from the rear. 

Tn hnef. the trouble with these two vehicles was that they 

lacked metal wheels, and it was for this reason that they were 

rend red obsolute by the ricksha and pulkaat (niguruma), both 
of which did. 

In an early Meiji record of industries and occupations in 

Hongo Ward, Tokyo, (he number of various vehicles in use in 
the world’s sixty-three districts was given as follows: 

1872 1875 
PuHearts (Number of district9 in which used) 126*(21) 524 (24) 
horsecorts ( w j __ 

Ricksha ( « ) 1030 (40) 1531 (gg) 

* In addition there were 13 small carts, and if these be added 

the number of districts is 23. It appears from this that in 

Hongo, whose main street connected with the important Nnka* 

sendo Highway, there were very few pullcans in 1872, whereas 

rickshas were relatively numerous. In the other hand, the 

following figures show that while the number of rickshas in¬ 

creased throughout most of the Meiji period, the number of 
pullcans increased far more. 
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Number of Rstk$lias and Pul I carts. Throughout the Country. 

Year Number of Rickshas Number of . 

1375 113,921 115,630 

1878 142,656 196.939 

1383 170,079 420,705 

1338 171,589 640,571 

1893 199,411 914.830 
1898 204,419 1,263,226 

1903 185,087 1,348,872 

1908 165,230 1,520,283 

1912 134,232 1.775,751 

Since the ricksha is in essence a pullcart with a seat or 

palanquin added on top, one would naturally suppose that the 

puilcart waa the earlier form* but curiously the figures given 

above for Hon go Ward indicate just the opposite. As for the 

earliest rickshas* they are described as follows in The History 

oj Fukaguwa Ward (Fukagazaa-kti-sh i) 

The form was very simple. Around a seat platform four 

columns were erected, and a top was placed thereon, with 

curtains hangings on all four sides. This was sat on 

wheels. The whole thing was made of plain wood- At first 

there was no hoodf and when it rained oil paper was used 

for a covering The hood was invented by a middle-aged 

man of Shiba (in Tokyo), named tJchidn Kanzaemon. After¬ 

wards Akiba Taisuke made grean improvements, such as 

replacing the four column with a box cab, furnishing steps 

like those on buggies* lacquering the body of the cab, and 

attaching metal rims to the wheels. In kier limes, Akiba 

was mistakenly regarded as the inventor of the vehicle. 

Before turning his hand to the ricksha, Akiba imported 

a hans-e-and'Coach and opened □ bus sendee between Tokyo 

and Kawasaki. In the eighth month of I860* he set up a 

ricksha factory and tried to promote the new vehicle*.. 

By 1374 or 1875* the vehicle had virtually been perfected, 

and the demand for it had grown very large. 

*7} 
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There are many theories aj* to who invented the ricksha, but 

Akita Taisuke'd factory appears indeed to have been the birth¬ 

place of the ricksha with metabrimmed wheels. Alter these 

were added the demand for rickshas increased at an astonish¬ 

ing rate. The Ntru tpaper Journal {Skimlmn Z&sshi) reported in 

1871 that "the number of rickshas in Tokyo increases daily, 

and there are already 25,000 of them,” At first the carriers of 

the aid-fashioned sedan chairs had scoffed at the ricks ha-pullers* 

hut by this time the number of sedan chairs in uaer formerly 

around 10*000, had shrunk to only a third of that figure. The 

rickshas were cheaper and faster, and even Lf 25*000 seems 

dubiously large, it is dear that the ricksha men were more 

than holding their own. According to the report on Hongo 

Ward cited above not a simple sedan chair was still in use in 

that area in 1B72* 

In contrast eo the history of the ricksha, that of the pulkart 

is completely obscure. Specifically, it is uncertain when or 

where iron-rimmed wheels were adopted, and this is important 

since whatever the improvements in the highway system the 

rapid spread of the pulkart would never have occurred had 
metal wheels not been added. 

The increase in pulkart s in three major cities is tabulated 
below. 

Number of Pullmrts in Tokyo■, Osaka t and Nagoya 

Year Larg? size Medium £ Small sizes 

Tokyo Osaka Nagoya Tokyo Osaka Nagoya 
l&Sif 3*252 87 31,441 10,415 4,387 
1887 690 2,628 38,203 15,931 
L892 615 2.853 2313 70,544 21.454 4,419 
1897 660 4.962 3,171 56,103 31.892 7,234 
1902 1.155 5.081 2,450 60,669 37,373 7.943 
1907 709 7,203 2,475 65,482 43,886 12.668 

Note i The figures for Tokyo and Nagoya listed under 1082 
are actually for !.804r 

L includes ail sizes. 

>74 
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2. For 1893, 
3. For 1901. 

The majority of thft carts were of medium or small shieT but 

it is interesting to observe that in Osaka alone there was a 

pronounced increase in large ones. This is very likely because 

the streets of Osaka were too narrow (or larger types of ve¬ 

hicles, (streetcars* for instance, were not used until after 1907) 

whereas the volume of trade was quite Large, 

In early Meiji carts were classed by the Osaka government 

as follows: 

Length Width Diameter of wheel 
Large e ft. 2i ft. 34 ft. 
Medium 7 - 2 « 3 » 
Small 6 " 2 " 2i " 

The carts seem to have been a headache to the city officials 

because of the narrow street In the firsi month of 1870, it 

was ruled that each carr must biar a license and seal of ap¬ 

proval, and a tax of lj ryd of gold per vehicle was imposed. 

Pullers were ordered to cry oui continuously to warn pedestri¬ 

ans of their approach and were forbidden :q leave their vehicles 

on the street untended. Loads were limited to 60 ban (about 

510 pounds), and in the event that the load exceeded half that 

amount two pullers had to he used- Still, whereas cans had in 

the pasi been forbidden to cross bridges, in the third month of 

1871 they were permitted to do so, provided the load did not 

exceed the limit. Presumably the subsequent improve¬ 

ments in the road system led to further relaxation of the regu¬ 

lations. 

The Report on Life in the Meiji Period (Meiji Seikatsti Chd$a 

Hokoku) records the following developments concerning pullcarts 

in various areas : 

fl) In 1E76 when the Okushm Highway was repaired, ten 

pu! [carta were brought to Kitsuregawa (Shioya County, 

Tochigi Prefect ore h which was a former castle town and 
a regular stop ou the aforesaid highway. 
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(2) People of die village of Inaku (Nagaokn County, 

Kochi Prefecture) had been accustomed to packing their 

goods on their hacks and going in small boats to the 

market in the city of Kochi, but Ln 1E99 a county high¬ 

way was completed, and thereafter puilcarts came into 

common use* 

t3) Between L8B2 and 1&05 roads were greatly improved 

in the vicinity of the town of Ayabe, Kyoto Metropolitan 

Prefecture. In the past the people of the area had ordi¬ 

narily carried wood and vegetables to market on their backs, 

but as roads improved they adopted pulkaris and later 

horsoor ox-drawn wagons. In Maizuru at one point mail 

was being carried regularly in pul I carts. 

The same source mentions a number of other cases in which 

the opening of prefecturaL or village road? led to the adoption 

of piillcam where formerly people had carried things on their 

backs or loaded them on the backs of aoimalB- 

The first highways to be developed, however, were the prin¬ 

cipal national and prefecture! routes, and it was only after a 

considerably lapse of time that township and village roads were 

improved- For that reason, many farmers did not have their 

own pulkarts until a comparatively late date, ,md the persons 

who profited most from the veil tele were probably those who 

lived along the main routes and operated carrier services. 

4* TtlE MANUFACTURE OF VEHICLES AND CHANGES 

IN THE RICKSHA 

It is surprising that the pullcart and ricksha, both of which 

were manufactured in tiny private factories, multiplied sn in 

the early Meiji period. Somehow- manufacturing techniques had 

developed sufficiently to meet the sudden tremendous demand 

for the vehicles, but unfortunately the hi&iory of this develop' 

meni b totally obscure- The History of Osaka in the Meiji 

and Tatskd Periods {Meiji Taisha Osaka-shi-sht} has the follow¬ 

ing to say of Akiba Daieuke and an Osaka man named Tobihisa 
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who worked in cooperation with him t 

Akiba and Tobihisa working together made ten rickshas 

three of which Tobihisa brought hack to Osaka, Later 

Tghihisa brought in one hundred more, and in the third 

month of 1871 he set up a ricksha company at No, 1 

Konu-baahif which be called “Branch Office of Akiba 

Taisuke at No. 4 Ginza/" In the beginning Tolrihisa used 

only rickshas made in the Tokyo factory, of which he 

received eighty or one hundred on each mail ship. People 

welcomed the vehicles* which they called "Daisuke cart/1 

and in 1875, Tokihisa's shop imported 2000 of them. 

Apparently DaisukeTs factory on the Ginza was capable of 

producing in considerable quantity, though it could not have 

been a very large-scale enterprise by modem standards. The 

establishment At No, 4 Ginza was described by a near-contem¬ 

porary source as follows; 

In the alley between the Tonkin Restaurant and the 

If at tori Watch Company there was a sushi shop* and right 

in front of that a stone Western-style house, which as 1 

recall was Akiba Tais tike's residence. Akiba ps factory was 

between this house and the Tenkin, but it extended on 

one side out to the Ginza* where Akiba kepi a shop. He 

made two-passenger rickshas decorated with gold-anddacquer 

designs ol peonies or lions, and these he sold to an 

eager public as far afield as Shanghai and the South Seas 

He decorated his shop windows with his vehicles, and 

inside the store he was often to be seen talking business 

with his customers. In the factory at the rear there was 

a smithy where workers were hammering out axles for the 

wheels* 

Next door was a shop named Hondo, which sold umbrella 

frames. Taisuke's factory, then, does not appear to have been 

very big, but to judge from a list of early Meiji enterprises 

listed in the History o/ Hottgo ward (Hongo-kushi), the manu¬ 

facture of cabs* hoods, and decorations for rickshas was famed 

*77 
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Out to other companies, and it is probable that Akibas factory 

did no more than make the metal equipment and assemble the 
finished product. 

By 1S75 there were other smaller factories producing from 

130 to 150 rickslias per year, but it b not clear whether these 

were subsidiaries producing high-class rickshas for Akiha or 

independent concerns catering to the relative few who bought 

rickshas for private use. In 1880. an Osaka man named W'asa. 

Scikich: opened a factory which subsequently expanded and 

became (in 1896) the Osaka Ricksha Manufacturing Corporation. 

In 1901 it produced more than 15.000 vehicles, worth altogether 

¥ ;5S.000 on the market. Fifteen producers entered rickshas 

in the National Industrial Exhibit of 1903. Rickshas were to 

be seen on the streets of Shanghai as early as 1874, and by 

1881 or 1882 they were being exported to Hong Kong. India, 

and Singapore. Presumably the foreign demand was met by 

large manufacturers like Akiba and Wasa. 

One passage in Morse's memoirs indicates that rickshas in 

Kagoshima and other provincial areas had special local features, 

but one U inclined to suspect that Morse mb took vehicles that 

had gone out of style in Tokyo and Osaka and been sent to 

the provinces for original local inventions. 

As rickshus grew more and more numeruus. competition 

among operators stiffened, and this led to improved service. In 

Kyoto the vehicles were furnished with charcoal heaters in the 

winter, and in Tokyo drivers gave their customers newspapers 

to read along the way. In 1879, when there was an epidemic 

of cholera, a container of carbolic acid was placed in each cab 

so that it could be disinfected between customers, and in August, 

1877. cabs were furnished with meters for measuring the dis¬ 

tance traveled. Orders came from Penang for two-passenger 

veil ides with leather tops and lacquer paintings, while an Indian 

customer asked for double mudguards and be lb. it appears from 

tile records of rickshas entered in industrial fairs that a galay 

of fashions as tried and discarded before the manufactures finally 
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settled on thr black rubber-tined model that became standard* 

In early Meiji two-passenger models were more in demand 

than one-passenger models, be least in Tokyo. In Fukagawa 

Ward itt IS80, for instance, there were TlO of the former and 

only 371 of the latter. Below are the figures tor Hongo Ward: 

One'Passenger Models Two-Passenger Models 

1879 297 874 

1887 528 1,584 

1892 1.940 611 

Here too the two-passenger modeb prevailed at first* but around 

1890 they lost ground to the smaller vehicles. The totals for 

the whole of Tokyo are as follows; 

Number of Rifkstvis in ToAytf 

Year Total Number oj Qne-pass*: ttg<tr Toio-pastengtr 

Rick$htt& A/cj dels Model i 

1889 36,785 18,566 18,219 

1890 38.776 21,756 17.020 

1891 39.349 25,418 13,931 

1892 40.823 28,647 12,176 

1897 42,282 35,772 6,510 

1902 43.273 40,161 3,11 Z 

1907 26,809 25,793 1,016 

1912 20,526 20,263 258 

Here again it appears that one-passenger rickshas began to 

be the more numerous around 1390, These figures, however, 

are only for commercial vehicles* and they do nnE include those 

used by officials* companies banks, rich people, or doctors. 

How many private rickshas there were at the height of the 

vehicles’ popularity we do not know, hue in 1911 there were 

3*416 of which some 63 were iwo-passeoger models, and it is 

possible that the ratio between one- and two'passenger ricksha* 

actually on the streets in Tokyo may have been quite different 

from that indicated by the above statistics. As a matter of 

fact, at the end of February, 1802, the Tokyo Basha Tetsudc 

Co., which was about to begin a bus service, counted the 
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number of rickshas and horsedrawn carriages that passed Man* 

seibashi, Asakusabashi, and Shimba&hi in one week and arrived 

at lhe following daily averages ; 

Man&tihashi Asaku&abashi Shmibashi 

i One passenger rickshas 

Number of passengers 

Two-passenger rickshas 

Number of passenger 

Horae-drawn carriages 

Number of passengers 

This indicates chat even in the period when two-passenger ve- 

5,145 
5,145 

069 

U38 

34 
365 

3?SS0 

3,530 
1.413 

2.S26 
792 

4,253 

2,580 
2,580 

854 

U08 

338 
2.243 

hides were more numerous, one-passenger models were more 

often seen in traffic. No explanation for this phenomenon has 

been offered. 

At the beginning of Meiji two-passenger rickshas were fairly 

common in Osaka and Nagoya too. especially in the amusement 

districts, but they were never numerous than the one-passenger 

type, as they were in Tokyo. In September 3, 1875* the Yubin 

HSchi Newspaper carried a rather incomprehensible letter which 

seems to mean something like the following: 

Recently our prefecture prohibited men and women from 

riding together in the same vehicle. Now the men who 

showed off by mixing knees and making love with prosti¬ 

tutes. as well as the ones who made overtures- to respectable 

young women riding with them have had their hopes dashed. 

Ugly practices have been swept away in one happy moment. 

Presumably this may be construed to mean that the prefec¬ 

ture in question forbade women and men ro ride together for 

fear of damage to public morals, and official action* of this 

sort may have deterred the spread of two-passenger vehicles, 

but this still does not explain why. having been numerous for 

a time in Tokyo, they then gave way to single-passenger models, 

and for that matter; nothing in the statistic* kept by the ricksha 

companies indicates that the two passenger in a two-passenger 

vehicles were invariably male and female. In later years there 
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appeals to have developed a general idea that if one person 

pulled ooly one person should ride, but this could hardly have 

been ihe case at fir*L On the contrary, one suspects ihaE 

when the ricksha was new, pullers took pride in displaying the 

fact that it could carry a heavy load. The main competition, 

u will be recalled. was from the palanquin* and only one person 

could ride in a palanquin, though two were required to carry 

it. It is not probable, then, that the two-passenger ricksha was 

in a sense a device intended to point up the inefficiency of the 

palanquin ? If this is the answer, then it is only logical that 

ihh type of ricksha should Boorish primarily in Tokyo, since 

Tokyo was die birthplace of the ricksha and the scene of its 

struggle against the palanquin for supremacy. On the other 

hand, when palanquins had more OT less passed out of existence, 

the single-passenger ricksha was no doubt found to be more 

convenient, and it was this type that prevailed when the ricksha 

reached the height of its popularity. 
Even after rickshas began to decline in number* they were 

restyled in various ways, the most important innovation being 

the adoption of rubber wheels. In connection with this develop¬ 

ment, the Niroku Newspaper for September 12,1909* carried 

the following interesting article : 

RUBBER-TIRED RICKSHAS 

-- anybody who is anybody rides them- 

For all the bright pictures of dragons, lioii& and peonies 

that adorned the old-style rickshas* the modem version,, with 

its solid black cab* its nickel-plated wheels, its rubber tires* 

and its prosperous-sounding bell is a great improvement. 

Indeed, the fine gentlemen of our time would be a? lost 

without their rubber-tired rickshas as without their trousers. 

Private rickshas of the old type have almost disappeared 

from the streets of Tokyo* and the new style has spread 

to commercial vehicles as well. Customers have come to 

demand the luxury of rubber tires even for a short ridep 
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and more and mort professional cab cornpanje$ are giving 
in to the trend. 

We have tried to discover who invented the new ricksha, 

but have had no success. We suppose that someone saw 

rubber tires on Western-style buggies and wheelbarrows, 

decided to try them on a ricksha, found that they worked 

quite well* and thus created a fashion. However that may 

be* as far as we know the first private ricksha with tires 

appeared in 1903 and belonged to the Honorable Kiktiehi 

Cheshire of the House of Peers, The next year, the pro¬ 

prietor of the Irohs, Mr_ Kimxira Shoheip added tires to his 

famous red ricksha, and no sooner had he appeared on the 

streets in it, than Mr Waiaaabe Chiaki, Mr. Ktimo Shin’- 

Ichiro, Mr, Mitsui Yonosuke, Mr. Soda Heigoro, Mr. Glover 

of Mitsubishi, and other gentlemen rushed to put in their 

orders. Having spread among the well-known men about 

town in 1905, the style was adopted by act ora and then 

by geisha. First Kawakami Otojiro, who is so fond of be¬ 

ing different, had a new*style ricksha made, and then Onoe 

Baikbr bhikan and Noshir not to be left out, quickly 

followed suit- Then Rokkin, Someko, and Tsutayakko, ah 

geisha in Hinokjmono«chot bought rubber-tired rickshas lor 

their private use, and the flatsunoya in Shimbashi* the 

Kameya in Yoshi-cho, and other establishments in the geisha 

world took up the style. Anybody who was anybody, it 
seems, rose on rubber. - * 

Then the ricksha pullers discerned the signs of the times, 

and last year the Horai Gang at Shimbashi Station who 

cater to \ okohama mefchants, bought fifty rubber-tired 

vehicles. This year the pullers at Usno Station bought 

seventy. Ac this rate, the old-style rickshas will soon dis¬ 
appear from the city* 

We questioned the famous Akiba Company on the Ginza 

about the growth of the new fashion and were told that 

whereas in 1903 the firm received orders fur only thirty 
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rubber-tired rickshas, the number rose to 100 in 1901+ 

more than 300 in 1905, and 700 in 1906, Last year it 

leaped to 1500. and it will certainly be double that this 

year. This includes only Akiba’s production iiguire&. artd 

while they are probably the largest, other companies, such 

as I none in Kanda, Ogura in Bongo. Fujiki in Shin-tomb 

rhd+ and Miyagi on thr Ginza are nn doubt experiencing 

die same shift in demand. 
There are three styles of rubber-tired rickshas- The 

best are those with nickel-plated wheels, and the next best 

are the models with wooden wheels $ei on hah-bearings. 

These two types are mostly private rickshas. On edtnmeccial 

rickshas* the tires are set into the rims of wooden wheels, 

and there are no bearings. 
We asked two pullers whether the rubber tires made 

their work easier Or not. One said they were light and 

easy to pull, but the other said that while they ware light 

enough they tired him because ikey did not make any 

noise. The clanging of the old iron wheels, he explained, 

stirred up his spirit of competition and made him fee! like 

working. No donhi he is a victim of habit and has not 

had time to accustom himself to the novelty* 
Like automobiles in later flays* thent rubber-tired rickshas were 

first used sis private vehicles by the class that could afford 

luxury and comfort, but were later taken up fay professional 

carriers. The carriers did not switch until around 11X18, but 

only two years later the Niroku htwsp&ptr reported that six 

or seven out of every ten rickshas in Tokyo had rubber tires. 

By the time tires began spreading to the province, the Dunlop 

Rubber Company of England was publishing large advertise¬ 

ments in the Tokyo newspapers and thus adding its bit to the fad. 

5. THE MEN WHO fulled 

As one might suspect from the fact that small puilcarts were 
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much more numerous than large ones, the majority of such 

vehicles belonged to ’wholesalers and other tradesmen rather 

than to professional drayers. This was more and more the 

case as time went on. 

The following table shows the number of carts m use in the 

city of Tokyo and in the suburban districts under the jurisdic¬ 

tion Qt the Tokyo Metropolitan Government: 

Tear Tokyo Suburban Districts Total 
1902 61.824 48,817 110,641 
1907 66,191 64,405 130,596 
1911 Large 692 1,388 2,079 

Small 67,326 80.050 147,376 
1916 Large 570 1,031 1,601 

Small 63,164 93,789 156,953 

As this indicates, the number of puiksrts within the city of 

Tokyo remained fairly static in the last years of Meiji, but the 

number in the outlying districts increased rapidly. This La due 

partially to the widening of suburban roads, but ic also reflects 

the increase in traffic between the suburbs and the city after 

the Russo-Japanese war. This, we might observe, was the age 

in which the inhabitants of the city began to be awakened by 

the cries of farmers selling fresh fruits find vegetables. 

It was also tile age of the carter. According to Lower dens' 

Society in Japan, around 1898. pulling a cart required a string, 

healthy body, but it was about the best paid work there was 

for ordinary day Laborers* A cart-puller probably made six or 

seven one-mile trips per day, hauling a bad of five or six 

hundred pounds. The most Common cargo was rice from the 

Fukflgawa area, but lumber and bricks from KandaT Shiba, and 

Asakusa also made up a good percentage of the load. In 

general there were two types of people engaged in the hauling 

business: the entrepreneur, who owned a large number of 

carts, and the puller, who rented a vehicle from the entrepre¬ 

neur and did the actual work. In addition there were pullers 

who owned their own carts and small operators with two or 
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three carts who let their vehicles out on hire. The latter were 

particularly numerous in Kanda, a college district in which 

carts were often needed temporarily by book stores or by 

students moving from one boarding houFV to the next. 

The center of the hauling business was Fuk&gawa, with it$ 

rice, fish, and vegetable markets. Many of the cart-pullers in 

this area seem to have been affiliated with bosses* who lent 

them carts in return for Twenty or twenty-five per cent of their 

fees, The boss* cut was so large that the pullers as a rail 

led a hard life, and most of them lived in the slums. As If 

their earnings were not small enough* they often had to pey 

wayside loafers Lo help them up the many hills In Tokyo, A 

number of idlers, incidentally. made a business of such work, 

and a few' of them were usually to be found at the buiiom of 

hills like Kudcm and Yushima waiting for the carters to come 

along. These people were the lowest and the laziest of the 

coolies. In the winter they slepc in flophouses, and in ihe 

summer they inhabited Ueno and Asakusa Parks* along with 

the beggars. Some wexe merchants or able-bodied workmen 

who had fallen on bad times. Others were syphilitic wrecks. 

As a whole they could hardly be classed as haulers, but for a 

iime they were a necessary part of the hauling business in 

Tokyo* for the regular carter;; depended on them. After the 

streets were improved, however,, their help became unnecessary 

except on steep hilbh and toward the end of the Meiji period 

there seems to have been a certain amount of competition 

among them. The Niroka Newspaper for Septemper 19* l9Q9t 

said, in speaking of these wayfarers: 

Seven men have taken over Kudan Hill. They have even 

made work jackets on which they have printed the name 

of their " union." All of them have been on the hill for 

ten years or more* and they refuse to lei anyone else in 

on their business. They tell newcomers that they have 

been asked by the police to stand watch, md (to maintain 

this hetion) they work in turns h but they divide the returns 
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equally, and everything seems to work out ail right. 
1911 the eta of the horse and wagon had arrived, and 

Ono Hana recorded in that year that the wayside "assistants” 
had greatly decreased in number* They apparently constituted 
a phenomenon of the Meiji period exclusively. 

^ hen rickshas first came into fashion drivers sod customers 
alike were evidently of a distinctly carefree breed, "A rich 
man who lives in the MotOmachi district of Tokyo,” said the 
Newspaper Journal in 1*71, Mtikes to ride in rickshas. He 
hires a tab for the day and travels from morning to night, up 
hill, down dale, to the shrines or temples or what have you." 
Similarly, according to the Yubin Hticki Newspaper for March 
S, 187ii. Merino Ryukichi, a rice salesman in No. 3, IGlamatsu- 
eho, Honjo. was so fond of rickshas that despite a lack of 
funds he induced a ricksha man to drive him around town tor 
more than hah a day, with from two to four men pushing be¬ 
hind to increase the speed. There were speed demons, it seems, 
even then. Another source says; 

in those days rickshas were luxurious indeed. For a 
driver you might even have obtained a wdl-dressed young 
man with polished nails, for boys from good families liked 
to pud the vehicles. Their soiled clothes after one haul 
w*re at the height of fashion. Silk-crepe sashes introduced 
oy tnese ricksha pullers later became the rage among 
women, who used them for under-sashes. 
Jt was not only in Tokyo that young men pulled rickshas 

for the fun of it. The following refers to events in the town 
of Hitoyoshi, Kumamoto Prefecture; 

Rickshas first appeared in 1373 or 1874. Two samurais 
named Miaoe and Tdsawa bought one and took people 
about in it for a fee. They claimed they needed a little 
spending money. It was all in good fun, and it served 
the purpose of bringing the ricksha to this area. 

We hasten to add, however, that there were only a few 
ricksha-pullers of this sort, and they disappeared at a very 
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early stage. The business was almost immediately taken over 

by former palanquin-bearers, samurai whom the restoration had 

deprived of their rank and income, and others with no better 

means of livelihood, YU bin HSchi For September 3, 1375, re¬ 

marked that “the ricksha moves through the town very quickly 

—yesterday's rider is today's driver/1 Pulling a ricksha was 

obviously not considered easy work. 

We are told that in the early period pullers employed all 

sorts of courtesies to attract passengers, but there are conflict¬ 

ing reports, such as the following: 

They began to go by devious routes, to thrust themselves 

upon unwilling pedestrians, and in instill those who refused 

to rtde. Sometimes when they reached passengerKs destin¬ 

ation they insisted on higher fore than they had originally 

agreed upon. The customer was often inconvenienced. 

So even in the beginning there must have been troublesome 

pullers alongside the good ones. 

The fixed fare in Tokyo was 6.2 sen per rf„ a ri being shout 

2.2 miles, but the city is hilly* and a fixed fare was difficult to 

maintain. In June, 1873, this rate was abolished in the name 

of the governor of the city, but on August 23. 1874r ricksha 

pullers were warned neither to try to persuade pedestrians to 

ride against their will nor to charge more thuu the price agreed 

upon when the customer boarded the cab* In Juner 1S80. it 

was proposed that in order to improve the behavior of pullers 

a special police official should be appointed In each ward to 

supervise them, and that they should all be made to register 

with the authorities. It was reported in the newspapers that 

this suggestion was soon to be acted on, and presumably this 

was what led to the compilation of the police statistics on 

rickshas which we have used in our studies. In Osaka a clean¬ 

up was held in 1882, and pullers were required to post their 

rates on the steps of their vehicles. In 1886 ricksha unions 

were allowed to decide their own rates, but required to report 

them to the appropriate police authorities and secure approval 

i37 
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from the metropolitan government. It was ruled that pullers 

must be able-bodied men of at least eighteen years of age and 

well acquainted with the city. They were to wear hats or 

wicker u mb re! la-hats, parus, and dark-blue work coats (white 

in Summer}, 

It is unlikely that ricksha men who worked in a fixed area 

and had a sieady clientele caused much trouble, hut the ones 

who drifted about looking for travelers unfamiliar with the 

city would stoop to virtually anything to increase their fare. 

The two types were natural enemies and their opposition to 

each other sometimes grew violent. The police often had to 

step in, and the pullers in various areas formed unions aimed 

at ironing Out mutual enmjtked. The situation was naturally 

most serious in the vicinity of large railway stations like 

Shimbashi in Tokyo and Umeda in Osaka, and the men work¬ 

ing in these places were almost forced to organize. In 1874 

when the Kobe-Osaka railway was first opened, there were only 

twenty-odd rickshas working out of Umeda Station, and no 

union was necessary, but by L698, of the 580 pullets trying to 

make a living in tills one area, 350 belonged to a union. The 

members of this organization monopolized a fixed area in the 

station compound, and a ticket system was is operation. In 

1875, 270 pullers regularly took their stand in front of Shim* 

bashi Station, and by an order issued in September, 1874, 

sixty-five, chosen by lottery, were allowed to enter the station 

compound to look for customers. Great fights, we are told, 

arose over alleged favoritism. Around 1892 an office for ricksha 

men was established at the station, and the ricksha rates 

permitted by station officials were advertised in the newspapers 

under the name of the head of this office. Various types of 

ticket systems were tried, but it is uncertain how effective they 

were or how long they lasted. Despite development of unions, 

however, in Tokyo, there remained many unaffihated rick- 

sStamen, and they gradually increased in number as the ricksha 

became more popular. 

isa 



nimuTitt^ aS'D communication: 

According to Lower Class Satiety in Japan, in 1S9S there 

were four types of ricksha men in Tokyo: those hired by- 

private individuals, those employed by ricksha operators, those 

affiliated with a cooperative union, and independents. The same 

soutce gives a discussion the status of these four, which may 

be summarized as follows; 

(1) Men employed by well-to-do gentlemen receive a 

fixed monthly salary. Some eat m their employer's bouse 

and are given a place to live in* but others have their own 

bouses and go back and forth every day. Their salary is 

usually around 10 yen per month, but sometimes as high 

as 15 or 16 yen. The pay depends on how busy the 

employer is, but even if the salary is low the puller can 

usually find opportunities to sneak out and make a little 

money on the side, and sometimes he k Lacidy permitted 

to do so+ In this way a salary of 10 yen can ordinarily be 

increased to 15 or 16 yen per month, 

(2) Men employed by ricksha operators are given a 

room to Jive in and a salary or commission. 

(3) Many pullers are associated with unions (ban)* each 

of which monopolizes some fived location as Its center of 

operations. Anyone entering the union must contribute 

one sho of sake and 10 sen at the beginning and 10 sen 

per month thereafter. The money is put into a welfare 

fund to aid members who are stricken by ihnesa or other 

misfortune* 

(4) The independents constitute the most numerouse 

and poorest group among the riekshu men. Almost all 

of them live in the slums. This is not to say that all 

pullers living in the slums are umifliliared* but In fact 

seventy or eighty per cent of them were. Few of them 

own their own vehicles, most of them being obliged to rent 

them for a fee known as ^tooth money/' Some of the 

men even have to rent their work jackets and breeches. The 

daily fee is 10 sen for a highgrade vehicle; 6 sen for a 
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medium one, and 6 sen for the lowest class. This re¬ 

presents an increase of about 2 sen in the past two years. 

The daily income varies* but it averages about 50 j*/t. 

January, April, May, and December are the best months, 

and the first, fifteenth, thirtieth* and thirty-first the best 

days of the month. At such times the daily intake may 

run as high as seventy or eighty sen. On the other hand, 

there are few customers in February and October, and the 

estimated overage of 50 sen per day is probably not far off. 

If a man has n wife and children, 40 sen at the vary least 

go for food. With the other L0 sent the puller must pay 

his rent, buy clothes, provide his children with a little 

small change, and so on. Considering that men of this 

sore who work irregularly for uncertain wages, are prone 

to throw money away on food or drink when nor employed* 

one wonders how most of the 50,000 ricksha men manage 

to stay alive. 

Below are statistics gathered by the metroplitan police from 

NUMBER OF RICKSHA MEN IN TOKYO 

y**r 

Number 
Owning 

their 
Chun 

RiHikat 

Sa mfrer 
Renting 
Kikiiha 

Number 
Employed 

*7 
Miktshi 
Owners 

Total 
Number 

of Ptffom 
Renting 

Rikifhas 

Number 

Persons 
Emptying 
Fuller* 

1889 11, MB n.m 3.091 M,020 5,174 734 
1891 UPO02 34.877 -.7S3 48,681 5,583 750 
1899 10,259 31.99S 2,500 44,756 5,982 851 
1895 10,735 32*931 3,212 43,968 6, ret m 

189r nfm 29,731 43,183 9,5 09 944 
1899 lQf 140 33 sCS4 45,614 6,310 559 
1901 10*293 32,591 2.919 43,803 6r €09 543 
1903 B.S&2 3I*73S 2,575 42,665 5.808 531 
1995 Gr37l 10,570 LS50 26,499 4*75S 553 
190T s,9is 19,132 L,4i8 26,529 4*890 407 

1999 5,433 18,454 1.215 25, 152 4*322 394 

1911 4.593 16,745 MSS 22,393 4*001 230 
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1889 to the end of Meiji; 

Figures for noncommercial vehicle? are not given tn the 

above, so that we cannot tell how many ricksha men were 

emp!oyed by private individuals at this rime. The men listed 

here as owners of their own vehicles were probably for the 

large part members of unions (Zwjj)i and while a number of 

union members may have been included among those renting 

their rickshas, the majority of these latter were undoubtedly 

unaffiliated, The parsons included in Column 3 were in the 

employ of those listed in Column 6. and those in Column 5 

owned the rickshas used by those in Column 2# 

Dividing the figures in Column 2 by those in Column 5 

indicates that an average of three or four pullers borrowed 

vehicles from each owner. Accordingly, since the fee for the 

best vehicles was 10 sen per day and that for the average ones 

was 8 sen* it appears that the average daily income of owners 

could hardly have exceeded 50 sen. There may then have been 

a small number of operators with a large number of vehicles,, 

but the great majority of the owners must have derived very 

little profit indeed from this enterprise* and it was probably a 

secondary occupation for most of them. A comparison of 

Column 6 with Column 3 shows that each employer had an 

average of only four pullers working for him. 

A number of other inferences can be made from this table* 

In the first place, it can be seen that while the number or 

persons employing ricksha men decreased steadily after 1890, 

the number of persons retiring rickshas increased almost 

uniformly until 1903, when the newly established streetcar lines 

began cutting into this trade. The figures for ricksha men 

vis h vis renters or employers no doubt reflect a number of 

complicated social conditions, but suffice it to say here that the 

decrease in employers coupled with the relatively stable pro¬ 

portion of renters indicates an increased proportion ol unaffiliated 

ricksha men* At the game time, we might note that unril the 

total number of ricksha men began to decrease in 1901* the 
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number of those owning their awn vehicles varied very little. 

The same four classes of ricksha men existed in Osaka. In 

the amusement quarters and certain other busy districts during 

the heyday of the ricksha, it is said chat one or two ricksha 

companies operated in each block- The men employed by them 

received their pay by the month, and apparently it was very 

small The employer took ten per cent of the intake plus 

money for the puUeris food* for repairs, and so on. In the 

geisha districts, the owner** cat is said to have been fixed at 

one half of what was left after his original fee of ten per cent 

had been deducted, which meant that the puller received only 

forty-five per cent of the fare. However* in such districts the 

ttps were large, and drivers depended more on them titan on 

their regular fee. Employers maintained monopolies on the 

districts in which they worked* and it was considered normal 

for the ricksha owner to be [he lending gambling operator in 

the neighborhood. Ricksha men not employed by operators 

formed unions like those of Tokyo and monopolized the districts 

around train stations, wharfs, and so on. 

In 1892 the Koktimin Shimhun {People's Newspaper) ran a 

very-well received series entitled “Tokyo at Night/* m which 

living conditions among ricksha men were discussed in detail 

The following is n summary of the contents: 

Ricksha men who stay up nighc working are called 

yoiwshi (the men who have no nig hi). There are about 

four thousand in all Some work from early evening until 

about one in the morning, and others from around nine 

until daylight. Most of them gather at the main Intersec¬ 

tions, or in area* where rich people live* or in the geisha 

districts, but some can be found hanging around in lonely 

byways hoping for a customer. They work in two distinct 

ways. The selfstyled 11 experts111 pin all their hopes on 

getting one rich customer and will have nothing eo do with 

people who look as though they have little money. The 

H< amateurs '* wander about all night looking for any customer 
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at all They soon lire themselves out and go home early. 

In busy business districtsp as well as near government 

buildings and geisha arcasp one invariably finds a hackstand 

with yado-gurumti (rickshas owned by an entrepreneur and 

pulled by his employees). The stand usually has a curtain 

of ropes in front, and its street number is written on a 

lantern. Standing around in waiting are five or six young 

pullers dad in white breeches and dark blue work coats. 

These men not only receive a high salary and tips, but are 

given their noon meal and tea as well. They can eat nil 

they want for three yen per month, and their employer 

furnishes their clothing. When the men are at home, that 

is+ in the employer's househ they sit by the ttre and play 

cards or laugh and talk in their country dialects, the while 

puffing away on cigars. The employer usually receives thirty 

per cent of the fares, or around thirty or thirty-five yen 

per month, and a sum of from forty to fifty ts divided up 

among the six or seven pullers. 

In recent years there have been more and more im- 

affilisted rickshas on the streets* and all but the most par¬ 

ticular customers have stopped riding the relatively expensive 

yad&'guruma. The drivers of the latter have therefore 

started going out on the streets to look for customers* 

When they do so. they pay their employers four sen per 

day for the use of their vehicles, and tills is too Utile to 

permit the employer to buy new vehicles or even to keep 

Ids old ones In good condition. The rickshas deteriorate, 

and the pullers cease to be able to pay for their rent or 

keep. Many of them quit after three or lour months. 

There are around 10.000 ricksha men in this category. 

Some are pitiful old men of fifty or more who live with 

their wives in the slums. One occasionally sees a man of 

sixty-five or seventy wandering vaguely around the streets 

with an old broken-down ricksha 
in the city of Tokyo there are at present 60.000 rickshas. 
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of which 40*000 rare in operation at any given time. Even 

if one figures the living expenses of a ricksha man at as 

little as 25 sen per day, the total daily wage must be 

¥ 10,000 yen* On the other hand, the 300,000 households, 

or 1*500,000 people* in the city consume 4*500 koku of rice 

per day at a cost of 30,000 yen. In other words* one third 

of the amount spent for the principal food in the city has 

to be paid to make a hying for ricksha pullers. Many 

people have taken to riding the new horse drawn rail buses, 

but the amount of money spent daily on these comes to 

no more than 500 yen. This represents such a reduction 

in cost that the ricksha men arc not going to he able to 

compete long. It is very doubtful that the people of the 

city will continue to pay the ¥ 10,000 daily required for 
the ricksha pullers. 

In addition to arguments like lliia* there were other doubts 

concerning ricksha men. In 1888, for instance* a newspaper 

criticized the practice of using men as beasts of burden and 

questioned the economic benefits as well. The paper conceded 

that indirect profits might arise from the uae of the ricksha, but 

pointed out that the ricksha business was a hotbed of good’for* 

nothings, and that Lhia was true simply because the ricksha man 

led s demoralising life. Going out in all weather, hoi or cold, 

wet or dry, running himself into a sweat, stopping for a while, 

starnng up again—it was little wonder, said the newspaper* 

lhal the puller often drank too much and threw away his money 

as fast as he made it. Many of the drivers, the article went 

on, injured their health by spending the nights gambling in the 

amusement centers and at the same time subjected their wives 

and families to severe penury. Then, the paper added* faced 

with the necessity of working* bad health or noT the men tried 

to coerce people to ride their vehicles or to do their passengers 
out of money. 

Neither these arguments nor the appearance of horse-drawn 

buses did much to reduce the number of rickshas, but the 

m 
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opening of a tramway service in 1903 was another story entirely. 

In the beginning there were three streetcar companies in the 

city and as a result of their competition tracks were laid very 

rapidly. The effect on the ricksha man was disastrous. The 

following appeared in the Tokyo Asahi Newspaper in 1904. 

Since the opening of streetcar lines on some streets* 

ricksha men who formerly worked there have found them- 

selves completely without customers More and more of 

them have moved to Koishikawa, Ushigome, and Akasaka, 

but since there were already a good number of rickshas in 

these areas, there b now a great surplus. Sometimes a 

driver stands around all day and rakes in only from five 

to thirty rtvr, which is not nearly enough far himself and 

his wife to live on. Many of the men would like to change 

to other work but lack the necessary funds. They are 

wondering what b to become of them. 

To make matters worse, in the same year streetcar lines were 

extended to the areas mentioned in thb article* and the rail 

line between lidamaehi, and Nakan.o+ which was the first section 

of the modern electric railway system* was electrified, However, 

the areas along thb rad way and those along the Yamate Line, 

which were at that time on the outskirts of Tokyo, were be¬ 

ginning to grow as rapidly as the central districts* and the 

ricksha men were able to hang on a little longer by moving 

farther and farther out. 

For a time before the coming of the railway, rickshas ran 

in relays dong the principal national highways, just as palanquins 

had done in the Tokugawa period The gradual extension of 

rail service put a stop to this, bur at the same time ricksha men 

in outlying towns found new work transporting people to and 

from the railway stations. Thin was true, for example* in Fueh£ip 

a rather distant suburb of Tokyo and formerly a stop on the 

highway to Kbfu. Until a railway station was built at nearby 

Kokubunjh we ape told, there were no rickshas in Fuchu, but 

thereafter rickshas began to be very busy conveying people back 
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and forth from the railway. Thus the railroads drove rickshas 

out of some districts, hue treated new work for them elsewhere. 

Whereas the ricksha men of Tokyo as a rule had no other 

work, those in the provinces were often farmers who merely 

ptilled a ricksha occasionally to make a little extra meney. 

Accordingly, rural ricksha men usually led a more si able life 

than city pullers, other than those in the permanent employ of 

well-to-do families. 

a- The Era af Horuedrawfi Vehicles 

(1) The Spread of Horsednswn Passenger Vehicles. 

Horsedrawn vehicles were fipparenriy not used at all in Japan 

prior to the Meiji period, and it is certain that horsedrawn 

passenger vehicles at least were introduced from Europe. Ac¬ 

cordingly, they were not necessarily designed to suit conditions 
that existed in Japan, 

In 1873 a foreigner named Marinda (transcribed spelling), 

who lived in Isagata-machi in TokyoH ran a newspaper advertise¬ 

ment offering a buggy for sale. It was apparently a private 

vehicle^ scaring two or three passengera and rigged for two horses. 

According to the advertisement, the foreign gentleman had pur¬ 

chased it from England Ln the previous year for 650 yen and 

now wished to sell it for 4o0 yetiT It seems cliat finite a few* 

carnages x+ere imported and passed on to Japanese owners in 

this way. Carnages, however, were expensive vehicles, and 

they were used only by the royal family, the peerage, foreign 

envoys, high officials, rich merchants, anti the like, who could 

afford to keep a horse or two and to employ a groom and 

drivers. According to police statistics for the latter half of the 

Meiji period there were 276 private carriages in Tokyo in 

1302,181 in 1907, and 177 in 1911. It is not certain at what 

point they were most numerous, but there were probably never 

very runny. After 1902. when officials In the American Russian 

embassies began to use automobiles, the days of the hor&e-aud- 
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carriage were numbered* 

Stagecoaches underwent a very different evolution. Whereas 

in the case of rickshas and automobiles, high-class models 

originally purchased by rich people svere la^er sold to entrepre¬ 

neurs who let them out on hire, this could hardly have occurred 

In the case of stagecoaches, and the latter must have originated 

in a different fashion. As a matter of fact, there are several 

theories as to their origin^ and it is difficult to chose among 

them, but in any event stagecoach service seems to have begun 

between Tokyo and Yokohama area in 1569, In L874 stage¬ 

coaches were used within Tokyo itself. In an article entitled 

44Stagecoaches in Tokyo/' the Tokyo Nichi-nichi Newspaper 

gave the following account: 

Around 1872 a great horseman named Yura, who was em¬ 

ployed by the Imperial Household Ministry* resigned from 

his position and set up an omnibus service linking Shi- 

mbashi, Manse i has hi, and Asakusa This was apparently 

the beginning of stagecoaches in Tokyo. At the time two- 

story coaches drawn by four horses were used* and they 

created a number of dangers. Eventually a lighter model 

came into general use, and after around 1907 the business 

flourished. 

The "horseman named Yura1" was Yura Kiyomaro, who, under 

the name of Senriken, became famous as an omnibus Operator. 

In August 6.1874, Yura issued the following newspaper adver¬ 

tise m ent: 

On this occasion, my company wishes to announce that 

it will henceforward transport passengers on a two-story 

horse-drawn omnibus, of the type used in other countries. 

The bus will carry thirty passengers and will run between 

Kaminari Gate in Asnkmia and ShimhashE Station. The 

distance will be covered in one ham% and there will he six 

round trips each dsyT beginning at six in the morning and 

ending at eight in the evening. On the way, passengers 

will be permitted to get on or off at their convenience. I 

m 
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hope l hat everyone will avail himself of this service, 

Senriken 

Fare for one person: 10 sen. 

For these who travel less than halfway; 3 sen. 

In September* of the same year, however, Semi ken's horses 

ran wild at Kami non Gate, in jiiring two drivers and one pas¬ 

serby seriously and twn more drives lightly. In an age when 

the only other land conveyance carrying 30 passengers at once 

was the Tokyo-Yokohama railway train, Senriken's experiment 

was little less than epochnmking, but he was undoubtedly rash 

to try to run a fahorse two-story bus on the narrow* crowded 

streets of Tokyo. The Yubin Ho chi Newspaper for November 

10,1874, printed the following letter: 

Streets in foreign counirLea are wide, and number of 

horses and carriages can traverse them, but the streets in 

japan are still not wide enough for large horse-drawn vehi¬ 

cles. Senriken's bus has already killed two persons* and I 

hear that it injured another just recently. This is very 

serious. The drivers brag and say it does not matter if 

a few people get trampled to death. This sort of conduct 

h ugly indeed* People around here say that no matter 

how much damage is done the bus mil not be banned 

because it is owned by a very rich man. I am sure nothing 

so corrupt is the caseT but I would like to see the bus 

stopped for the sake of the people. 

An old man living in a side street. And in fact, Senriken 
was ordered to desist. 

According to The Origin of Meiji Customs and Practices 

{i\feijt Jihuisti Kigeti), in 1870 artisans in Tokyo and Yokohama 

cooperated to produce Mthe first hatWrnwn vehicle,1* and this 

indeed appear* to have been the first model designed to melt 

specially Japanese needs. After around 1877 light coaches 

drawn by one Or two horses came gradually into common use. 

In Tokyo during the Meiji twenties (1887-1896), they numbered 

around 180. At the same time heavy competition between 
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operators seems to have led to new evils. On May 27*188Ba 

the Tokyo Ntchinichi Newspaper carried the following report: 

In recent times many of the horscdrawn buses (popularly 

known as ^Enuro" or simply “rattletraps”) m the city 

of Tokyo have go teen into very bad shape* and the drivers, 

whose clothes are frequently dirty and ragged, have been 

known to be very impolite to passengers. We hear that 

for this reason the police summoned the bus operators of 

the city the day before yesterday and gave them the 

following instructions: 

L Coaches are to be kept clean inside and out* 

2. Coaches are not to be kept in use after Lhe lacquer 

or varnish has come off. 

3- Cushions for the passengers* as well as livery equip¬ 

ment, are to be kept clean and sanitary. 

4, Horses must be well cared for. They must not be 

treated cruelly or made to work too much* 

5, At least simple stables must be built for the horses. 

These should have wooden floors, and precautions 

should be taken lest they become fouled with ex¬ 

crement or rendered otherwise unsanitary. 

6, Vehicles that are not clean should not be used, even 

if their condition does not violate Section 2, Article 

9 of the Law on Control of Horse-drawn Vehicles. 

7, Deodorants are to be sprinkled about at the car-stops 

and every attempt made to guard against evil am alls, 

8, Drivers and grooms must be dressed in Clean* neat 

clothing. 

9* Politeness to customers must be the first rule, and 

employees are to be specially careful about old people, 

children, and ladies. 

To judge from this* there must have been a good many hroken* 

down or unsanitary coaches on the streets. The best 

vehicles were presumably in use on the busy route between 

Shimbashi and Asakusa, but on March Id, Ift82, the Tokyo 
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Nichi-uicki Newspaper had the following to say of these: 

The coaches have been stopping three or four times en 

route to wait for customers, and the drivers refusing to 

move until the vehicle was full Sometimes ii has taken 

passengers more than an hour to go from Shimbadii to 

Asakusa, and many people with urgent business have been 

seriously inconvenienced. Now* however, a rule has been 

issued to correct this eviit and buses will be required to 

arrive and depart on rime* passengers or no. . AVe wish 

that in the course of this reform the authorities would do 

something about cruelty to the horses. One1* heart b pained 

by I he sight of young apprentices, dressed in like ridden 

coats, chasing dong behind the thin weary animal* and 

beating them with great, fat sticks. At the same time one 

is angered by this disgrace 10 human dignity. If the au¬ 

thorities in charge do not pay more attention to this sort 

of thing, the coach business will decline. Bui then perhaps 

the establishment of railway companies will put an end to 

these bad practices. 

Apparently, some pretty terrible coaches were to be seen right 

in the middle of the capital 

It July 1# 1SS3, the Metropolitan Government of Tokyo 

forbade omnibus operators to employ drivers less than twenty 

years of age, end as a result the number of coaches fell from 

105 or 106 to only 50 or 60, while more than two hundred 

underage drivers were thrown out of work. 

The bus companies may have often committed the offenses 

indicated in the above paragraph, hut for this very reason the 

coaches looked so plain and unpretentious that the most ordi¬ 

nary people could ride them without feeling out of place. The 

History of Hnng6 Ward, speaking of 1377, gays: “The coaches 

linking Asakusa, Shimbashi and Shinagawa ran from eight in 

the morning until six in the evening every day. Up and down 

the main streets they chafed, preceded by the sound of bugles 

(blown to attract customers) and followed by clouds of yellow 
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Amt. The people affectionately nicknamed them 'Eutaro buses" 

(this name implying that they were like round, bumptious little 

boys)/' The same source La speaking of the state of coaches 

in 1890 reported as follows: 

At that time there was, of course, no fixed fare, but 

thanks to the grooms’s haggling; there wag a monthly profit 

of about S ye?i for a one-horse or 12 yen for a two-horse 

vehicle. Gradually competition increased to the extent that 

the operators formed guilds and decided upon fixed rules.., 

This continued to be the case even after rail buses came into 

use. Then the government published regulations for the 

commercial operation of horse-drawn vehicles, which went 

into effect on March 1, 1890. The coaches then in ex¬ 

istence (that is to say. the ones called “Entard* buses'" and 

“beggars1 buses”) were without exception condemned, and 

all the drivers and grooms were fined. At that point* 

however, the Shinagawa Omnibus Company, the Kyodo 

Omnibus Company, and other new firms repaired the old 

vehicles and chose new drivers and grooms to operate 

them. This brought about a great improvement in Tokyo 

as well as in other place. 

We have made inquiries concerning expenses and income 

in this business. Apparently* one new coach costs 2 

while the six horses necessary to pull it cost 240 yen* 

bringing the total to 520 yea. The feed for each horse 

costs LS0 yen per day, and the monthly pay to the driver 

and groom is 28 yen (10 yen for the driver, 8 y^en for the 

groom, and 10 yen for their combined commission on the 

fares taken in), in sum, the monthly expenditures come 

to 82 yen. On the other hand* a coach making six round 

trips a day takes in around 4.50 yen per day on the tome 

between Shim baa hi and Shinagawa and 5.50 yen per day 

on the route between Shimboshi and Aaakuaa, so that the 

monthly income is 135 yen, representing a profit of 53 

yen on the former line, and 165 yen representing a profit 
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oi S3 yen on the latter, This is a verv good profit on an 

investment of 520 yen. 

Evidently the old dirty coaches were scrapped and the omnibus 

business renovated hy new companies working on a larger scale 

b. The Rail Coach end the Ordinary Coach 

In im after railless coaches had been prospering in Tokyo 

or soma years, a rail-coach line was opened. After investiga¬ 

tes tb* traffic in horse-drawn vehicles and rickshas at Mansei- 

>asiij. Asukusa-basi. and Shimbashi, tile sponsors of this new 

enterprise decided to fix their terminals at those three points. 

In places where the streets were wide ecough double tracks 

were -aid and waiting stations were erected at various points 

along the line. The coaches themselves were as good as the 

rai way cat i of the time, and the new business was successful 

rom the beginning. At the end of 1632. the total length of 

. was 3round mites, and there were 31 coaches 
m operation, pulled by a total of 226 horses. Customers 

numbered 1,107,000 for that year. 

Thr Tokyo Railroad Corfromnon. which built the rail- 

coacti system, continued to operate it until 1900, when, with 

g ernmen.a permission. it widened its tracks and began switch¬ 

ing from horses In electricity. In October of that year the 

name of the company was changed to Tokyo Electric Railway 

and *ta CapiUl1 of ¥ 1.700,000 was increased to 
T 5,00D.000, 

The horse-drawn rail-busea introduced a number of improve¬ 

ments over the older railless coaches. At night colored oil tamps 

were adopted to show the destination; red for Ueno. green for 

Asokusa. and white for Shimbashi. Tmfceis were priced accord¬ 

ing to the number of ward* passed en route, and various 

services for the customer were devtaed. The a tree is of Tokyo 

mum have changed much from the day of the rambunctious 
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railless bus with its clouds of dust. 
The rail buses pushed their older competition off the main 

streets, hut did not render them obsolete, 31 nee the rails for 

the new buses could not be laid on the narrower streets. The 

following statistics show the number of the various ivpes of 

coaches between 1889 and 1902: 

OLD STYLE COACHES COACHES 

IVor Owngr* Vdttde1 Horjti Qw&r$ Vthirics Harm 

i&39 T9 m 743 1 92 591 

1*91 20 no 676 I 71 427 

1&S3 34 m 639 2 rr 453 

1395 27 95 634 2 112 634 

1397 23 52 153 2 200 1,128 

15 45 202 2 273 1,530 

1901 n 51 301 E 305 2,029 

1902 14 SO m t 303 1»5£Q 

This indicates that the number of rail conches increased 

rapidly until the installation of tram lines in the city, whereas 

the number of regular coaches decreased except for a spuxt 

around 1902, probably caused by road improvements. Another 

feature shown by the chart is that the regular bus business was 

in the hands of 0 large number of small operators* while the 

rail coaches represented a single large enterprise or rwo. In 

Osaka, where the streets were small, the number of Wrafidrawn 

passenger vehicles was only twelve in 1332, four in 1887, 

thirteen in 1892, two in 1898, four in 1902, and two in 1907* 

It appears unlikely that horse-flrawn roil coaches were employed 

in many places other than Tokyo* The totals for the whole 

country were as follows: 

The most thriving period was the first half of the Meip thirties 

(1S93-1903X In the latter pari of the decade the tramway caused 

a great decrease in the number of passengers in Tokyo and as 

trams spread over the country, the raiLbus came to be used 
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Yttir 

1SS2 

ISSft 

mz 

im 
im 
1906 

imz 

CumpQKitt Length of 
Rails VthicUJ Hvriei Ptissmgrrs 

I 8.42 mile* 31 226 1.107,000 
a 20.74 # 157 537 7,79*,000 
0 83.52 ^ 250 699 9.3&S.0G0 
8 G1.26 j- 413 1*620 31.531, COO 

23 153.25 ^ 511 6S9 5.680, ij(M 
32 294-3l ' 573 830 9,157,000 

40 m 67 -r X5G1 
im* um 9,015.000 

X Carg& 

prim [in, \ ior transporting cargo. Cargo wagons were more 

numerous than passenger coaches in 1912. [n the last years 

of Meiji there were approximately three hundred miles of tracks 

throughout the nation, bm that in location is uncertain. Ap¬ 

parently, they were situated in and around a few of the princi¬ 

pal cities and at mines, where rail care were used for transpor¬ 

ting ore and coal over short distances. There seem to have 

been no long-distance lines. In 1887 a plan to lay bus rails 

from Kukusbima Prefecture to Niigata was discussed, but 

abandoned in favor of one providing for a steam railway. Also, 

tc j$ recorded that farmers stormed the prefecture! government 

buitiling in Gumma Prefecture in protest against government 

purchases of land for a rsilbua line. In brief, the age of 

electricity and steam came before there was time for mil-bus 

lines to expand. At one point, we might add, there were rail 

lines for rickshas between Odawara and Atami and between 

i'ujieda and Yaitu, but disappeared quickly. 

In contrast, the railless horse-drawn coaches spread to many 

areas, and in the early Meiji, before trains were common, these 

vehicles sometimes traveled considerable distances. Apparently, 

most of them were rix-paas«nger affairs (Report oh Life in the 

Meiji Period), but since it is recorded that ten persons could 

be seated in the buses that ran between Hachioji and Sbinjuku, 

in Tokyo, one supposes that 14 or 15 passengers could have* 

304 
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crowded into them. Since these vehicles made ten round trips 

each day, there were never many rickshas on this route. 

The number of horse-drawn vehicles throughout the country 

was as follows; 

Y*lr Camber 

IB75 319 

1873 1,025 

1883 % I8J 

1S8S 2,181 

1893 zm 

1838 4fmz 

1903 6,831 

1908 7.608 

1912 8,733 

1917 8,694 

It is not certain how many luxurious private coaches are in¬ 

cluded in this number, but we may be sure that a good many 

of the vehicles were omnibuses that ran along the coatlines and 

the river valleys. The chart indicates that the number did not 

begin to fall of! until after the Meiji period. 

c. Horst-draw n Cargo Wagons 

The beginnings of the borse-and-wagon. which served as the 

principal means of short-distance drayage until with the ap¬ 

pearance of trucks, arc clouded in obsuniy, but one suspects 

that the idea of using horses instead of oxen was introduced 

from the West, The number of horse-drawn and ox-drawn 

cargo wagons in use during Meiji is indicated in the chart 

shown on p. 206, 

There were far more oxcarts than horses-and-wagons in the 

very early Meiji, but this situation was quickly reversed. Curious¬ 

ly, though the number of horse-drawn wagoti6 in the city of 

Tokyo increased slightly around 1893, after 1900 it suddenly 
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Horn-drawn Vth&Ui Ox*draurm vMd*4 

1B73 45 1.707 

tm m 1.912 

lias 4.969 4.10? 
iass 10,040 3-060 

i m 40.70S lip w 
tm 77.S97 40-263 

tm il.flflfl 20.034 

1903 133.505 32.691 
1912 177.793 36, 55S 
1917 m.m 3S.3S2 

dedined^ The reason is not perfectly dear. but as the following 

table shows, during the same period the number of vehicles In 

Greater Tokyo, which included the surrounding suburbs and 

rural districts. rose considerably, and it is possible that there 

were actually more vehicles on the city streets, despite a decrease 

in those licensed in the city proper. 

NUMBER OF CARGO VEHICLES IN TOKYO 

3fetr Tcby» Grtolwr Tflijrfl Tttiya GrcxUr Tvkyo 

(Hdf^-^awq Vehicles > (Oi(irwj 

1902 250 3-739 8 31 

1907 IT3 5. ISO 3 24 

Mil U4 6.000 5 13 

1916 m 5.6T1 G 6 

Ar the beginning of the Russo-Japanese war in 1904, the 

situation was described as follow* : 

Since cargo trank i$ congested everywhere, between 

Yokohama and Tokyo urgent deliveries arc being shipped 

by horsecarts. For this reason the demand for horsec&m 

has increased greatly in the pasi few days. More than 

two hundred are in use each day on this one route alone, 

and since the same situation exist* within Tokyo as well. 

3Qti 
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the seven hundred oc more horaeearis in the city are run* 

ding virtually all day and all night.... Ths principal cargo, 

aside from military supplies* consists of various canned 

goods, firewood* lumber* charcoal* and grain. {From the 

Tokyo Asahi, February 26* 1904) 

The spread of horsecarts to die provinces accompanied the 

improvement of local highways. In the vicinity of Omama, 

Gumma Prefecture, a large number of horsec arts were being 

used around 1889 to transport copper mine at Asbio. and in 

1890 horsecarts were first used to transport fish along the high¬ 

way running from the coast of Iwaki County, Fnkushima 

P re lecture* to Miharu. We are told that when with their 

cheerful bells tinkling they entered the district of Takinep which 

lay along the highway, everyone's curiosity was excited, and 

people who had been working in the fields gathered around to 

look. The appearance of the vehicles in the areas mentioned 

was relatively early. 

The highway between the township of Misusawa* Iwate Prc* 

fecture, and Ofnna was completed in 1899+ and when somewhat 

later a bridge was constructed over the Kitakami River, traffic 

between Mizusawa and I way ad 5> particularly horseearc traffic, 

is said to have increased by leaps, and bounds, Tlifi principal 

outgoing cargo, wc are told* consisted of rice, other grains, 

firewood* and charcoal, while the incoming cargo consisted 

monthly of fertilizer, salt* and miscellaneous supplies. 

A railway which was opened in the Hitoyoshi district of 

Kumamoto Prefecture led to a sudden increase in horsecarta in 

operation along the way. They appear to have earned rice and 

lumber mainly. (Report Oft Life in the Meiji Period) As 

soon as highways and rail way & were built in any district, there 

(allowed an increase in horsecans, which served to link remoter 

localities with the main arteries of traffic. 

Whereas ordinary handcarts were for the larger pari used by 

their owners for their own private needs, the majority of horse - 

carts seem to have been owned by professional carriers. There 
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were some targe operators, but most owners had only a single 

animal and vehicle. The one-cart men were to be found in odd 

comers of the cities as well as in die towns along the main 

highways. Many of them engaged in farming or some other 

business as well as in transport. 

At highway intersections and at certain centers in the city 

there were places where wagon drivers could water their horses 

and rest for a while. In the Meiji thirties, for example, there 

was always a little cluster of drivers at Hi tot eu hash!, in the 

Kanch district of Tokyo, where a number of shops provided 

watering facilities and sold food and drink to the men. The 

coming of the streetcar virtually put a slop to this, since it 

entailed traffic regulations designed to prevent parking along 

the streets and crossing traffic. Drivers, forced to remain on 

the move, took to carrying their lunches with them. The shops 

were often forced to change trades or to go out of business 

altogether. 

In the days before the coming of the railway and the auto¬ 

mobile, horses and wagons did much to promote the growth of 

provincial towns and cities. In effect, a place that smelled of 

horses was a busy place. Since horses were also widely used 

by the military, the Meiji period was more than any other the 

age of the horse, 

6. BICYCLES AND AUTOMOBILES 

a. The Spread ot Bicycle* 

The first Japanese bicycles are said to have been imitated 

from Western pictures. Accordingly, they were crude, and in 

the early Meiji period they were used solely os playthings in 

urban parks and amusement centers. At the same time, how- 

ever, a number of Japanese made original designs for wooden 

bicycles or tricycles, and in 1876 a man named Suzuki Sangen, 

who lived in the village of Yaehi, Date County, Fukushinm 
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Prefecture, made a vehicle that worked well enough for lilm to 

ride it to Tokyo the following year, Later he designed a four- 

passenger mode] which according to the Fvkyv Afichi-nieki 

Newspiiper for January 21, 1081* he attempted to exhibit it at 

the National Industrial Exhibition. In Osaka around this time 

vehicles called jitenshaw now the ordinary word tor a bicycle or 

tricycle* were prohibited as dangerous to pedestrians, and One 

supposes from this thar a few wheels of the sort Surati was 

making had been running wild through the city streets there. 

The first Western cycle to arrive was a three-wheeler imported 

in 1881 or 1SS2. like the Japanese imitations thitherto produced, 

this one is said to have been fairly useless, but soon foreigners 

living in Japan began to import bicycles and to demonstrate 

their immense practical value+ On October H 1881* the Tb^yo 

Ntchi-nifhii with considerable astonishment, reported as follows : 

Recently, we have seen Westerners riding about on two 

passenger bicycles. They git on the vehicle as in a ricksha, 

and turn a machine with their feet to propel it. One does 

not see such things often. 

This indicates chat the Japanese cycles produced hitherto did 

not have saddles or pedals. 

The Report on Lift in the Meiji Period contains a number 

of statements indicating I hat quite a few foreigners were riding 

about the countryside on bicycles. The following are examples : 

(l) The author reports that he saw an American woman 

riding a bicycle in 1896* and that this wag the first 

bicycle he had ever seen. 

[2j In around 1887, an American named Clark* who was 

residing in the city of Miyazaki showed up in the town 

of Htmjb. Miyazaki Prefecture* on a bicycles. This 

was the first lime the vehicle had been seen in the 

locality, 

(3) In 1887 a teacher named Benton, who worked in the 

Kanagawo Tmde School (later the Fourth National 

High School) in Kanagawa, was often to be aeon riding 
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a bicycle- 

(-0 Around 1890 r a foreign Christian rode a bicycle on t he 

streets of the city of k hi no mi ya, Aichi Prefecture, and 

everyone ran out to look- 

{5} In the city of Saga the first person to use a bicycle 

with rubber tires was a missionary'. This was in 1894- 

One supposes from these ca$es that Western teachers and 

missionaries, a good number of whom were residing in vwfous 

parts in Japan, were gradually introducing the bicycle. Indeed 

by 189^ in the town of Yachi, Yamagffia Prefecture, there was 

a bicycle shop in which so id American bicycles, and which 

Organized bicycle races by way of promoting sales. It is not 

certain how effective the propaganda was, blit we may be sure 

that foreign bicycles were being sold over a wide area. On 

the other hand, there was no attempt to build a new type of 

transport business around the vehicle, and although bicycle 

shops sprang up here and there, there was no sudden increase 

in the number of vehicles as had been the case with the ricksha 

and the bor&e and carriage. Still more and more people bought 

bicycles for their private use. and it is clear that even if few 

foreigners were actively trying to advertise for bicycle companies, 

the foreign population as a whole were unwittingly contributing 

to the propaganda campaign. 

The first Japanese-made bicycle appears to have been produced 

at the Mjyata Manufacturing Works in 1893. In the folk wing 

year Miysta Eisuke of the Ryoju Bicycle Factory in Kikugawa- 

cho* Hodjo Ward, Tokyo, published the following advertisement 

in commemoration of the first anniversary of the establishment 

of his factory. 

Although my bicycle factory has been tn business only 

a short time, Ua products have gained widespread acclaim, 

for which I hereby express my sincere gratitude. This 

month marks the first anniversary of this enterprise, and 

by way of thanks to the general public, E am placing 50 

vehicles cm sale at a greatly reduced price, and 1 will supply 

210 
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full accessories dependent on the price class of the vehicle 

purchased. Do not fail to take advantage of this offer. 

Order immediately- Orders will not be accepted after 

August 15. (7o£yo Nicki-nichi Newspaper, July 28, 1894) 

Advertisements for Miyata's bicycles begin to appear in quantity 

around 1905, and the company opened a branch factory in 

Osaka around the same time. 

Bicycles or more properly jilensha began to catch on every- 

where. They were first used to deliver mail in 1891 by the 

Kobikj-ebo Post Office in Tokyo. In the following year they 

were introduced in Lrika-mochi Kagoshima Prefecture, where 

they were goon adopted by doctors and tradespeople. Around 

1895, it is reported, the clothiers rice merchants* medicine sales¬ 

men, and other influent lai traders in Namerigawa-machi, Toyama 

Prefecture, were riding them, and it is to be supposed that the 

same was true in many other outlying provinces. On the other 

hand* it is likely that many of the jiienska mentioned in con¬ 

temporary accounts were a far cry from the modem bicycle. 

A jitenska introduced to Muya-irmchi, Tokushima P refect tire, in 

1892, for example, was described as having one large wheel In 

front and two small ones in the rear, and Mr, Sano Keiji of 

Kamikita’mura* Koshi County, Niigata Prefecture, stated upon 

inquiry that a jtiensha his father bought for him around 18S7 

was s three ^wheeled wooden vehicle. 

According to the Report on Life in the Meiji Period, many 

residents of rural districts staled that bicycles first entered their 

town or village in the Meiji thirties [ L887—97) and were used 

by merchants, local officials, doctors, teachers, policemen, and 

post men, In 1902 and 1903, when the naval port at Maiznrn 

was constructed, laborers commuling to East and centra] Mai- 

zuru are recorded to have made heavy use of the vehicle, but 

tills was an area in which it was especially quick to spread. 

0liter accounts of this period contain such statements as that 

" around that time doctors and restaurant or hotel proprietors 

began to a tan la everyone by riding around on bicycles/' or that 
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l+ a rich merchant was riding on an English bicycle/* or that 

u the landlord rode a foreign wheel,” or that “ propertied fami- 

Iks boughs them because they were cheaper and mort convenient 

than rickshas/11 or that “ they were only used for pleasure riding/" 

or that " the master of an old and influential house rode one 

nut of whimsy/' and so on. Consequently, it appears that 

though bicycles were probably in use over a wide area, they 

were still not very numerous, and they were mostly imports 

From America or England. Presumably a bicycle race held 

around this time in the vicinity of thano-mura, Hikawa-gunp 

Shrmane Prefecture, was a form of propaganda for forrigmtnade 

bicycles- 

In 1902 and 1903 bicycles with one Urge and one small iron 

wheel first appeared in Kakegawamftdli, Shizuoka Prefecture, 

and one suppose shat ordinary bicycles were in Fairly wide use 

in the area. In Tokyo m 1900 and 1901 all bicycles had plain 

meta] wheels* but shortly thereafter rubber-rimmed wheels were 

introduced, and on the eve of the Russo-Japanese war fat rubber 

tires with inner tubes appeared. Tbe Lady Bicycle-Lovers' 

Society was formed on November 25, 1900, and around the 

same time plans were laid for the founding ot the Ladles" 

Bicycle Club. In the following year the former organization 

merged with the women's division of the Japan Athleric Society 

£Nikon TaHku-kai}, It is clear from all this that bicycles were 

appreciated by a number of people for their recreational value, 

but during this period virtually none of the shopkeepers along 

the streets of Tokyo owned them, and their use in business 

was in effect confined to a small class of prosperous merchants* 

notably clothier*, in the central section of the metropolis. 

There were bicycles in Kobe and AmagascJri around 1904 or 1905, 

but about the only people who u$ed them in their work were 

missionaries and officials. A butcher in Tomoto-cho in Kobe, 

we are told, went out soliciting orders by bicycle, but he was 

an exception to the general rale. According to Hirata HisMhi|,s 

JY/i Fears us a HtWSpttpcr Report*??" (1902), Hirsts first rode 
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a bicycle in August, 190 lt and w&s so impressed with the pos¬ 

sibilities of the machine that he published an article entitled 

,4 The Effectiveness of the Bicyck 11 in a Tokyo newspaper. 

This indicates how rare bicycles were even in the capital 

In the article Hirala commentedP “ It is impossible to ride a 

bicycle in ordinary Japanese dressH Riders must make their 

sleeves narrow and tuck up the skirts of their kimonos or wear 

something on the order ot knee-length pants. As the popularity 

of the vehicle increases, the clothing worn by young people will 

probably change to the extent that it differs in no way from 

European clothing/1 This :s especially interesting as a portent 

of the effect of new transportation facilities on clothing. Certain¬ 

ly ihe bicycle, dong with the streetcar, caused* if not the 

complete Westernization of every tiny cbilling, at least a radical 
simplification of iL 

The number of bicycles in Tokyo. Osaka, and the country as 

a whole toward the end of Meip was as follows : 

Yta* Qsakx 
Whd* 

Country 
City 

Proper 
Suburbs 

11KW — — 543 — 

1902 5*428 SOI 486 — 

1907 8.743 3.523 4.756 — 

1911 15*310 10,024 — — 

1912 — — 11.547 m 523 

1916 98*355 40,781 24,802 857.099 

Motorcycle*- 3ST 30 - 80S 

As shown here, after 1907 the number of bicycles both in the 

cities and in the provinces increased at a great rate. According 

to the Report on Life in the Meiji Period, in this period middle 

school students in the farm villages around Osaka, as well as 

in Awajishima and the township of Ho it jo in Miyazaki Prefecture, 

were riding bicycles to and from school and the use of the 
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vehicle bnd become widespread among merchants and working 

people. Many shopkeepers in Tokyo were sending their hired 

help out on bicycles to take orders, and one newspaper recounts 

that each day at no on a large group of delivery boys* clad in 

work jackets hearing the mark of their employer* forgathered 

ai Moto'ogahara in the Aoyama section of Tokyo for bicycle 

races. Boys from sake shops were the most numerous, we are 

told, and the ground under the trees was littered with sake 

bottles* kegs, and the other implements of their trade, (Niroku 

Xeuspiiptr, August 20f 1909). 

A number of ladies in Tokyo, as noted above rode bicycles 

for pleasure, hut very few working women used the vehicle. 

In the Niroku Newspaper for July 25T 1909, the following ap< 

peared under the title 4i A Woman's Account of the Experience 
of Riding a Bicycle.11: 

At the time bicycles were the height of fashion, and 

everybody and his brother were riding them. Even great 

ladies were striking quite a pose as they cycled about the 

streets. ...k was three ri (approximately 7.2 miles) from 

my house to school, and a woman simply could not walk 

the distance in less than three hours. School began ai 

seven in the morning.. . .but even so I managed somehow 

to commute on foot for two years, though it was quite a 

hardship. I hated ith and when they bought a bicycle for 

me 1 decided to ride to and from school. On a bicycle 

the 3 ri took only about 40 minutes. It was somc%vhat 

embarrassing, but I decided that It would not do any great 

harm to pul up with a little embarrassment* and I began 

riding. It was really hard to bear the taunts and sneers 

that people burled at me as 1 went back and Forth.. „. [ 

tried to be ns inconspicuous as possible, but when word 

spread that a woman was passing by or a bicycle, I get a 

different kind of insult from each village I went through. 

In the mornings it was fairly easy since no one was awake 

anywhere. Fa be sure* sometimes when I passed through 
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the vegetable market in Senju I wa$ so afraid the bystanders 

were going to hit me on the head that I got a policemen 

to lead me through* and that was a little difficult. * *, In 

the evenings I started back ai 6 and arrived home around 

7, and ihis was when I really goL the gibes. Hey, pipe 

the high^rlass bitch on the bicycle!11 the more vulgar men 

would scream. i4YdJ at her] Heyn you! We know you, 

all right! We*)! take care of you later I **. -. * People threw 

rocks and water at me from their houses and everyone 

would say nasty things arid laugh. 

Despite this poor Lady's, difficulties, the bicycle continued To 

become more popular. The Miyata factory, which enjoyed a 

boom after the RussoJapanese war, issued frequent advertise¬ 

ments in the newspapers, and the Japanesc-American Company, 

special agents for an American bicycle firm carried on a tremend¬ 

ous sales campaign. Nevertheless, the bicycle was not really 

taken up by the great masses of Japanese in the rural areas 

until the end of the TaiEho or the beginning of the Shows 

period. 

b. Automobiles 

Automobiles did not appear in Japan until much later than 

bicycles, and they were not a really important means of trans¬ 

portation until long alter the Meiji period. The first automobile 

to be imported is said to have been an electric model presented 

by the Japanese residents of San Francisco to the crown prince 

in 1900 on the occasion of his marriage, hut this vehicle was 

never once used. Somewhat later, in 1902* the secretaries of 

the Russian and American Embosses and one other American 

imported one automobile each. In 1904 Mitsui Takayssu pur¬ 

chased a ear* and he was followed by Prince Arisug&m, who 

brought one back on his return from a trip to the United 

States. Subsequently, Count Okuma, Baron Shibusawa, and 

Okura Kishiehiro joined the pioneers, and by 1907 there were 
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A1 private cars in the city of Tokyo, whlchT together with 23 

owned by the imperial court* the army, and business concerns, 

made a total of f>4, (From an article entitled 11 Women Who 

Drive Automobiles'" in the Xiroku Newspaper, 1909.) Auto¬ 

mobiles, then, were to some extent imported for private use by 

mEmbers of the upper class. 

The situation in Osaka was somewhat different. In 1903 the 

various steam-driven automobiles being produced in the United 

States were exhibited in the Fifth National Exhibition, and an 

American technician made qtiiic an impression with his driving 

demonstrations. Within the year Naksgawa Taisunosuke and 

certain of Jus colleagers purchased two steamers from America 

and opened a bus line between Ebisu-trip chi and Umeda, In 

1905 they formed the Osaka Automobile Corporation, Limited, 

and .succeeded in establishing a new line from ^kombashwiimc 

to Sakai h but in (he next year they sold the company to a 

foreigner named Scholars [?). The new owner increased hi$ 

capital, boughr more vehicles, and continued the bus sen-ice* 

but, perhaps because he was a foreigner, business did not go 

well, and in 1903 he turned the company over to Sakurai 

Yoahiki and the latter* associates In August or the same 

year the enterprise was dissolved because of its inability to 

compete with the expanding tramway lines. 

CaBOLine propelled automobiles are said to have been introduced 

is Osaka in 1910. hut to have been abandoned because of their 

price and the high cost of maintaining them. Apparently street¬ 

cars, passenger boats, and rickshas sufficed to meet the city's 

needs. The total number of cars was only four in 1903, 15 in 
19Q7P and 17 in 1912. 

The first automobile in Nagoya is said to have been one 

purchased by the head of the Nagoya branch of the Kitahama 

Bank in 190*. During 1908 and 1909, the Tiger,, Tsukamoto, 

and Nagoya Automobile Companies, each owned one vehicle 
which they rented out. 

The automobile, then, was introduced in one way or another 
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io the three largest cities, but in 1912 there were still only 535 

cars in the whole of Japan, and probably not a single truck. 

Aside from private automobiles owned by foreign diplomats, 

the Japanese army, and the Imperial Household Ministry, there 

was a handful of caps engaged In commercial transport in the 

cities, and that is about the extent of the matter. The auto* 

mobile had no connection with the vast majority of the popula¬ 

tion and was in no position to compete with the horse end 

wagon or the ricksha, 

c. The Development of Railroad* and Streetcar Lines 

Of all the means of transportation introduced in the Meiji 

period, the railway did most to increase the volume and speed 

of traffic and to hasten Japan’s modernization. 

On September 12. 1872, the first Japanese railway line was 

officially opened between Shlmbashi and \ okohsma. T he 

distance was only 3 little less than 18 miles, but the aecom- 

plishment that the railway represented thrilled the heart of 

every Japanese alive. Only 17 years later, in 1889, the laying 

of the thousandth mile of rails was celebrated in Nagoya, and 

often another 17 years, in 1906. a similar ceremony was held 

in the same city to celebrate the five-thousandth mile. In the 

fiscal year of 19IL the total length of railroad lines was 5,506 

miles, while the number of passenger fares was 180.000,000, and 

the total amount of foreign was 32,300,000 tons. 

A compilation entitled 11 The Social and Economic Influence 

of Railways in Japan ” was prepared from data pertaining to 

the years 19 L2 and 1913. Included were a number of distribu¬ 

tion maps, among which were those for oil storage tanks ann 

lumber mills. These indicate tlist there was a nation wide 

network of oil tanks, used primarily for lamp oil, and lumber 

mills, and that this network clearly coincides with the railway 

lines. The supply of new commodities made possible by the 

railway must have brought about a tremendous change in firing 

317 
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conditions throughout the country. 

The expansion of railroads, on the other bund, created some 

rather curious shora-teras difficulties. Take the following for 
example : 

The opening of the Tokyo-Sendai railway 13 a source of 

great joy to everyone in the Sendai area, hut it has led to 

certain difficulties- For one thing, thanks to the convenient 

new transport system, merchants have taken to shipping 

fresh fish to Fukuahima and Tokyo< and as a result the 

price of fish in Sendai has greatly increased. A sen-bream 

that used to sell for 20 sen is now 60 or 70 senA and a 

flatfish that sold for 5 or 6 s$n is now 17 or 18 sen, Other 

prices can be inferred from these. In any event, all the 

fishmongers are sold out. Conditions being such, pour people 

like us will soon he unable to cat fish even though we live 

here in the nation's chief fishing district, (Tokyo Nlchiniehi 

Newspaper, January 12, 1838) 

The coming of the railway caused a sharp rise in the price 

of firewood and charcoal in the Shirakawa District of Fukushima 

Prefecture and Iiad a serious effect on prices in other areas. 

Ultimately* of course* the result was increased production in the 

provinces, accompanied by an influx of items hitherto unavailable. 

Watermelons and vegetables were now shipped from Tokyo to 

Fukushima and Sendai, and people of the northeast region were 

for the first time able to buy fruit in considerable quantities. 

After railways were built in the northernmost areas of Honshu* 

cheap rice from this region began to flow into the Ghkhihu 

District, arousing, incidentally, much opposition on the part of 

Saitamarice merchants who hud traditionally supplied this market. 

{Tokyo Nithi-nithi Wpuij^t, November 28* 1888). When the 

Tokaidc Line was completed, there was an immediate increase 

in the demand for Osaka glass products* and traveling bags 

began to sell well. The opening of Lhe Tohoku Line led to 

increased profits for cherry and peach growers in Yamagate 

and Fukushima Prefectures, and in general the railroads led to 
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an expansion of local industry. The iife^orr <?*t Zi/e in Metji 

Period lists die following answers to questions concerning rail¬ 

road : 

(1) When a railway station was opened about one ri (ap¬ 

proximately 2A miles) away* all goods were converted 

into money, and living conditions changed greatly 

(Uehigo-mura, Tsukui-guu, Kanagawa Prefecture, t'beno* 

mura, Iwami-guK Tot tori Prefecture), 

(2) When a nation was installed at a distance of a half 

rf or a ri sway, all freight (principally lumberp firewood* 

and charcoal) began to flow into the station, from 

whence it was shipped to the vicinity of Kyoto 

(Yoshitomhuiura+ Funai-gun, Kyoto Metropolitan Pre¬ 

fecture : Mitake^mura, Amata-gunh Kyoto Metropolitan 

Prefecture). 

(3) When the San-in Line was opened in this area, there 

was an increase in special farm products, and prices 

in mountainous areas went up (Ayabe City). 

(4) When a station was built, hotels and shops were bulk 

in front of it, and silk, ice, and tea factories sprang 

up in the vicinity, A new street lined with the houses 

of railway workers appeared (Kameyama-uiDchi* Sucuka 

gun* Mie Prefecture). 
(5) {Taisho period) A lumber yard appeared near the 

station and became the center of lumber deliveries 

(Nabari-machi* Naga-gun* Mie Prefecture). 

(6) (Tai$h5 period) Guests at the local worm springe be¬ 

came more numerous, and lumber shipments more 

convenient (iriki-machi, Sstsumagun* Kagoshima Pre¬ 

fecture). 

The appeeronce of railway stations must have caused similar 

phenomena all over the country* and at the same time each 

station became the point out of which passenger buses. rickshas, 

and freight wagons operated. 
The city of Taira, Fukushima Prefecture, was a castle town 
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in the Tokugawa period, and one cannot suppose that it 

wa3 ever troubled by extended water shortages, but when a 

station on the Johan Line was built on the outskirts of Lhe 

city, the population expanded so that people had to buy water 

for their everyday needs. In l$9S. vvhen Ono Hans's family 

moved to Taira, they were Fortunate enough to have a well, 

but to guard against watersheives they had to keep it under 

look and key at night h In the Fukagawa district in Tokyo as 

well as in parts of Osaka * Hiroshima, and H aka La. the construe- 

tion of water mains fell behind general expansionp and marry 

were forced to purchase their water. The same was often true 

of new shops that sprang up in the vicinity of railway stations. 

The appearance of a new station in any district meant such 

vast social and economic changes that many people harbored 

misgivings about railway construction. When plans were laid 

to have the Mi to Line pass near the village of Ueno, Makabe- 

gun,, Ibaraki Prefecture* the villagers organized an opposition 

movement for fear that the railway would cause an influx of 

burglars. And in fact there were not a few suspicious tram 

travelers who caused trouble in the provinces. 

We douht that it is fair exchange for Sendai fish, but 

the trains have been carrying a fair number of pick pockets 

and the like from Tokyo to the Sendai urea, and the people 

thereabouts* many of whom have suffered losses, are quite 

disturbed (Tokyo Ntchi*mcfu> January 12i lSfi8). 

L nder the circumstances, it is not surprising that some districts 

protested against railway projects When the San in Main Line 

wpas laid, a station was supposed to be bulk in a district called 

Takatsu, which is now a pan of the city of Ayabe, but the 

residents were so afraid the railway would simply esny off 

their wealth to the city that they apposed the slat ion, and with 

success. Even the town of Fuehu in greater Tokyo divided 

into probation and anti-station factions. The anti-station group, 

which consisted largely of the class that had run the town in 

the days when it had been a Tokugawa highway station, plus 

±±g 
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a few horse-bus operators, won oKtt, and the railway station was 

placed at Kokubun-p. The inhabitants of Fuchu later regretted 

their actions, and many other cities now suffer from the fact that 

an earlier generation had the railway station built on the outskirts 

of town instead of in a centrally located district. Ar the same 

time it should be observed that there was a natural tendency 

to build on the outskirts of towns because of land prices. 

In general towns located on railway lines soon found the new 

means of transportation exceedingly beneficial, and those still 

out of reach began to feel discommoded by outdated methods. 

People living relatively near a station complained that it was 

too difficult to reach, and merchanu bewailed the fact that all 

the business was going to concerns sittmed in the vicinity of the 

local station. Discontent of this sort hastened the construction 

and improvement of roadls leading to and from stations ond 

increased the demand for new rail lines in the more isolated 

regions. 

The distribution maps appended to ** The Social and Economic 

Influence of Railways in Japan1 indicate the direction of Sow 

of the principal commodities in the late Meiji and early Taisho 

periods. It is apparent therefrom that in the case of lumber, 

fresh fish, and salted fish, both the stations of despatch and 

the stations of arrival were distributed fairly equitably through¬ 

out the nation. On the other handr while charcoal, was dis¬ 

patched from widely distributed points, its destination whs most 

often one of the growing cities of Kruno, Kansas, or northern 

Kyushu. Conversely* iron and oil were distributed to a smpri* 

singly large member of stations* Tiles and bricks were produced 

Over a wide area, but were for the larger part shipped into 

Tokyo or Osaka. In the case of paper. Mure ran and Oloru 

arc given alongside Tokyo, Osaka, and i\agoya as principal 

points of arrival, but this is no doubt because the two cities 

received quantities of paper from nearby factories for transship¬ 

ment by boat. Cotton cloth and thread were sent principally 

to the manufacturing area of Osaka and Kobe, which indicates 

in 
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that these dbiribmion maps give as point a of arrival the places 

in which the materials in question were processed or reprocessed 

and do not show the route whereby the finished products reached 
the consumer. 

The almost all paper was sent to Tokyo, Osaka, and Nagoya, 

for instance, may have resulted in part from the system of 

merchandising, bin one wonders if It is not due even more to 

the fact that the publishing and printing industries were located 

in those cities. Glass was shipped primarily from stations in 

Tokyo, Osaka and Nagoya, but no distribution map is furnished 

for the points of arrival in this case, presumably because they 

were too widely distributed for any one place to stand out. 

In any event, the maps, detailed and useful though they are. 

indicate little more than the distribution of industrial activity 

in various fields. This in itself, however, h a considerable 
contribution. 

In. 190$ the total amount of cos! produced or imported was 

14,650,000 tons, and the amount transported by the railways, 

lor which coal was the principal freight item, was 10,036,000 

tons. The Railway Statistical Yearbook for 1910 gives the 
following figures: 

AMOUNT TRANSPORTED TOTAL AMOUNT 

BY RAIL TRANSPORTED 

Hire I k 163. 00tl Km* fi.0tT.OIM tom 
Oil 4fiLMfl jr 
Salt mOOQ * 517.000 JF 

Soy *(utcc 93.t»0 ' m 000 # 

This would make it appear that there was, especially in the 

case of rice, some means of transport more important than 

railways, but the figures here are unclear—even the unit is un¬ 

certain. and we are told nothing concerning the method of 

complication. In any event it is certain that ships were an im¬ 

portant factor in transport tn this period. 

Since the principal railways were built along the coast line. 
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parallel to the Tokugawa-period highway, many1 of tbe old 

stopping places as weU as the ports that hod formerly prospered 

from intercostal shipping now fell into the decline. At the 

same time,, we might note, the railways did not directly affect 

traffic on cross-country highways and on rivers. 

In any event, freight gradually came to be transported by 

train rather than by ship, but since railways were operated by 

many small bed companies, it was frequently impossible to ship 

anything over a long distance without having it changed from 

train to tram. Direct passenger service between Shimbashi and 

Shinto noseki and between Ueno and Niigata was not inaugurated 

till August 1, 1905, and direct long-distance freight service 

probably did not come until after the nationalization of the 

railways in 1906. 

d. Growing PepcudcaCe on Rail ways 

In May, 1672, when the Shinagawa-Yokohama railway was 

opened, there were only two round-trip trains per day, one in the 

morning and one in the afternoon, but on the third day this was 

increased to three. The number of passengers increased steadily ; 

41,310 in June, 69,296 in July 69,800 in August, and 89,931 

in September. By July, 1873. a manufacturer named Moritft. 

who made $ometbing called “Treasure Pills11 for seasickness, 

was advertising small packages of his product at 6,25 -sen each 

In the newspapers and doing a heavy business at Shimbashi and 

Yokohama Stations, (The History of Newspaper Advertising 

in Japan,) We do not know the exact speed of the trains, but 

they are said to have covered the distance between Yokohama 

and Shinagawa in thirty-five minutes, which is not slow, and it 

is not surprising that many passengers had recourse to Mr. 

Morita's cure for giddiness. 

According to The New Prosperity in Tokyo, “this was an 

age when the government was everything, and the people nothing. 

Railway officials sold tickets as though they were doing the 
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passenger n great favor, but the passengers often stood up for 

iheir rights, some even going so far as to haggle Over the fare.11 

1 here must have been a certain amount of unpleasant friction, 

but more and more people rode the trains. In April, 1890, 

when the Third National Industrial Exhibit wa$ in session, 

Shimbashi Station handled from 8,000 to more than I2r000 

passengers a day. By 1909, passenger trains were departing 

from the same station at intervals of from 10 to BO minutes, 

there being a total of 82 departures each day. {Nireku News¬ 

paper August 7, 1909,} 

It seems unlikely, however, that traffic on the Tokaido Line 

increased at a steady unchanging rate. Instead, there were 

probably sudden large increase each time the entire route be¬ 

tween two cities, as for example, Tokyo and Nagoya, or Tokyo 

and Kyoto, was opened. Underlying this phenomenon was the 

difficulty of mating trips in the days when the railway system 

was still incomplete, and one had to change from conveyance 

to conveyance to go any considerable distance* The following 
was written in 1891 ■ 

Having passed Itouogawa,. 1 traveled by ricksha over a 

dreadful and dangerous road to Naoetsu. At the time 

there was a 100-ton ship running between Iwase and Naoetsu, 

bin between late October and March or April, it was packed 

to the danger point whh passengers, and 1 decided to come 

by land At a little after three in the afternoon on the 

same day, 1 boarded a train at Nsoefcau and went to Nagano, 

where I stopped at the Ggiya. On the twenty-sixth J wor¬ 

shiped ai the Zenko-jj and then wens by train to Karuizawa. 

V com Ksnjjsawa I took stagecoach across Usui Pass and 

arrived after about two hours at Yokogawa, At that point 

1 again got on a train, and that evening to my great joy, 

1 finally arrived at Uena Station in Tokyo. This was at 

7 jxm, on the evening of the third day after leaving 
Tomiyama. 

Such records are common among memoirs of the Meiji period. 
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Lender ihe circumstances, we may infer tha: it was next to 

impossible before the latter years of the eta to ship freight 

over long distances by rail. 

At first trains were too scarce to be of much use to com- 

milters, but in 1891 the Japan Railway Company began selling 

commuters1 tickets at cut rates. Passes good for one month or 

two months were sold at a discount of 20 ✓o (40% to students) 

and 35% (50,% to students) respectively, (Tokyo Nichi-nichi 

Newspaper, September 12, 139L) By this time there were line 

between Shinagawa an Akabane, north of Tokyo, and between 

Shidjuku and Nishi-Ogikubo. west of Tokyo* and both must 

have carried a large and ever-increasing number of short-distance 

passengers. 

By 1897, residents of Tokyo were able to travel by train to 

pleasure resorts such os Kamakura, E^noshima, and liakone. 

The following newspaper account tells of the heavy traffic on 

an especially hot day in August, 1898 : 

Railroads are gradually being built all over the country, 

and many places that were once quiet and lonely have 

overnight become prosperous and lively. Since the opening 

of the Takaido Line, there has been an increasing stream of 

visitors from Tokyo to Kamakura, Enosbima, and the Seven 

Springs of fiakone. There were 730 guests in Kamakura and 

E noshim a on Saturday the eleventh and 830 on Sunday 

the twelfth. Maybe times aren't so bad after ail, 

From about this time more and more people began to "go 

off for the weekend/' and the sightseeing areas south of Tokyo 

were increasingly crowded. Times were not, in fact, very good 

however, and few ordinary city people could afford to go nut' 

ning off for a weekend in the Western fashion. These weekend 

travelers were b> and large high officials or important business 

men. On July 23, 1901, the Tokyo Xicfumchi carried the 

following report- 

With the heat gening more unbearable by the day, there 

is a growing stream of travelers to summer resons. 1 mffic 
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is particularly heavy between Saturday and [Monday morn¬ 

ings. There is an especially large number of middle-class 

and upper-class train passengers on these day3, and one 

notices many ladies with their children. The trains are 

doing a prosperous business. Since Westerners are also 

numerous, the upper- and middle-class cars on the Tokaidu 

Line, as well as the Yokosuka Line, seem especially crowded. 

Last Monday morning I came back to Tokyo in an upper- 

class car on the Yokosuka Line. The car was fairly empty 

as far as Ofuna. but at Ofuna a lot of people from Ko2ti 

and Obo transferred to our train, and the upper-class cars 

were so jammed that one could hardly move. 

One suppose? from this that a fair number of persons who 

worked in Tokyo or Yokohama during the week kept weekend 
houses in the S ho nan area. 

In the Tokyo-Yokohama area, ordinary people were especially 

numerous on the trains during traditional holidays, such as 

temple and shrine festivals. In this period, the only festival 

that the railway lines actually promoted was the monthly celeb¬ 

ration at the Temple of the Great Master in Kawasaki, but they 

made rather a to-do over that. On May 21, 1898, for instance, 

the Shimbashi Railway Office dispatched six special trains to 

Kawasaki and in addition had two express trains stop there. 

In 1 okyo it was the custom to send children out to work at 

other people's houses, and during the New Year and Bon vaca¬ 

tions the trains were full of young apprentices and maids re¬ 
turning home for a few days. 

In July. 1892, the Japan Railway Company began running a 

special excursion train to Nikko. which had even before this 

drawn quite a few sightseers, and this service was subsequently 

continued on weekends every summer. During 1892, the train 

left Ueno Station at 5:15 fl_m. and arrived at its destination 

at 9; 2o am. The return train left at 6 ; 25 p.tn. and arrived 

at Ueno at 10:30 p.m. The round trip fare waa ¥1.02 for 

adults and ¥.60 for children, and the tickets were good for 

hS 
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four days. Apparently there were plenty of customers, for on 

July 16, 1905. the Tokyo Asuhi Newspaper commented that 

“with the coming of the season for summer trips, the thoughts 

of the average person have understandably turned to Nikko, 

known so far and wide as the ‘perfect1 place.” In the same 

year, the Blunder of excursion trains on this line was increased 

and a discount of 50i!j> of the fare offered. 

What with the success of the Nikko excursions, on July 15, 

1905, the Sohu Railway began running excursion trains from 

Ryognku Station in Tokyo to the seaside resort of Choshi- 

This was the day of the Bon festival, and the same newspaper 

reported as follows: 

Tradespeople of every description Booked into Ryogoku 

Station, and the platform wag mobbed. Among the pas* 

sengers, many wore straw bonnets, leggings, and straw 

sandals. There was a good number of madams and 

prostitutes who had come 10 peddle their charms, and the 

old ladies too, bad turned out in force. There were couples 

holding on to each other and young and old helping each 

other along, Altogether there must have been more than 

400 people. At 5:15 the train set forth in the direction 

of Choshi, During the next 7 or 8 minutes 30 or 40 

latecomers came running frantically up to the tracks. They 

were fortunately able to board the regular train at 6. To¬ 

day is another holiday, and there will probably be no fewer 

passengers than yesterday. "The railway company is de¬ 

lighted with the success of the venture and will probably 

run a second excursion train in the near future. 

In the Kyoto-O&aka region, with all it? historic temples and 

shrines, the local railways seem to have been as active as those 

in Tokyo in publicizing festivals and. promoting sightseeing trips, 

As it happened, Japan was ai this time enjoying the wave of 

prosperity that foliowded the Russo-Japanese war. and the 

public seemed 3S anxious to organize group excursions as the 

railway companies were to have them do so. ^ hea tbe .\itaiu 

137 
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Newspaper was celebrating the completion of its new building 

in I905> tor example, it invited 400 of its readers to go on a 

irip to Itsukushima Island. Later, the Central Control Bureau 

of the National Railways issued the following announcement: 

To the owners of factories with 50 or more workers: 

We have decided to make an uprecedented reduction of 

from 40% to tiOJ^ of the regular fare for laborers traveling 

in groups, {Kiroht Newspaper a September 3J909.) 

Non-military group travel by rail, incidentally, appears to have 

been begun with school-graduation trip*. On the occasion of 

the National Industrial Exhibition of 1890, the following an¬ 
nouncement was made: 

The Japan Railway Company is giving a discount to 

graduating students who wish to round out their education 

by visiting the Uerjo Exhibition in Tokyo. The offer 

applies to schools in ail districts through which the com¬ 

pany’s lines pass. For groups of 50 persons or more, in* 

eluding supervisors, the discount is 30% of the regular 

fare. For individuals it is 20%. Tickets may be obtained 

by applying to the appropriate prefectuml education bureau. 
(Tokyo Kichinichi May 1,1800,} 

This probably did much to promote the custom of sending 

children cEE on trips when they completed their schooling. 

In the Meip thinks and forties, many people in the Tokyo* 

Yokohama area who otherwise would have had little chance to 

travel went an group excursion to shrines, temples, and famous 

scenic spots with their neighbors or fellow workers. Even 

children finishing primary school began to go on "graduation" 

trips. And there were other sons of travel too. In the Kiroht 

Knvspaper for March 13,1910, for example, the following was 
reported: 

The various government departments have formed the 

bad habit of using travel funds left over at the end of 

each year to send groups of officials off on unnecessary 

trips under various pretexts. This year the government has 
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resolved that all surplus travel funds must be returned to 

the treasury and no persons dispatched od journeys unless 

necessary, 

A comparison of the time and money required for travel in 

the early and late years of Meiji reveals the vast ness of the 

change that toot place. Before the coming of the railway, it 

took 13 or 14 days to walk from Edo to Kyoto and 12 or 13 

days to go by palanquin. Around 1377* 20 or 30 days were 

required to go from Yokohama to Hyogo on an old-style sailing 

vessel. When steamers were put into operation, this was reduced 

to from 30 to 36 hours. In the Tokugaws period, the fare for 

the usual palanquin between Edo and Osaka was 95,577 cash, 

or ¥9.58, and %hh did not change drastically in the early years 

of Meiji,, for in 1803 it cost ¥8.54 to go by ricksha from Yo 

kohama to Osaka, and to this must be added the train fare 

from Tokyo to Yokohama, or 62.5 sen, which brings the total 

to ¥9.165. But when the Tokaido Line was opened between 

Tokyo and Osaka, the fare thirdchss was reduced to ¥3,55, 

and in addition hotel fees along the way were eliminated. To 

top it all, the journey could be made in a day and with com¬ 

plete safety* It was inevitable that the railroad would alter 

the popular attitude toward travel. 

e. Th* Si fee tear and r&e the Urban ttadaii at Suburb*. 

The first electric streetcar line in Japan was opened in Kyoto 

in January* 1395, by the Kyoto Electric Railway Company. In 

May, 1898, a second line was opened in Nagoya. In Tokyo, 

the first line began operating on August 22,1903T and it was 

followed only twenty days Inter by a line in Osaka We might 

observe, however, that although the Tokyo and Osaka lines 

were inaugurated around the same time, Lhdr histories are 

rather different . 

In Tokyo the Tokyo Rail Company reorganised itself as 

the Tokyo Electric Train Company and opened a streetcar line 
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between Shinngawa and Shjmbashi, which as mentioned above* 

was put into operation on August 22,1903. Only 3 weeks later, 

on September 15+ a rival firm called the Tokyo City Railway 

Company opened a line between Suklya-bashi and KandabashL 

In November Tokyo Electric Train opened a new line between 

Shimbashi and Ueno* and Tokyo City did likewise between 

and Hanfcdmon. The next month Tokyo City extended its lines 

from Kandabashi to Ryogobu and from Hanrdmon to Shinjuku, 

and in January, 19£Mt it opened a new line between Shoheibashi 

and Hongo 3<h6me. In February Tokyo Electric Train opened 

a line that ran from Nihombwhi by way of Kodemma-ch5 and 

Asnkusabhoshi to Kaminari-monT and in the following month it 
linked Kaminari-mon with Ueao* 

In a word the two companies kept trying to outdo each other 

in track mileage, and the result was a sudden increase in the 

number of passengers. In February* 1904. the fare for any 

distance along either lme was fixed at 3 sen^ but the streetcars 

were so packed from the moment they left the end of the line 

that people waiting at stops along the way could not board 

them, and there whs talk of making the fare proportional to 

the distance. The real problem seems to have been not the 

question of fares, bitt the fact that the increase in number of 

cars did not keep pace with the rapid lengthening of the line* 

While the two companies were fighting each other there 

appeared 3 third concern called the Tokyo Electric Railway 

Com any, which in 1905 and 1906 opened lines from Tsuchibashi 

to Torso omon. from Ochanomixu to Higashi takc-cho, and from 

Shindnomachi to Tengenji-cho. Eventually the three companies 

decided in the interest of their own mutual profit to bury the 

hatchet, and in September* L906* they merged into the Tokyo 

Railway Company, LitnitedH In 1911. the city of Tokyo purchased 

the firm* thus putting the streetcar lines under municipal control. 

The general development of the streetcar liner prior to the 

merger of the three companies is indicated by the following 
statistics: 
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Year 
Length of Troths 

Ai the end tff 
the fiscal year} 

Fassenjpr} 
Average number 
of Paj^ngera 

per Day* 

190? 47*-19 Miles 15B. 226,529 422,313 

1903 54*10 * 162.796,896 446, 019 

1909 54,56 ' lX^MMBT 473,886 

1910 56.77 * 187. $16,869 514/019 

1911 64-16 J 207.31199* 566,432 

1912 71.60 * 225.495, 343 eu?, m 

At the time of purchase by the city of Tokyo there were in 

all 1054 atreelcar** of which 131 were bogie-cars. 

The Niroku Newspaper described the streetcar situation its 

follows: 

Recently there have been Far fewer cars operating <m 

the Tokyo streetcar lines* and even at Suda-cho and the 

Ginza, where the most cars pass, one ordinarily has to 

wait Jive minutes for one's car. T* .Sometimes it takes 10 

or 20 minutes, and then when the car finally comes, it is 

filled to capacity. Each morning during the hours when cut- 

rates apply, there is a grand rush of students and worker sT 

Since the same number of cars runs regardless of the 

number of passengers, in the rush hours they are all 

jammed. Usually the people at the end of the line and the 

next few stops are able somehow to get aboard, but no 

one waiting at stops further along the way has a chance 

unless he fights like a mad mart_Every morning at every 

stop one see* students and workers who have been unable 

to board the cut-rate cars and are waiting for a regular 

one. The most crowded lines are those that run from 

Shinjuku and Aoyama to Tsukiji, Kudan, and Ryogoku* 

from Shio-cho to Akabanebaahi from Shinagawa to Shhn- 

bashi, and from Mita S&kurada to Hongo. Those who have 

to be at work at seven or seven-thirty are often late 

because of this situation! and if they work at a factory 

where the gates are dosed when the hour for reporting 
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parsed, they are out a whole day's work- (March 23, 

1910) 

It if dear from this that there were special cut-me cars, in 

the early morning and that the confusion during the rush hours 

was about the same as it is now. To tell the truth, the Tokyo 

streetcars had become as necessary to people as their legs, and 

in some ways more so. The success of the streetcars led 

eventually to the construction of electric train lines, such as the 

Y&mate and Chcio Lines, which lined the suburbs with, and 

eventually made them an integral part of, the city* 

In Osaka> the streetcar lines were under municipal manage¬ 

ment from the beginning. In the first stage* a line from 

Manazodobadii to Coikko was constructed. This involved a 

great deal of trouble over land acquisition, and after the com¬ 

pletion of the line* considerable time elapsed before there was 

any further progress. Business was quiet on the line that 

existed* and since one of its terminals was on Osaka Bay, 

people playfully spoke of it as the "fishermen’s streetcar !ine.'T 

In 1904, however, the Russo-Japanese war brought a stream of 

military and merchant vessel to the Port of Osaka, and the 

number of streetcar passengers increased accordingly. 

Because of Osaka's narrow streets, plans to extend the 

streetcar lines usually ran up against problems of land acquisi¬ 

tion, 11 was not anti] 1S08. when the east-west line from Kiijo 

Nitmndori to Suekichibashi and the north-south line from Umedu 

to Ebisu were completed, that streetcars came to be of much use 

to the average resident. Though progress inside the city slow* 

however, the development of lines linking the suburban areas 

with ihe city proceeded at a fair pace In 1908 the city and 

the Osaka Electric Train Company (later purchased by the 

Nankai Railway) signed an agreement to share tracks and 

vehicles* and in the following year the city made B similar 

arrangement with the Kyoto-Osaka Electric Railway Company 

and the Osaka-Kobe Electric Railway Company. The rapid 

development of suburban railways in the Osaka-Kobe region. 
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was due tiot only to presence of these large cities is close 

proximity, but also to these cooperative agreement between 

private railroads and the municipal government. Occasioned 

primarily by the difficulty of purchasing land in the city, they 

nevertheless enabled the private suburban lines to center their 

activities in the urban area. This in an important feature in 

the history of electric railways in this area. 

The Osaka^Kobe Railway was the first mtemrban electric 

railway in Japan. It ran along the coast from Deiribashi in 

Osaka to San'nomiya in Kobe and passed through a number of 

smaller towns and villages. It took one hour and twenty 

minutes to go the entire distance, and this fact greatly impressed 

residents of the area. In 1906. 1*512,000 passengers boarded 

the line in Osaka alone, {History of Osaka in the Meiji and 

Taisho Periods A 

Women dn not seem to have used the trains to any large 

degree at first. Ono Bana, who at the time lived in a company 

house belonging at a new factory in Amagasaki, a stop on the 

line, says that she almost never went shopping in Osaka, Two 

or three times a year, howevei, she would attend a bargain sale 

or go on a buying spree with Other ladies, and when this 

happened she and her companions would get oh the Qsa&a-Kobe 

train at Fuku^hima, walk to Watanabebaslii, and go to the rest 

of the way by steamship for one sen each, Mrs. One has no 

recollection of municipal Areetears in those days. 

In March, 1903, the Osaka perry Company began running a 

four-ship passenger service along the city's numerous rivers and 

canals, and for a time this was probably of greater service to 

urban residents than streetcars, though fires in 1909 and 1912 

made it possible to widen a number of streets and hence to 

build more street enr Lines. 

Most of the other interurhan electric train lines in the Osaka 

region developed after 1907. A line was opened between Kyoto 

and Osaka in 1910, and in the same year the first section o| 

what is now the Osaka-Kobe Express wTas opened. In 1911 

3J3 
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the Nankai Railway from Osaka to Wakayama was electrified. 

In the Tokyo region, the first suburban line was cue running 

from Kawasaki to the nearby Temple of the Great Master. This 

waa completed as early as 1897, but it was a very short line 

catering primarily to the people who went to worship at the 

temple. Later, however, this became the nucleus of the Tokyo- 

Yokohama Electric Railway, which opened in December, 1905* 

The Tobu Railway was also opened in 1897 p but it did very 

little business at first and was not electrified until much later. 

The 0]i Electric Railway and the Tamagaws Electric Railway 

were also opened in the Meiji period, but they do not compare 

in scale with the interurban railways in the Osaka region. 

In Tokyo, one of the most important features in the history 

of electric railways was the development of full-fledged railways. 

(sAfrseii) within the city* in particular the Yam ate Line, which 

is now a belt line connecting the main urban centers, and the 

Chub Line which traverses the city from east to west. In many 

wuy^ these lines developed similarly to those mentioned above, 

but ultimately they were purchased by the national government 

and became not only important intraurban arteries, but the 

metropolitan hub of the national Railway System. The Meijh 

period development of the lines that still exist is outlined in 
the following list. 

Natne 

Tokaido Line 

Yamare Line 

Chub Line 

Terminals 

Shiot ome-Rikugo-ga w a 

Hgmamatsu-chd 

Kaxnsumori 

Shinagawa-Akabuue 

Ikehukuro-T aba f & 

K arasumo ri ■ Yur akucha 

Y urakucho-Gofukueho 

NiBhbOgikuho-Shi n juku 

Shi n ju k u -Ushigome 

Ushigome^li damachi 

11 dam acM- Ochanomizu 

Year Opened 

September, 1072 

December* 1909 

March, 1385 

April, 1903 

June. 1910 

September, 1910 

April, 1889 

October, 1894 

April, 1895 

December. 1904 
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Toll ok it Main Line 

Johan Line 

Year Opened 

April, 1908 

April, 19L2 

July, 18S3 

November. 1890 

Name Terminals 

Chuo Line Ochanoinh.u-Shoheibashi 

Shdhei bashi-Mansei has hi 

Ueno-Akabane 

Ueno-Ahihabara 

(for freight car) 

Tubfita- Kane m ac hi 

Mikawaji ms -Sumi daga wa 

Nippon- Mikawaji ma 

Ichikswa-H on jo 

Hon jo- Ry ugok ubashi 

These lines are constructed by the Japan Railway, the Kobu 

Railway, the Sobu Railway, the government Bureau ol Railways, 

and other concerns, Beginning in 1904 with the section between 

lidamaehi and Nakano on the Chuo Line, all the lines were 

Sobu Line 

December, 1896 

December, 1396 

April, 1905 

December, 1894 

April, 1904 

gradually electrified. 

A number of gaps remained at the end of the Meiji period. 

In particular, neither the Chuo line nor other lines terminating 

at Ueno were connected with Tokyo Station, and this is as 

much as to say that the city's arteries were not connected 

with the heart. 

The electric train facilities under the control of the Bureau 

of Railways were as follows, 

Year Avzragt Length Humber 

im 29.6 Mitt 9 

mo 30.7 # il 

mi 310 * 30 

1912 31.0 * 36 

The switch to electricity had barely begun. The number of 

passengers on nationally owned railways in Tokyo at that time 

was as follnws(Sre p, 236); 

Compared to present-day statistics these figures are insignifi¬ 

cant. but at any rate the network of nationally owned railways 
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y<ar 
Length t>f Lines 
(At sbe esd of 
the EutjJ year'1! 

Faswngert 
Average jVumber 

qf Fastmgcrs 
per Day 

1908 67.59 Mile 16,384.366 44.889 

im 50.33 nf^,m 49,167 

3910 61. ID 23.545.745 61,769 

19U 61.10 71*605 

1912 61.26 38,815,193 78,948 

in Tokyo was almost complete in the Meip period, and these 

railways, together with city streetcars were gradually drawing 

the suburbs into the city itsdL According to a report entitled 

"'The Development of Transportation and the Increase in 

Population in the Suburbs of Tokyo/1 published in 1920 by the 

Tokyo Municipal Government, the indices of population in¬ 

crease were as follows (the figures for 1897 = 100): 

Year 
City 

Proper 
So 

1 SukUrbt 

cf Suburban Se+ tiam 

No* 1 .V,. 3 Nt. 3 -W 4 

1838 too too 100 too 100 100 

1303 m 109 112 109 104 106 

1906 162 145 201 153 114 111 

1913 142 200 301 131 123 

Section No, 1 comprised a more or less circular zone of 

eighteen suburbs continuous to the dLy proper, among which 

were Slun agawa, Shi buy at Yodobashi, Okubo, Sugamo, Minami- 

Senjut Terajinia, and Kamedck Section No. 2 comprised 

sixteen communities tying in a somewhat more distant zone* 

such ns Oh Ebara, Meguro. Nakano, Gehiai. ItabashL Ohio, 

Mikawajima, Senju, Sumida, and Knwatsugawa. Section No. 1, 

whicb lay in genera] along the Y innate Line and included most 

of the places where city streetcar lines came to an end, 

displayed the highest rate of pop u 1m ion increese by farp and lt£ 

urbanization exerted an infiuence on Section No. 2 as welL 
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Just before electric trains were put on the Yamate Line, she 

following comment was published: 

As a result of Song planning by the Bureau of Railroad;, 

electric trains are to be put on the Yamate Line in mid- 

November, and at the moment the bureau is considering a 

plan to revise the third-class fares at that time so that the 

maximum will be 10 sen and the minimum 2 Sen, It is 

expected that the new trains will run between Karasumori 

and Akabane at intervals of about 10 minutes from 5 in 

the morning until 1.2 at night. During the rush hours 

around T a* m. and 4 p, m., steam-trains will be added at 

Ueno and Shimbaahi. In addition a number of steam trains 

will be provided to assure good cuunections for passengers 

transferring to the Chub, Shin-etsu, and Nikko Lines. The 

new arrangements will bring many conveniences to people 

living in the suburbs, and it is probable that many new 

people will move to the areas around Meguro, Shibuya, 

Sugamo, and Otsufea. (Xiroku Newspaper, August 12, 1909.) 

It is clear from this that the area along the Yamate Line was 

becoming a popular residential district for people working in 

the city, and the electrification of the line no doubt promoted 

this trend. In the same year the same paper reported that the 

suburbs of Tokyo had developed greatly since the end of the 

Russo-Japanese war, and that the seashore in Oi-machi had now 

become a fine place to live, with beautiful scenery and good 

fresh air. Yodobashi, the paper said, was in rather inconvenient 

place, but since rent was cheap and there were lew inducements 

to wasteful spending, ii had become a residential district for 

people with middle or lower incomes. Between Svnju and Gji, 

it appears, various factories had sprung up, and the paper men¬ 

tioned some 20 in Gji, among them the Op Paper Company, 

the Tokyo Paper Company, the SbimOzuke Textile Company, 

and the Army Medical Supply Factory. The population of Gji 

had grown from 500 or 000 in 1872 to 8,200 in 1892. 12,000 

in 1902, and 201,000 in 1906. Bv the time of the writing oi 
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this article* the paper estimated, h must have reached 23,000 

or 2^,000. Anticipating the increase in workers, eating and 

drinking establishments as well as various stores and shops, 

had multiplied, and they were all making a good deal of money. 

A moving-picture had recently opened, and the price of land had 

sky rocketed. Whereas a (about 4 square yards) had been 

sold for only ¥50 before the war, now it was hardly to be bought 

for ¥300—a price equal to that commanded by land compar¬ 

atively in downtown areas like Hnngd and Uahigume. Prices 

were generally high* but there was one thing that was cheap, 

and that was House rent. The reason, according to the news¬ 

paper* was that more houses than were needed had been built 

in anticipation of the arrh'ai of new workers, (Niroku News¬ 

paper September 2-3* 1909.) 

With the city expanding in this way, ideas for city planning 

began to appear in newspapers. One suggested* for example* 

that the city be expanded to cover an area about 25 miles 

square, and that ample roads and parka, as well as water and 

sewage facilities, be built. Each family of fine should be 

provided with at least 200 tsuba (approximately one-sixth of an 

acre) of land, and residential sect tons separated from business 

district®, (Niroku Newspaper September 1* 1909.) Similar 

plans were also advanced in other large cities. 

7. CHANGES IN WATER TRANSPORT 

Coastal Transport 

Before the Meiji period cargo moving between Osaka and 

Edo was transported by what were called *' lattice rail ship*'* 

(higaki &2jJ£M)and “barrel ships*' (tom kaism}m The former 

were rather large vessels used by Osaka merchants to iramspon 

various types of freight, while the latter were used primarily 

for sake (stored in barrels—hence the name ** barrel ships'1). 

In addition there was an important route Unking Osaka with 
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Mac sumac in the northeast. 

In April, 1863* the Waits Company of America put one of its 

ships, called the “Staunch." on the route between Osaka and 

Kobe* and after the port of Osaka was opened to foreign pettiers 

in the seventh month of the same year, several foreign trading 

companies followed suit. For a time the marine transport 

between Kobe and Osaka and in nearby waters seemed destined 

to be monopolized by foreigners, To be sure, the Osaka Transport 

Bureau put a steamship named the Naniwa-mam on the route 

between Osaka and Yokohama, but its effectiveness se*ms to 

have been rather limited. 

In the first month o£ 1870, the government created the 

Marine Transport Company, which was under the supervision 

of the Bureau of Trade, but was financed half by the govern¬ 

ment and half by private interests. The company had two 

steamships which plied she Tokyo-Yokohonis-Gsaka-Kbbe route 

three times a month* Unfortunately, the enterprise was til- 

managed, and only a year later it was lianded over to something 

called the Ship'handling Office Tori^t$uksi^sho)f. which 

was late reorganized as the Mail Steamship Company. The 

business did not go well, however, and in 1875, the company 

was disbanded. Its vessels were given free of charge to the 

Mitsubishi Trading Company, an enterprise which had developed 

greatly in the course of the Rebellion and the invasion 

of Taiwan. So began the history of the Mitsubishi shipping 

empire, later to gain worldwide fame through the K lines. 

In the above way, steamship transport got off to a relatively 

early start in Metji Japan. There were objections, however. 

Witness the following letter, which appeared in the Yubin 

Hochi Newspaper on January' 24* 1875 i 

While five or six years ago there was very little steamship 

traffic, and the famous sake brewers of Nods, in Settsu, 

held firmly to the belief that sake shipped in steamships 
would spoil They continued doggedly to ship their product 

to Tokyo in the old “barrel ships," and to make mailers 
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worse, when same brave soul did ship a ahlpmeul of sake 

by steamshipT the sake wholesalers in Tokyo refused to 

accept iL_.ln an attempt to end all this foolishness in 

the fifth month of 1870, we sent 20 da (1 eftf^approsi- 

□lately 14 gallons) of Node sake by steamship under the 

name of the Kobe Trading Company and had it delivered 

to the Tsuklji Trading Company in Tokyo* We used the 

trading company's names for fear that the sake whole¬ 

salers would refuse the shipment and allow it to stand 

around in hoi warehouses until it really did spoil, . * 

Within a year a good deal of sake was being sent by 

steamship. * * * but the speed of the deliveries meant a steady 

supply of the beverage and consequently no fluctuations in 

its price* Consequently a number of foolish people secretly 

tried to secure a ban on shipping by steamship so as to 

bring back the sharp price fluctuations of the past. 

Thus the increased transport capacity Lhat resulted from 

the use of steamships was a blow to merchants who had been 

profiting from supply fluctuations* and they no doubt put up 

much resistance, but U was destined to be of little avail. After 

the outbreak of the Sstsuma Rebellion* a number of local 

steamship companies sprang up* Before long, some L10 vessels, 

owned by more than seventy operalors* were plying the Seto 

Inland Sea to and from Osaka. Competition grew fierce, and 

even a rate agreement established in 1881 failed to curb it 

materially. Eventually the operators banded together and 

formed the Osaka Sbdscn Company {GSK), but even so com¬ 

petition remained a major difficulty until after 1890, when the 

various operators finally managed to work ^ut suitable agree¬ 

ments on lines and rales. 

In Tokyo* a concern called the Tokyo Sailing Company 

(Tokyo Fiiha risen Raiska.) attempted to break the Mitsubishi 

monopoly on shipping In 1BS2. together with several other 

transport firms* it formed the Kyado Tran sport Company, and 

a rate was ensued. At one point both Kyddo and Mitsubishi 
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were carrying passengers free of charge and furnishing each of 

them a hand towel in addition. Tills could not keep up long, 

of course, and in 1885, ihe two companies merged to form the 

Nihon Yusen Kaisha (NYK). 

In 18S2* when die Kyodo Transport Company was formed, 

Shinagawa Yaprd made a speech from which the following is 

an excerpt: 
The total number of vessels in japan is as follows: 

Year 
Steamship* Soiling Vessel* 

Number Tannage Number Tpjrnagr 

1873 96 23,394 m 8.321 

1881 312 42,483 394 U.S88 

Despite the increase indicated, the volume of inlercoasta! 

shipping grew so rapidly during the period that shipping rates 

were continually on the riser The shortage of vessels has finally 

been remedied only by the lea ring of foreign ships. 

The annual number of old-style Japanese vessels in operation 

was as fallow*: 

tm Capacity l**t than 500 kekt. Capacity mare than 300 k&tu 

tm 21.1&0 1.538 

1874 SI. 147 1.526 

1875 If, SOS L476 

IB76 if 420 1,499 

£B77 17,387 1,589 

1078 17,014 1.S31 

1879 17*758 1.530 

As indicated, the number gradually decreased until 1877. 

Thb because ships were being converted to Western styles. 

The subsequent increase was due to the demand created by the 

war in the southwest. During this war, incidentally, the govern¬ 

ment ordered Mitsubishi to purchase several large steamships 

*4* 
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and Mitsubishi was very worried about what it would do with 

them after the war, but they have been assigned to Hokkaido 

and other northcm shipping at what is said to be a tremendous 

profit. 

U is dear then that the transport demand has increased. 

As for foreign shipping, in the year ending in June, 1301, 

foreign vessels calling in Japanese porta numbered 535 

steamships (SOS,030 tons) and 476 sailing vessel (342,477 
tons). 

Year before last the Commissioners in charge of Land 

Development were unable lo ship 56,000 koku of rice 

because of the shortage of vessels. A tremendous amount 

of cargo is piling up all over the country. 

Despite the competition between shipping companies, there 

was a shortage of transport facilities. This no doubt stimulated 

the spread of railways, but there were Limits to the speed with 

which railways could be laid, and ships were more and more 
in demand. 

Though in the Melji twenties and thirties an increasing pro¬ 

portion of the notmn's transport was handled by train, murine 

traffic remained active, especially between the main metropolitan 

areas and such islands or peninsulas as could be easily reached 

by boat. Old-style Japanese boats, whoso sails were fixed so 

that they were dependent on a favorable wind* were replaced 

vw 

Ships Measured by Tonnage Sbipi Measured by 
Rlct Ccrpicity 

Total 

Over- 100 
Tons Under 1M Torn Under 500 KdtU 

ftaglf 
tend lend 

Not trail - 
ttfal 

Registered Not frgij- 

lercd 

1003 3.934 1<22i 2,291 420 913 13.333 

im 3>NQ L20S 2.3U 41T 

ISC'3 4.133 t,2i$ 2.450 433 

100$ 4, NT L2S3 2, TO 503 21,470 

1907 4.SU 2.914 m 19. 467 

1909 5,379 1,303 3.295 364 1*230 20,317 
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by western boats* or more often outfitted with Western sails, 

and sailboats continued to ply busily back and forth from islands 

and up and down the const. 

The average person was inclined to suppose that steamships 

replaced sailing craft* and to be sure this was to some extent 

true in the case of large ships, but smaller sailing vessels in¬ 

creased in nnmbcr, as is indicated the above table: 

B. THE DEVELOPMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS FACILITIES 

a. The Creation of the Postal System 

Prior to the Meiji period* mail was sent only by runners, 

who worked in relays from station to station along the highways. 

In the last years of the Tokugawa period, however, the station 

system virtually collapsed, and the Mein government was there¬ 

fore faced at the outset with the problem of establishing a 

dependable means of communication. In the nimh month of 

1868, a fixed system of stations was established, and in the 

third month of 1870* postal regulations were instituted. At 

the same time rates for the payment of the merchants who 

employed the mail carriers and days for the delivery of mail 

between Tokyo and Kyoto were fixed. The new postal system 

thereupon began to take form under the diligent leadership of 

MaejEma Mitsu. the Acting Minister of Postal Stations. Maejtma 

commented on the early history of the system in his memoirs 

as follows: 

In the beginning management was a difficult problem, 

1e was not as though the new system bad been adopted 

from the West after a careful study. The Tokugawa 

system had been very inconvenient* but there was nothing 

else to work with. To send a runner off with one letter 

involved a great deal o( expense, and in order to avoid this 

sort of thing something that happened to be similar to the 

Western system was adopted. Later we came to understand 
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the Western method better and adopted it. 

On the fourth day of die twelfth month of 1370 the chancel¬ 

lery issued an order prodding for the erection of post boxes 

and the sale of stamps at the various stations between Sfima- 

gawa and Otsi] end belween Fushiini and Muriguchh By the 

first month of the following year, letters from Tokyo to Ky5to 

and Osaka were being dispatched each day by runners working 

in relays. The time required for the mail to teach the western 

cities was thirty-sbt bouts for Kyoto and thinymine for Osaka, 

Post offices were established at important centers in the large 

cities, there being twelve in Tokyo, seven in Kyoto, and eight 

in Osaka, and postal service was also provided for communities 

lying within a radius of about IG miles from the regular sia- 

lions. The new uniform system was widely praised, and indeed 

it appears to have functioned successfully. Mail service was 

extended toward the end of 1871 to Nagasaki, and only a year 

later to prefectuml capitals, as well ns important ports, fords* 

and market towns all over the country. The number of post 

offices or mail-handling offices was now 980. Still, the new 

postal sen-ice was violently opposed by the former private mail 

carriers, and in many instances ordinary people seem not to 

have grasped the meaning of the system. Mr. Maejima records 

in his memoirs cases in which people haggled over the price 

d sending Jeiters or complained about not being given a chair 

and a cup of tea at the post office as they might be at a 

private store. Some abused the postal clerks so vociferously 

that the Laiter resigned. The trouble, apparently* was that 

people did not appreciate ihe fact that the government postal 

service was very different from the privately operated carrier 

sendee of the past The government therefore began attempting 

in various other ways to impress upon the people the fact that 

this was an official enterprise. In 1873 “Mai I hand ling Offices** 

became +¥ Postal Bureaus/* anti every effort wra« made to con¬ 

vince people ihai one could be absolutely certain ih&E one's 

letter would be delivered provided one addressed an stamped 
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It properly and put it in a mailbox. 

In the seventh month of l£72p Imba Prefecture* which no 

Longer exists, issued the following announcement to its people: 

Postal service has now been instituted, and mail is being 

carried no! only to all districts throughout the nation, 

whether near or far. but even to the farthest ends of Asia. 

Europe, and America..* .Thanks to the mail service, it is 

as though those who live thousands of miles away were 

in the next block. Hitherto when children went off to 

work and were separated from their parents, they were 

virtually unable to communicate. Fathers and sons, brothers 

and sisters could not send each other New Yearns greatings 

or inquiries concerning the weather because of the high 

cost of runners* Now by the gracious will of the emper¬ 

or a letter weighing four momme (about l/3 02.) can be 

sent 25 ri (1 rt=2.2 mi.) for 1 sen or 50 ri for 2 sen, so 

that even the poorest people can afford to use the mails 

when necessary *. .iN 

Propaganda of this sort led to general understanding and ap¬ 

preciation of the postal system, and letters of praise from com¬ 

panies or individuals often appeared in newspapers. At the 

same time there were occasionally complaints about the length 

of time required for a letter to be delivered. Actually, though 

there muse have been instances in which mail was delayed for 

long periods, the postal authorities labored diligently to make 

the service as rapid as possible. In March. 1873, three classes 

of mail were created regularp and " dying." It was stipulated 

chat “flying*' mail must travel 21 rj. express mail 2 rit and 

ordinary mail Ik ri9 per hour. The mail service was in fact 

go fast and so cheap that many predicted it would not last 

Long, but it thrived, and gradually even ordinary people de- 

veloped the habit of writing letters. Envelopes were introduced 

from the West, and paper stores began to sell a wide variety 

of stationery, some of which was quite beautiful and ornate. 

One thorn hi the side of the postal officials was the Japanese 
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scrips which* as is well known* lends itself to imaginative and 

difficult calligraphy. People were urged to curb their artistic 

impulses and address letters legibly* and it is very likely that 

the exigencies of sending letters led to clearer handwriting on 

the part of the populace at large. 

In Tokyo private operators oi postal services switched over 

to land transport around 1372p and in 1873 the government 

outlawed the old courier system as a private enterprise, The 

postal system as such was brought to completion with the 

establishment of a uniform postal u* in the same year. 

There were still no railroads to speak of, and mail was 

carried by handcart, stagecoach, or steamship, The following 

was written of the early Mel ft period: 

In those days there was no train between Kanda and 

Takasakt or Maebashi, and a company called Kdtin-sha 

carried the mail in stagecoaches. There were about three 

run* per day each way. The fir$t left at 5 in the morning 

and the last at 10 in the evening* The midday coach was 

a special express* dispatched as needed, and ordinarily used 

primarily by silk merchants; and market traders It took 

about 10 hours to travel the 23 n to TaJtaaakL The night 

coach carried 50 or 60 socks of mail which it delivered to 

stations along the way, picking up more at each slop. In 

addition it aUo carried passengers and shipments of fish* 

but this was kept secret. It was just the company’s way 

ol making a little extra money. 

Edward Morse mentions seeing a mail carrier, dressed in 

virtually notliing and pulling hts two-wheel mail cart at full speed, 

the while brandishing a pole from which streamed the Japanese 

flag. Since pullers of this sort worked in relays, said Morse, 
me mail was faster than if carried by horses. 

On June 1, 1873* the postal authorities published the length 

of time required for let sere to go from Tokyo io various desii* 
nations. The list was as follows: 

Same day Yokohama 
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Tsucbiura* Urawa* Kawagoe. Odawara, Ki* 

f.arazti, Kauiura, Tochigi, Uteunoniiya 

MttoB Takasaki, Hamamatsu* Shizuoka, Kofe, 

Yokkaichl Nagoya, Qkazaki. Kasamatsu, 

Zenkdji, Fukushima, Tiiira 

Hyogo. Sakai, LJjt-Yamada* Oisu, Matsumoto* 

Sendai, WakamatsUj, Yamaguta, Voneiawa, 

Stdkyo, Osaka 
Nara, Mizusawa, Uorup KashiwsEaki, Himeji, 

Wakayama 
Morioka* Sakata, Akita, Tsuruga, Fukui, 

Kanazawa, Sado, Aikawa, Toyo^katTsuyama* 

Tokushima, Okayama 

Niigata, Tottoii, Hiroshima* Takamatsu 

Aomori, Shimarcep Matsuyama, Kochi, Kokura 

Nagasaki, Hamadar Yamaguchi, Fukuoka, 

Saga 

Oita, Kumamoto* Yatsushiro 

Kagoshima 

Tsuririro 

During these early years, the police system was still not fully 

organized* and there was danger of robbers even on the chief 

highways, Mall carriers were attacked and their cargoes stolen. 

People were forbidden to send money or valuables in the mail, 

bat the thefts continued, and several carriers were killed or 

wounded. Later, in lieu of a system of postal money orders, 

which had not yet been established, armed carriers were dt3- 

Second day 

Third day 

Fourth day 

Fifth day 

Sixth day 

Seventh day 

Eighth day 

Ninth day 

Tenth day 

Eleventh day 
Thirteenth day 
Fourteenth day 

patched to carry shipments of money, and in January, 18 / -h 

ail mail corriets were armed with riflca. Mail was not safe 

from mb bars, however, until after it came to be transported 

by rail, and fhSfl was in most instances a good deal later, since 

the railway network did not spread nearly so rapidly as the 

postal network* nor did it penetrate so thoroughly into the 

highways and byways. In October, 1892* when the parcel post 

system waa put into effect, the government had to buy more horses. 
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NUMBER OF TIMES TRAVERSED PER DAY 
PER ROUTE 

Geocra] line 1.6 1.4 L6 £.0 1.5 2,2 2.3 2.t 2,9 

Railway Imc — 14.0 £0,0 n. 3 6,0 5.4 5,5 6,3 

TraiupGftkiioEi 
by rater 

2,5 0.4 0.2 0.2 o.s D.S 2,7 0.6 0.4 

The expansion of postal facilities up until 1895 is indicated 

in the above table: 

A$ this table indicates* water routes made up from thirty to 

fifty per cent of the total length of the mail routes, which 

b what one would expect in an island country. On the other 

hand, though the mileage of rail routes wag small, the average 

number of rimes they were traversed was quite large, and it is 

certain that the average number of items carried on each trip 

was much greater than in the other instances, it i$ clear, there¬ 

fore, that as the raitarads expanded they became the principal 

means of carrying mail, The following is a breakdown of ihe 

designated load for various types of land carriers in August. 1896: 

{Unit: ljbfBi=6(1/2) l W,) 

Speed 
clftiltlkfttinn 

Carried 
on 

by 
Oese 
Man 

Carried by 

Handcart 

Carried by 

Sii£e- coach Carried 
by 

Horst 
and 

Rider 
One 

FuJfcr 

Two 

Puller* 

One 

Har« 
Two 

Horse* 

Fust Ctflu 4 12 24 42 64 6 

Second CUn 4.i ta,5 27 46 B6 7 

Third rijtf) 5 15 23 54 166 t 

Among the types of mail sent, we might mention particularly 

postcards, which were of course unknown prior to the Meiji 

period, but which by 1887 constituted the largest single category 

of mail handled, a distinction they a till hold. Picture postcards 

came into use around 1904 and were an immediate success, 

partially because the government printed quantities of them to 
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be sent to Japanese soldiers in Manchuria during the Russo- 

Japanese war. Many people began to collect them, and it is 

said that the shops selling them replaced those that had sold 

woodblock prints in old Edo. After the Russo-Japanese war, 

companies making the cards reported that sales of cards bearing 

pictures of beautiful women fell oS ^th the return of the 

troops, but that pictures of famous scenes of sights were holding 

up nicely. In 1906, postcards put out to commemorate the 

laying of the five thousandth mile of railroad tracks, as well 

as commemorative cards published by the Postal Bureau, were 

a great success, and in the same year the Tokyo-Yokohama 

Picture Postcards Exchange Society was founded. This group, 

we are told, controlled the market price of cards. 

In 1&09 and 1910 postcards designed for use as New Year’s 

greetings were sold in large quantities, and the IStiroku 

paper for December 22, 1909, reported that since the following 

year was the year of the dog by the old calendar, approximately 

1.451) types of greeting postcards bearing pictures of dogs had 

been put on sale. Railroad companies began putting out picture 

postcards showing scenes along their lines, and local boost clubs 

and exhibitions also made heavy use of the medium. In 1910, 

when an especially fine series of cards commentoraring the 

Anglo-Japanese Exhibition was pul on sale, police had to be 

alerted to control the mobs who thronged post offices to buy them. 

As early as October 1, 1872, newspapers and magazines were 

given somewhat lower postage rates than usual, and in October 

1839. this rare was cut to half that of ordinary mail, with the 

result that the number of Journals handled in the mail immedi¬ 

ately increased. This lowering of rates may well have had some 

connect!an with the completion of the Tokaido Railway Line in 

1889 and the proposed opening of the National Diet in 1890. 

b. The Telegraph 

In 1854 Commodore Perry presented a telegraph set to the 
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shogunate and had a demonstration of it conducted, to the 

astonishment of Japanese officials. Afterward both the shogunate 

and the government of Satsuma attempied to advance their 

knowledge of the new device, and the Meiji government followed 

in iheir footsteps. In 1869 an English technician was invited 

to help set up a trial line between Tokyo and Yokohama, and 

on Lhe twenty-fifth day of the twelfth month in the same year, 

telegraph service os this line was begun. The rate for sending 

messages was 1/4 ryQ of silver, which seems extremely high, 

but at least one contemporary, urging the extension of telegraph 

service to Osaka and other parts of the country, averred that 

tins price was quite reasonable. 

On the first day of the sixth month, 187QP lhe chancellery 

ordered that telegraph wire9 be extended to Nagasaki as quickly 

as possible, but despite this show of progress, telegraph facilities 

were still in the primitive stage. After the Tokyo-Yokohama 

line was opened^ the wThes went dead so often that mounted 

officials,, clad in traditional kimono and haori, packing 2 swords 

each, and carrying timbre lias painted red inside * were stationed 

along the line to guard against mishaps. When the line failed* 

messages were relayed by these guards. 

In the early years, many people regarded the telegraph as 

just one more wicked device developed by Christians. The 

use of black magic was implied, and one theory held that the 

wires were coated with the blood of unmarried women* Ac¬ 

cordingly. there were instances in which the telegraph poles 

and wires Lhal the government had gone to ao much trouble 

to erect were torn down by frightened subjects, and in 187 [, 

there were anti-telegraph riots m Hiroshima Prefecture. These 

were followed by rimilar disturbances in Fukusbima in IS73 

and in both Mie and Kumamoto in 1876, with the result that 

telegraph service was extended to these prefectures only with 
the greatest of difficulty. 

Unfortunately, the telegraph wes intrinsically more difficult 

to comprehend than the steam-driven: train, and to make matters 
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worse in thia early stage defective insulators often caused the 

telegraph wires to 5park* thus lending credence to the various 

stories of magic. Many wild tales concerning the telegraph 

mufii have spread by word of mouth. According to the Repart 

on Life in the Xfeiji Period, people in some districts believed 

that messages were rolled up very tightly and sent through the 

wire£t and a number of persons were disappointed to find that 

letters or packages hung from the wires did not move off in the 

direction of their destination. 

Thanks largely to the lack of public understanding, the total 

length of telegraph wires in 1871 was only 26 i ri and the 

number of telegraph stations four. In the following year the 

figures were still only 3*1 ri and 18 simian, but in IS73 

the length of the lines increased rapidly 10 1.G99 n\ with a 

corresponding rise in the volume of messages. By 1977 there 

were 2*827 ri of wires and 68 stations* and in 1879 the figures 

were 3,842 ri and 112 stations. In 1880, the country was 

enjoying an industrial boom, and many private individuals offered 

to contribute money toward the establishment of a telegraph 

office in their vicinity. In August, l881t she government created 

a system for building telegraph offices on these terms. 

The first insulators used were inferior ones imparted from 

foreign countries, but because of the many breakdowns caused 

by them* the government had porcelain makers in Arita and 

Imari experiment with new ones, and by 1875 a successful 

model was being produced on a large scale. The double in- 

su la tors necessary for long-distance telegraphy are recorded 10 

have improved substantially around 1893. 

In May, 1885, a uniform system of telegraph rates was 

instituted, and in 1886 an office in charge of the nation's 

telegraph service was set up in the Postal Bureau, In 1888, 

telegraph offices were divided into three classes, like post 

offices, and provisions were made for handling telegrams at 

railway stations. The country ride was now punctuated with 

telegraph poles. 
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By the end of Meiji underwater cables were being laid, and 

overtime nl authorgities were attempting to provide one telegraph 

office for every 5 square rj instead of the one lor T that exisied 

in 1909. Still, despite the remarkable spread of the telegraph, 

the users were still principally government officials Or business 

concerns. The average man seldom sent a telegram except in 

the case of death or disaster, and most people trembled when 

they received one, 

tn Decemberp L906, newspapers were given special telegraph 

rotes, and on September 1. 19GS, these were greatly reduced. 

This step was a landmark in the development of the newspaper 

industry. 

*. Telephones 

The telephone was first brought to Japan in 1877. On 

December 21 of that year, at the invitation of the Ministry of 

Works, Alexander Graham Bell gave a demonstration of his 

invention at the Imperial Household Ministry, and the Ministry 

of Works immediately set about imitating the device. In June, 

1378, the Ministry succeeded in making two telephones, and 

the instruments were put to use in government offices. 

The first telephones made were very imperfect, and in August, 

1833, h was necessary so remodel them, but after that year the 

number of telephones in operation increased greatly Still, on 

July 13, ISM, the Tokyo Nkhiftithi repotted that the telephone 

instruments in the various ministries and bureaus were quite 

faulty, and that due to the crossing of wires and other such 

difficulties, telephone messages were often heard by people for 

whose ears they had not been intended. Officials conveying 

secret messages, said the newspaper, were unable to make use 

of the telephone. 

In the same year telephone wires were installed between the 

Ministry of Agriculture and Trade and the Ministry of Com¬ 

munication,, between ihe offices of the Privy Council and various 
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ministries. and between the police station at Tomioka-monzen and 

the prison at Ishikawapmft* Telephones were still unavailable 

to ordinary people, but in this year a long-distance tele phone 

circuit was successfully tested between Shizuoka and Tokyo, 

and it was suggested that telephones be installed in towns that 

had no telegraph service so that people could call in their 

messages to the nearest telegraph office. Various plans for a 

nationwide telephone and telegraph network were discussed in 

the Ministry of Coramunication, and in 1890 it was decided 

that telephone exchanges should lie operated by the government. 

In April of the same year regulations concerning the exchanges 

were published. 
In ihe meantinte an exchange waa $et up provisionaJly in the 

Nihorabashl telegraph office* and telephones supplied to the 

Bankers1 Ball* the Rice Merchants' Hath and the Tokyo Stock 

Exchange at Kabuto-cho, While the new telephones were being 

tried, requests for installations were accepted and preparations 

were made 10 set up a permanent exchange for the city, biirmi- 

taneously young ladies were hired and trained to serve as 

telephone operations* each controlling one hundred tines. Pro- 

visions were made for round-the-clock telephone service. 

In Osaka too, plans were bid for a telephone exchange, but 

though they called for only a modest three hundred telephone 

TELEPHONE INSTALLATIONS IN THE MAJOR CITIES 

Ifflir 
Al rntfT 
of TriL 

Xuwfr+r &f 
Subscribers 

to Tdwphvnt 
Esehsngt 

Brf-iJtdtfivR ?/ by Aren 

Tokyo k$b* 

1690 IS 344 m S3 — — 

1S9J IB m 647 m — — 

1693 20 1.504 L092 j 257 141 IX 

1693 42 2*072 357 415 m 

1694 24 2,643 1.739 417 451 , ^ 

J99S 25 2,656 1,732 417 451 235 

[696 25 3,232 2,032 504 455 Z59 
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subscribers* there were insufficient. applications, and the first 

exchange in the Osaka-Kobe region was not opened until 1892, 

Statistics concerning telephone installations in Tokyo, Yokohama, 

Osaka, and Kobe during the 1890's are as mentioned above: 

It is clear from this that two thirds of the telephones were 

located in Tokyo, where so many activities were centered, and 

that Osaka was surprisingly alow to take to the new device. 

On the other hand, ic should be kept in mind that there were 

few important government offices in Osaka, and users there 

were mostly business people. A list of telephone subscriber in 

Osaka in l89o contains 458 names and indicates that the princi¬ 

pal users were banks, stock brokers, lawyers, druggists, textile 

firms and shipping concerns- There were also a few doctors, 

rice brokers, and dealers in foreign goods. One notes a curious 

scarcity of newspapers, hotels, and restaurants. 

Despite remarkable strides made during the period of industrial 

expansion that followed the Sino-Japanese and Russo-Japanese 

wars, telephone service on a nationwide basis did am really 

develop until the Shows period. At the game time, however, 

railways* police stations, and post offices Throughout the country 

were linked by telephone before the end of the Meiji period, 

and as early as 1902 there were country telephone exchanges. 

Naturally, in most rural villages the only telephone subscribers 

were government offices, schools, and post offices, and for many 

years such places provided telephone service for people in their 

vicinity. To be sure, many business concerns * large traders, 

and doctors in rural districts also had telephones, but primarily 

for business purposes, Only a sprinkling of the upper class 

had telephones m their homes. 

In 1899 service between Tokyo and Osaka was instituted, but 

the rates were very high. In April. 1910, telephone regulations 

were partly revised, and rates were generally lowered, particularly 

for night calls. In the same year a proposal to give special rates 

to newspapers was discussed in the Diet and probably passed- 

In due time* though ordinary people had little direct connection 
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with the telephone in this period, the way was opened for therm 

to derive countless indirect benefits from it. 

-57 





Chapter Six 

FAMILY LIFE 

INTRODUCTION 

Having discussed the various items th&i went together En 

make up the food, clothing* and housing of the Meiji period, 

we should now like to examine the part these commodities 

played in family life. To do this adequately* of course, would 

involve examining typical families all over the country, but this 

would be far beyond the scope of this book, even if the proper 

materials were available. We shall therefore It mil ourselves eg 

a discussion of a few case histories* in the hope that if they d.D 

not reveal (he whole picture, they will at least cast a. good of 

fight on life in this period. 

U THE OKA FAMILY IN IWANO 

The following discussion is based on four volumes of house* 

hold accounts for (he Meiji period in the possession o( Oka 

Yoshishige of the village of lwmor Hikawa County* Shlmane 

Prefecture, We shall attempt to discern from these accounts 

how the economic life of the Oka family changed during Meiji. 

Needless to say, account books do not tell even thing, but in 

this case they are the only concrete material available. 

Until the early years of Meijip the head of th^ Oka family 

wbs a village squire (Shdya)* In 1881 he owned fields amount¬ 

ing to approximately .6 hectares and gardens amounting to .3 

*50 
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hectares. In addition he rented a very small amount of pro¬ 

perty to a tenant. but so little that lie should be classed as 3 

small owner1 farmer rather than a landlord. At the same time 

his income was comparatively large for his class and he lived 

a life suitable to a village headman. 

He planted 3.2 to of rice in hist fields each year. Much of 

the garden area was devoted to cotton in the summer and bar¬ 

ley or wheat in the winter. The cotton yield was about 135 

pounds in 1895 and 230 pounds in 1897. Cotton was grown in 
this region until around 1905, 

The Oka family employed s hired man and a hired woman. 

The former received ¥ 12.20 per year and the latter ¥5, The 

land owned by the family increased in site until in 1987 it 

measured more than one hectare, but afterward the family for¬ 

tunes deteriorated, and the land was gradually sold. By the 

Taisho period the Oka had ventually no farm land. 

In the following sections we have recorded the Oka's pur¬ 

chases of key items associated with the enlightenment. 

( 1 ) Oil for lights. No purchase of coal oil is mentioned in 

the Oka accounts for 1891, but the following entries appear: 

DU Calendar Month, Pay Cort Item 

Intercakry ? 

8 

it 

8 

12-0 1M 

1*4 * 

Repair of oil limp. 

Cotton wicb- 

Mr. Oka says that the first time an oil lamp with glass chimney 

was used in the village was in 1887 at a wedding celebration, 

and the Oka’s lamp was therefore probably an earlier all-metal 

type. Though coal nil is not mentioned by name, there is an 

entry in the 1879 account for **3 go of coal'* coating 5,4 sen 

and since this would be only about a pint, it b clear that 

" coal” stands for “coal oil.rt The words were often confused 
in this period. 
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As for vegetable oil, the 1881 account mentions the following 
purchases: 

Month Day C«i hem 

3 " 
35.0 sen 1 lighting oil 

23 sfcfi* teed oil 

3 at 17,0 Candle 

G u 10,0 GingeJff oil, hair oil* 
C^mallin oil 

Intercalary as GfcQ Oil 

T s 32 0 Lifthlmg oil 

10 S.O LiquEd oil 

s n 14,0 GicgclJy oil 

10 it 20,0 Oil 

In this area* where houses did not have hearth* (irori)m pine 

oil was bunted in the dirt-Hoor room for light. The Lighting 

oi]rr in the charts however, probably refers to paubwnia oil, 

which was used in paper-covered lamps called izmJ&n. After 

coal oil was introduced, oil lamps were sometimes burned m 

the and&tt or on old-fashioned candle stands, Even in 1887, 

however* there is little mention of oil in the Oka accounts. An 

entry for the twenty-ninth day of the eleventh month of that 

year mentions a purchase of “coaT* for JF1.G7, and this may 

possibly mean a can of oil, but there is no way to be sure. It is 

algo uncertain whether the amount mentioned would suffice to 

bum the lamp or lamps for a year or not The amount of all 

kinds of lighting oil listed in the accounts is extremely stnaJL 

The proper name for coal oil* incidentally* firat appears in the 

books in the next year, LESS. 

In 1891, oil was purchased in small quantities rather than by 

the can. In that age,, oil vendors went about the countryside 

with vats of vegetable oils* but to buy coal oil the people of 

this village had to go to the town of Otsu. which was more 

than a mile away. Most people bought only One ska at a time. 

Middle and upper class families of the fate Mciji usually boughl 
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no moffi than one to at a time, Around 1887 the price of one 

sho varied between 1 sen and 15 sen, and in the late Meiji one 

to cost around 2 yen. In 1891* the Oka family purchased 9 

sho of cool oil as against 5 sho of ptrwlowrda oil for lighting. 

During the same time a few purchases of gingdly oil and other 

oils for use in cooking are recorded. About 53 sen per year 

went for candles, which probably cost around 1 sen apiece. 

About twenty-three of the candles were used for festival lantern s, 

so that only about thirty were available for ordinary use. Of 

these latter the majority were burned in lanterns carried along 

the street at night, rather than inside the houses. The follow¬ 

ing purchases connected with lamps are recorded in 1891; 

IldtUb Day Coai Item 

1 23 1-3 jm Liffip chilnncj 

4 t 5.0 * f 

3 17 tJJ * Wick 

11 n 1S.0 * Lamp 

is 25 £.0 # Limp chimney 

The fact that there are so few entries in a year's time suggests 

that the family used very few lamps. 

In 1896 the Oka bought 6 sho of kerosene and 3$h6 of pan- 

lownia oil at a total cost of about ¥ L3Q. During the same 

period they spent 18,2 sen on such items as wicks, lamp chem- 

neys* metal pans for lamps, and a simple siphoning device to 

take oil from a can. To judge from this, the oil lamp had 

probably become the main source of artificial light inside the 

house, but the number of lampa in use must still have been 

quite small. 

In 1909. aside from one purchased of a one-fo can of coal 

oil for ¥2.02, these were eight smaller purchases* but the sale 

in ihe first month of the year of four empty oil cans ai a price 

of 48 sen suggests that the yearly consumption had grown fairly 

large. Conversely* the amount of vegetable oils purchased 
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dtCKised grfaily, A side from 2 sho of sfsflfliB oil, probably used 

for cooking, only 5 sen were spent for vegetable oils of any 

kind. Clearly kerosene had come to play an important role as 

the source of lighting. 

(2 ) Sugar 
In 1881, sugar purchase a were as follows; 

Month D*y Coat Item 

Inierealafy 
Bbrk sugar 7 n 

e 6 is, a * One catij of sugir 

u 23 mo * 

To tali 33n 0 * 

Wtiic augar, low gratte 

tn 1887, the figures, while not specifying the amounts pur- 

chasedt indicated that $ugar consumption had increased- 

Month Day Ccrst Item 

Z 24 ULO «w Sugar 

3 5 iy *■ WUte fU$ai 

5 4 10.0 -r * 

7 4 &.Q - One-half eaiiy ol 4U£*r 

7 ZZ 3.0 -f XVhiit augarp Icrtw grid* 

10 31 fl.G 

Total ’ 30. Q < 

Sugar 

In 1891, the total cost of sugar decreased. At the same time, 

the amount of ordinary sugar increased, but that of lower-grade 

white sugar was small, and no black sugar was mentioned at 

all. This was perhaps an inadvertsnt omission. 

The figures for 1896 are as follows (Set p. 264): 

ft appears from this that “snow-white" sugar was 15sen per 

catty, low-grade white sugar 8,8 sen, and black sugar 8,8 sen. 

The entry for 1909 is more complicated: 

The meaning of the terms for the various types of sugar 
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Month Day Cott hem 

2 15 3,0 Bkck B-ugiLr 

4 23 £0 * Sugar 

5 13 7.3 ^ One-hiilf catty of 
4 * s now-u h i te rA sugar 

a 23 3-0 * White sugar* low grade 

io IS 7.5 ^ One-half calty of 
^aadW tfhite " sugar 

10 IB 4.4 * Ortt-half catty of low- 
grade. white sugar 

n 23 3.0 * Low-grade white sugar 

12 7 4,4 ^ One-half cutty of 
fchck Sug^r 

Total: 34,® * 

MoDth D»y Cost Item 

1 7 lOjra Brown sugar 

2 4 10,0 * Sugar 

4 13 36,0 * Two cftUiu af sugar 

14 6.0 * Black augar 

22 3.0 * Brow r. augjir 

5 23 0,0 ^ One-half tally of black sugar 

e 13 24,0 a One catty of brown sugar 

7 23 10,0 * BUck sugar 

B 14 B,0 * M 

24 7,0 * f 

10 3S 23,0 * Sugar 

12 29 SO # Ou'tull catty of brown -sugar 

mentioned above are uncertain today* and the translations may 

be somewhat mistaken. The '"brown sugar” cities b priced 

variously at 24* 18, and 16 &n per catty. This may be due 

either to fluctuations in the sugar market or to variations in 

quality within the category. 

The prices recorded in the accounts remained fairly much the 

same except in the year 1881, when they were high, and the 

gradual increase in mmiey spent for sugar i hare fore indicates 
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increased consumption thereof The amount of sugar consump¬ 

tion is in a sense an index of the standard of living, and it 

would be interesting to compare the figures given above with 

those for an urban family but unfortunately the latter are not 

available. 

( 3 ) Miscellaneous items* 

The Ota accounts contain a number of miscellaneous entries 

that indicate the degree to which the family was affected by 

the enlightenment. 

In IbSl the fainiJy+s farm implements were repaired* though 

there is no record of new purchases m this line. On the eigh¬ 

teenth day of the eleventh month there b an entry of 40 sen 

for medicine and on the twenty-first of the eleventh month a 

similar entry of SB sen. The family generally relied on traveling 

salesmen for medicine, hut a quantity of sodium carbonate pur¬ 

chased for 12 sett on the ninth day of the eleventh month 

probably came from a drugstore in Otsu. On the seventeenth 

day of the eighth month an expenditure of 30 sen for ricksha 

fare whs recorded. 

In ISB7, 3-5 sen were spent for a horn and 1,7 sen for a book 

satchel for the children. A Hum of 30 sen went for matches 

and noodles, but since the two are entered together, there is 

no way of determining the cost of the matches. An entry for 

the twenty-seventh of the sixth month lists 5 sen for a vaccina¬ 

tion fee. vaccination having by this time become common 

throughout the country. 

In 1891 there is an entry of User? far the repair of a Western- 

style umbrella* another of Ll sen for matches, and another of 

5 sen for postcards. In the same year 45 sen were spent on 

steamship fare and 19 sett an ricksha fare. A contribution of 

34.9 sen was made toward the building of a police station, and 

contributions of 53*en to the Institute for the Study of Japanese 

Classical Literature and 10 sen to the School of Japanese Learn¬ 

ing are also listed. These Latter gifts indicate that the family 

took an interest in the promotion of what was once called the 
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"Japanese spirEi/1 This is significant because it shows chat 

people in the provinces were taking part in the reaction against 

Western fashion^- 

f 4 ) School expenses 

In 1896 the two eldest sons in the Oka family were in pri¬ 

mary school, and the accounts show a monthly fee of 11 s^n 

for esch boy. In this year a high school was established in 

IwanOf and the Oka contributed 50 sen* In addition 4 sen also 

went for what she account book calls a *+ school contribution/1 

but it Ja not dear exactly what this was for. No expenditures 

for books other than 56,2 sen for school texts are recorded. 

The Oka family ware among the village intelligentsia, but not 

a single book for adults appear? in the accounts. Among other 

school items, there are entries of 5.5 sen for drawing paper, and 

1 sen for pencils. 

In 1007 the third daughter in the family finished her fourth 

year at the Macstie Women's Nonna! College and became a 

school teacher. Tills still left three children in school, and 

since the family was on the economic decline, school expenses 

must have been quite a problem. The third daughter partially 

supported herself in college, but even so in the first three 

months of 1907, the family sent her ¥12.20, while it is large con¬ 

sidering that monthly living expenses for the remainder of the 

family were only about ¥35- 

The Oka family expected much financial help horn this 

daughter after she started working, and when she left for her 

new position they spent no less than ¥11.40 to buy her clothes 

and other necessities. Furthermore! on the day of her departure 

they gave her ¥5 for spending money. The young lady did 

not (ml them. On April 14a after she had been working about 

a month, she sent home ¥8. in June she sent ¥2Gt in August 

¥7, and in September ¥7. The fourth daughter, who started 

working as soon as she had finished primary school, also sent 

¥2-20 in July and ¥1.30 in December. 

The second son a] so became a teacher, and it appears that 
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he and his sister had considerable influence over the younger 

children- In the accounts for this year aside '23 sen for text¬ 

books there were expenditures for several magazines. Otner 

supplies purchased for the school-age children were a badge for 

a cap (3 sen), a ted sports cap (? sen), a visor for a hat (o sen\ 

a report-book (3 **) and a memo book (4*1.). There were 

several girls in the family, and a number of entries have to 

do with face powder, 3cap. and other cosmetic, or with yem 

or thread. The family also bought tooth powder. 
In this year the money spent for steamship and ricksha fares 

came to ¥1.81, while railway fare amounted to ¥19. In the 

same year, incidentally, a railway was opened between nearly 

ShSnji and the town of Mat sue and la 1908, *han it ex¬ 
tended to Imaichi in Izuma, a station was opened in the Okas 

During 1908 the Oka family spent a total of ¥^.60 on com¬ 

munications, including ¥.40 for two telegrams. The telegrams 

had to do with the death of the second son in Kagoshima, 

where he had gone to work. The total amount spent for com¬ 

munications represents a large increase over previous years, but 

it will be observed that families in farming villages of this sort 

still did not send telegrams except in very grave circumstances, 

such as liiis aorfs death. 
In this year matches, which had hitherto been referred to in 

the accounts as "foreign lighting sticks" began to be called 

by their Western name, which is still in use. I wenty boxes 

(43 sen) were purchased during the year. Other unusual items 

in the account were a metal funnel (3^i), thirty three-inch 

nails (1.3 sen), and the repair of not one, but two \\ estern-styie 

umbrellas. Something called by the usual word for bread 

was listed as having cost 3 sen. This was probably some sort 

of sweet roll used as a substitute for japaneso-sty^e cakes. 

Of two photographs listed, one was a picture of the third son 

made to commemorate his graduation from grammar school, and 

the other was a picture of the family. These various items ail 
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indicate & rise in the living standard over 1836. 

The tour account books of course do not tell every tiling about 

the family’s new way of life. By way of supplementing the 

information they give, we might note, for instance, that the 

first member of the family to adopt Western-style clothing was 

the eldest son, who began to use a school uniform when he 

went to middle school in Mats tie in 1897. The second son wore 

a similar outfit in 1904 when he became a school teacher Inci¬ 

dentally, the mayor of the village first began to wear a frock 

coat in the following year. 

When the eldest son entered middle school he also bought a 

pair of shoes in Matsue and this became the first member of 

the family to wear foreign footgear. The second son bought a 

pocket watch in 1904. 

Farmers were not quick to adopt Western clothes for work¬ 

ing. Even after most of the young men from farms had served 

a time in the Army and become accustomed to uniforms—-in 

fact even as late as the I930’s—farmers still clung to their 

traditional garb. By comparison, the village mayor and local 

dignitaries, along with boys in middle school or above, were 

very quick to cake up foreign dress. This indicates, we might 

observe, that persons who advanced as far as middle school 

were held to be in a class with the mayor. 

In 1892 the village primary school bought a new wall clock 

and sold its old one, which it had had for years, to the Oka 

family for ¥2.30 (At the time the price of rice was S$en per 

jfid.) The clock was a fairly small octagonal one with no pen¬ 

dulum. A wall dock with a pendulum was first installed in the 

village government office around 1907. The Oka first bought 

an alarm clock in I9U9. but by that time another family in the 

neighborhood already had a dock with a music box for an 
alarm. 

The "drawing paper" in the accounts for 1896 was for pen¬ 

cil sketching, which had been introduced a few years before, 

and which the eldest Oka boy studied in school aftet 1892. In 
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1908 the third a on saw hi$ school teacher copying the cover 

picture on a Western book with colored chalk, and around the 

same xime the third daughter was drawing water colors and 

other type$ of pictures as well at school. The third son was 

reading magazines sear him by his elder brother or borrowed 

by his elder sister, and he also borrowed books from time to 

time- Such things do not appear in the family accounts* but 

they indicate the important fact thai young people in this family 

were growing up in an atmosphere that could very we!! help to 

qualify lhem as school teachers in later life. The families of 

old village squires were on the decline economically* but their 

young people were gradually fitting themselves for cultured work 

of one type or another. 

2. THE TQMIZAWA FAMILY IN TAMA»MUfiAp TOKYO 

The ancestors of the TomUawa family of Tama-mura, Kita- 

iama County. Tokyo, are said to have settled on the family 

property between 1592 and 1595. After 1590 they became the 

leading family of Renko-ji Village, where they lived, and they 

continued to occupy this position throughout the Tokugawa 

period. 

The information we have on the Tomizawa comes from a 

well-organized and comparatively detailed household account 

hook kept by the head of the family, Tomizawa Chdemon. In 

1372, when the system of small and large administrative wards 

was adopted, Renko-ji became the small ward of Tamamura, 

and Chuemon was appointed ward leader. In 1878 he became 

a member of the Kanagawa Prefecturaj Assembly, and in 1888 

when the system of cities, townships, and villages was adopted, 

he was chosen mayor of Tamamura. He was thus active In 

local administrative affairs. 

The account book begins with the year 1870. At first Chib 

emon recorded daily purchases and added up the balance at the 

end of each month. After the eighth month of that year, how- 
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ever, neither the monthly nor the yearly lotah appear. 

In subsequent years* annuli receipts and expenditures are 

devided into thirteen classes, namely sericulture, mutual finan¬ 

cing association (tnujin)t building, spending money for mother, 

allotment to retainers, medical expenses* income* rke and grain, 

hire for houses, hire for day laborers, and loans. O! these b<in¬ 

come/1 "rice and grain/' and represent revenue, and most of 

the rest expenditure. Unfortunately, the totals are not given 

for each class, and there ts no general account of expenditures. 

Furthermore certain entries that seem to represent income are 

unclear Consequently, it is impossible for us to give a com- 

plate picture of the Tomizawa family's finances. At the same 

time* however, the account hooks contain much valuable infor¬ 

mation which we shall attempt to analyze by subject below. 

(1 ) Sericulture 

It is not certain how much silk the Tomizawa family produced 

in 1870 or in what seasons it was produced, but the accounts 

show that mulberry amounting to 3,Iry<? of gold was sold on 

the sixth day of the fifth month, and that some time during the 

year more than 7 ryd worth of mulberry was bought* presum¬ 

ably for the summer silk worm, season. These figures are fairly 

1 arge for the time* since silkworm culture was still limited in 

Japan, It is interesting to note that the accounts even show 

an income of mound 4 ryd from silk thread, which indicates 

that the family produced more than its own needs and sold the 
surplus, 

{ 2 ) Oil and Lamps 

Despite the proximity of Tammnura to Tokyo and Yokohama, 

in 1870 the Tomkawa family still did not have Western-style 

oil Lamps, and as a consequence the 1870 accounts show no 

expenditures for kerosene. On the other hand, the family used 

at least 3 J31 to fl to—3.97 gal.) of vegetable oil at a cost of ap, 

proximate ly 17 ryd. The total penditure for candles during the 

year was 2 J ryd¥ and this probably meant around 350 candles, 

but the Price of candles varied considerably, and this figure may 
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be mb taken. The accounts contain no mention of matches and 

the family presumably did not use them. 

( 3 ) Food supplies 

Several types of sugar are mentioned in the accountsT but it 

is impossible to identify them clearly. It appears that sum of 

about 3 rya of gold was spent on sugar during the year, and 

that only about 1.5 kin (1 kin = I6 onces) of the sugar was white 

sugar. It is not certain where the sugar was bought, but later 

entries in the account indicate that ihe source was a store in 

Fuchu. There were four purchases of salt during the year: 

Month Day Cost Item 

5 23 1800 CflEfjh 3ah. 5.3 sh&ii sho=48 Kai' 

7 to 300 * Sole 

Inrercahrv 

zr Z ry& 

>6 3 jAe. 300 mtin 
Salt. 3 brie sacks 

IQ 26 2G £« 2 s h tf Sdh, \ 3urge 

Since there is no reason to suppose that the large purchase 

in the last of the seventh month resulted from seasonal varia¬ 

tions in need, one might assume that it was made at that time 

because tlie price was low. But whereas the price at this time 

was 3 bn 1 shu 100 mont in the intercalary tenth tnunrh* it was 

still much lower. The salt market varied so in the Meiji period 

tliai it must have bean difficult to judge when the price was 

really low. In all* the amount spent on salt was a little more 

than that spent on sugar. The ’’large sack” referred to in the 

account was a sack holding 5 to, or approximately 20 gallons, 

so that the total consumption appears to have been around 82 

gallons. 

The amount of grain consumed by the Tomlzawa family is 

uncertain, but to judge from various related figures, it appears 

to have included about 5.8 koku of rice. 4.2 koku of barley> .8 

koku of glutinous rice, and 2.5 koku of millet. It would be in¬ 

teresting to compare the cash value of tlie rice with that of 
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other food items, but the prices of all but the rice are uncertain* 

and the price of the rice itself varied greatly- with t lie season. 

Assuming That one So (—3*97 gallons) was worth on if ryot which 

is probably s rather high estimate, the value of the rice con¬ 

sumed was 57 ryv. 

Secondary foods included among other things pickles* bean 

curd, noodles, a wide variety of dried saltwater fish, and river 

fish such as eels and trout. The amount spent on all these 

was around 3 (1/2) ryva It is not certain how many eggs were 

consumed, but ihe amount spent on eggs was 4.848 copper cash. 

There is no mention of meat other than food, but it appears 

from other material that the Tomizawa were fairly quick to add 

meat to their diet. 

The Tomizflwa purchased a fair quantity of vegetables* and 

this means that they did not farm on a large enough scale to 

supply their own needs in this respect. The following is a list 

of such purchases: 

Month Day Coat Ilou 

i 22 200 t ub Dried gourd shttinB? 

6 8 300 * EgfpUnti 

6 18 216 * Kidney btaujj 

f 18 200 * Egg p£ finis 

? ? 300 # Five while acbm 

9 23 1900 * EggpltQLE 

11 3 1 shti 24, mpn Beans 

It 5 1 ihu Snlkins 

11 10 3£ii 403 m0jv 200 dried ^>1^" 

11 IS 3*hu CoTtinellui aMiuike Petition 

11 £7 3shu SO d&ihm 

12 17 100 cub KuAi 

500 - Kegnshr 

In addition, the Tomii&wa also bought miseeManegua items 

such as bean cufdT parsleyT chestnuts, vermicelli:, and so on. 

171 
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The only references to fruit of any sort in ihe account for 1890 

occurred in the first and eleventh month when tangerines costing 

360 cash and 200 cash respectiveJy were purchased 

14 ) Clothing 

It b interesting to note that the coat of clothing and fabrics 

was often given Ln silver units, rather than in gold The 

amount spent during the year was equivalent to approximately 

30 ryo in gold. 

(5) Paper 

The Tomiaawa used about seventy quires of writing paper 

during the year. In addition they purchased a small quantity 

of colored paper f presumably tor use at a festival. Toilet paper 

was purchased only once during Lhe year, at a cost of 300 cast 

The total cost of paper for ihe year was approximately 4 ry£. 

( 6 ) Total expenditures 

The main items consumed in 1870 and the approximate cost 

are summarized in the following chart: 

lion Value tii* ry$\ 

Vegetable oil 17 
Candies 3,9 

Sugar 3 

Salt 3.5 

Flich ft. 5 
Eggs l 
Vegetables, bean curd. etc. i.S 
Cl cubing m 
Paper 4 

Rice 57 

(Tens! expand ttufei ? 3*1 

As can be seen, we have given a brief analysis of only about 

half the Family's total expend!lures for the year. While our 

discussion is incomplete however, it will serve a* an index for 

measuring the development of the household's expenses in later 

years. 

373 
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We should add that while the Totnlzawa were among the 

people qualified to accept the new culture of the Meiji period, 

in 1870 they still purchased only a very email quantity of 

Western-style goods, notably camphor (400 cash), soap [1 shu)T 

and nails. It is not known whether the naib were domestic Or 

imported products. 

The Tomizawa accounts for 1880 present a somewhat dif¬ 

ferent picture. The family was now using oil lamps, chough to 

what extent we cannot tell since only one small purchased of 

kerosene is noted- Often in this section of the records* pay* 

me ms arc made to stores with no mention of the items 

purchasedF and presumably the Tomkawa kept running accounrs 

with n number of merchants. Specific purchases* therefore, are 

often concealed, and it is possible that this was the case wish 

kerosene, Et is ckur from the books that the family's consump¬ 

tion of vegetable oil and candles decreased considerably. 

Only a small increase 1$ visible in the amount of sugar pur¬ 

chased, but here again it is possible that Other purchases are 

concealed in the payment $ on accounts to stores. After 1898* 

when Formosa was occupied, the price ol sugar dropped 

tremendously, but at this stage it was still very high. It is 

specifically stated in the accounts that one purchase of sugar 

was sent as a gift* and one suspects that the occasion was a 

very important one. 

The types of food consumed by the Tomiznwa did not change 

greatly between 1870 and 1880, hut there was a krge increase 

in the amount spent for eggsp the total sum in 1380 being 

¥4,239+ The price of eggs is listed as 9 sen each in one place 

and 8 sen each in another. Assuming that the latter was the 

usual price* the number of eggs purchased would be 529. It is 

probable that a good number of these were also sent as pre¬ 

sents. There is no mention of meat in the 1880 accounts. 

It is inconceivable that the Tomizawa family did not purchase 

sake during the year, but sake does not appear on the hooks, 

and we are forced to assume that it was bought on account. 
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tht payments being entered under die name of a merchant. 

The account book does, however, hat purchases of wine, which 

was certainly an imported article. Presumably Chuemon deve¬ 

loped a taste for the foreign beverage when he began going to 

Yokohama for meetings of the prefecture! assembly. Inciden¬ 

tally, the expenses incurred by Chuemon during a two-month 

stay in Yokohama for the assembly are recorded in the account 

hook. They ran to ¥54.65, of which ¥25.42 was the hotel 

bill and ¥8.18 was the cost of a new haori and hakama. 

In ]8$0P the amount of soap purchased by the family in- 

creased, hut there were still only two purchases. Due to 

Chuemon’s position as an assembly representative* the quantity 

of writing paper also increased, this time materially, and there 

were larger expenditures for nose paper and toilet paper. 

A modern postal service was established in 1871. but few 

people used it before 1883* when the system was expanded and 

regularised. In this connection the 1880 accounts for the To- 

misawas family contain the following entries. 

Month Day Cose 

Jmuarr 27 IT. 4 sen Stumps 

February 9 5. 0 # Maii 
* 13 S.f) * * 

March 8 4.0 * Mill (twice) 

May 1 4.0 # Ftniigc for photograph scat 
to Mr, Kano 

Inly 

Total: 

23 20.0 * 

55.40 * 

Stamps 

The lamily probably used the mails more than average mem¬ 

bers of farming comm uni demand if it i& clear from this account 

that they bought slumps in quantity rather than one or two at 

a time. Other entries show that on January 7, a sum of ¥2 

was spent for a photograph—perhaps the one sent lo Mr. 
Mono, 

175 
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lit the 1880 accounts we first hear of expcftdiitires for 

newspapers. In junuary a fee of 27.5 was paid to the 

Choya Newspaper and another of 55 sen to an unidentified journal. 

The Latter, as can be seen from later entries, was the Hama 

Newspaper of Yokohama. In February the sum of ¥1.10 went 

for these cwo papers> but in March only the Hama Newspaper 

(¥.50) is mentioned In any event, it is clear that people were 

already subscribing to newspapers by the month. The Hama 

Newspaper wa@ founded in 1868 anti she Choya Newspaper in 

1873, but the TomizaWa do not seem to have begun subscribing 

until this comparatively late date. 

At the same time the accounts make it that the Tomirawa. 

as members of the provincial intelligentsia were reading more 

and more. The sum or ¥6.38 was paid to the Watanabe Book 

Store in the coume of this year. Unfortunately the names of 

the books purchased are not recorded. 

On March 17, Chile mo n went by train from Yokohama to 

Tokyo, and though he did nor record the train fare, he listed 

¥5 as the total cost oi the mpp including the fare for buses 

and rickshas in both cities and the cost of resting for a while 

in a restaurant. One purpose of his trip seems to have been 

to buy a pump for his weiJ, for which on March 28, he paid 

¥3.50, On May IS, he recorded spending ¥3.75 on a shop* 

ping trip io Yokohama, which by this time was a modern bustl¬ 

ing port. All in alb the Tomizawa seem to have acquired a 

number of new treasures on trips to the nearby cities The 

Autries for doth end clothing during this year include references 

to muslin, calico, and other foreign fabrics. There is also an 

entry for carbolic add* showing that with the progress of the 

enlightenment the Tomizawa family was becoming increasingly 

conscious of the need lor sanitation. 

In the accounts for 189(1. we find that the passage of ten 

years brought about a drastic reduction in the consumption of 

vegetable oils. This must mean that kerosene took their place 

as lighting fuel, but there is still uo mention of kerosene in the 
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boots. The total amount of vegetable oil was 6shn (1 sha = . l7 

gal.) purchased for ¥ 1.62. Tti March 12,66 sen were spent for 

some thing called “ We stem-style'* candles, which were apparently 

candles made with fish oil. Otherwise there is mention of only 

one purchase of candles. On the other hand a sum of 78.2 sen 

was spent for lamp repair and wicks. 

Postage expenses increased greatly, the total seem in this 

year being ¥ 12.155. Presumably Chiletnon’s current position 

as the first mayor of Tamtunura entailed a good deal of cor¬ 

respondence. We also note the spending of two money orders 

at a total postage of 6 sen and the separate purchase of revenue 

stamps amounting to ¥4,51. 
A new it.'m in 1890 is the haircut, but since this is mentioned 

only twice, it does not appear that Chuemon availed himself of 

the barber shop very much. Very likely these two occasions 

came shortly after he cut his old-fashioned top-knot. 

The hooks contain no mention of Western-style suits, but 

since they do note the purchase of one pair of shoes (¥2.30), 

a "collar ornament," and a “summer hat," one supposes that 

Chuemon wore a suit on some occasions. He owned a pocket 

watch, and the account mentions his spending 50 sen to have it 

repaired. Incidentally, there is qIbo an entry ior the repair of 

a 11 large timepiece," which was probably a wail clock. 

Among other items connected with the " enlightenment," we 

note perfume (8 sen), soap (7,5 nst), and tooth brushes (4.5 sen). 

Medicines included eye-medicine [5 sen), magnesia (3 sen), and 

karisayonihin (calcium) (60 sen). 

There is no mention of sugar, presumably because it was 

bought on account. Them is still no mention of heel, but the 

purchase of ten chickens and a quantity of chicken me.i. 

accounted for ¥ 1.72. During the year, incidentally, the price 

for one chicken varied between 1*1,5 sen and 20 sen, A sum of 

¥3.78 went for eggs. Assuming the cost to be ,8 sen per egg. 

this would mean a total of 473. 
Books purchased during the year indicate an interest in Chue- 

*77 
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man's part m traditional Japanese poetry* politics, and law. the 

last two being subjects which one would expect a member of 

the newly enfranchised country gentry to rate art interest in. 

By 1900, ChQemon was going to the barber shop much more 

frequently-sometimes even twice a month. The cost of a hair¬ 

cut and shave was 20 $m. It is not certain whether the barber 

shop was located in ChuemanTs village or not. 

In this year there were many purchases of chicken* and now 

instead of buying a whole chicken at once, the family usually 

purchased the meat aa needed. 41 Chicken meat" is mentioned 

twenty-otic times, as opposed to one purchase of a whole chicken 

and another purchase of four chickens, which were probably 

bought to raise. There is still no mention of other meat. 

Postal expenses continued to increase, a total of ¥28.50 hav¬ 

ing been spent on stamps and postcards. On January 12* sixty 

postcards were purchased at once for ¥ 1.00 and on March 20, 

100 scamps for ¥3.00. Sixteen packages were sent ac a cost 

of ¥22,30. Other expenditures were; 

Telegrams ¥ ,20 

Registered Irtrcra 
iisa mojitjf tirdeu 

1.21 

RcfCHtie jUnnpi 

New items were handkerchiefs (¥ LOS), cigars (¥.ti6)f vola¬ 

tile oil" (16shoeblack (7 sen), four wheels of opaque glass 

(11 sett), and so on. A. sum of 26 sen was spent for lamp wicks. 

In August and September, Ch Demon's daughter, who suffered 

from an eye ailment went to Tokyo for treatment. The cost 

recorded for medicine was ¥12.30 and that for travel and in¬ 

cident;)] expenses was ¥12.25. 

In April 2iT an 11 Office for Carrying Out the Imperial Rescript 

(on Education}" was established at the 'primary school in Tama- 

mur-x and the Tomizawa contributed ¥5 to it. A sum of 

¥3.90 went for an offering of chestnuts and pears to the crown 

prince, and a present of chestnuts and bamboo sprout was sent 

*78 
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to a man mime Yamaguchip who appears to have been head of 

o bureau in the Imperial Household Ministry, Apparently; the 

Tomizawa look their duties lo the emperor seriously. 

An outlay of 26 sen for the repair of what is called jmska 

(uman-ear,p) suggests that Chuemon owned a ricksha, but others 

entries throw doubt on thb, 

3. THE CASE OF THE TAKAGI FAMILY IN KUSANO VILLAGE. 

FUKU5HIMA PREFECTURE. 

The family of Takagi Sd'klii lived during the Meiji period in 

the Kiti'Kamip section of Kusano Village* Iwaki County. 

Fukushima Prefecture. During the Tokugawn period at had been 

the leading family in Lhe district. ILs economic life in the Meiji 

is revealed in two account books* one for L89Q and the other 

for 1903* According to ihe one for 1890, the family owned 

and cultivated LI7rM (1 eho =2A$ acres) in rice fields and .38 

chS in gardens. In addition* it owned 1.4 ch& of forest territory 

and 13cfw given over to its house, plus one horse and five 

chickens. 
It employed three persons as hired help* all of whom were 

what were called m^garni-moruf. That is to say, they were 

young men who had been brought from Yamagaca to this area 

by middlemen and sold into service for from seven to ten yen, 

to be recorded only upon their conscription into the army. 

The horse was used to carry burdens and was never made to 

pull a plow? until after 1905* The produce of the Takagi farm 

was almost entirely grain (rice. 2 kokit per to?it soybeans, 1.4 

kaku). There was only one planting per year Vegetables pro¬ 

duced in the garden were consumed at home. As a secondary 

occupation, the family made ropes for catching (uiogame and 

sold them at the seashore. 

The Takagi were considered leaders in their community. In 

1903 their land was still approximately the same as it had been 

in 1890, the only exception being Ehat a small amount of new 
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garden land had been added. 

( a) Oil and lamps. 
In 1880 Takagi Serichi's younger brother entered the fourth 

prefecture! middle school of Fukushima. At night in his 

boarding house he studied by the Eight of an od lamp, and 

every Saturday when he come home he preached the superiority 

of this new foreign device to the old-fashioned andtm. Finally 

he brought a lamp home for the family to try. It was the fir$t 

lamp to be seen in the district of Kamlya. The account entry 

is as follows: 

Ccisi hem 

lamp 

1.6 ' Coal oil 

0 8 * Matches 

It turned out, however, that the family did not like the lamp 

and continued to use the and&n instead In 1887. when Set'- 

ichTs first son was hom+ they were stilt doing so, but in 1889* 

when the second son was born they were using an oil Lamp, 

for it is recorded dial the midwife in performing her task 

turned the [amp over and spilled oil all over the place* thus 

causing a dreadful stir. 

On January 29* the account book registers the purchase of 

an oil lamp, but there were no purchases of kerosene until late 

April, Perhaps the family had some on hand to begin with, 

but at any rate the lamp must have been used only sparingly 

at first. After April, however, the quantity of kerosene purchased 

increased aL a higher rate than that of vegetable oik. The figures 

for the year are as follows: 

The growing purchases of kerosene in the latter months lead 

one to suspect that this year was the turning point, and if this 

is the case* the Takagi were slower than the families examined 

above to take to the oil lamp. Apparently in this ares kerosene 

met with a good deal of resistance because of the fear that its 

unpleasant odor would offend the gods and Buddha. Matches 



family un 

AmQun; Spent en Kerosene (Quantity) 
Amount Spent onV egctable 

Oil ^Qnentity; 

January 13.5 re* 

March. 2? 10,5 * 

April l 2.0 * 

April 7 &0 -r 

April 17 3,4 -r 

April 26 

May 4.2 * 

May 13 SO HT 

July 1.3 * 

July 2 11. Q * 

August U 3,8 * C3s3> 

August IB 3.S M ' ) 6v5 * (21 go) 

1 Aup»t 26 3.3 *{ ' ) 

September 5 6.0 * <5 6.5 # 

October 7 5.5 #■ ( j- > 

Gciobei IS 5.0 *■ 

November 20 5,5 * 

December 10 2.6 # 

December U 1.6 ' 

December 20 2.2 # 

December 27 5-6 * 20, Q * 

December 2.6 * 

Tcul : 47.7 8&G 

were slow to find acceptance for the same reason. 

The price of kerosene seems to have been about 1.2 sen per 

g5 {=0.4 gal.) or only about half the price of vegetable oil. It 

seems strange, therefore, that the latter remained in favor, until 

one recalls that unlike kerosene it was also used in cooking. 

In any event, kerosene, thanks to its low cost, soon replaced 

other oils a$ a source of light- 
Lamps were of a crude metal type with no chimney. For 

marriages, funerals* and festivals special big lamps were used, 

hut there were only three or four of these in the villager 
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By 1933 kerosene lamps had almost entirely replaced the 

andon. The Takagb who had previously boughi kerosene only 

tn small quantities were now buying by the four-gallon (i* a, one 

id) can, the price of such a can being given in the- books as 

152.5 sen in April and 168 sen on November 8 of this year. 

The amount spent for vegetable oil during this year wag cor¬ 

respondingly smaller-only 76.3 sen, of which a good part, of 

course, went for cooking oil. 

In neither 1890 nor 1903 did the Takogi spend much for 

caudles. In the former year there was a purchase of ten for 

4.5 sen on August 2, and in the biter year an Outlay of 4^ 

for an unspecified number, probably ten, on February 1. There 

is no mention of matches in either year, though purchases of 

tsuke-gi (slicks of wood or charcoal used to transfer fixe from 

one place to another) are recorded. 

{ b ) Sugar and salt 

The amount of sugar purchased in 1890 and 1903 is listed 

(Look at the table oo pr 263). 

This appears to indicate a substantial increase over the years, 

hue since the price paid fur sugar in 1903 is uncertain, the 

actual quantities cannot be compared. We should note that 

ordinary sugar apparently cost more than "black sugar" in 1890, 

and that ordinary sugar was bought in much larger quantities 

in 1903. 
In 1903 the Takagi family used far more salt than in 1890, 

and whereas in 1890 they had bought small quantities as needed, 

in 1903 they bought by the sack (a sack holding four to), The 

totals for the two years are: 

IBM 6 Utc 133.Gj?>i 

1903 12 * 192.5 r 

The price of salt varied a good deal from month to month. 

The fluctuations in the price per sho paid by the Takagi in 
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1&90 are shown in the following graph. 

1 3 6 7 **8 
17 2314 9 22 24 ? 5 19 9 24 ? 25 20 

Price of salt per shd in 1890 ae seen in the household ac¬ 

counts of the Takagi family 

{e) Clothing 
Broadly speaking, the main change revealed by the clothing 

accounts was that in 1390 no cation goods were purchased, 

whereas in 1093 they were purchased in considerable quantity. 

The Takagi grew their own cotton until 1892, but afterward 

turned to cheap manufactured cotton textiles, as did moat other 

Japanese farmers* This, of course, lessened their degree of self- 

sufficiency. 

(d) New articles 
Unfortunately, no figures are available concerning changes in 
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farm equipment and management. As for household life,, in 

1890 the only really pew article mentioned is a Western-style 

umbrella. but in 1903 the following entries appear: 

Manth Day Co« Item 

2 24 3a JHI Hat 

A 13 * Hat 

4 3 25 w Watch repair 

6 3 29 # Uadershirr 

S 5 10 * Umbrella repair 

B 14 14 # Umbrella repair 

It is into testing to note that Western-style hats and under- 

shirts were making their way to the farm. Other hems seen in 

EXPENDITURES OF THE TAKAGI FAMILY IN 1896 

Utm Price SWcentegt 

H rju s Ing ¥12.00 0,10 

Light and fuel $3.30 0,73 

F-ftod 1$, £5.53 15.66 

Clolhing 13. $1,53 *.64 

Implement* 6,33-30 5,13 

Management 3.3$. 30 £75 

Otari ty 37.70 0.7L 

Edtertainmetit of 37, SO. 20 30. m 
gtwti 

Tame* 23,49.50 23.11 

Mutual Fund 1,21.50 0.99 

Tran aportal ion > 1,41.00 1.14 
pOMage. & ipcinf* 
ing money 

Payment of debtfl 9,S3-20 7,T9 

QtEiers 97.10 0,79 

Underlain 1.33,60 

Total: 123, 27, 40 100.00 
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the 1903 accounts but not in those for 1890 are two book pur¬ 

chases and the purchase of railway tickets. 
{ e ) Toial yearly expenses 

The above mentioned charts (&<? p. 285) give the total money 
expenditures of the Takagi family for 1896 and 1903: 

EXPENDITURE OF THE TAKAGI FAMILY IN 1903 

hem Pt tit Percentage 

Housing 1,51.00 Inn 1,20# 

Light a net Fuel 4,00.50 ' 3.00 

Food 2t,40.tO w 15,01' 

CSnthing 18, 20.10 ' 13.61' 

Implement* 8,15.00 ' 6.10' 

Mi mensem 3,46.10 ' 7.06' 

Charily 2,09,70 ' 1.97' 

Eater [intine-al of 10,73-00 * 8.03> 

42,71-50 ' 31,90' 

Muiua] Finn wing fund 10. 65.90 ' 0.13' 

TraEiaporuwiem postage 41,00 ' 0.31' 
spending money 

Payment debt) 0 # 0.00' 

FjiucAtiun 3.40-00 r 2.54' 

Others 63.30 * 0.47' 

TotaJ: l33h*B.8fl * moo- 

It would be entirely beyond the scope of this book to give 
a complete analysis of these charts, but attention should be 
called to a few outstanding features. For one thing, it will be 
observed that farm management waa a relatively minor item. 
This was no doubt partly because most farm work was done by 
hand without the use of expensive new equipment and partly 
because the family still produced its own fertilizer, (chemical 

fertilizers were not used to any extent until around 1905.) 
The increase in taxes from 23.11% *>f the total outlay in 1896 to 

31.90^ in 1903 illustrates graphically the effect on the farming 
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population of the military expansion program that followed 

the Three-Power Intervention in the Liaotung Affair. u Enter- 

tainuienl: of guestsht consisted primarily of the cost of weddings* 

funerals* and other such affairs that represented in the long run 

a system of exchanging gifts with others in the community. 

Such costs varied considerably from year to year, but In any 

ease the average farmer considered them a heavy burden. 

Only the cost of food purchased with money U given, but 

even so the expenditure for food constituted a fairly large per 

cent of the total. 

For purposes of comparison with the Takagi family's expenses, 

we have listed below those of the Oka family (see above) for 

1861, 1887, 1896 and 1909; 

Again, it is impossible to analyze these figures completely 

here, and there are various unknowns that prevent a rigid com¬ 

parison between the Oka and the Tahagi accounts. Wc might 

noEe in passing, however, that the Oka expenditures for fond 

increased from an insignificant amount to the largest single item 

in the budget, because the family creased to farm. We might 

also observe that the annual taxes were highest when the 

family still belonged to the owner-cultivator class. 

The average money expenditures of 443 farming families in 

1944 are given below for reference. 

The three families we have examined were all of the upper 

class in their respective communities. They were all relatively 

well off and were therefore comparatively quick to adopt the 

advantages of the new Meiji culture. Their children were able 

to attend higher schools and qualify themselves ns leaders in 

the new society. The household finances of the average farmer 

would present a very differ cm picture, for the average farmer 

was stiil remote Western culture in any form. 

On the other hand, the upper-class farmers are important be¬ 

cause they were the people who introduced Western culture to 

the provinces. As a rule, they belonged to old established fa¬ 

milies* and their fortunes improved after the Mc:jj rest oration. 
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turn C<?u Prr ictni 

F&od V1S3.&4 14.09 

Principal food sa.oa 512 

Secondary foods 67. 66 6,20 

Seaborn ng§ 28.12 2*57 

Clothing 157.00 U,33 

Housing 12.62 I+I6 

Furniture and Household 
belongings, 60.69 5.56 

Light nnd fuel 46.93 4.36 

Luxuries 7.84 

Insurance and Sanitation 03.02 5 52 

EdutStiDn 55.28 s.oe 

Am. Ligaments 14.88 3!§ 

Emsniinmciii of guevs? m. ID 12 28 

Marriage *, Innerah, etc. §5.21 8-72 

Debts end Ohl^ttum 51.00 L67 

Qttufp 131-76 10,23 

Total: 1051.95 100.00 

They joined the urban samurai and merchants as the new 

leaders of Japanese society. The gap between them and the 

average poor fanner was only increased by the new system. 

Whatever its advantages. Western culture as imported in the 

Mciji period served to separate the upper classes from the lower 

classes in a way in which they hnd never before been separated. 

Western politics. Western economy. Western religion, Western 

thought. Western art, and Western social movements produced 

a class of politicians, capitalists* and Intel Eectuals who had no 

connection with the common people. The Russo-Japanese war 

opened the eyes of the people, who under the conscription sys¬ 

tem fought this war themselves, to the world around them, but 

they were unable to overthrow the Meiji culm rat structure. 

The leaders were too far ahead of them. 

In arte vra>\ the lower classes were unable to escape the new 
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cull tire, for it destroyed their means of self-support. Industry 

moved from the home to the factory* and farmers sent their 

sons to become factory workers^ minerSj or soldiers. Often the 

young people introduced thing? Western their families* but they 

could not close the gup that lay between the leaders and the 

led, Thb gap remained as large as ever throughout World War 

t and Inter became the cause ol farmer uprisings in the twenties* 

In a sense5 it was connected with all the labor problems of the 

Taisho period- 





Chapter Seven 

NEW GROUP ACTlVrTIES 

I. CHANGES BROUGHT ON BY NATIONAL POLICY 

AFTER two and a half centuries of isolation* the Japanese 

awoke as from a dream to find themselves faced with the 

necessity of founding a modern nation capable of resisting the 

incursions of Western capital ism. To do this, it was necessary 

not only to learn the scientific techniques of the West, but to 

accept the culture that had produced them and to encourage the 

growth of a capitalistic economy ia Japan. Furthermore* all 

this had to be done in a hurry- The Meiji governments there¬ 

fore, hacked furiously away at old customs and practices 

and at the same time labored to create a cultural and material 

civilisation that would accord with European standards. The 

speed with which European scientific and cultural achieve¬ 

ments were adopted into Japan indicates dearly that Japanese 

society was ripe for change* and that the conditions necessary 

for Westernization already existed, but it should never be for¬ 

gotten that modernization was begun not because of popular 

demand but because the government willed that it should be so* 

To be sure, there were some who wished to sweep away aU the 

customs of the past and to accept Western culture uncon¬ 

ditionally. along with Western science. In practice, however, 

such extreme ideas met with considerable resistance* Some 

facets of the new life—certain conveniences never dreamed of 

in the feudal age, but now made possible by European science— 
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were adopted with alacrity, but others evoked antipathy. By a 

complicated process of accepting, rejecting, adopting, discarding, 

the life of the people gradually changed. Life, however, remained 

centered about the home, and, as we have seen, new clothing* 

new food, and new furnishings were rather slow to make their 

way into that stronghold. Still* the paraphernalia of Western 

culture was adopted virtually iVt toto in the new schools and 

factories, and those Japanese who studied or worked in these 

plages gradually adopted new objects and new ideas into their 

domestic lives. In the following section we should like to 

examine specifically the changes wrought by the development 

of schools, factories the army and navy, governmental bodiesP 

and other institutions or organizations in which men functioned 

as members of a group- 

a* Schools 

The purpose of the Mejji school system was to provide an 

education for everyone, regardless of class or rank- Hitherto* 

schooling had been virtually confined to the warrior class, but 

on the second day of the eighth month, 1872, the government 

issued a proclamation stating that thenceforward there would 

b* 41 no house in any village, no person in any house without 

learning/3 Previously a plan for the school system to he 

established had been submitted to the chancellery* and in the 

sixth month of the year the latter had issued an announcement 

to the effect that boys and girls should be given equal educational 

opportunities, and that those- with ability should be encouraged 

to learn m much as possible. 

In brief* then new school system was founded on such lofty 

ideals m equality for men an d wo men , compulsory education 

for all subjects, and respect for individual freedom. Unfor¬ 

tunately, the time was not yet ripe for such lofty principle*. 

The total annual budget for the Ministry of Education was only 

¥300,000, of which ¥100,000 was earmarked for persons 
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pursuing their studies abroad, and the new system had. accord¬ 

ingly, to rely on funds collected from the people. The govern* 

menr was constantly urging the foundation of schools in the 

provinces, but because of the tremendous expense involved, 

average people tended to dislike the new school system. The 

monthly tuition fee for primary school students was 50 sett, 

and in tm age when a sho of rice cost only 10 jC//* this was 

quite a burden on lower-class samurai who had been deprived 

of their emoluments and ordinary farmers who were already 

struggling to make payments involved in the revised land tax 

system. Despite government support of education, therefore, 

the new school system was yet too far beyond the country s 

economic means to make headway in all provincial areas. 

The system called for eight university districtsp each divided 

into thirty-!hree middle--school districts* each of which was in 

turn divided into 210 primary-sehool districts- There was to 

be a primary school for each 600 persons (at the time the total 

population was 33* 000, GOOh Ira all, the plan called for eight 

universities, 256 middle schools, and S3* 760 primary schools. 

The system was actually forced on the people by the govern.' 

ment. Whatever happened, each designated district had to 

have its primary school. According iq statistics of 18/5, there 

were 34a 22S new primary schools in all. In some places local 

officials and representatives absolutely insisted that it would not 

do to teach school in an old-style Japanese room* mid that 

whatever the cost, a Western-style building, painted and equipped 

with chairs and desks, had to be built, but in places old-fashioned 

temple schools or private schools had to serve for a time as 

substitutes for public schools. We hear even of districts in 

which the local temple was turned into a school, with chairs 

and desks placed on the hitherto sacred In some cases 

the school children furnished their oum chairs and desks* In 

Tokyo, on the other hand, six fine primary schools were erected 

in the style of brge official buildings and printed blue, and 

these subsequently served as models for school buildings in 

195 
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Other parts of the country. 

The school system was, then, a drain on village finances, and 

in a number of districts the discontent it caused combined with 

that caused by the new military conscription system to produce 

riots. When the riots quieted down, however the construction 

of the local primary school often became a matter of pride to 

the local residents, and in many co$e$ buildings costing more 

than ihey could well pay were erected, with the result thst the 

community remained in debt for many years. 

In 1890! after the establishment of the city-town-village system 

of local administration, a new system of local primary schools 

was instituted. In addition to the regular primary school, there 

were now to be higher primary schools as welL Cities, towns, 

and villages or groups of villages were to defray the cost of 

local schools and see to it that each person of school age fini¬ 

shed regular primary school. The government's order gave 

detailed regulations concerning educational expenses, tuition fees, 

teacher personnel, and school management, ns well as school 

buildings, school grounds, and equipment. School supervisors 

were appointed in the countries. 

Needless to say, the standards set by the government were 

not attained overnight; but at least concrete aims were set forth* 

and provincial schools subsequently grew closer and closer to 

them. In places where several communities banded together to 

build schools, intercourse between formerly isolated villages was 

promoted, but there remained the problem of where the school 

was to be located and how, in the absence of good roads and 

bridges, school children were to commute back and forth to 

classes. In cities the rapid increase in population kd to difficul¬ 

ties* and early as the late Meiji period a shortage of school 

buildings necessitated the creation of the two-shift system in 

gome districts* 

There was another reason for opposition to the school in 

fanning tsreas: namely that the new schooling not only had no 

connection with the children's future work on the farm, but 
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indeed occupied them during the years when they ought to he 

learning term tasks. It was the custom n<H only among farmers 

but among city merchants as well to send their children into 

service, and this was considered an important part of their 

training. Even in Tokyo it was generally held that If young 

people did not go to work by the time they were ten they 

would never make good workers. and it was difficult to find 

employment for a child past ten. Children who went into 

service during their early years were usually unable to go to 

school, and si though resistance to the school system arising 

from matter of this sort caused no riots* it persisted for a long, 

long time, 

At first the government paid little attention to the matter o£ 

practical training, but in 1S93 it issued a law providing regula¬ 

tions for such education, and in 1899 It set up special trade 

schools in forestry, fishery, and, certain other fields. For women* 

schools specializing in sewing, nursing, and midwifery were est¬ 

ablished at the same time. The government Lrade schools were 

preceded by private trade schools, one of the first of which was 

a printing school established in 1876 by the Shuei-shaa printing 

establishment. 

Schools for the poor were also established, at first more or 

less on the scale of the former temple schools. In 1897, for 

example. Semiya Km child founded a small school at which both 

the amount of tuition fees and the hours of attendance were 

left up to the children and their parents. Such institutions 

could hope to do little more than teach people to read and 

write, but a similar school founded around the same time by 

the H6z6 jir a temple in Yotauya, was rabed to the level of a. 

regular primary school in 1903, It charged no tuition and 

provided all school supplies for the students. Special schools 

for the poor were also established in the slums of Honjo* Fuka“ 

gawa, and Shitaya. 

Despite the remarkable development of the school system, in 

1097 an examination of 22 factories employing more than 50 
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persona revealed that of a total of L5+660 persons, there were 

4,329 children of school age. Among those of the latter less 

than ten years old 73 per cent had had no education whatever 

and the remainder had had a little, while the percentages for 

those less than fourteen were 40 per cent and 54 per cent res¬ 

pectively- In all. 94 per cent had failed to complete their com¬ 

pulsory education. Around the &&me time a survey of workers 

in textile miies revealed that half of them were unable to rend. 

As for the children under ten who went into service, the nearest 

most of them got to school was taking their employers' children 

there. They were lucky if they managed to induce their em¬ 

ployer or an older worker to teach them to read, write, and do 

sums on an abecuff. 
The percentage of persons attending school increased by leaps 

and hounds during the Sino-Japane&e and Russo Japanese wars, 

and by the end of Meijj the published figures showed that 

almost all children of school age were finishing at least the 

required primary schooling. On the other hand* the published 

figures cannot be accepted an condition a Sly, for in 19 IS a survey 

of workers in the Johoku factory of the Tcmman Weaving 

Company yielded the following statistics on school attendance; 

^Uu WflTTl PT1 

Person! who hnd not tnifh-td required primary 
schooling 

95 441 

Pcr-scm who had finished r*«]ui«ii prinuiry 55 174 

P«ndns who had finished higher primary icbaling 53 6 

Person! who had finished emddU achoai Z 0 

Toul 205 m 

Attendance in schools of higher learning was very limited. 

In 1870 students were send from each feudal district to attend 

what is now Tokyo University, At the time samurai swords 

bad not been abolished, and the new students all carried swords 

to class, None of them knew' English or any other foreign 
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language, and since all the teachers were Europeans or Ameri¬ 

cans, the lectures had 10 be translated into Japanese by inter¬ 

preters. 

The old snmurai spin! was sill I fairly much alive, and ihe 

college students of the time could probably not have been cont¬ 

rolled by the highest officials in the government. They were a 

wayward lot* and at the same time they were extremely proud. 

II they detected anything rude in a foreign teacher's lecture, 

they were likely to jump up and draw their swords. 

There were so few college graduates that those who did finish 

were virtually assured of a decent place in the government. At 

first few students wished to study law, since they associated it 

with the court pleaders of the Tokugawa period, hut they soon 

found legal studies to be the gateway to an official rarerr, and 

a* a result many new law schools appeared. Tn 1878 and 1879 

total of fifteen persons were graduated from the law school at 

the Imperial University. They included four from Tokyo, two 

from Kochi, and one each from lshikawBP Chiba, Okayama, 

Sffltsma, Shiga. Gumma, Yamaguchi, Ehime, and Aomori Prefec¬ 

tures Among them there was only one who had not belonged 

to the samurai cfess. If the schools of letters, science, and 

medicine be added in, however, el appears that persons from all 

the prefectures were included in the graduating classes in these 

two years. 

A good proportion oF the graduates were the sons or younger 

brothers of high officials* hut some came front the families of 

merchants and landowners who belonged to the rural upper 

class; Often people of means sent gifted sons of relatives or 

friends to college in Tokyo* and well-to-do residents frequently 

took college boys from the country into their homes as proteges- 

As a rule boys from samurai families who had been ruined by 

the Restoration had no such advantages, but many o! them 

worked doggedly to succeed in school and restore iheir family’s 

honor. 

Students of limited means worked as newspaper boys* milk 
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deliverers, clerks, and even ricksha pullers to make their way 

through school and a number of employment agencies catering 

to such young men sprang up. Biographies of Meiji leaders 

often tell of hardships suffered while acquiring an education, 

but for every person who bare up under them, there were pro¬ 

bably more who fell victim to illness or for some other reason 

failed to make the grade. 

A number of students stayed m dormitories* but the majority 

probably lived in boarding houses. 

Actually, we are unable to discern just what the ratio was* 

since available statistics lor the number of persons residing in 

the boarding houses include persons other than students, but at 

the same time do not include many students boarding in private 

houses. It is clear that a much larger percentage of women 

students lived in dormitories than in boarding houses, and this 

is, of course, exactly what one would expect, since most families 

would have been unwilling to allow their daughters the freedom 

of Life tn a boarding house. 

In ihe districts of Kanda and Hongd in Tokyo* which after 

the Restoration rapidly became student districtsT there was a 

very large number of boarding houses. After a certain point, 

however, Kanda began to develop into a thriving business center* 

and the boarding houses began to disappear. At the same lime 

many lower officials and retail merchants in the area began to 

let one or two rooms of their houses to students, and quite a 

number of the latter showed a preference for such houses, where 

there was a semblance of home life missing in the professional 

boarding house. 

In the student districts, there were many milk shops, and 

ihese served as gathering places for the young scholars. The 

proprietors encouraged the student trade by keeping files of 

official reports and newspapers. Toward the end of the Meijt 

period, the milk stores were replaced to some extent by cheap 

Western-style restaurants and cafes. In 1885 Tsubouchi Shoyo 

described typical sludent-houseboys swaggering down a Kanda 
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street as though they owned it and reminding people that des¬ 

pite their ragged clothes and worn-out hats they would some 

day be gTeat men. Students Liked to point out that the national 

council]ors o£ the day had all been students once- 

Such displays of bravado continued until the end oi the Meiji 

period* hut thanks to the fact that it was virtually impossible 

to attain a position of leadership without a college education 

there was an increasing number of persons who somehow 

managed to acquire one, and eventually there came a time when 

college students could no longer look forward to becoming 

councillors ox anything of the sort. 1 oward the end of the 

Meiji period, the expansion of the national administrative struc¬ 

ture and the capitalist system reached a plateau* and excellent 

positions ceased to be available to all college grades tes. 

The spread of schools gradually led to changes in clothing. 

In first primary school students wore kimonos as before, but 

later short doth jackets were added to protest the kimonos, 

and by around 1900 kimonos with narrow sleeves came into 

wide use. Women teachers and students alike began to wear 

hakama, a form of loose pleated trousers, formerly worn only 

by men, and though for a time this was considered outrageous 

by many, the ha&anta gradually became part of the standard 

outfit for women at school or at work. To be sure, it was 

altered in form to gome extent so as to be mare suitable and 

becoming for feminine wear. 

Ono Hana reports that around IB9Q when she went to work 

as a teacher in a school in ^hirakawia+ r ukushim^ Prefecture 

she arrived on the scene in hai&ma only to be forbidden to 

wear it because of the criticism it evoked, furthermore,, she 

did not wear it again until 1S96, when she was transferred to 

Taira. In Shimkawa during this interval women teachers and 

students were regular kimonos with obis. Physical education 

was still not offered at the school (it was firs* instituted in 

Fukushima Prefecture io 1898), but there were sports matches, 

and on such occasions there was nothing for the women and 
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girls to do but tuck their skirts up under their heavy wide obis 

and run and play as best they could so clothed. 

Western-style cloches were first worn in girls1 schools around 

1885, when they were adopted by teachers and pupils of the 

Tokyo Women's Normal School. This was probably also the 

beginning oi school uniforms. In April, 1888, school uniforms 

along with school caps, were adopted by die Tokyo Imperial 

University, and the style gradually spread to schools on the lower 

levels, though not to primary schools. In the Latter uniform caps 

were often adopted, particularly in dries and towns, but often 

only the badge of the school was fixed. In any event, primary 

school caps must have played o definite role in making youthful 

students aware that they belonged to the school group. 

In primary schools pupils wrote with brushes on paper during 

examinations and in writing classes, but a! other times they 

used slates or cheap substitutes for slates. After L8S5 good 

slates were produced sn quantity in Japan, and before very long 

virtually every school child owned one. As pencils came into 

use, slates were gradually abandoned* hut the earliest pencils 

were very fragile, and pupils in the first two or three grades 

of primary school usually continued to use slates. Some shop¬ 

keepers also adopted slates for use in figuiring their accounts. 

Until around 1887* pencils were Imported, but afterwards 

they were produced in great quantities in Japan. At first pupils 

used them Only in drawing class and continued to Lake notes 

brush and Ink in other classes* hut as time went on the pencil 

and notebook replaced traditional mate dais. Pens and ink were 

used primarily by students in upper-level schools and at first 

only in writing English or other foreign languages. 

Broadly speaking, school curricula during the Meiji included 

both traditional learning nnd Western science. Training in 

Western languages did not begin until middle school or above, 

and foreign teachers were likewise employed only at the higher 

levels. The farther a student progressed* the more he studied 

modem Western culture as Laught in Western Languages. 
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Consequently, higher-school students often became quite familiar 

with foreign tongues and contributed much 10 the advancemcm of 

Meiji culture. At the same tinueh there arose a tendency to 

judge people’s educational qualifications by their proficiency in 

foreign languages, and this led to the appetrance of a special 

social stratum composed of Japanese whose primary claim to 

distinction was that they could speak Englishp French, or 

German. 

Ait hough it stands to reason that the degree 10 which students 

introduced elements of Western culture to their homes increased 

with educational level they reached, this was not always the 

case, since most students in the higher schools lived away from 

home. The changes introduced through the influence of primary 

school must have been far more widespread* if not so deep. 

In any eventt domesdc life and domestic economy were greatly 

affected by the growth of the school system. Sometimes, we 

might add, the changes led to the disintegration of traditional 

family life and the founding of new households by the moder¬ 

nized youth. 

As time went on the education authorities began to encourage 

extracurricular school activities such as group singing and sports 

became integral parts of the national education program, and 

thanks largely to this fact, sports and the enthusiasm therefor 

came to play ah important part in the lives of the people ns a 

whole. 

b* The Army 

In the eleventh month of 1072, an order establishing a con* 

scripted army was issued, and military service, hitherto confined 

to the warrior class, was expanded to include in principle all 

abte-bodied males. This measure in effect abolished the distinc¬ 

tion between the military and agricultural classes of the previous. 

The conscription system, however, was not exactly what one 

could call egalitarian, since it exempted not only officials. 
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students in official professional schools, and men studying in 

foreign countries, but even ordinary persons who were able to 

pay ¥ 270 in lien of service. In fact* then, the vast majority 

of men drafted into the army were from farms or poor urban 

families. The new system was aimed primarily of course at 

producing a modern, well-trained national army, but it should 

not be overlooked that it also offered at least a partial solution 

to the problems of excess population and unemployment. 

Even prior to I872p certain steps had been taken toward the 

formation of a new army. In 1870, for instance, the prefectures 

and feudal district £ had been ordered to furnish five men for 

each 20*000 of rice iu the local revenue* and in 1S72 the 

districts of Sat sum a, Chochu, and Tosa had presented troops to 

the national military1 force. In the meantime* a number of 

samurai who had been in training under shogunate had been 

required to attend military school in NTLininzuL where no distinc¬ 

tion accorded to their former rank. This sort of thing was n 

blow to the prestige of the former upper class, and they resented 

it bitterly. 

The common people far their pari re&emed the conscription 

law to the extent of staging riots against it all over the 

country1 during 1872 and 1873. One reason, it is said, was that 

the chancellery s promulgation spoke of military service as 

"blood-tax" which referred vaguely to the blood that one was 

supposed to shed for the country, but which was interpreted 

literally by the people. The people scented an increase in the 

burden they would have to bear, and the riots, which quieted 

down iq 1873, were succeeded by widespread draft-dodging, as 

we would put it today. Those who could paid their way out 

of being conscripted* or entered schools, or accepted official 

parts. Others had themselves adopted or set tip separate families. 

A few, finding no better si tern aiive* went so far as to wound 

themselves or abscond fra in their residences. The number of 

persons who absconded increased annually until in 1889 it was 

no less than 35,d00, or almost a tenth of the able-bodied males 
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elegible for conscription. In towns pamphlets on how to evade 

conscription were put on sale* and some people began to worship 

go£a who were supposedly abk to keep them out of the army. 

Thanks partly to public opposition to the law, in 1882 the 

government abolished the original rules for exemption. Hence¬ 

forward, officials had to serve their military terms, and payments 

In lieu of service were no longer accepted. 

The first soldiers in the new army went through their Western- 

style training clad in narrow-sleeve kimonos and loose trousers. 

They still wore old-style topknots on their heads and carried 

swords in their obis. In IS75 uniform clothing regulations were 

published, and in 1S&S there was a great reform from which 

everyone emerged wearing uniforms made of blue (for winter) 

or while (for summer) materia] and military caps. Ranks and 

outfits were indicated on the arms and shoulders of the jackets. 

In 1906. during the Russo-Japanese war, khaki uniforms were 

adopted. 

Since not only uniforms, but underwear, socks, shoes, and so 

forth were furnished to the soldiers, military purchases led to 

the development of new clothing industries. Knitted socks, for 

example, were at first imported by the army and navy at a 

tremendous cost, but $oon Japanese makers began to produce 

them, and military expenditures for socks were greatly teduced. 

Military demand also underlay the gro%vih of the canning industry* 

as mentioaed in an earlier chapter. 

As for food, the principal item in the army diet was rice. 

In 1907 the daily allotment was *1 gd per day mixed with 2 go 

of barley. The daily cost of secondary foods for non-cormnis- 

atoned officers and ordinary soldiers was 16 sen. The per capita 

consumption of white rice by the army was half again what ii 

was in the case of ordinary civilians, and army practices in this 

respect no doubt led to increased genera! emphasss on rice as 

the principal Japanese food. At first the army gave its men 

pure white riceT but for that reason there were frequent cases 

of beriberi; in 1881, for instance, ii is said that -3* men in 
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division in Tokyo suffered from el. Even before thiBr barley 

had been minted with the rice fed to die Osaka division in order 

to combat: the disease* and gradually the practice of mixing in 

barky spread throughout the army and navy. 

Whereas the average yearly consumption of meat among the 

civilian population was about X+73 pounds in 1907, the average 

for soldiers was 29,33 pounds, or approximately eighteen times 

as much. Tire situation was probably almost the same in the 

case of fish. In 1892 a poll of seventy-five men just inducted 

into the army revealed that 70 per cent of them considered 

army food better than what they were used to at home. It is 

seid, furthermore,, that boys from farm communities where the 

average diet was poor made especially good soldiers. 

According Eo army regulations of 1899, the monthly salary for 

Roneommisioncd officers, superior privates, and ordinary privates 

was fixed at ¥ 1,80, ¥ 1.50T and ¥ 1.20 respectively, The 

ordinary privates were paid 40 sen every Ten days, and by the 

time they had paid for socks* towels, soap p ond tooihpaste, there 

was very little left. Still, their greatest pleasure was to go out 

on liberty, and somehow they managed to frequent the bars 

and teachers in the cities. When on leave soldiers were cautioned 

to walk on the left side of the street, to stay on the sidewalk 

when there was one, and if in a group to form ranks and keEp 

in step with the senior ranking person present. The walking 

habits of soldiers very likely caused many ordinary people to 

walk in a more orderly fashion. 

When the conscription syglera was first instituted, many per¬ 

sons inducted into the army had never been to primary school. 

Every year new recruits came from out-of-the-way mountains 

and islands, where they had barely heard of modem science and 

culture. Some thought that the stove in the barracks was a 

sort of gods Like the god o£ fire., and therefore made obeisance 

to it each morning. Others were under the impression that 

electric lights were lit with oil. The first barracks in Tokyo 

were act up in tmgaya that had formerly housed the underlings 
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of daimyos, but despite the traditional setting, they were equipped 

with beds for the soldiers. When WesJem-style quarters were 

completed, many of the soldiers from rural districts were com¬ 

pletely bewildered by the equipment and furnishings. For a 

great number of men, army duty offered their first chance of 

approaching the new culture, visiting the -cities* and becoming 

a part of the enlightenment movement. Many of them learned 

to read and write, and ^ome developed the habit of keeping a 

diary, A few managed to put a Little money away In postal 

savings accounts. 

Some people considered army training to be good for the 

individual's character and maintained that die army made strong 

men Out of weaklings, good workers out oi lazy idlers, and so 

on. The average person would probably not have gone so far, 

but it was generally felt that induction into the military service 

marked a boy's coming of age. Things now bad to be arranged 

SO that a lad's year as an apprentice or helper came to an end 

when he became eligible for induction, and when he left the 

army he was considered a full-fledged adult. Most young men 

first learned to smoke and drink In the array; of the seventy- 

five new recruits mentioned abovefc only six smoked and only 

nine drank, but when they were discharged from service* 90 

per cent drank and 80 per cent smoked. The custom ol smok¬ 

ing cigarettes, incidentally* spread over the country largely 

because of the army. 

Discipline in the army was exceedingly strict, and regulations 

as rigid as iron. Young soldiers of the lowest ranks were 

constantly exposed to the danger of cruel punishment for minor 

violations. Their time was regulated from mottling to night, 

and they were made to live and behave as though they were 

machines. They even had to learn a special jargon, which did 

its part to separate them from outside society. To be sure* 

they were allowed leave or liberty from time to time,, but when 

they returned from the outside world the old, machantcaJP isolated 

life of the army awaited them. It stifled their originality and 
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killed their initiative, They learned to obey by second nature* 

A ad as if this were not bad enough, it often happened that by 

the lime an order issued from above had filtered down through 

army red tope it no longer had any real meaning. Further* 

more, there were many superiors who having suffered m their 

early days in the army took their revenge on their subordinates. 

Thanks to these factors, there was a constant trickle of deser¬ 

ters, though of course never very many. After the Russo Japa¬ 

nese war, discontent within the ranks was such that there were 

occasionally cases of group desertion. The Helmsn Newspaper 

for March 10, 1907* for example reported that a senior-ranking 

soldier in a Hokkaido camp had induced 36 other men to leave 

the base with him, and that they had ad gone to a hotel where 

they drank and made merry until the next morning, when they 

were apprehended. 

Incidents of this sort probably led only to stricter regulations. 

In I9l0t we might observe, the Niroht Newspaper reported 

that suicides among army personnel were on the rice. The 

statistics were 75 suicides in 1900, 77 in 1901, 71 in 1903, 70 

in 1903, 90 in 190, and 92 in 1907. At the end of the Meiji 

period, the number of suicides amounted to ten per cent of 

the number of deaths through illness, and most of them were 

caused by mental derangement. A comparison of records in 

various countries indicates that the greatest number of suicides 

among military personnel around this time occurred in Austria, 

with Japan second. 

Despite the many dark features of army life, there appears to 

have been another ride of the picture. In I860 Toyama Shoichi 

wrote that boys who had been all alone in farm villages learned 

after entering the army r'to mix with many other soldiers and 

to gu in groups jaunts through the cities," Their outlook was 

broadened, and they began to read books or magazines and 

write down ideas their own. Some grew familiar with contra* 

versial journals, and many more ceased to take much interest 

in digging potatoes, back on the farm. Toyama claimed that 
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these new soldiers were vigorous supporters o£ the popular rights 

movement and individualism* and that they would fight for these 

ideals. Even allowing for exaggeration, it is indeed very likely 

that many soldiers were effected by the new thoughts of the 

age. The army could bind them up in a strict, inflexible organ!- 

nation* but it would not remove them wholly from Japanese 

society. Indeed, the severity of army life probably made their 

reaction iq control by authorities thaf much the stronger 

In any event, it is certain that ihe army and the veterans* 

organizncions, which expanded tremendously after the Sino-japa- 

nese and Russo-Japanese wars, played a large part in the 

modernization of national life. 

e. Government Offices 

In 1S7I the government began paying officials a certain 

amount of money each month, and though it is clear that at 

least part of the sum was converted into rice at the going race 

prior to payment, this was nevertheless the beginning of the 

monthly salary system in Japan. In 1875 salaries of ministers 

and councillors, who were appointed directly by the emperor* 

ranged from a high of ¥ 800 to a low of ¥ 5QQ+ and even 

junior officials of the ninth grade were listed as receiving ¥ 50 

per month. These figures are extremely liigh considering rhe 

fact that rice sold for only 10 rcit per sho. In fact* the govern¬ 

ment did not pay the salaries listed, and there is evidence that 

at times it was unable to pay some officials anything, but m 

any event, the monthly salaries must have put a tremendous 

strain on national finances, which were none too stable in the 

first place. 

[n subsequent years the specified salaries were revised down¬ 

ward, and such devices as paying efficient workers more and 

inefficient ones less were tried. The salaries piloted, however, 

weje not merely salaries, but allowances designed to allow them 

to live in a manner befitting their status as members of the 
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governmental organization. Ministry heads, we might point oat, 

were for the large pan former claimyo, and they could not !>e 

expected to live as ordinary people. When they left their houses 

offices for only a brief period, they had to be accompanied by a 

veritable parade of attendants in order to preserve their dignity 

and prestige. This was only natural in an age when servants 

were made to accompany schoolboys to school, and merchants 

were followed about by their chief flunkies. A$ a means of 

dazzling the public into obedience, rite new government officials 

had to borrow the mask of decorum employed by the warrior 

class of the Tokugawa period, and this toot money. 

As the bureaucracy expanded and the numbei of officials who 

had to maintain face multiplied, the salary problem grew more 

serious, but the situation was improved 10 a large extent by the 

adoption of a new and less expensive pose, to wit, the Western 

mannex- As Okuma Shigenobu is reputed to have pointed out, 

though the high officials of the early period were the ex-daimyos, 

they were later joined by young men who had come up the 

hard way as student-houseboys. Many of these were Kyushu 

people who had advanced in the world so rapidly that they 

were still without wives or proper houses. On the other hand 

even the servants in the imperial palace, who were often from 

the old hjitamola class, were able In those days to commute to 

their work in palanquin*, attended by their own underlings, 

and to make a considerably better show than the parvenuc 

officials. Under the circumstances, the newcomers, who in any 

case were not usually hound too strongly by traditional customs 

must have found it simpler to employ new tactics, nod in this 

way Western modes of conduct became the badge of their 

dignity. 

At the very beginning of the Meiji period, officials were 

allowed to wear whatever they wished, but m the eleventh 

month ol 1872 they ware ordered to wear Western dress on 

formal occasions. By this time Western clothing had ceased to be 

a novelty in Tokyo,, but it was si ill virtually unknown in the 
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provinces. One account has it that when a group of officials 
traveling to Kawagoe appeared on the streeLs of that city, ' y\d 
and young gathered to look, just as people in Tokyo siared at 
foreigners ten years ago.” 

Another Western custom quickly adopted by the government 
was the seven-day week. At first government offices were closed 
every fifth day* which meant that there were six regular holidays 
per month, and since the traditional holidays were also observed* 
government employees ended up being at their work only ISO 
or IfiO days per year. In November, 1873* however, the govern¬ 
ment ordered ths! officials were to take ofi only on Sundays. 
Saturday afternoons* and regular national holidays. Daily hours 
were fixed at from nine in the morning to four in the afternoon. 
The government was probably the first institution to employ 
the seven-days week in this fashion* but the practice gradually 
spread among the people, 

A somewhat obscure, but import am, innovation during this 
period was the adoption of Western bookkeeping by government 
bureaus. The voucher system is said to have been imported 
from abroad by ltd Hirobmnh and Shibusawa EiTichi introduced 
it in the Ministry of Finance. In 1874 Western-style account 
books were printed for goy£rumene use. According to the 
History of Osafoi, double-entry bookkeeping was first employed 
in the mint p whose accountants learned it from a Portuguese 
named V, Bragep and later adopted by the army and navy, the 
Bureau of Accounts* and the Government Printing Office. In 
February, 1878, the Ministry of Finance conducted a series of 
lectures in the use of double-entry accounting, and in July IS79P 
it was made mandatory in all government offices. In the mean¬ 
time it was adopted by private banks as welL 

In general* the government pioneered in the introduction of 
Western articles and Western industries. In 1877* when the 
first National Industrial Exposition was held, government officials 
had to go around and not Only explain to the people what the 
exposition was to be* but assist them with the procedure for 

jit 
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entering their products. To gap in knowledge between govern¬ 

ment authorities, many of whom had traveled abroad, and the 

ordinary people was large indeed. 

One result of this slate was that government officials were 

accorded entirely too much importance. The average people 

bowed and scraped before them, and they themselves wallowed 

in their glory. Many of them considered the people as little 

more than animals. Signs in government-owned railway stations 

literally ordered the people about, and minor clerks at ticket 

windows addressed passengers as inferiors. Theoretically, officials 

were chosen for their learning and ability alone, but in fact 

most of them came from the upper class of the previous period. 

In I87L 87 per cent of the officials in the nine ministries of 

the central government were from the ex-samurai class, and in 

1S80 that class constituted not only 80 per cent of officialdom* 

both central and provincial, but the majority of police me a and 

school leathery In short, the old distinction between the gov¬ 

erning class and the governed was merely given a new form, 

and since in fact the officials did function as leaders and pio¬ 

neers, the government continued to be exalted high above the 

common herd. 

2. NEW PLACES TO WORK 

ft. The Development of New Typea of Work 

In Learing down the Tokugawa feudal system* the Meiji 

government wrs.s quick to relieve the warrior class of its perma¬ 

nent military duties and release the tanners from the land. In 

principle it recognised complete freedom of employment. Such 

being the case, the paternalistic guild system that had been in 

operation in trades and industries began to collapse. If the 

status of the individual was no longer to be fixed by law, the 

old relationships between bosses, underlings, and indeaiured 

laborers were bound sooner or later to break down. 
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The system of indentured laborers, however* thd not disappear 

overnight. In general there were three stages. The first, which 

was that carried over from the former period, was the system 

whereby the laborer, ordinarily an apprentice, lived in his mas¬ 

ter's house, received his clothing and board, and was given a 

smalt amount of spending money m the Naw Year and bon 

seasons, when he was allowed to return home for a holiday. 

In return his work hours, his time off, and even the conditions 

under which he might leave and set up a house of his own 

were subject to the master? will. The master for Mb part saw 

that the laborer was housed, fed, and clothed and in addition 

set him up in a separate house after a number of years of 

service. In the new age+ this system began little by little to 

give way. New holidays we re added, and the period of service 

was arranged so that it ended when the laborer became eligible 

for conscription into the army Sometimes he was allowed to take 

a wife and live separately, commuting to w*ork. On the other 

hand, some masters forbade their laborers to engage in the 

same trade Or to work in the same territory after setting up 

houses of their own. 

The second stage was similar to the first in that the worker 

lived in his master's house. In thb case* however, he was paid 

a salary The third and final stage was the modem one in 

which the worker commuted to his job and received a salary. 

A number of businesses had their teen-age workers live in, but 

employed older workers on a regular salary basis. In this way 

they maintained ,i steady supply of workers [rained front their 

early years, but avoided the expense of setting the graduate” 

apprentices up in separate shops. 

The first industries to employ she modern system of salaried 

workers were transport firms, warehouses, insurance companies, 

trading cam panics brokerages, and cotton or sugar companies— 

in other words* companies engaged in trading on a large scale. 

The working hours generally ranged from five to eight hours a 

day with Sundays and important holidays off (in some firms 
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there were on I y two or three feed holidays each month). The 

workers mere responsible for their own living expenses* in¬ 

cluding those for schooling, medical treatment, and amusements, 

although some companies furnished workers of the office-boy or 

apprentice class with clothing. Often workers were given 

bonuses once or twice a year. Severance pay. old-age allotment* 

pensions, life insurance plans, and so on came later. 

For many years the three stages defined above existed side 

by side often in the same company, but the growth of large 

companies caused a general trend toward the third stage. The 

apprentice system with feat urea of indentured labor persisted 

only in small or old-fashioned shops. 

In the Tokugawa period artisans and day laborer^ of various 

types customarily worked under bosses, or, to use a more plea¬ 

sant word, contractors. The latter assigned the workers as 

needed and were responsible for their upkeep. Tht? system 

survived into the Meiji period, but was soon rendered obsolete 

by the modernization of industry. When the mining industry 

adopted the daily wage, for example, there ceased to be any 

reason for them to continue relying on contractors for their 

labor supply. In crafts not affected by modernisation the cont¬ 

ractor system persisted, but there were less and less chances 

for the apprentices who had become proficient in their trade to 

set themselves up as independent contractors, as had formerly 

been the practice. Often they were forced to work on subcont¬ 

racts for large firms, and the same was more and more true 

of their former bosses. 

In genenat the development of modern offices and factories* 

peopled with so lari ed workers, owed its greatest stimulus to the 

government* whose policy called tor the encouragement and 

protection of new industries. These fatter absorbed not only 

the graduates of the new colleges but most of the excess farm 

population and lower-ranking members of the samurai class. 

The govern me ntp for its pari, not only aided private industry, 

hut actually established new factories and industries on its own, 

3*4 
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particularly in &Mb connected with military expansion. Early 

examples of gov^mtnL'nt factories were the Tokyo Munitions 

Works (taken over in 1868), the mint (established in 1868), the 

Osaka Munitions Works (taken over in 1870), the Yokosuka 

Shipbuilding Factory (taken over in 1866), the Nagasaki Ship¬ 

building Factory (taken over in 1868), and the Ishikawajima 

Shipbuilding Factory [taken over m 1876). Mines that had been 

controlled by the shogunate and its feudatories, were taken 

over by the government, though all privately operated mines 

were permitted to stay in business. In order to hasten the 

spread of imported scientific methods, the government also set 

up a number of model factories, among which the following 

outstanding. 

Xame 

Tomioks Thread Factory 

Fukagawa Cement Factory 

Priming Be rents 

Sbinagawa Glass Factory 

Shim-machi Spinning Mill 

Senju Weaving Mill 

Fukagawa Fire Brick Facte 

Aichi Spinning Mill 

Hiroshima Spinning Mill 

Planned 1S7Q Opened IS73 

Established 1871 

Bebao work I87i! 
tf ff 1676 

*f 1676 
tr ff 1676 

ff 1878 

Planned 1676 
if 1876 

During the rationalization of currency and government finance 

that began in 1881. these mills or factories were sold to private 

businessmen or companies at very low cost, but though the 

government thus largely abandoned its own industrial activities, 

it continued to provide strong aid to private industry, 

During the depression of 1881. many of the lower-class fanners 

were forced to became tenants, whereupon their daughters went 

to work for textile mills* and their sons drifted off to the 

factory districts, thus creating a large new labor force. After 

1&84 prosperity returned, and new enterprises sprang up in 
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rapid succession* The development of industry in this period 

is outlined below: 

Year Agriculture 
Manufac¬ 

turing 
Commerce T ramport Total 

i? 

N. (X C*/GtpJ 
€1 

tfl.23S.fl00 

tf.O.C./Cep, 

379 

5, 048,000 

N. O. C./Cnp, 

6o<6 

6,989,000 

H,C*C/Cip. 

201 

6,892.000 

tf.O.C./Cap. 

1,296 

22.163,090 

21 204 

¥5.961,000 

i.m 
39,031,000 

150 

51,266,000 

150 

51.266.ODD 

2,590 

118.664.009 

£3 361 

¥2,746.000 

2.764 

69.061,071 

1*07-1 

30,547.000 

319 

94.745.000 

4. SOT 

108,746,000 

N O C =NuHibtr ol Companies. 
Cipx^Capy^ 

The growth of the textile industry was particularly rapid, 

with respect not only to capita! but also to mechanization and 

modernization. The importation of foreign cotton goods had 

put an end to home production, and now the factory system 

was taking the place of the latter, fn 1885* of the 53 Japanese 

Eactones using steam engines, 14 were cotton textile mills, 13 

were rice refinerie&, and 12 were mining concerns. 

According to a survey of factories published in 1902 by the 

Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce, in 1900 the total num¬ 

ber of laborers was approximately 342*000, oi whom 212,000, 

or roughly 60 per cent worked in textile mill- The 342t0GQ 

included 122,000 men, or only about 35 per cent, and 220,000 

women. The women workers were for the most part daughters 

of desperate farmers. Their families had ordinarily borrowed 

money in advance against their salary and sen* them out to 

work until they became brides. The men coo were from farming 

families and were prone to go back and forth from the farms 

dependent on whether times were good or not. The number 

of jobs available in the rural district* was on the decline, how¬ 

ever* and young people unable to attend higher schools were 

virtually forced to congregate in new factories. Those among 

jifi 
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them who had no connections relied on employment agencies and 

la bor-ree miters associated with particular businesses to find them 

work. As the demand for woman textile worker- increased, 

factories began compering for their services. Recruiters at Limes 

enticed girls with sweet words and at others practically kidnap¬ 

ped them. In 1894 regulations on I&bor-reeniiimg and the man¬ 

agement of employment agencies were published in the various 

prefectures, and toward the end of Meiji the Home Ministry 

granted money to the six principal dries for the foundation of 

public employment agencies, of which the first three were 

established in Tokyo in November, 1911, and another in Osaka 

in the following June- These were the earliest institutions of 

their type, but a similar agency had been established privately 

in 1906 by the Salvation Army. As it turned out, the percentage 

of laborers who availed themselves of the agencies' services was 

small,, and hiring was carried on much in the same way as 

before. 
The development of factory industry gave rise to child labor 

on a large scale* as indicated in the following chart, which 

gives statistics for cotton spinning factories in 1901- 

NUMBER OF MALE AND FEMALE 

WORKERS BY AGE 

Age Mile Feullle Tata! 
PerceiEUiflic oJ 
Total Number 

of Worker* 

i— 9 7 9 1* 0.06 

10—13 293 2r2O0 2W 498 10.11 

u—m 1*006 a. G45 9.0SG 30-63 

20 a m3 fiver 4. GST t,GSC 13,147 53.20 

Telit: 5,360 1%$u 24.712 100. M 

Percentage 21.7 73.3 m 

The situation was even worse in handicraft industries* in 

particular the match industry, when, it is said, the majority of 

workers were fourteen or fifteen and tunny no more than seven 

3*7 
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or eight. 

As for hours, in weaving factories, which were managed 

largely as home industries, laborers worked from before dawn 

unlil ton Or eleven at night. In spinning mills, which were the 

first factories to be meclianlged, there were in principle two 

twelve-hour shifts daily, from sis to sis, with thirty minute? for 

lunch. Theoretically there were two fifteen-minute rest period* 

in each shift, but since the machines were not stopped+ there 

was in reality no rest. 

In short* working condition*, including dormitory facilities, 

were unspeakable. In a publication dated 1897, the Ministry of 

Agriculture and Commerce outlined the following evil* in plant 

buildings: 

L Lack of proper ventilation 

2, TUck of sufficient working room 
3. Inadequate entrances and stair way a 

4, Inadequate passageways 

5. Unsanitary dining halls, dressing rooms, bathrooms, and 

toilets 

6. Lack of proper escape ventilators for harmful gases and 
smells 

7, Use of harmful materials and insufficient precautions 

against them 

3. Lack of proper disposal of dirt end dust 

9. Careless construction and use of steam boilers 

10. Lack of sufficient precautions against hasards arising 

from machinery. 

11+ Lack of protection from hazards around cranes, hoists, 

and elevators 

12. Insufficient fire-fighting facilities 

13. Lack of safety lights in factories operating at night 

As a result of these conditions there were continual accidents, 

and many worker* were victims of diseases of the pulmonory, 

digestive, and reproductive organs, as well a* trachoma, beriberi, 

and arthritis. By lar the most frequent ailment was tuberculosis, 
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sufferers from which went on sick leave and exposed many 

outsiders. 

In an industrially retarded country, dependent On exports and 

maintaining a governmental policy of low wages, even the worst 

evils were not easily eliminated. Though many factory workers 

grew ill and returned disillusioned to the country, there were 

always replacements from among the urban poor and the surplus 

farm population. Working conditions were just as bad is mines 

and in the North Pacific fisheries. Sometimes the workrooms 

were so horrendous thai the workers referred to then as "hell- 

rooms^ and Ji prison-rooms/* 

b. Cannuijtun and Dorenitariisa for Workers 

In factories such as textile mills where a high proportion of 

women was employed, those living in company dormitories were 

relatively numerous, particularly in the large-scale companies. 

From the company's point of view, the construction of dormi¬ 

tories meant that large numbers of workers could be recruited 

from distant locations. In 1901 a survey of nine weaving facto¬ 

ries in the Kan sal region yielded the following statistics on the 

number of commuters and the number of workers living in 

dormitories; 

Men Women Told FiretBtflE® 

Gonimutiiiif 767 1,534 2,301 46 

Living in Dormitories 232 3.060 3,292 54 

Total S9& 4,$S4 5,533 too 

in 1903 the first tramways began operating in Tokyo, and 

since three tramway companies were competing with each other* 

the extension of tracks thereafter was quite rapid, with the 

result that there was a greet increase in the number of com¬ 

muters, Furthermore in 1909 the Yam ate Railway line began 
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operations, and since it ran through what were then the suburbs 

of Tokyo, it opened a path for many workers to move io low- 

tent areas and become commuters. At the same time, the 

absorption of nearby villages into the urban district of Tokyo 

brought a stream of commuters from farms to city factories. 

As pointed our in the chapter on transportation, by 1910 the 

rush hours streetcars were deplorably crowded, and one supposes 

therefore that there never has been a time when there were 

sufficient cars in operation in the city. 

In Osaka the opening of tramways and interurban railways 

led to a similar huge increase in the number of commuters. 

Figures are not available for the Meiji period, but in 1924, the 

number of commuted passes with Osaka as a terminal was 

69,110. A breakdown of this figure according to the occupations 

of the commuters is given below: 

Occupation Number Percentage 

Comply and Shop 
Employee# 3d, 033 3S.9S 5* 

Trader* 10,214 i<T n % 
Officials 3,459 5,02 % 
Soldier# and Tenches 2.140 3.10 % 

Laborer* 2,771 4,01 & 
Ocher Occupatmns 
and Lfaem ployed IM ll 15.04 & 
Sittdeoi* isa 

Timt Average Number 
Of PiaaenfiBrs 

Average Number of 
passengers Per 
Hour per Car 

1st period {5 a. 33,-7 ft. ID.) It (100 unit) 30 

2nd M (T i- a. m<) 43 41 

3rd M {* *r m.—5 p. mr) 33 77 

4 th f {$ p, m.—B p. TEL,} 43 BS 

5th m tS p, m-—-1 a. m.) IS 52 
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This indicates that the majority of commuters were salaried 

workers, and that only a small percent age of them were laborers. 

The total, incidentally, is about five times the total of 12.893 

registered in 1916, only, eight years before. 

The approximate number of passengers riding the Osaka 

city tramway daily in 1921 is indicated below: 

In the ten years between 1913 and 1923, the number of pas¬ 

sengers riding the early-morning cut-rate streetcars increased 

from an average of 22,649 daily to twice that number. 

Most commuters lived relatively near their place of business. 

Aside from a few who lived in company houses, most of the 

householders among them rented tiny apartments in tenement- 

like houses. Those who were single lived in boarding houses 

and cheap hotels. 

Given below are statistics pertaining to the standard of living 

Ot two actual laborers in 1897. 

1. Lathe operator, 36 years of age 

Family: Wife, 28, Child, 5. 

Daily 

Daily wage: 65 sen 

Working hours: 10 hours per day, 25 days per month 

Other income: None 

Total monthly income: ¥ 16.25 

Number of rooms in residence: 3 

Monthly expenses 

Rent: 

Rice: 

¥3 

Firewood: 

Vegetables: 

Fish: 
Sake: 

¥ 7,60 

¥ 2.50 

¥ 1.50 

¥ L60 
¥ LOO (5 shv) 

Bean paste and soy sauce: 

Kerosene: 

Hairdressing: 

Bath: 

¥ 0.50 

¥ 0.19 

¥ 0.35 

¥ 0.30 
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Allowance far Child: ¥ 1.00 

Miscellaneous; ¥ 3.00 (including ¥ 6.00 per year for 
g£tn or zon) 

Total outlay; ¥ 20,54 (not including miscellaneous 
expenses) 

2. Finisher* 24 years of age 

Family: Wife 20; father, 67; mother, 64; 
child. 2. 

Daily wage ; 63 ten 

Working hours: 10 hours per day* 26 days per month 
Other income: None 

Total monthly income : ¥ 16.38 

Sbe of residence: 2 rooms (60 sq. ft, and 36 eq, ft.) 
Monthly expenses: 

Rent; ¥ 1.65 
Rice: ¥7.00 
Firewood; ¥ 1.50 
Vegetables: ¥ 1.71 
Fish: ¥ 1.80 
Sake: ¥ 1.30 
Bean paste and soy sauce: ¥ 1.40 
Tobacco: ¥ 0.40 
Meat stock: ¥0.75 
Sugar? ¥ 0JJ0 
Kerosene: ¥ 0.18 
Hairdrvsdng: ¥ 0.38 
Bath: ¥ 1.00 
Allowance per child; ¥ 0,30 
Newspaper: ¥ 0.20 
Paper; ¥ 0.15 
Club dues: ¥ 0J?0 
Total outlay: ¥ 19.$G 

Boih these men. it should be added, belonged to the relatively 

skilled number of steel works. In several other cases examined 

it Is equally dear that expenses could not be met unless other 
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members of the family worked. 

Conditions were worst among workers in match factories; 

The following is a contemporary description* 

No. 3 Tachibaxia-cho, Kobe, b occupied by match factory 

laborers and Le perhaps the most notorious of slums. In 

one tenement there are usually ten or so apartments* each 

about six feel wide and twelve feet long. Inside there are 

three tat ami [covering in all space approximately six feet 

by nine)* and the remaining six-by-threeTeet space has no 

floor... * Most of the families have a hearth, a brazier, a 

cooking pot, a boiler, a small tub. rice bowls, and such 

like. They rent their sleeping mats for about 2 sen per 

day per mat. A household of five or six makes do on two 

mats* The rent is about ¥ 3 per month, paid at the rate 

of from 8 sen to 8 sen per day;**. In this neighborhood 

there is a store which sells (eft-over rice from army mess- 

halls. The inhabitants of this quarter eat this mixed with 

bailey. The cost is 12 sen for 8(2/1) pounds. 

In the case of textile mills, in addition to dormitories there 

were ''designated boarding houses/* that is to say boarding 

lionsea whose owners had made arrangements with the factory 

owner to house factory employees. Often the landlord was a 

labor-recruiter for the factory (and. It should be added, the 

personal guarantor of his tenants). The factory owner gave the 

landlord complete supervision ol the employees. 

These houses lacked much in the way of maralsh for the 

simple reason that ten or more tenants, often both male and 

female, had io sleep together in room barely large enough for 

their sleeping mats. The food was about 30 per cent higher 

than in dormitories and poor tn quality, but many women wor¬ 

kers preferred the boarding house to the dormitory ijecause of 

the relative freedom. The boarding house was also convenient 

in that it would usually lend money. Sorrowed money, however* 

was taken out of the worker's wages, along with the rent* 

before the worker received his pay, and since the landlords 
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charged ilk-gal rates of interest* the worker sometimes ended 

up receiving nothing at all. By and large, landlords would Send 

sums as large m ten or twenty yen 10 trustworthy workers, 

since that was one way of keeping them where they were. 

Dormitories in large factories were walled in so as to keep 

the occupants from running away, lit some instance they were 

located in the same compound as the factory, while in Others 

they were joined to it by a bridge. In either case they were 

surrounded by fences eight or more feet high, on top of which 

there were often pickets or fragments of glass imbedded in 

cement. 

Sleeping qimLers in small household workshops also bad their 

disadvantages. The following description is given in Hosai 

Wakird’s The? Tragic History of Women Workers (Joka Aishi) ; 

In home workshops frnd factories* the word 11 dormitory” 

was Used, but there was no real dormitory. +'In really bad 

cases, (the girls) have to sleep on a wooden floor with only 

a thin straw mat spread on it. They have no closed sn 

which to keep clothes, and the place fa extremely dirtyP 

Sometimes a part of the workshop or a storeroom cluttured 

with machine platforms fa set aside for sleeping. Bedding 

is particularly dirty and unsanitary/' {quoted from Conditions 

among Workers) Even in the dormitories at spinning mills, 

where facilities were comparatively good, workers were 

crowded into rooms with only one mac (approximately six 

by three feet) per person and one set of bedding for each 

two persons. These were no dormitories, but 4i places 

where there u-a$ barely enough room for the girls to lie 
down at night. 

Factory dining rooms were either run directly by the com¬ 

pany or entrusted to the hands of merchants, in which latter 

case the food was usually very poor. In large factories the 

workers were issued meal tickets either by the week or by the 

day. The cost of food for one person was from six to eight 

sen per day, of which the factory owner usually paid one or 
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two SL'ji. Often the principal food was the poorest rice avail¬ 

ably and the auxiliary foods consisted merely of boiled veget¬ 

ables and been paste soup, with a piece of dried or fresh fish 

once or twice a month. 

In dormitories supervisors were stationed in each room to 

watch over the girls' conduct* clothing, and such like. The 

supervisors did not like for workers in their charge Lo stay 

away from for any reason, and they often made girls who were 

sick get up and go to their jobs. All letters sent or received 

by the girls were opened in the office, and in some instances 

letters critical of the company were confiscated. 

Usually the girls were in principle allowed to outdoors for 

two ox three hours after work, but they had to obtain permis¬ 

sion slips, and girls who showed signs of being about to run 

away were confined even on holidays. 

To guard against escape and possible immorality the dormi¬ 

tory doors were bolted at night, and in one instance thirty girls 

were burned to death in a fire at night because they could not 

get out of the dormitory. 

In the Meiji period the materials needed to improve living 

conditions became available In much larger quantities. The 

industries necessary to buifd a modem state and the educational 

facilities required to train men to run the industries were est¬ 

ablished The leaders of the nation bulk fine schools and 

created pleasant surroundings for rhemselves. They filled their 

homes with luxuries and the finer things of life But the 

majority of the people* as soldiers or as factory girls were 

more often than not repressed and made to suffer. There were 

Occasional parties, sports meets, end sightseeing trips eo relieve 

the gloom, but these did not constitute improved living condi¬ 

tions. The hardahipa of the lower classes in the feudal period 

were replaced with new hardships. Happy women workers in 

government owned factories graced a number of woodblock 

prints in early Meiji. but these scenes did not tell everything, 

and the development of the capitalistic system inevitably created 
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a darker side of the picture. Soldiers usually were dismissed 

from the army after two or three years, and factory girls as a 

rule quit work when they married^ so that however miserable 

they were, they could usually bear up for the necessary length 

of time, Bui what of the men with wives and families who had 

nothing to look forward to but slaving in the cruel urban 

sweatshops the real of their lives? What were they to do? 

The pioneers of the union movement were Shiro Tsunetaro 

nnd Sawada Han’rtosuke, both of whom had visited the United 

Slates to study the American labor movement. Taking their 

pattern from the American Federation of Labor, in June lS97r 

they formed an organization called the Shokku GiyQ-kai [Society 

of Worker's Friends) and issued a manifesto calling for the 

overthrow of foreign capitalists who were 11 taking advantage 

of our fow wages anti hard wrork 10 make huge profits/* Aside 

from aitacking foreigners, the ^tateineni bemoaned the fact that 

whole families had to wTork as cheap laborers under cruel con¬ 

ditions and with no future security. It proposed the formation 

of an “Equal Riches Party*1 to light for the elimination of 

economic inequality, but at the same time it warned against 

excessive zeal. Workers, h stated, should join together, assist 

each other in time of trouble, and attempt to expand the union 

to include the whole country. In sum, this was an appeal to 

organize trade unions a!! over the country, hand them together 

by district, *nd thus create a comprehensive national labor 

union. 

With this aa a background* On June 25* LS97, at a labor 

lecture meeting in Kan da attended by 12&0 workers* the spent* 

sors proposed the formation of a general labor union, and 47 

persona joined it on the spot. Known as the Rodo Kumiai 

Kisei-kai, it quickly expanded, and m 1899 its members num¬ 

bered 5700, Among its many activities, one of the most note¬ 
worthy was the formation pf some fifteen cooperative stores in 

various cities all over the country* Under its guidance the 

Union of Steel Workers was organized in 1897, the Japan 
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Railway Reform Society in 1S98. and the Union of Printers in 

1899. The Union of Steel Workers had 5400 members and 

42 local chapters while the japan Railway Reform Society was 

composed of 1000 employees of the Japan Railway Company* 

and the Union Printers, of some three thousand primers En the 

five principal cities. 

In addition, in 1899 Oi Kentaro formed the DahNihon Rodo 

Kyokai (Greater Japan Labor Society)* which numbered among 

its aims the establishment of employment offices for boll’s ordi¬ 

nary laborers and persons discharged from prison and the 

cons true lion of workers5 dormitories. In 1900, the Japan Iron¬ 

workers Mutual Profit Society was formed for ihe purpose of 

encouraging workers to save, and in ihe same year Katayama 

Sen and Ozawa Benzo founded an organization for the construc¬ 

tion of cooperative housing for laborers. 

In 1900, however* the Diet passed a Police Act according to 

which anyone urging others to join movements aimed at higher 

wages or shorter hours could be prosecuted for disturbing the 

peaceful social order. Thanks to che passage of this act and 

the failure of the factory bill (see below) to he passed, many 

workers resigned from the Rodo Kumiai Kisei-kai out oi dis¬ 

appointment, and it was dissolved in the following year. 

In IS9B* the government had solicited opinions from businesses 

all over the country concerning a proposed factory hill* and 

the Rodo Kumifli Ki$ei-kai had submitted suggestions to the 

following effect; 

L The bill should be enlarged to include factories employing 

five or more workers instead of fifty as in the govern¬ 

ment's draft. 

2. The exception in the clause forbidding the employment of 

children under ten should be eliminated. 

3. The exception in ten clause forbidding employers to 

require children under fourteen to work more than ten 

hours a day should be ebmina£edT 

4. The clause providing for at least two holidays each month 
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should be altered to provide holidays every Sunday. 

5. Instead of saying that employees of children under four¬ 

teen who have not finished their required schooling ought 

to provide them with considerable education, the bill 

should make this compulsory on the employers. 

6. Rules concerning injuries in line of duty should be made 

more explicit. 

7. Union members cannot employ workers who do not bear 

the certification of a guild. 

The factory bill was not passed until 1910 and not put into 

effect until September lt 1916. Even then a number of the 

important provisions ware not enforced. 

After the passage oF the police law of 1900, the labor 

movement was forced ursdergroundT and these it remained 

during the years following the Russo-Japanese war, when 

Japanese capitalism went through one of its mosi remarkable 

eras of expansion. To he sure, there were occasional outbursts 

of resistance, in 1907* for example, troops had to be sent to 

quell labor disturbances at the Ashio Copper Mine, the Huronai 

Coal Mine in Hokkaido, and the Besshi Copper Mine. In 1910, 

however, there occurred the so-called “Great Rebellion Incident/' 

in which the anarchist Kotoku Shusei was accused and convicted 

of plotting to overthrow the imperial government, and not only 

labor unions, but social movements in general became the ohjects 

of vicious governmental attacks. The labor movement did not 

regain strength until 1919. 

In sum, then, not three years after the appearance of Shiro's 

and Saw&da's call to laborers, the Police Act was passedr and 

the labor movement was virtually stamped out* The coopera¬ 

tive storey ihe mutual profits societies* the cooperative housing 

project and the consumers* unions passed guilty into oblivion. 

In the same year as the Police Act, the Industrial Union 

Law whs enacted, but though consumers* unions began to be 

established under its provisions, they were mostly organized by 

officials under the guidance of the police. At the end of 19L4B 
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only twenty five of them existed. Whatever improvements m 

living conditions were due to Meiji capitalism, the pitiless sup¬ 

pression of laborers in this period was a biack* black spot in 

the nation’s history. 





Chapter Eight 

CITIES AND VILLAGES 

INTRODUCTION 

In the previous chapters we have discussed the manner In 

which things Western were imported and assimilated in Japan 

during the Meiji period* We have tried to outline the process 

whereby Western commodities were inttoduced into Japanese 

homes and working places and describe the various changes Ln 

everyday tile that resulted. In the ensuing pages we would 

like to take up the transformation that occurred in community 

life. 

We are not concerned here with the structural changes in 

towns and cities that resulted from "modernisation/* Rather* 

we propose to examine the conditions that Jed to the importa¬ 

tion of new commodities and the changes that these latter 

caused in the general pattern of community life* Our focal 

point will be on the changes in the forms of cooperative exis¬ 

tence produced by the adoption and absorption of new consu¬ 

mer's goods. 

1. THE DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION AMONG 

ernes and villages 

The terms “city” and “village" are abstract, and it is often 

impossible to classify an actual community as one or the Other- 

Even if one adopts rigid criteria for the classification, one is 
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usually unable to obtain the necessary data. In this section, 

we shall discuss "cities” and "villages” in the relatively con¬ 

crete terms of population distribution. 

Population figures for the late Tokugawa and early Meiji 

periods are very incomplete, but available statistics give the 
following totals: 

POPULATION OF JAPAN IN THE NINETEENTH 

CENTURY 

Ye*r Number Index 

J8U4 £5,621,000 m 
1322 im 
1323 27 tm*m m 
1331 27tm,m 105 
1346 m 
xsn 33i iwtm 123 
1374 33.523,000 131 

13718 135 

The apparent jump at the beginning of the Meiji period 

is usually considered to be a result of the incompleteness 

Year Number Lnd^s. 

im 34,880,000 tin 
im 33,870.000 I03 
mz 37,239,000 107 

38.703,000 nt 

tm 40,808,000 ita 
1897 42,400.000 122 

1902 44,964,000 130 

3907 47,418,000 135 

1912 50,577,000 145 

1920 55.953,000 mi 
1*40 73,114,000 210 

1 1950 83,200,000 339 
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of earlier censuses. Many people failed to be included even in 

the early Meiji count. 

Statistics for subsequent years were as follows: 

The tremendous increase in the population during this period 

requires no further comment here. The question that concerns 

us is the division of the population between cities end smaller 

communities. There are almost no sources for the early Meiji, 

period, but an 187S survey of communities of more than 100 

persons includes the following figures for towns of more than 

10*000; 

NUMBER OF LARGE COMMUNITIES LN 

VARIOUS DISTRICTS 

Population 
District 

10. ow 
-29,999 

3^,000 50,000 
-99.999 

More 
than 

mooo 
Total 

Hokkaido z 0 0 0 2 

NgrtheEtat Honshu 8 2 1 0 11 

Kanifi It 0 1 s 13 

Central Honshu '23 2 l 2 2B 

Kyoto Area 17 3 1 2 23 

Southern Honshu 4 3 i 0 3 

Shikoku G l o 0 7 

Kyushu 4 4 0 0 3 

1 Tom! n 14 3 3 99 

Of the ninety-nine communities having a population of more 

than 10,000, only five had more than 10,000. These were 

Tokyo (670,000), Osaka (290.000), Kyoto (230,000), Nagoya 

U 10,000), and Kanazawa (107,000). These were to be sure big 

cities, but by and large the population of the country wm 

not heavily concentrated in urban centers. The Other large 

communities were for the most pan castle towns of the 

Tokugawa period * which were distributed fairly evenly around 

the commy* 
The growth of certain cities in the Tokugawa period wus 
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quit* pronounced, but it Is important to note that it was 

explained in most cases by political conditions. To be sure, 

certain ports and stopping places along the main highways ex¬ 

panded as the result of increased economic interchange among the 

various districts, bttt with the exception of Osaka, no great 

cities developed purely because of increased commerce or manu¬ 

facturing. The growth business and the migration of farmers 

to the cities were both subject to many governmental restraints. 

Too, the samurai and the merchants—L e. the urban population 

—differed drastically from the agricultural population not only 

in status, but in working capacity, and the chances for the two 

to mingle together were very limited. Even in the cities* class 

distinctions were rigidly maintained* arid the various urban dist¬ 

ricts were marked off as being for the u$e of samurai, ordinary 

townspeople* or religions institutions. In other words, the ur¬ 

ban population was divided into distinct groups, and there was 

as yet nothing that could be called an 4+urban” way of life. 

In the Meiji period, the artificial restraints on city growth 

were abolished* and there was a pronounced increase in industrial 

activity, but the economic stimuli toward ccntraSizaiion of the 

population were uot especially quick to take effect. Of the 

ninety-nine communities counted above a a having a population 

of more than 10,000, thirty-six were not castle towns, but the 

only ones chat had shown any very remarkable development 

since i he opening of the country were the ports of Hydgo (33*- 

000}. Kobe (11,000). Niigata (35*000). Yokohama (61,000), and 

Hakodate (31,000). The total population of the communities 

having more Lhau 10,000 inhabitants was 3.416,317 or 9.6 ^ of 

the total population. 

In 1371* the feudal districts of the Takugawa period were 

replaced by prefectures* but administrative districts in the pro¬ 

vincial areas remained rather unstable until 1889* when the 

system of cities (ski), townships [cAd)* and villages (son) was 

adopted. The growth of the communities classed as cities is 

indicated in ihe following chart: 
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PERCENTAGE OF THE POPULATION UVING 

IN CITIES 

1W 
Number 
_y 
Ciiies 

T$Lid Urban 
Papulation 

PtrttJitagt 

of Tatm 
Pppulaiion 

1690 41 4, 126.3=30 10.3 

1B98 52 6,334,463 12.4 

1933 m 6,8G9P 744 14-9 

IMS 9, mt 744 17.3 

1913 09 9,999,264 17.$ 

1930 83 10(096,7?» 18,0 

1930 109 IS* 444,300 34.0 

1940 154 27,047,775 37,7 

The distribution of the population according to the size of 

the communities was as follow; 

Sice of c^mmunic^ i69S 1903 ]9C$ 1613 1930 

l- 499 

600- 999 

1,000- 1,999 

2.000- 4.999 

SpOOO- 9,999 

10.000-19.999 

20.000-29,999 

30.000-29*999 

40,000-49,999 

50.000-99.999 

100.000-gr more 

156,000 

564,000 

5,SJ9,WM| 

34,541,000 

6.867,000 

2,004. OOB 

702,000 

047,001 

129,000 

772.000 

3.407,000 

113, GG-Q 

392. om 
; 4,337,0001 

36P l4a.ti£H>, 

6,001.000. 

2.401.000 

003,009 

1.133.000 

304,000 

1.077,000 

4*409*000 

59,00ft 42,000 

275,000* 238.000 

3.496,000 3,175,000 

24,275,00024,315.000 

10.736,00O12,105,000 

3,566.000 4,496.000 

841,000 1,301,000 

918.000 889.000 

662,OOO 743.000 

1,332,000 ’,855,000 

5,636,000 5,93;,000 

21,000 

207,000 

3.336,000 

22,120.000 

12.472,000 

5,719,000 

2,205.000 

1,293.000 

1,191.000 

4.402.000 

11.481,000 

The proportions of the total population represented by the 

figures in the above chan are indicated below; 

There was a very Urge increase in the number of * ‘cities'" 

es well as in their population* hut even at the end of the Meiji 

period* the urban population amounted to no more than l7+5.^" 
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of the total population, and it did not exceed 3D.Sjf until after 

1935. A similar phenomenon is evident in the distribution of 

commumdes of various sizes. There was a reduction in the 

RATIO TO TOTAL POPULATION (Unit: 1,1000) 

Site of community xm 1903 1903 1913 193® 

1- 499 3.5 23 M O.S 0-3 

590- 999 12.4 3.1 5,3 4,3 3.2 

1,000^ L.999 115.2 37.3 37,5 57.6 51.6 

2. GDC- 4*999 540,5 SIS .1 45$. 2 441.5 1 3*3.2 , 

5,000- §Tm 151.3 IT7+2 207.5 219. S 193.5 

10,000-19,999 44.1 | 50.7 69.3 51.5 aa.7 

30.000-29,999 17.3 124 15.3 23.6 31.2 

3M00-39.TO 18-7 23.3 17.8 isa 20.1 

40*000-49, m 2.8 S.3 12. & SOLS IS. 3 

50*teHMP999 17.0 222 25. 1 33.5 63 , 3 

100,004 Qt more 77.0 92 1 107,0 107.7 178-2 J 

population of communities of less than 5,000 and a correspond" 

ing increase in that of dries of more than 50.000* but the com¬ 

bined population of cities of more than 20,000 increased only 

from I5$f to 20/& of the total population between 1903 and 

1912- 

While it is true, then, that the Meiji period witnessed a greaE 

rise in population accompanied by a tendency toward increased 

concentration* these tends ware not pronounced until after the 

Russo-Japanese war (1904-SL and they did not reach a peak 

until the Toishd and Showa periods. In short* despite the 

growth of cities, e large majority of the Japanese still lived in 

smaller towns and villages throughout most of the Meiji period. 

The actual ahift Eo the cities was only beginning when the period 

ended. 

The changes m population distribution were governed by the 

peculiar conditions surrounding the Meiii Restoration and the 

formation of modem Japanese society. As has been pointed 
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out so many times, the greatest single cause of this revolutio¬ 

nary movement was the opening of Japan to foreign influ¬ 

ences. The establishment of relations with foreign nations and 

particularly the opening of the country to foreign trade exposed 

the various weaknesses and meet*sistencies of the overripe feudal 

system, and a political revoke ion was carried out before modem 

industry had developed sufficiently to servo as a basis for a 

modem society. The Meiji government devoted much of its 

energy to developing industry, often going so far as ia try to 

force irs growth* hot while light industry more or less matured 

in the years prior to 190-1, heavy industry did not really begin 

to develop until liie Russo-Japanese war. La the first half of 

the Meiji period, then, industry did not advance beyond the in¬ 

fant stage, and as a result, modem urban centers did not really 

develop until somewhat later. 

Thb fact is very important in connection with the introduc¬ 

tion and spread of things Western, which in the early years of 

Meiji were known only in the cities. The material symbols of 

the “enlightenment” did. of course, spread from the cities to the 

rural districts* often with astorushing speed. Still, this move¬ 

ment was limited by them as yet only partially developed state 

of Japanese industry. Much of the rural population at HI lived 

and produced in much the same fashion as in ages past. At 

the end of the Meiji period, even the railway system was far 

from complete, and thb fact is symbolic of the difficulty with 

which foreign commodities entered rural area. It is accessary 

to distinguish between the introduction of Western goods and 

the adoption of them into everyday life. In general, there were 

pronounced variations among various geographical districts. By 

and large, despite the vast changes in governmental structure, 

tTinnvjitmna from the West had little effect on daily consump¬ 

tion in rural areas in the former half of the Meiji period, and 

the real transformation of aatiocial Life did not come \mu\ the 

Taishu period. This fact is underlined by the statistics on the 

growth of the urban population- 

337 
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2. CHANGES IN LOCAL ADMINISTRATION 

AND THE MERGER OF VILLAGES 

The Tokugawa ahogunate presented many aspects of a cent 

rahzed government, hut despite its rigid control over many 

phases of national life,, the bask unit of government in the To- 

kugawa period was the feudal district, or, as it is some rim es 

called, the “daimiate/h In effect, governmental authority was 

largely delegated to local rulers. As a result, while local 

administrative systems were mutually similar in many ways* 

they often had very pronounced regional characteristics. This 

was especially true in the demains of the so-called “outside 

lords/* where in general the same family retained control 

throughout the period. In most instances these fiefs were lo¬ 

cated in the northeast, in Shikoku, in Kyushu, or in other remote 

districts, and they often retained a more archaic form of gov¬ 

ernment that the central regions. 

The political significance of the Meiji Restoration is subjed 

to a number of interpretations, but there can be no doubt that 

in a broad sense it was a movement to create a national state 

in the Western sense of the term. The revisions in provincial 

administrative structure that this involved played a large part 

in the subsequent development of community life, at least in 

its external aspects. 

The Meiji system of provincial government was established 

around the same time that the Meiji national constitution was 

promulgated. Its final form, however; was arrived si only after 

considerable trial and error. The principal stages in ihe tangled 

history of its evolution are outlined below, 

( 1 ) The system of fiefs (Aon) prefectures (kett)t and metro¬ 

politan prefectures ifu). In the intercalary fourth mouth of 

ld6tSp the government issued the following directive: The pro¬ 

vinces will be divided into fiefs, prefect urea, and metropolitan 

prefect urea. Governors will be appointed in prefectures and 
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metropolitan prefectures, but for the time being the old system 

will remain in effect in the fiefs,” 

The new administrative units were established in the territory 

formerly controlled by the shogunate. At first I here were 10 

metropolitan and twenty-three ordinary1 prefectures, but by 1871 p 

the numbers had changed to three and forty-five, respectively. 

There were 277 fiefs at first, hut only 2fil remained when the 

fiefs were abolished some years later. 

2. Population registries and ward leaders 

In the forth month of 1871 the following order was issued: 

**A number of separate wards are to be delineated in 

each district, in accordance with local needs. In each ward 

a ward leader and an assistant will be appointed. They 

will have charge of recording the local population and 

changes therein. The number of ward leaders and assis¬ 

tants may vary according to local requirements. Heretofore 

the duties of the ward leader have been carried out by 

squires, elders, and members of well-known families in the 

various communities. From now on, the ward leaders need 

not necessarily be restricted to this group, 

"Each ward will contain four or five townships (cko) or 

seven or eight villages {son}, but the member may vary in 

accordance with local needs.M 

The in teres ring point about this order, which was no doubt 

designed in an attempt to keep track of population movements 

resulting from the current political tmpheaval, U that it provided 

administrative districts that transcended the ancient villages. 

In practice* u appears that the relation between the new ward 

leaders and the old village officials was vague, and a good deal 

of confusion and duplicated effort resulted, but at any rate, this 

was the first attempt to form new administrative areas over and 

above the ancient ones. The order was not enforced uniformly, 

but with appropriate revisions the wards established became 

adm imatrative subdivisions in the system of cities, townships, 

and villages of later times. 

m 
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3. The abolition of fiefs and the establishment of prefectures 

This step, which was taken in the seventh month of 1871^ 

laid the foundation for e unified system of local government. 

At first, three metropolitan prefectures and 306 ordinary pre¬ 

fectures were created, bat by the end of the year the number 

of ordinary prefectures had been reduced to thirty-six. After¬ 

ward there were several additions and revisions, but in 1883* 

with the establishment of Kagzwa Prefecture* the system was 

a ifi bib zed. Subsequently, there were three metropolitan prefec¬ 

tures and 43 ordinary prefectures. 

4. The abolition of old village offices and the new system 

of ward leaders 

In 1872J the chancellery abolished the traditional administrative 

offices In villages and established o new hierarchical system of 

ward leaders and assistant ward leaders appointed by the cent¬ 

ral government. This completed in form at least the system of 

wards begun in 1871* Thanks to the abolition of fiefs and the 

establishment of prefecttires* however, confusion reigned in 

many localities, and several years passed before tills new system 

for the smaller administrative units was implemented. Even 

then, despite the changes in nomenclature and the appointment 

of ward officials* the old towns and villages of which the wards 

were composed retained their identity to a large extent. 

In smaller wards, an assistant ward leader was chosen from 

each of the former towns or villages* and one of the group 

served as ward leader. In effect, the village headmen of the 

past flow became the word officials and as a consequence were 

more Or less recognized as representatives of the farmers. The 

government did not really attempt to absorb the old divisions 

into the new ones oil al oncep but instead gradually strengthen- 

ed the office of the ward leader to the point where it could 

play its part in the new national system efficiently. In March, 

1374, the government granted quasi-official status to the ward 

leaders and charged them with police duties in instances where 
there was no local constabulary. 
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5, The system of counties (guu)w wards (£«), townships (shd), 

and villages (joh). In July, I87Bf the chancellery issued orders 

to ihe following effect 

a. Metropolitan and ordinary prefectures shall be subdi¬ 

vided into counties* wards, townships, and villages. 

b* Counties> townshipsT and villages shall all retain their 

old names. 

c. In the event that a traditional county is coo large for 

efficient administration, it shall be divided into smaller 

counties, 

d. The three metropolises, the five main ports, and other 

crowded areas shall each constitute a separate ward, or if 

necessary several wards, 

e. In each county, u subprefecE shall be appointed. In 

each ward, a ware leader shall be appointed. In the case 

of $ mall counties, one subprefect may suffice for several 

counties. 

f. A headman ahull be appciuted for each township and 

village. In cases where the comm unities are small, one 

headman may be appointed for several. Ward leaders may 

serve as headmen in towns or villages within their ward. 

This order, which was issued along with regulations for the 

formation of prefecture! assemblies and the collection of local 

taxes, was one of the mainstays of the new Meiji system of 

local government. Previous law had failed to do away with 

the old system of village government and had consequently 

created much confusion. Therefore* the central government, 

having strengthened its own position by quelling the Saisuma 

Rebellion, was now trying to consolidate the new provincial 

administration. 

It will be observed that Ehera was nothing really new about 

the proclamation. What happened, in effect, was that the larger 

wards (ku)r were converted into counties (gtfit); and the smaller 

one? abandoned* while the older villages and townships were 

once again recognized as lower administrative units. In the 
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cities wards were created as counterparts to the smaller divi¬ 

sion in the provinces. The total number of administrative 

units was not materially affected. In 1868 there had been 65.* 

771 villages in the nation, and in 1874 the number had in¬ 

creased to 79,600. In some areas there was a tendency for 

smaller communities to merge, but the number of villages 

remained around 5flp000 Through out the second decade of Meijh 

There was, however, a reduction in the number of local admini¬ 

strative offices, that is. the offices of local headmen. In the 

early stages, there were some 32,800 of these and even in 1883, 

around 29. 710 were still fimcnoning. but in the following year 

this number was summarily reduced to 13.981, and by 1888 it 

had fallen to II ,374, This rn?a ns tha i local headmen we re now 

being given jurisdiction over several villages or townships ai 

once, and that even though the villages and townships continued 

to exist, they had In many cases ceased to have any function 

from the administrative point of view. 

The system of 1878 was an attempt to adjust the new with 

the old. The traditional villages and townships retained their 

old names, but by gradually reducing the actual number of Idea! 

headmen, ihe government strengthened its own new subdivisions 

(h e_+ the counties) as mstrumenls of national policy, 

6. I he creation of local assemblies and popular election of 

local headmen 

The? headmen appointed in 1671 had charge only ot popu¬ 

lation registries, but after 1872 they took over most of the func* 

lions of the villages leaders of the past. A* a ruJet this meant 

that they were not only instruments of government policy, but 

in another sense representatives of the people. In August, 

1878, the government rccognked the right of local communities 

to choose their own leaders and in the same year it permitted 

the formation of local assemblies. This represented the begin¬ 

ning of local autonomy, but It is important to note that the new 

assemblies required the recognition of the Minister of Home 

Affairs and were subject to the command of prefecture! governers. 
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Moreover, fiscal regulations promulgated at the same time 

provided that most property belonging to the old villages and 

townships be turned over to the prefecture, so that the smaller 

administrative units were deprived of their financial tndepen* 

dance. Since they were also under the supervision of the new¬ 

ly treated counties, it is obvious that the amount oi autonomy 

granted them at this time was limited indeed. 

In 1850, new rules for local assemblies were issued by the 

chancellery Subsequently, the smaller details involved in form¬ 

ing and operating the organizations were left to the locality in¬ 

volved, but were subject to the approval of the prefect. The 

village or town assemblies were given the night to discuss 

public expenditures in their region and to organise larger meet¬ 

ings with others similar groups, but while it was the duty of 

the headman to cany out the assembly's decision, it he consi¬ 

dered the decision unsuitable, he could postpone action and 

request a ruling hom the prefect. Similarly the head of a 

county could stop any action by a village or town assembly if 

he deemed it illegal or inappropriate, and the prefect could not 

only postpone or forbid action, hut dissolve the assembly, if he 

considered it advisable to do so. 

The rules for local assemblies were revised in part in 1S81 

and 1883, and completely in 1885, Though specific regulations 

were given as to the privilege of voting and certain other mat 

ters. it was left to prefect to decide when the assemblies would 

meet, how many members were to be selected, how long ihey 

should serve, and so on. 
Even before the government issued the first regulations for 

local assemblies, organisations of this type had appeared in va¬ 

rious districts, and it is likely that the government’s action was 

intended not so much to encourage public participation in admi¬ 

nistrative affairs as to avoid the danger of too much participa¬ 

tion. The assemblies were closely connected with the rising 

popular rights movement, and without adequate supervision they 

might well have tended to express themselves too freely to suit 
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the government's purposes- The various regulations, therefore, 

were aimed at strengthening the position of the local headman 

and giving government officials firm powers of supervision. 

After 1834 local headmen were appointed hy the government 

instead of elected by the peoplo, and around the same time the 

number of headmen’s offices was drastically reduced, as men¬ 

tioned before. 

Broadly speaking+ then, after some semblance of local autono¬ 

my had been granted, the government proceeded to tact on all 

sorts of restrictions in order to make sure that the “ autono¬ 

mous" organizations would serve fig instruments of national 

policy. Specifically, the strengthening of the local headman’s 

office and the expansion of its jurisdiction were attempts to 

weaken she hold of the villages and townships on the indivi¬ 

dual The new system virtually ignored ihe cooperative system 

that had traditionally operated in such communities* The dis¬ 

cussion? in local assemblies were more or less inevitably confined 

to questions concerning local application of national policy. 

7. The system of cities (rfr0t towns [r/id)p and villages (jwi)« 

The Mdji pattern for local govern mem was brought to com¬ 

pletion m 1888 and 1889 with the establishment of a new sys¬ 

tem of cities, towns, and villages, which unlike the system of 

1875 represented a thorough going break with the pash The 

new system was token in connection with the establishment of 

a national cabinet in 1885 and the promised establishment of 

the National Diet in 1890 The guiding power behind the re¬ 

form was the Home Minister Yatnagata Aritomo, a member of 

the Satcho clique, whose purpose, hy and large, was to prevent 

the rising popular rights movement from infiltrating local poli¬ 

tics and causing instability after the Diet was established. As 

Yamagata himself put it, “In order to establish a constitutional 

government, we must create as its basis a system of self-govern¬ 

ment (in the towna and villages}/1 The various previous reforms 

had r!so been directed at the excesses of self-government, but 

they had been halfway measures. Yamagata now proposed a 
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thorougb revision* 
Four plans were submitted for the new system. The hrst, 

drafted in 1363 by Murata Yasushi. was a conservative synthesis 

of Japanese and Western law. While taking a modern view of 

legal person, it retained the old system of five-man associations. 

It was not accepted. The second plan, submitted in 1384 by a 

committee working under Yaranga La. incorporated parts of the 

Murata proposals, but also contained new features- The third 

plan, drawn up in German by Albert Mow*. a German employe 

of the government, became the backbone of the system ultimate¬ 

ly adopred, which is to be described below. The fourth plan, 

bitten by another German in the government’s employ, was 

apparently never even considered. 

In July, 1887, the Mosse plan was discussed and to some 

extent revised. (It was decided, for example, that the system 

for cities should be distinct from the towns and villages). The 

final proposal was then submitted to the elder statesmen, who 

after much argument accepted it in February. 1888. The bill 

was then put before an assembly of local officials concerned, 

and the latter, after expressing many doubts, advised that the 

system should be adopted tentatively for a year, but that thorough 

surveys of its effectiveness should be carried out and every at¬ 

tempts made to guard against " rashness, carelessness, complexi¬ 

ties, and delays.'" Beginning in April, 1889. the system was 

gradually pul into effect, but only after consultation with prefects 

involved. 
The position of the government with respect to this law was 

expressed by Minister Arigata in his speech to the assembly of 

local official: 
“The purpose of this bill is to establish the principles 

of self-government in the provinces and division of powers 

between the central and local governments. These princi¬ 

ples are the foundation necessary to constitutional government 

in our nation. Towns and villages are made up of natural 

communities of people, and every single phase of government 
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concerns diem. Before nationalizing the central administ¬ 

ration, it is most urgent that we now set up a system 

of local self-government. To attempt to complete the 

organization of the- central government without providing a 

system for the provinces would be to ignore the proper 

order of things. In order to strengthen the nation's foun¬ 

dations, we must first provide an organised form of seif- 

government . .* . Two years have passed since the constitution 

was formulated, and it is imperative that we lose no rime 

in establishing a local system. Looking back over the laws 

concerning local government, one notices particularly the 

Regulations for Prefecrural Assemblies of 1878* the Law 

Concerning Ward, Town, and Village Assemblies of 1880, 

and finally the revision of the territories of headmen in 

188-1. Although since the enforcement of these measures 

provincial government has begun to take form in some 

places k the laws themselves represent no more than an at¬ 

tempt to mrionalke the economy and the system of officials. 

The present proposal tor a system of cities* townships, und 

villages is different, It is aimed at permitting autonomy in 

she provinces, and at insuring them a proper share of 

authority. In my opinion, the fact that the practice of self- 

government has never existed in this country must not 

prevent us from establishing el workable system, nourishing 

the spirit of self-government, and thereby insuring the per¬ 

fect and harmonious functioning of national and local gov¬ 

ernment* . T *, The most important, hut the most difficult 

problem in setting up this system is that of ensuring that 

it suits actual conditions among the people m the various 

districts, The greatest care should he exercised in dealing 

with this maiteri hm it is already late* and 1 hope dial 

this measure will be carried our at the earliest possible time 

....Although there ate also many features of this law chat 

accord with old customs in this conn try * these may be dist¬ 

ricts Ln which the law raises difficulties. Under this system 
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of self-government, ihe people must come forward and cake 

charge, but it is often difficult in towns and villages to find 

the proper men. Furthermore, although the people must 

bear the burden of paying for everything from the implemen 

tation of the laws to the carrying out of local cooperative 

projects, they are not always equal to the burden, l he 

purpose of this law is to create men with the proper quali¬ 

fications and to develop the economic resources. The opi¬ 

nion has been expressed that a system of self-government 

should not be instituted until after local economics have 

been perfected and the proper resources developed. This 

ministry believes however, that the opposite cour&e is pro 

per. 

8. The Merging of Towns and Villages 

Since the creation of new city, town, and village districts 

entailed the combining of existing unite* it exerted a ire men - 

do us influence on community life. Until 1S71 the smallest unite 

in the provincial administrative structure were the towns and 

village* of the Tokugawa period. The wards established in 1871 

represented an effort 10 enlarge the but thb kd to diffi¬ 

culties* and in 1873 the wards were abandoned, in some places, 

there was a tendency for the smaller unite to combine of their 

own accord, and in many others the reduction in number of 

headmen's offices created units that were in effect virtually the 

same as the wards, but in the latter ease the o!d villages and 

towns continued to exist at least in narne^ i he jumbled situa¬ 

tion that resulted stood in the way of establishing a modern 

system, baaed as it was largely on German law. 

The old towns and villages were closely knit cooperative 

bodies held together by long tradition as well as by mutual 

needs. The wards, on the other band, were formal administra¬ 

tive units composed of groups of such communities* as t^ore the 

de fttcio jurisdictional units created by the thinning out of the 

headmen^ offices. These larger units were charged with school 

management* flood control, construction work, and various other 

347 
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community projects involved in the new national policy, but 

even so the people as a rule cooperated only insofar as their 

old town or village was concerned. These old units were the 

result of varying historical factors, and they differed greatly in 

size and structure. Many con sained only ten or twenty houses, 

while others had a thousand or more. Some had been virtually 

independent under the old feudal government, while others had 

been leagued together in various groupings. The mark of the 

local feudal administration to which ihey had belonged was up¬ 

on them. In order to create a uniform and workable system 

of local self-government, the smaller, weaker units had to be 

eliminated. 

The government therefore set up fixed standards for the new 

jurisdictional areas. When the old town or village was large, 

reasonably populous, and well-off economically, it was left as it 

was, The same was true in the case of smaller communities 

who especially desired to remain single units, and who seemed 

economically able to finance their own government- In other 

instances, however, the government, while to some extent tak¬ 

ing local customs into con si deration* set about organizing new 

units comprising as a rule the jurisdictional areas of the head¬ 

men's offices. Town and village assemblies were asked for their 

opinions, and after extensive surveys by prefecture! governments 

a total erf 70,000 old towns and villages were incorporated into 

new units, which for the most part still exist today. Whereas 

at the end of iSSS there were 37 wards, 12,002 townships, and 

58,433 villages, in 1390 the number had changed to 42 cities 

and wards* 12hQ52 townships, and only 13,780 villages. This 

compares, incidentally, with 565 ward oj&ces and L1K37J head¬ 

mens offices in 18SB, 

Often the mergers involved losses for one or more of the 

communities or violations of age-old custom^ and it is probably 

no exaggeration to say that this measure required more reso¬ 

lution on the pari of the government than the abolition of the 

old feudal districts. Still* though difficulties arose, they were 
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somewhat mitigated by the fact that the reform was not sudden. 

After al], virtually every law on the subject since 1871 had been 

directed toward this end. 

In subsequent years, towns or villages occasionally merged in 

order to be recognized as larger units* but there were no large 

changes as lor a$ the smaller divisions were concerned. The 

number of administrative units was as follows: 

Year Cauwzis Cixi« Taw** Village? 

im act 43 1,25? I3k 780 

IQQ2 804 43 1.296 13.782 

xm 633 48 1,133 13.001 

1902 638 m 1,101 12,385 

HOT 637 S6 1,150 It 574 

Ifll£ 637 69 1,220 11,093 

In the case of Tokyo, Osaka, and Kyoto, special rules were 

set up whereby local autonomy was curbed and die prefect ap¬ 

pointed mayor as well, and these were not abolished until LS98. 

Later, in 1900, regulations concerning approval of municipal 

government polices by die competent government ministers were 

relaxed- Perhaps it would be most accurate, therefore, to say 

that the Meijj system of local administration did not auain its 

final form until the later year, 

3. VILLAGE GOVERNMENT AND VILLAGE LIFE 

In ihe following section we should like to discuss two or 

three changes in community life thaL occurred during the esta¬ 

blishment of the new' administrative system, 

( 1 } Problems occasioned by the administrative refonm 

The first problem to be observed is simply that it took half 

the Meiji period for the government's policy to crystallize, and 

the second is that the various revisions dicing this time were 

not based on a single long-term plan. The reform of 1871, for 
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example* was no more than a collection of partial reforms, and 

though the law of 1878 was somewhat better organized, there 

were still no general regulations for local communities, now was 

there any close connection between this law and the taw gov¬ 

erning town and village assemblies. In this transiclonal period 

the proclamations issued tacked consistency at one point* it was 

ordered that the old neighborhood associations be banded to¬ 

gether in groups of five! but subsequently such groups played 

no part whatever in the local administrative structure. 

A third problem was that whatever was said about local self- 

government, the system wag established by order from above* 

and local autonomy existed only insofar as it served the ends 

of national policy Questions concerning community life within 

the local organization were ignored, and even the people ex¬ 

pected few changes in their community life as a result of the 

new system, 

A fourth problem was that, Minister Yamagate to the cont¬ 

rary notwithstanding, it is doubtful that the law took old local 

customs and traditions into sufficient consideration. It was in 

many ways simplj* a translation of a modem European plan for 

local administration, and since the traditions of local self-govern¬ 

ment in Japan were different from those in Europe, this new 

system had little connect ion with the internal structure of the 

Japanese community. It could hardly seive as a modernising 

agent for the existing self-governing bodies in the various com¬ 

munities. 

A fifth problem was that local self-government was entrusted 

lo new communities which had been hastily formed af two or 

more of the aid villages Or towns. To some extent these com¬ 

munities had been welded together by the various laws issued 

since the beginning of Meiji* but by and large they were as 

yet loose aggregations of smaller groups. They were not 

Strongly enough founded themselves to serve as the foundation 

for a new system of self-government. In effect* their kck of 

unity greatly limited the scope of cooperative activity within 

55* 
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them. 
Finally, the relation between the old village organisation and 

the new one was not made clear. Perhaps thus was only natu¬ 

ral, shH*e theoretically the old villages ceased to exist, but in 

fact they dtd exist, and furthermore they pontinned in many 

cases to handle questions concerning such things as community 

property* water supply, the assignment of places to fish, the 

management of festivals, and affairs concerning the local Bud¬ 

dhist temple. In brief, community life was organised around the 

old villages* and the new administrative units were for a Jong 

time no more than unstable collections of them. The internal 

organization of the administrative units was left to the people 

involved, so that it varied greatly from piece 10 place, despite 

the appearance of uniformity in the system as set down on pa¬ 

per. The relation between the widely varied old villages and 

the new administrative organs was one of die most serious 

problems of the age. 

(2) As an example, we have chosen the village of K*wa- 

shima in Kami-ina County, Nagano Prelecture Kawasbime. 

which was formed in ifi&h consisted of the aid villages of Yo- 

kogawa and Kamishimn, both of which had been in the Taka* 

30no hefp as well as several smaller villages. In the Tokugawa 

period the structure of this community was fairly complicated. 

E 'inumszswii 

• coiled Sfeimo Y^kdgawa 

after 1841? 

[IcEsJcftse 

Rami rinumaawi 

Yokogfmi \q rinumauwa 

Monica Manun 
(called Kami Ypknguwa 

v after 10411 
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Yokogawa was die basic administrative unit as far as taxes, 

tribute! governmental decrees* and population registries were 

concerned, but it was in fact composed of two communities, 

I'inumazawa and Morten* each of which had its own village 

officials, end these two communities were further subdivided in¬ 

to smatter districts (itfc diagram)* 

In the late Tokugawa period taxes- were collected separately 

from rimimazawa and Monaco * and to all intents and purposes 

most functions of government were delegated to the smallest 

component communities, so that in fact Yokogawa itself was 

an aggregation of small independent commumties- 

Kamishiiria included, aside from Kamishima proper, only one 

other community, WsLajddo, and was therefore simpler in struc¬ 

ture than Yokegawra, In 18*56 Kamishima and Watarido were 

separated into independent units. 

After the Meiji Restoration the following developments took 

place: 

1869 TakaMito Fief returned to the imperial government 

1871 Takasano Fief abolished and Chikuma Prefecture es- 

mblished in its stead- 

1873 The L29th Ward of Chikuma Prefecture formed of 

Yokogawa, Lower YokpgttwB, and W&mrido* The 

138th formed oi Kamiahtmft. Village administrative 

offices of the feudal period replaced by the offices of 

ward leader and assistant ward leader. 

Representatives of the people given charge of internal 

affairs in the smaller communities of the waids. 

1875 Tatatmo fa nearby village). Kamishima, and Yokoga- 
wa combined to form the village of Misato, Smaller 

subdivisions classed as "farm areas." and put under 

the control of representatives of the people. 

1878 The system of wards abolished and Kami-lna County 

established Area now known as Misato Village, 

Kami-Inn County Village, 

Headman's office opened. 
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1881 Village assembly established 
1882 Yokogawa* Kamishima, and Tatsuno divided into 

three separate villages. Office of headman established 

at Ichinoae. 
1385 Ono* KamiBhima, and Kawashima combined to form 

a league of villages with a single headmank office at 

Quo* 
1889 The league established in 1885 abolished, Yokogawa 

and Kamishiiua combined to form the village of Ka- 

washima, 

1389 Village administrative office established and govern¬ 

mental affair* entrusted to a village mayor and hk 

assistants. 

What interests us here is the Inaction of the smaller sub- 

dr vision? of the village. As indicated above* in 1.8 ^5 these were 

recognized as administrative units (L <?,, farm areas )* but by 

1878 such administrative functions as they had were being trans¬ 

ferred to new and larger administrative units. As it happens* 

however* the smaller organisations, sanctioned as they were by 

tradition, continued to play an important role in ordinary affairs, 

and even after 1889, when the new village of KawHshima was 

formed, the seven “farm areasM of Kawakamip Monzen, tehinose. 

rinumasawa, lower Tmumasawa* Yvatnrido, and Kamishima drew 

up their own community regulations and selected representatives 

to "farm area”. On the other hand, these latter made no ad¬ 

ministrative decisions, but rather occupied themselves with the 

nan-governmental affairs of the communities or with the imple¬ 

mentation of orders issued from the new local government. 

Similar developments were to be observed in communities all 

over the country, although the outward form of the community 

Organizations was alien very different. 

In effect, rhe new village administrative units functioned as 

the instruments of national policy, whereas the old village organi¬ 

zations were the actual units of local autonomy. The new villages 

acted as autonomous entities only when the action in question 

m 
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concerned a number of the smaller communities of which they 

were composed. The government kept a watchful eye on the 

new village governments, but non-governmental affairs continued 

to be managed largely by the traditional communities. 

(3) The economic role of the new villages 

With regard to the consumption of goods and products, the 

principal importance of the new villages was that they served 

SB funnels through which new commodities, particularly those 

of Western invention, entered the mml districts. This role fell 

to the new village governments because such commodities were 

first introduced into schools, administrative offices, and other 

new institutions over which they had jurisdiction. For example, 

any number of new items glass windows, chairs, desks, pencils, 

ink, notebooks, and so on™cntftrtd rural communities by way 

of the new village schools. To be sure, the actual adoption of 

such products into rural homes did nut come immediately, but 

we may be sure that bv the Meiji thirties, when the proportion 

of school attendance rose to 9C#f, the miiuence of the schools 

in this respect was extremely great- Needless to say, facilities 

of a more public nature, such as fire-fighting equipment, health 

facilities, and paved roads, were also often introduced via media 

under the control of local governments. The general develop* 

merit of new ways of life was, of course, hastened largely by 

nationally controlled institutions, such as the constabulary, the 

postal system, the courts, the tax bureaus, and the public health 

services, but these worked hand with the village governments 

and where essentially part of the same government a] complex. 

Private industrial organisations, notably fanning societies and 

trade unions were aa a rale organized around the new villages. 

After 1X77, for example, local [turners’ assemblies and seed ex* 

change societies began to appear in various districts, and even* 

tually, these were organized into national groups Eke the Greater 

Japan Agricultural Society (1881) and the All-Japan Agricultural 

Society (1394), In 1898 the national government passed an 

Agricultural Society Law and not only recognized the local farming 
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societies as legal entities but instituted means of providing 

them with financial assistance. The agricultural societies did 

much to improve farming methods and increase farm produc¬ 

tion. 
The national government strongly supported the development 

of local industrial and agricultural exhibits, and these too were 

orientated around the new villages. We might note in particu¬ 

lar that I he National Industrial Exhibitions, of which five were 

held in the Meiji period, inspired the organisation of many local 

exhibitions at which entries to the national conclave were selected. 

These exhibitions, along with the planning and preparation that 

went into them, did much to promote agricultural and industrial 

activity in the provinces. 

Another new aspect of rural life was the formation of a wide 

variety of trade unions, in particular sellers' unions. Farmer* 

engaged in sericulture, for example, organised unions in many 

localities for the purpose of improving products and eliminating 

unfair practice* among the middlemen to whom they sold their 

products. Similar unions were common among the tea growers 

of Shizuoka and other centers of tea production. Buyers" union a 

were organised in many districts in the late LSSO’s usually for 

ihe primary purpose of purchasing fertilizer in quantity for the 

members. 

The government supported the growth of cooperative unions 

to the extent of sending Shinagawa Yajiro and Hirata Tosuke 

to Germany to study the system of credit unions there* A bill 

for the organization of credit unions was sent to the second 

session of Diet in 1891, but perished when the session was ad¬ 

journed. Still the government's encouragement had considerable 

influence. After 1892 credit associations developed in Shizuoka. 

Yamagata, and Tochigi FrefecLures, whence they gradually spread 

throughout the country. 

The growth of cooperative union* prior to the passage of the 

Industrial Union Law of 1900 is indicated in the following 

table: 
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Nam* V#tr 
Numiftr qf 
Aisociaii&m 

XutHtt* cf 
Mtmbttt Axstt* 

Credit AssOtiaticins i m 101 18, 749 412, 916 yen 

rasa lii 31,634 322,, 396 * 

Raw Material im 21 4.459 ia»956 ' 
A&sQcLaduu 

!S98 38 8,733 3.016 - 

Reduction 1693 8 mi — r 
Association 

IS9S 14 j.m 2,W0 * 

hnjiUmeut LJ^ra1 IB96 9 m —. * 
Ai-iOCiili ^q.E 

1808 8 3K — ' 
Sederu' Assodaiioqs i m 60 ihm 33.9S6 * 

im 141 40. ?29 ^ 

Totd: im 212 33,833 4D2hJ>E9 r 
1393 ZiB M,358 968,141 ' 

One difficulty was that in the latter pari of Meiji there were 

so many new organizations that most fanners had neither the 

time nor the inclination to take part in them. To mate mat¬ 

ters worse, the new group were minutely regulated by officials 

who had little understanding of autonomous unions among the 

common people. The organizations, as a result, tended to put 

blind trust In officials and to lose their initiative. Often they 

became tools of ambitious individuals and devoted themselves 

primarily to the support of new enterprises for influential mem¬ 

bers of the local population. The sheer number of the new 
groups hindered their development, 

1 hose cooperative associations which were intimately connect¬ 

ed with everyday life and work found It expedient to establish 

units in the old villages, but this development was not pro¬ 

nounced until the Taisho period. Despite their flaws* the new 

organizations played an important part eh introducing new ways 

of life and new means of production into rural areas. Further¬ 

more they often worked to protect particular localities against 
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unsuitable measures taken by the central government. 

The various new elements introduced through the medium of 

the new villages were not often quick to filter into ordinary 

home life, since ordinary people still tended to draw a dichoto^ 

my between public: and private affairs. The center of communi¬ 

ty life in many respects was still the old village, now usually 

referred 10 as a imrakun or “neighborhood/" and it behooves us 

to consider below the structural changes in these hnzraku during 

the MeijI period* 

4. village life and the reorganisation of old villages 

11 ) The reorganization of villages* As mentioned above, 

when die new system of local government was established, the 

old villages tended to reorganize in a new form. During the 

second and third decades of Melik many of them set up rules 

and regulations of their own* Let us take as an example the 

case of the village of Miuato, Suwa County, Nagano Prefecture, 

Minaio was formed of two old villages* Hartaoka and KosakaT 

which subsequently were referred locally to aa wards- In 

both these communities, a great number of documents have been 

preserved, and it is therefore possible to examine the concrete 

changes that took place in this period. In liana oka, the writ¬ 

ing of the new regulations was begun in 1893 and completed 

in 1893, wink in Kosaka, regulations were first written in 1895 

and then revised in 1S99- The following are excerpt" from the 

Kosaka rules. 
< 1 ) All business of this ward shall be carried our in 

accordance with the** regulations, but this does not 

apply to affairs delegated to the ward by the village 

government. In general* longstanding customs of 

the ward shall have the same force as these regula¬ 

tions, unless rules to the contrary are enacted. This 

provision, however, may in no way be construed to 

alter rights or obligations provided by civil law 
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(2) All persons who have residence b this ward have, 

subject to these regulations, the righi to participate 

in the common ownership of public buildings and 

property accruing to the ward. At the same time, 

all such persons are obliged to accept their share of 

all obligations incumbent upon the ward. This pro¬ 

vision, however, does not apply to persons whose 

population registration is not in this ward. The 

people of the ward have the right to be elected 10 

honoraxy wnrd offices and the obligation to perform 

the duties of such offices if selected. 

The rules of Hanaoka included the following: 

(Preface) 

Thes-e articles are aimed at eliminating inconvenient or 

uneconomical customs of the past. Officers of the ward and 

the people as well must do their best to fulfill their obligations 

and carry out their responsibilities .... 

(1 ) General Regulations 

(1) These rules shall be earned out In this ward tven 

after the establishment of the ward assembly. 

(2) This ward, in accordance with these regulations, will 

be considered the same its an individual person. It 

will be accordingly accept its responsibilities and 

obligations and undertake to perform the public work 

in its charge, 
( 3 ) This ward shall be commensurate with the old small 

ward. 

( 4 ) Every person living in the ward shall be considered 

a resident thereof. Each resident lias the right to a 

share in the ownership of public buildings and pro¬ 

perty accruing this ward. Each person also is 

obliged to accept his share of the ward’s obligations 

and responsibilities. This provision, however, is not 
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to into rfere with rights or obligation a provided by 

civil law. The customs of the past shall be followed 

in the case of transients. 

(5) All independent male residents of the ward who 

have full civil rights are considered freemen of the 

ward. An ^independent male resident11 b a man 

who is 25 years of age or more, possesses a house¬ 

hold, and Is legally competent to manage his business. 

Other persons may in special cases be recognized by 

the ward a? freemen. 

( 6) All freemen of the ward have the right either to be 

or not to he elected to ward offices. 

The Kosata regulations then list provisions for a ward as* 

sembly, for an assembly of advisers, for administrative affairs, 

for financial affairs, for sumptuary causes, and for miscellaneous 

matters. The Hanaoka regulations list provisions for the local 

assembly, ward administration, control of common property, and 

punishment of violators. Both Hats of regulations run to some 

SO articles and are very detailed* 
These local codes make it clear the residents of rural areas 

were trying to snake rules of their own for community life, dis¬ 

tinct from those issued by the new administrative unit?- V\ it bin 

ihe limits of the old community, the rights and obligations of 

each resident were specifically stated. The wording of the rules 

shows the influence of the legal phraseology of the new period, 

hot aside from a few minor revisions, the documents call for 

the preservation of the traditional systems of government in Lhe 

old villages. It ts significant, however, that in many instances 

provisions were made for electing village officials instead of en¬ 

trusting official duties to the same families generation after 

generation. This indicates that the papular rights movement 

was being felt In rural districts. The residents of the old vil¬ 

lages, far from being absorbed immediately into the bgai and 

administrative structure of the new villager clearly wished to 

leorgRttize the old communities as working copcems. 
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f2) Forest property belonging to the bztraku. The earliest 

legal code of Japan stipulates that the profits from mountain 

fores is were to be shared by the government and the people, 

and for centuries later forests were regarded as public property* 

which no one could monopolke. In the early Tokugawa period, 

the right of each village to exploit the forest* around it was 

recognized, while other forest land was considered to belong to 

the shogunate or the individual feudatories. As time went on 

and population increased, however, new forest lands were 

brought under cultivation, and at the same rime measures on 

the part of die shogimatc and the feudal lords to protect the 

forests were strengthened, so that the forest lands available to 

the people gradually shrank. In some places the traditional 

right to exploit such lands was threatened, and attempts by the 

villages to protect their ancient privileges or to acquire similar 

rights to new forests caused many disputes and legal suits. 

Gradually, therefore, the hitherto rather vague privileges began 

to crystallize into definite forms. The concepts of ownership 

and rights of exploitation were atill somewhat vague, but at any 

rate it was generally recognized that forests were not to be ex¬ 

ploited for commercial purposes, but were to servo as the far¬ 

mers" source of necessary firewood, foliage (for fertiliser and 

animal feed)., and the like. In general* she farmers were inter¬ 

ested not in the land but in what grew on it, and for this 

reason the question of actual land ownership rarely arose. 

Forest? were considered to be either the property of the villages 

that exploited them or that of the shogunate, Since the right 

of exploitation was nor specifically guaranteed by law and rested 

entirely on custom, it varied in content and demil from one 

district to the rest. 

By means of a bin d-tax reform in early Meiji, the government 

attempted to adopt the modem European system of land own¬ 

ership and land taxes, but many difficulties arose in connection 

with forest lands. First of all. in IB72 the government declared 

all forest bnds hitherto exploited by farming villages to be 
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public property and issued deeds thereto 10 the villages in ques^ 
tion. At the same time, a tax was placed on such lands and 
in 1876 it was reclassified as private land. 

In 1877, the Bureau of Provincial Regions ordered a survey 
of local practices concerning the forests with an eye toward 
setting up a clear distinction between property belonging to the 
government and dial belonging to the people. Both the govern¬ 
ment and the Bureau had to mind the enlargement of govern¬ 
ment holdings, and the villages, ior their part, so dreaded the 
land tax that many of them voluntarily applied to have the land 
incorporated into government property. Many of the forests, 
therefore, were taken over by the government or by wealthy 
individual owners at this time. 

The problem of deciding ownership of lands long exploited 
by the faiuteift was a difficult one, and the authorities often 
acted arbitrarily and even unfairly. This was particularly true 
in the distant northeast, which was not among the more ad¬ 
vanced areas* and which had relatively little political power. 
An overwhelming majoiisy of the forest land in this district 
became government property or fell into the hands of private 
individuals. 

As the concept of land ownership became clearer, the pro¬ 
blem of |ust who owned the forests hitherto exploited became 
thornier, and there wore many legal disputes. The general 
trend was toward increased government ownership and decreased 
rights of exploitations. Nevertheless, until the creation, of rise 
local administration system of ISS9, villages continued to coni- 
rot a huge amount of forest land* the vast majority of which 
was registered under the names ol the groups exploiting it. To 
W sure, with the establishment of the rights to land ownership, 
the desire lor private land increased, and at the same time 
people became more and more aware of the commercial value 
of forest bnd, so that in many communities the communal fo¬ 
rest property was divided up among the individual residents. 
Nevertheless the old villages still owned much land, and this 
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fact was one of the important reasons for their coherence as 

commumiies. 

After 1889, when the new local administrations were establi¬ 

shed, the old villages ceased to exist from the legal point of 

view, and the problem of forest lands held by them again arose. 

Whatever the legal status of these villages, however* the system 

of self-supply was still strong in rural areas, and it would have 

been fatal suddenly to deprive the farmers of their privilege to 

use the forests. Consequently, though some of the village lands 

were taken over by the new local administrations* most of rhem 

remained in the possession ol the old villages (now bur&ku) and 

were registered jointly in the names of the villagers (that is, the 

right-holders). No special laws purporting to settle the forest 

ownership problem once and for all were enacted at this time. 

In other words, the old customs continued by and large to pre¬ 

vail. 

The question of the forest lands no doubt underlay the at¬ 

tempts of the extralegal buraku to reorganize themselves under 

the nevr system. Still* there was in effect no legs! control over 

the forests held by buraku^ and though some of the buraku 

maintained strict regulations and guarded their communal rights 

jealously, many divided the property up among former right- 

holders, thus promoting the tendency for such property to 

become concentrated in the hands of a few large owners, and 

others exercised such lax control over the land that it was soon 

laid waste by over-exploitation. This latter phenomenon was 

caused Largely by the combination of a rapid rise in population, 

new efforts to bring more land under cultivation* and the loss 

(from the farmers" point of view) of forest lands to governmen¬ 
tal control 

With the forests being depleted at an alarming rate, in 1909 

the government finally took decisive action on the forest pro¬ 

blem, Forests owned by buraku were turned over to the new 

administrative units: the customary rights to exploitation were 

abolished or greatly curbed; and an attempt ■was made 10 draw 
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the whole problem into the legal framework. None the less, 

there were many complicated variation i in customs concerning 

these lands, and they still constituted on important source of 

necessary materials to the farmers; consequently* the govern- 

mentis new law was by no means enforced overnight. Many 

aspects of the problem were still unsolved at the end of MeijL 

As the above indicates, though the customs pertaining to 

forests varied from dig trie t to district, communal ownership by 

the old villages, or buraku, was one of the main reasons for 

the continued existence of the Latter. The importance of the 

forests* and hence of the huraku* to the farmer tended to de¬ 

crease as the system of economic self-sufficiency weakened. 

(3) Offshore fishing rights. From very early times the right 

of villages on the seaooast to fish in the waters off their shores 

was recognized all over the country. This right was held by die 

com muni ty as a whole, just as the right to exploit nearby 

forests wag held by farming villages. The fishing rights how¬ 

ever, were not necessarily divided equally among the various 

coastal communities. Villages engaged exclusively in fishing* 

for example* often held customary rights to very large areas, 

while on the other hand some villages1 though on the coast, 

commanded only a narrow strip of off-shore waters. As in the 

case of forests* increases in population, unequal distribution of 

rights, and other problems of the same sort led to many serious 

problems and disputes. In the case of fishing privileges, how¬ 

ever, there was no question of private ownership* and the rights 

of the village remained the rights of the whole group. Control 

and distribution of these rights were the prerogatives of the 

villages and were governed by village customs, h is only natu¬ 

ral then that in the early Meijh when small-scale coastal fishing 

was still a major means of production, communal fishing rights 

played on extremely large pari in maintaining the unity and 

coherence of the traditional village. 

In 1875* the government suddenly declared all off-shore 

water? public property and established a system of paid fishing 
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permits on which areas were specified. This measure was in 

direct opposition to custom, and it provoked strong resistance 

on the pan of fishing communities. A number of riots broke 

out, and Lhere was confusion everywhere. In ike folio wing year 

the government amended the Saw. The off-shore waters were 

still classed as government property, but the management and 

control of fishing were left entirely to local custom. The situa¬ 

tion quieted down, and thereafter the government continued to 

let tradition reign instead of casting about in America and 

Europe for Saws to impose on the fishing industry. In 1901 a 

fishing law’ was promulgated, hut it was little more than a 

written version of the customs preserved since the Tokugawa 

period. One notable departure, however, was that traditional 

fishing rights were conferred upon the local fishermen's union 

instead of to the community as a whole, the union's handling 

of the rights bring subject to the approval of appropriate gov¬ 

ernmental authorities. In 1886 the government bad already 

enacted a fishermen’s union law that had provided for the for¬ 

mation of unions comprising suitable areas and dedicated to the 

elimination of past evils and the promotion of profits. Now, 

in connection with the fishing law, the government in 1902 

published a new set of regulations for the unions. 

The fishing law provided that the area encompassed by each 

union was m principle to coincide with that of the traditional 

fishing community. Though the union was the legal holder of 

the fishing rights, it wst not permitted to manage fishing ope¬ 

rations. The fishing privilege was treated as a real right, which 

could not only be inherited from one generation to the next, 

but could also be bought or sold, borrowed, or lent. In brief, 

while abiding by the old customs of the group government, the 

government treated the rights of in a modem fashion. In a 

revised version of the law, enacted in 1910, the rights were 

clearly recognised as real rights, and provisions were made for 

the preparation of regulations concerning land. Eventually, in 

1933, the nahing unions were classed as industrial unions, and 
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the right of managing thdr own fishing was conferred upon 

them. In general^ after its initial failure, ihe government granted 

rights 10 take the place of those that had formerly been accorded 

individual fishing villages, but at. the same time gradually gave 

the rights a modem definition. 

There is no doubt but that the nslung rights sanctioned by 

long custom constituted one of the chief forces holding the 

traditional village organisations together. The fishermen s unions 

as a rule included almost all residents of the area* in which 

they were located and io all intents and purposes were dentkal 

with the old village group. Sometimes therefore, the leading 

faction in the organization was composed of persons other than 

fishermenp "whereas on the other hand professional fishermen 

new to the area were often refused membership. Despite the 

Meiji political revolution, thenp the customary waysof life were 

too strongly rooted to change very greatly. 

(4) Customs regarding the use of water 

Since but rice cultivation was these the main petlar of Japa¬ 

nese agriculture* tlie distribution of water commanded a good 

deal of attention, and customs concerning the use of water 

dated back to ancient rimes. In the peaceful Tokugawa period, 

however* the expansion of fields under the cultivation led to an 

increased need for water and created many disputes over cus¬ 

tom, but as a result the latter gradually crystallized in to more 

Or lesE clear cut forms. In the- plain area?, where most of the 

wet paddies were located, cooperation with respect to the water 

supply was one of the principal cohesive forces in farming 
villages. 

Customs with regard to water supply, unlike those connected 

with forests and fishing waters* were little affected by the Meiji 

political reform True a number of spectacular developments 

occurred in the field of water com rob and large new areas of 

land were irrigated, but nevertheless ihe old practices with re¬ 

gard to water were left largely intact- Such changes aa cook 

place were usually carried our by the individual communities 
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themselves, and the government merely stepped in here find 

there to settle on occasional dispute. Ajs one historian put it. 

The Meiji reform* which even prompted people to use 

the word ** revolution,” stopped short of altering the basic 

structure of Japanese agriculture. Superficial change3 were 

made* bur the feudalistic relation ship were left as they were, 

Thia gave rise to a nmnbet of illogical situations, but at 

the same time it underline the fact that old irrigation cus¬ 

toms still play an Important role today, 

^Ktiamvra Toshio* An Historical 

Study of Irrigation Fra ft ices in 

Japan [Nihon Kartgai Ydsui Kan* 

ko no Shi-teki K^nkyu) 

In brief, the practices, that became tbeed under the feudal 

lords of the Tokugaw* period continued, and b many cases still 

continue, to remain in effect. In this collection we might 

observe that despite the fact that private ownership of farm 

lands developed in the Tokugawa period, despite even the adop^ 

Uon of modern concepts of ownership in the Meiji period, the 

actual ownership relations in Japanese farming communities was 

not materially changed. 

The distribution of water is determined by the farmers in¬ 

novated, but the traditional regulations o| the community are so 

strong that in some places one might consider the bumku itself 

to be the possessor of old irrigation practices has been instru¬ 

mental in keeping many villages together even in the post-Met ji 

period, 

(5) Shnnes in connection with Lhe buraiu 

Among the force* binding the huraku (former villages) toge¬ 

ther one must not overlook the shrines of the village tutelary 

diety, the Ian d-pro tee ting deity* and die ancestral deity. These 

shrines were in almost all instances connected with the found¬ 

ing of the village in which they were located* and festival* 

3^ 
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dedicated to the deities in question have been observed annually 

by the communities for decades and centuries. To take a pro¬ 

per part in the celebrations and worship dedicated to the village 

tutelary deity was generally considered to qualify a person for 

futidledged membership in village society, end from birth until 

death* each individual was expected to pay respects a I the 

shrine □ a all great occasions of bis life, [n the area around 

Kyoto the worshipers of tutelary deities are organised in guilds 

(salt the rules for entry into which are very strict with regard 

to family Liveage, The guild is often virtually identical with 

the social structure of the communities itself* and since religions 

celebrations tend to be conservative in the firs* place, those 

engaged in by tiiese guilds reflect social traits that existed when 

the village was founded. 

In the Iokugawa period, one of the government's means of 

repressing Christianity was to refine every family to declare its 

affiliation with a Buddhist temple. Furthermore, the temple took 

charge of all funerals—that is to ttigr, it was the place from 

which people went 10 their last rest—but deapite this fact* Bud- 

d his in did not disturb the organization of worshipers of the vih 

3 age tutelary godT which remained die support mg pith of 

community life. 

In the Meiji period, one of the fundamental shoguns was 

respect for the emperor and revival of the past." — a phrase, 

we might note, which had religious connotations, since the 

emperor was the descendant of the Sun Goddess, and the past 

was in one sense the age of the gods and in another the eta 

prior to the interruption by the shoguns of the emperor's godly 
rule. 

The Ministry of Religion, which in ancient times hiH been 

tanked above the chancellery, was revived, and there was much 

talk of unifying government 2nd religion, A whole group of 

reforms carried out around IS7I were directed at reviving the 

ancient form of Shinto as a spiritual supporr for the state. 

In ffse fifih mourn of 1871 shrines were classed as otHcial or 
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unofficial The official shrines were henceforward changed with 

national worship and placed under the control of the Ministry 

of Religion, while the unofficial shrines were further da skilled 

as prefectural or town shrines and placed under the cont¬ 

rol of the appropriate local officials. In the seventh month of 

1871, it was ordered that the shrine affiliation of every subject 

be examined. This step was connected with the establishment 

of wards and ward leaders ip the following year (see page 357), 

since in every new ward the most important shrine was classi¬ 

fied as a town shrine (orhers were “village shrinesJP) and appo¬ 

inted as the place for subjects to register their affiliation and 

receive religions amulets. The result was that in every ward 

there was a ward leader, to keep tab on where people were and 

what they were doing, and a shrine 10 keep tab on what Lhey 

believed* or at least to make sure that they professed to believe 

in the national religion. The ward leader and the shrine worked 

hand in hand. 

This system represented the first manifestation of the new 

national state on the local level. The combination of shrine 

and ward leader corresponded to that of the Ministry of Reli¬ 

gion and Chancellery in the central government. Everything 

was consistent from top to bottom—rtoti- consistent* one sup¬ 

poses, At any rate^ the more indicates the strength of the 

current desire to revive the pash when religion and government 

were supposed to have been but one. 

In 1871 the feudal districts were replaced by prefectures, this 

step marking a change in the over all political situation. In 

the eight month of the same year the title of the Ministry of 

Religion was downgraded slightly, and in the following year the 

institution was replaced by the Ministry of Teachings, The 

latter, however, clashed with Buddhist believers and was also 

attacked by supporters of the popular rights movement and of 

the separation of government and education. In 1877 the Mini¬ 

stry of Teachings wag abolished, and shrine affairs were turned 

over to the Department of Shrrnea and Temples in the Home 
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Ministry. 

The turn about on religion was extended to the provinces * 

and in 1873 the order requiring registration shrike was rec¬ 

eded. The ward leaders* we might note* disappeared too, and 

little oilier than the classifications of shrines remained of the 

original system. Subsequently, in 1875T regulations for the 

conduct of shrine festivals were issued* but this and later rules 

of tbe sort were directed primarily to national shrines. In 

1374, government contributions to shrines and temples were 

cut off, and it was left to ihe people to support them. After 

1877 the smaller ahrines are scarcely mentioned in government 

pronouncement. No special provision was made for them when 

the new local administrative system was in 1889. 

In IS75. n government count of shrines giveg a total of 

L76p45tL Theoretically these were all subject to government 

control* but aside from national and prefectural shrines, the great 

majority of them were small shrines maintained by the people 

of a village andfc despite the various reforms of ihe previous 

few years* serving as the center of the same festivals and shrine 

organisations as before the Restoration. Most of them continued 

to constitute a unifying force in their villages after the latter 

ceased to be villages and became hitraku. 

After the Sino-Japanese war there was another wave of 

national ism, and the government again became active in religion. 

In 1906 offerings and presents began to be sent to shrines by 

local governments on the appointed festival days—prefectures 

contributing to prefecture! shrines, counties and cities to town 

shrinesp and the smaller administrative units to village shrines. 

Thus, a connection whs established between shrines of various 

types and the appropriate local governments, and the shrine 

classifications for the first-time began to mean what they seemed 

to mean. In 1908 a law governing the property and finances 

of shrines was enacted, and subsequently shrines began to oc¬ 

cupy an important place in governmental affairs. 

Around this time the government felt that something ought 
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lo be done to eliminate the huge number of dim ini tiveP minor 

siirines and instead faces attention on more consequential 

shrines ihai might be convened into religious centers in the 

new provincial decisions Furthermore a need was seen for 

shrines that could assist in instilling national feeling into the 

people. In August* 1906. the government began actively pursu¬ 

ing these ends. Eight y-thousand small shrines were wiped out 

in the succeeding lew years, and In some prefectures the goal 

of one shrine to one village (new) was attained, but this was 

exceptional In some districts pressure does- not seem to have 

been applied* while in others it was applied so ruthlessly that 

the people rose up m wrath. Deprived of the symbol of their 

unity, [he people of some huraktt raised disturbances that trou¬ 

bled village administrators for a long time afterward* Despite 

the figure of 80T000, in most districts the most the government 

succeeded in doing was gathering all the smaller shrines in 

each burak&t into the compound of the largest shrine. This at¬ 

tempt on the government's part to create a dose connection 

between its new administrative units and the shrines and to 

mhke the shrines centers of patriotism met with suiprisingly 

strong resistance from the old villages. In 1909, the government 

te taxed its efforts, and the elimination of shrines virtually came 
to a halt. 

The above episode indicates on the one hand that the old 

villages* Uiough legally non-existent since 1839, still retained 

considerable strength, and an the other that the government 

with its overemphasis on nationalism was straining its political 

power to die limits. Actually, the elimination of the old vil¬ 

lages Irons the law freed them from a good deal of government 

interference and left them time to reorganise as they phased* 

The movement to eliminate shrines succeeded in some of the 

old villages, but it did not really reduce the cohesive forces 

underlying village unity. Many small villages actually rallied 

around the local shnne and attempted to have it recognized by 

the government, often going to the extent of placing village 

370 
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communal property in the shrine's Kan as to strengthen its posi¬ 

tion. 

Broadly speaking, local temples were not 50 intimately con¬ 

nected with the old villages ns were shrine a, and we shall not 

go into their relationship with the new system of administration 

here. Suffice it to say that their political importance wag great* 

ly reduced by the anti Buddhist movement of the early Meiji, 

and subsequently they commanded relatively little attention from 

the makers of local administrative policy. 

The points we have taken up concerning communal property, 

irrigation, and village shrines indicate one very important fact; 

to wit* that whatever reforms were attempted by the centra! 

government and the new local administrations, the old village 

organiiationa remained strong because of the part they played 

£n practical everyday life. The Meiji government attempted at 

first 10 interfere, but presently more or less gave up> not to 

resume Its activities in this respect until around 1900. Even 

after dial the old village structures remained practically intact 

in many places, and in the cases in which they did not, it is 

questionable whether the government^ mle was decisive or not. 

Most often the spread of modem industry and the capitalistic 

system caused interna] collapse, and the government's policies 

merely served as guideposts after thin occurred. 

(7) A typical example of the system of officials or function¬ 

aries within the buraku is found in the ease of the district 

of I inumasawa, Kawaahima-cnura, Kami'ina-gunP Nagano Prefec¬ 

ture. The officers were as follows: 

I here were any number of variations from district to district* 

particularly in nomenclature, but the basic offices were as a 

rule those of the kurakft spokesman and! the leaders of the 

neighborhood groups. In large buraku t a number of additional 

functionaries were added to the list given above, and conversely 

lu E-mail buraku w a number of those named were eliminated. 

In the Tokugawa period villages fLe. the buraku of Meiji) 

were in effect run by the leading families therein, who retained 
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their prerogatives from generation to generation, and who were 

generally known as “elders/' “village lime nonaries/" or simply 

“adults,™ In the early Meiji period the heads of such families 

often continued to assume the positions of leadership, but the 

general trend was toward equality among houses in the buraku. 

Spokesmen group leader? came by and large to be elected or 

appointed by turns. To this extent, at least, the ideals stated 

by Meiji government leaders were reflected in the structure of 
the burakti. 

The so-called “five man group" requires special comment, 

in the first place it should be observed that the number is to be 

taken none too seriously* In some areas the smallest unit of 

buraku social organization included ten families or even more. 

In any event, however, sub-groups comprising a number of fa¬ 

milies were to be found in almost every huraJtu* and they 

functioned as important instruments of practical government. 

These groups were not necessarily neighborhood groups.— 

often they consisted of a hereditary leading family and a niuu* 

bar of other families affiliated with it m one way or another, 

regardless of location—but they tended to become chat. They 

were left intact at the first of Mdjit hut were abolished in 18724 

when the old village officials were replaced by appointed head¬ 

men. As the same time the government ordered the formation 

of new five-man groups based on proximity alone and organized 

on the basis of equality of families. This promoted an already 

existing trend, and in many buraku groups more or less In accord 

with the governments order were formed, but the government 

itself was so concerned with the new villages that it subsequently 

left the imemal structure of the buraku up to the buraku itself. 

As a result the groups were very Little more unform than be¬ 

fore, but they were organized autonomously, and they were im¬ 

portant not only as units of genuine self-government* but as¬ 

sociations for mutual aid among neighbors. 

The conference ol the village ciders of the Tokugawa period 

was often succeeded by a buruku assembly or aome other 

m 
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organisation modeled on tie new village assemblies. Such organi- 

jadons, however, had no legal existence, and they varied 

tremendously in structure and function from place to place. 

(8) The buraht as a center of consumption. After the 

.Meijj Restoration, the various Tokugawa limitations on food, 

clothing, and housing were legally removed, and the individual 

was theoretically free to spend his money in any way he saw 

fit. In rural communities, however, elements of communal life 

were still strong, and the group imposed limitations on indivi¬ 

dual action in this respect. In particular, a great number of 

buraku adopted what amounted to local laws concerning the 

exchange of gifts inasmuch as this emailed in many instances 

needless expenditures for everyone involved. In places Mew 

Year’s presents, wedding gifts, and the like were forbidden ex¬ 

cept within the family, and fines were imposed upon violators. 

Behind such regulations one can make out the form of Toku- 

gawa-period sumptuary restrictions, but it is significant that the 

new rules were not imposed on people from above because of 

their status, but rather adopted by common consent. 

Despite the rules against giving gifts, which indicate a desite 

to economize on the social amendments, the interesting fact U 

that villagers who could afford to take advantage of the new 

freedom to build their houses as they placed ordinarily set about 

improving not the essential living quarters but rather the sections 

of their houses designed primarily for receiving guests The 

inconsistency is only apparent, since the underlying policy of 

the buraku was directed at maintaining the same way of life 

for all. Persons who were able to entertain during festivals, 

holidays, and the like were expected to do so, and the building 

of rooms for entertaining guests was in a sense a public duty. 

11 Entertainment” is perhaps not the proper word, since social 

gatherings of die buraht were usually sanctioned by tradition 

or religion—most often they were occasioned by buraku business 

or the festival of a deity—but they also usually involved a 

good deal of earing and drinking. In the Meig period the 
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leading class within the buraku expanded. This meant that 

more people war* expected 10 be hose to hura&tt gatherings 
end hence had to equip their houses for the purpose. This 

tendency was very widespread in the first half of Meiji. 

As we have stated, the new villages served as funnels through 

which new commodities as well as new customs were introduced 

to rural areas. Whatever part these new elements played in 

the lines of individual, however, they played little part in the 

public Hie of the buraku during the first half of Meiji, The 

decline of selfsuffidency on the part of farmers* however, did 

lead to changes in community customs. For one thing, there 

was a noticeable shift za money and commercial products among 

items presented as gifts. The following table Indicates the 

proportion of commercial goods and goods produced at home 

among condolence gifts given in the diseries of Miracle* Asahi^ 

mura, Kamil gun, Nagano Prefecture. 

Ymr 

A 
Total 

Pfmmbtr 
of Gifn 

B 
Gif it Pro¬ 
duced in 
tht 

c 
_1 -/envy and 
Commercial 

Item) 

to 

1Q£4 163 65 46.4 

1869 166 71 117 62.2 

IB7S saa L27 126 49.9 

1 SSI 3oa 130 173 57,7 

1899 428 146 3W 65,8 

Even though the natural tendency on the occasion of deaths 

was to give domestic products—that is to sayf food—in the 

lS90"s; ihe proportion of commercial gifts was by Jar the larger. 

The regulations against gifts mentioned above were occasioned 

by the social and economic changes of the times. Throughout 

the earlier half of Mciji, on increasing number of persons in 

the entered the class that was obligated to cake part 

in public life. At the same time, however, economic conditions 

were such that monetary expenditures were gradually increasing. 

375 
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Sume sort of limit had to be established, and the btiraku 

undertook to establish it. This amian WH3 in effect an 

attempt, albeit a conservative one, to improve the welfare of 
the group. 

That the bumAn were not always conservative in their policies 

is illustrated by the feet that the spread of electric lights to 

rural districts was largely the result of action on their part It 

is entirely possible that they may have made more positive 

attempts to introduce other modem improvements had the 
economic situation permitted. 

T at power of the bttrahi to control consumption by indi¬ 

viduals rested largely on its possession of communal forest 

property on which those individuals depended for supplies of 

lumber and fertilizer. When such property was lost or depleted, 

the butaku lost much of its control over the economic life of 
its members. 

5 CHANGES TN COOPERATIVE CUSTOMS 

It is important to observe that the old village was often 

divided into smaller cooperative groups, such as the clan or the 

neighborhood association, which gathered to perform certain 

more or less specific tasks. In the case of the village of Ka- 

washuna, Kami-Ina-gun, Nagano Prefecture, such groups func 
tioned on the following basis: 

!ype of Work or Activity Groups Engaged in Work or 

Activity 
Regular farming Family plus a few close relatives 

(sometimes with the addition of 
hired laborers) 

k tee transplanting Family plus relatives, neighbors, and 

other closely connected persons (not 

a specific group; hired labor added) 
Looking bean past* Family plus htmiai (union of close 

neighbors) plus ogumi (larger union 
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id eluding all residents of a particu¬ 

lar area within the village) 

Construction of buildings Family plus relatives plus kumiai 

plus dgunti 
Family plus vgumi or the entire 

village 

Family plus Awwiitu* relatives, other 

closely connected persons plus (oc¬ 

casionally) ogurm Or youth associ¬ 

ation 
Family plus kumtai, relatives* other 

closely connected persons., ogumi 

or funeral association plus other 

ogumi in the village or from other 

villages 

Entire village plus residents of 
other villages, 

(Note: The above applies to the late Taisho period* but 

the si [nation was essentially the same in Meijh iH Relatives' 

includes the main family and its branches along with other 

relatives in the new tillage area. ^Other closely connected 

persons w included for the larger part persons wilh a foster 

relationship of one sort or another.) 

It is clear that aside from assisting after fires* the activities 

involving the most groups were marriage and funeral ceremonies, 

particularly the Latter. In shis connection, we should observe 

that these two activities involved a great deal of eating and 

drinking and therefore constituted an important aspect of 

economic consumption by the group. 

The appearance of modern farm implements, in particular 

equipment for hulling rice* greatly reduced the necessity for 

cooperative effort in farm work, and the spread of modem 

economy had much the same effect. Until the Meiji period, 

the typical village took the lumber for its collective building 

needs from its communal forest lands. In the case of building 
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ofter fires, the families who bad to rebuild were given an 

allotment of trees to use as lumber, this ammini being supple¬ 

mented Ln many cases by gifts from relatives or friends. Fur¬ 

thermore, since the cutting and transport of the trees and the 

building of the house were carried out almost entirely by the 

group, the persons building were relieved of virtually all ex¬ 

penses except those entailed in feasting the helpers, Actually, 

however, this latter obligation tended to become a heavy burden 

in the Meiji period, and this fact, coupled with & gradual 

lessening of communal property, led to the virtual abandonment 

of cooperative effort in building projects. The same was true 

in the case of thatching roofs, in which work the practice of 

mutual assistance had been even more pronounced. 

As a rule, the group expected to as sis at times of marriage, 

birth, illness, or death was gradually curtailed after the middle 

Meiji. As in the cases mentioned above, the chief problem 

was the expense involved in winning and dining the helpers—a 

problem which it will be recalled figured prominently in the 

new rules and regulations adopted by traditional villages. In 

effect, the pervasion of a money economy and the accompanying 

loss of self sufficiency rendered group action obsolete, and the 

entertainment formerly provided in return for assistance given 

became more of a burden than it was worth. As a result, in 

the latter half of Meiji, people in general tended to limit coop¬ 

erative action to an intimate circle of family and dose neighbors. 

5. URBAN UFE AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS 

From the beginning to the end of the Tokugawa period, urban 

and rural life were almost completely separate one from the 

other, largely because of the status division of social sta tus accord¬ 

ing to occupation. In principle the rural population worked 

the land and bore the burden of feudal taxes, while the urban 

population was composed of warriors, merchants nnd artisans 

who had no part whatever in agricultural production. 
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Accordingly, the urban governmental system differed from the 

rum\, and the political dements of ordinary life were equally 

divergent. 
Whereas in farming villager everyone had essentially the same 

status, for example, this was not true in the cities* where ihe 

different classes were distinguished and indeed to a considerable 

degree segregated. In Edo and Osaka particular districts were 

designated for the use of warriors, temples, and ordinary towns¬ 

people, and the political administration of these groups was 

not homogeneous. The same was by and large the case in 

Kyoto and she castle towns. 

In the early Meiji period the class distinctions in the cities 

were legally abolished and the urban populations unified into 

homogeneous political entities. Herein began what we think 

of as the urban way of life. 

«u The Old OrgamzHtioii ol the Cko and the Ne# City Wards 

In Tokugaw a-period cities, only house owners were considered 

full-fledged townspeople, and persons who rented land or houses 

were given residence permission only on the guarantee of the 

property owners* This situation would have been simple enough 

if each lessors property had all been located within the local 

administrative unit (tr/fd) in which he lived, but such was not 

the case. The landowner himself was responsible to lib own 

chof but matters pertaining to such property as. he held m other 

cho and the persons renting it were in the province of the other 

cho. Under the circumstances, there developed a custom 

whereby in such cases a representative of the landlord took up 

residence in the cho where die rented property was located and 

served simultaneously as the aho official in charge of matters 

pertaining to such property. The representative was treated as 

ft full-fledged resident of the ch&, that b to say as a regular 

house-owners. Together with the house-owners, the representa¬ 

tives were organised mta five-man groups which took charge of 
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various tasks and dudes within the cho there was a small office 

with a clerk* which acted on behalf of the shogunate's city 

magistrate. 

By the end of the Tokvgawa period sixty per cent of the 

residents of cities were tenants, and the relationship between 

landlord and tenant was of paramount importance within the 

ckd. Group action and group life were m fact controlled by 

this relationship. 

In 1869P 238 landowners also serving as cho officials in Tokyo 

were relieved of their duties and the organisation of towns¬ 

people revised. The city ivae divided into fifty wards, each 

having an elder and an assistant dder. For each five wards a 

leader was chosen from among the elder** The old cho offices 

were abolished and a new office established in each ward to 

take their place. In the same year, the five-man organisation 

were abolished together with the duties they had performed, 

and landowners, and their representatives were forbidden to take 

part in the government of die chS. The purpose of this move 

was to eliminate evils that had arisen from landowners having 

in many instances left the control of their property entirely in 

the hands of incompetent or unsuitable representatives. In the 

place of the old cho leader?., from two to four new elders were 

appointed to handle ihe business of the cho. The representa¬ 

tives of the landlords, however, were too firmly entrenched to 

be eliminated so easily, and in 1870 they were ingeneral made 

functionaries of the cho, though without pay. From among 

them cho leaders were selected and granted a monthly wage. 

These latter performed the work later taken over by ward 

offices and cho assemblies. This system continued until 1876. 

In the meantime, in 1871 the fifty wards were divided into 

sis and then eleven large wards, and gradually the position of 

the large ward was consolidated. In 1876 the office of the did 

leaders was abolished and its functions transferred to the central 

offices of the large wards. Simultaneously* rnies for the conduct 

of ward officials were issued in the name of the governor of 
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Tokyo* 
Despite these complicated changes, within the chS the relation¬ 

ship between landlord and tenant remained an Important factor. 

In so far as the cha was autonomous, it was generally speaking 

run by an assembly of the landlords, who also defrayed its 

expenses. What finally distroyed the organisation of the iho 

was the influx ol new people into the city* The mpid growth 

of the urban population led to the settling of many new’ dis¬ 

tricts, and oven the old cho were infiltrated by people who had 

no connection with the traditional system. On the one hand, 

the population grew too dense for the old chd organizations to 

encompass, and the rate of growth was too rapid to allow for 

the natural development of new autonomous units. By and 

large the functions of urban government of necessity were 

assumed by the ward offices and the city administration. 

b„ Tbe l>evelijpn3tot of Public Enterprises 

The Influx of people into the dtica created a need for public 

works beyond the capacity of the did or similar small units, 

and it became necessary for the central government of the 

municipal governments to take the required measures. In this 

section we auould like to examine public works undertaken by 

the cities of the new age. 

(1) Water Supply, The need for water in urban centers was 

noi, of course, new to the Mdji period, and in the Tokugawa 

period public systems of water supply already existed in a 

number of cities> a& outlined below: 

Mains for drinking water: Edo, Akao* Takumatsuf Mitop 

Fukuyama* Nakntsu, Udo, Nagoya, Kagoshima (the forego¬ 

ing all constructed by the government); Nagasaki, Koshiga- 

ham, Otsti. Kurusato, Kzmagawa (privately constructed); 

Kanagawu* Tottorj, Ibusuki, Qonyokaku (for government 

use only) Mains for drinking water and water for washing: 

Sendai, Shizuoka, Saga, Yonezawa, Toyama, Fukui* 

3S1 
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Toyohashi, Qdawaxa (all constructed by the government} 

Some of these water systems were discontinued prior to 1889* 

but the others were all taken over by municipal governments 

upon the establishment of the new local administrative system 

in that year. In any event, they were ail buik by pre-modem 

methods, and the cask of converting them into modem European- 

style systems remained for the new city administrations to 

carry out. 
Construction on the first modem water system was completed 

in 1S87 in Yokohama. At first the protest was managed by the 

prefecture and financed largely by the national government, but 

in 1890 it was tmnaferred to municipal control. Improved 

water systems were also built in the following cities: 

City Date of Completion of System 

Hakodate December* 1889 

Nagasaki March, 1891 

Osaka Occober, 1895 

Hiroshima August* 189S 

Tokyo December, 1898 

Okayama March, 1905 

Kobe July, 1905 

S him o nose ki March, 1906 

Virtually aJJ of these projects were undertaken 

leadership and with the financial support of the central govern¬ 

ment. The government concentrated first on the three principal 

cities and the five main ports of foreign trade not only because 

population was dense in these centers, but also because there 

were foreigners present. In general financial aid consisted of 

one third of the original cost of installation. In the interest 

of preventing deceases and encouraging industry aid was ex¬ 

tended to more areas after 1900, but most cities other than 

those named were without water systems until the last few 

year* of Meiii, and many until the Takho period. It will be 

observed that the expansion of water supply systems coincides 

chronologically with the statistics given at the first of this 
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chapter on the growth of cities. 

In almost ail the cities listed above, the construction of the 

water system was supervised by foreign technklsiiSH It was 

only natural, of course that the government should seek foreign 

advice in cartying out this project, particularly during its early 

stages. 

It is important to note that the construction of water systems 

in the leading cities was one of the earliest projicts undertaken 

under the local administrative system established in 1BS9. 

Actually the need for a modem water supply had been recog¬ 

nised in a number of cities prior to this time, and often the 

work had been undertakeo by private companies. The Yoko¬ 

hama water system, for example, was preceded by an old- 

fashioned system undertaken in 1871 by a private company. 

Other private companies submitted plans for water works in 

Tokyo irs 1388 and Kobe in 1889, and a company in Niigata 

actually had a water system in operation in the latter year. It 

is interesting to observe that the various private water projicts 

appear to have been on the whole quite altruistic The aim 

in almost all instances seems to have been to contribute to the 

public welfare rather than to gainer large profiu. 

In any event, the need was beyond the capacity of private 

enterprise, and in 1890, after considerable deliberation in the 

national cabinet, the government issued regulations banning 

privately operated water systems. This step placed a Urge 

responsibility on the newly established city governments, but by 

the same taken Increased their authority. 

The spread of urban water systems invariably lagged behind 

the expansion of the cities, and in many districts there were all 

too few water outlets, but by the end of Meijt much had been 

done to eliminate such evils as public wells close by private, 

which had long since become a hazard to the public health. 

The various municipal water systems represent one of the first 

great benefits extended to <rity residents by the cittea themselves 

and are at the same time an example of cooperative enterprise 
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on the modem urban level 

Cr Other Municipal Pro>«ia 

The first modem sewer system in the Japan was installed 

under the Ginza no later than 1875, bat though sewage pipes 

were subsequently laid in various sections of Tokyo, there was 

no vast extension oi the system until 1923- In Sendai + on the 

other hand, the sewage system was not begun until 1889, but 

was extended throughout the central portion of the city by 

1913. It would perhaps be more accurate to say that the first 

municipal sewer was installed in Sendai rather than in Tokyo, 

In the late Mdjw sewage installations were begun in Hiroshi pin, 

Nagoya, Osaka, and Kobt, but not finished until long afterward. 

In most places the laying of sewers was retarded by the fact 

that farmers relied upon nightsoil for fertilizer, which they 

came 10 the cities to collect and which they paid for either in 

money or in produce- This was no small matter from the 

economic point of view. In 1889 m Osaka, for example, it was 

calculated that the annual refuse from privies wm worth a total 

of 80*000 yen, and it was formally proposed to the city council 

that the city undertake to collect the refuge, sell it* and use 

the proceeds over twenty years for harbor improvement and 

the installation of water mains. The plan was not carried OuiP 

but k amply illustrates the fact that such refuse was by no 

means considered worthless. 

The system whereby farmers carried away nightsoil ultimately 

began to collapse, first* because of the tremendous rise in urban 

populations, and, second, because chemical fertilizers became 

available at more or less reasonable prices. In the Taishd and 

Showa periods municipal sewage systems were greatly improved, 

but ihey still leave much to be desired even in the largest 

cities today. 

The development of electric and gas power facilities and that 

of urban transportation systems have been discussed at length in 
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other parts of this book, and we shall therefore confine oursolveg 

here to pointing out that these facilities were for the larger part 

privately owned and operated throughout the Meiji period. 

There is one very notable exception, to wit the municipal 

tramway line in Osaka, which was founded In 1903. and which 

played at a large part in the development of modern transpor¬ 

tation in Osaka. Otherwise, dries made only the first few moves 

toward assuming responsibility for lighting, heatT and transport 

in this period. Later* of course, they took a leading role in 

public enterprises of this sort 

d. Conclusion. 

With the exception of water facilities, then„ the various public 

works necessitated by the growth of cities in the Meiji period 

were first undertaken by private enterprises, and it will be 

observed that even municipal water facilities did not amount 

to much until the Meiji thirties. The transfer of gas, electricity, 

and public transportation facilities to municipal governments did 

not in general begin until the last years of Meiji—a fact in¬ 

dicating that these new importations from the West were prior 

to that lime still not sufficiently involved Id the general public 

welfare to demand municipal control, To be sure, such control 

had to await the final establishment of the new system of local 

administration, but nevertheless it is a fact that many of the 

features of modem urban life did not appear until the end of 

Meiji or afterward. Needless to say, water* gas* and electricity 

facilities were much slower to reach the rural areas. 

Despite all the government's efforts to introduce Western 

material civilisation, the Latter did not meet with uniform ejo 

cep lance in this nation of so many varying local traditions and 

ways of life. Some thing, such a making men cut their hair 

short or drafting boys into a new army, could be and were 

accomplished by force with very little variation between town 

and country. Other phases of the Westernization program. 
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notably the public works mentioned above, simply could not be 
realized in rural areas because no economic foundation existed 
for them. Still other aspects of Westernization, such as the 
eating of meat and the use of glass windows, were duly in¬ 
troduced in schools. In the army, and in factories, but were 

not adopted into many households because of poverty. 

In reviewing the history of the Metjt period, one is struck 
by the difference between town and country and the difference 
between the rich and the poor. In many, many instances the 
people of provincial areas succeeded, with the government's aid, 
in securing for themselves at least some semblance of the 
facilities available in the cities, but the difference between the 
rich and poor became even more pronounced as new com- 
modities appeared. As we have noted, in the last years of the 
nineteenth century there were tentative movements by workers 
and consumers to better their condition, but the government 
virtually stamped them out with the Police Act of 1900, without 
establishing really effective substitutes. As for as the Meiji 
period b concerned + the efforts of ordinary consumers to 
organize in their own interests ended in dismal failure. 

in an age when a law forbidding employers to work minors 
more than ten hours a day could not be enacted, one cannot 
expect much, but even $ot public and private relief work was 
disappointingly limited. The Fukuda Institute for Child Welfare, 
established in LS79, and the free lodging houses and employment 
agencies founded by the Salvation Army after 1906 were the most 
prominent attempts at welfare due can name. The first municipal 
effort in the vital field of employment guidance did not come 
until 1911* when three employment agencies were set up in 
Tokyo. 

True, people banded together in clique* of one type or 
another to protect their interests, but the moat typical reaction 
on the part of the individual was to try by dint of study and work 
to raise himself above the level of poverty. This was a selfish 
reaction in a sense, hut at the same time it was one that 
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showed energy and intelligence- Vi rth the flood of new things 

from the West. Meiji society was in a sort of half-way stage, 

with nothing very certain or definite. The reaction of the 

Japanese people of this period to the conditions imposed upon 

them, not by their own wish but by the necessities of Interna¬ 

tiona! politics, was energetic and in many ways brilliant. We 

only regret that we have been unable to describe it more 

thoroughly and more vividly in the foregoing text. 
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